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Abstract 

 

Beta-defensins are a family of small cationic antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) that are strongly 

conserved throughout Eukaryotes. Their discovery was associated with broad spectrum 

antimicrobial activity, but it has since been determined that this family of proteins have more 

diverse functions, including roles such as a chemokine for macrophages and determining coat 

colour in dogs.  

 

In Reptiles, the innate immune response is the principal system for clearing invading 

pathogenic organisms. Beta-defensins are a major component of the innate immune 

response, yet their biological function is largely unknown. It is likely that their antimicrobial 

activity mimics that of their mammalian counterparts.   Due to little research within reptilian 

beta-defensins many questions remain to be answered. Cluster characterisation, gene 

polymorphisms and defensin gene repertoire along with evolutionary mechanisms, 

conservation of synteny and physical properties of these peptides needs to be elucidated. 

   

This work identified novel gene clusters in 3 snake, 3 lizard, and 2 turtle/tortoise genomes as 

well as additional analysis on 2 Crocodylia species. Bioinformatic discovery through 

techniques such BLAST and annotation analysis reveals that these genes reside in single 

cluster.  Conservation of synteny is observed within these clusters and in all species the cluster 

was flanked on one side by Cathepsin B (CTSB) and the other side by either, Exportin 1 (XPO1) 

in the Squamates and by Translocation Associated Membrane Protein 2 (TRAM2) in 

Crocodylia and the turtles/tortoises.  Throughout reptilians, gene homology is observed with 

genes residing nearest CTSB being most obvious and through gene annotation and splice site 

prediction a two-exon organisation is the predominant gene structure of these beta-

defensins.  Their physical properties suggest that they are mostly cationic, with a few detected 

exceptions.  The dS/dN ratio of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions on a gene 

level suggests that there is conservation in the first exon, which encodes a signal peptide and 

more positive Darwinian selection in the second exon which encodes the active AMP 

suggesting an ‘arms race ’between host and pathogen.   Site wise evolutionary analyses on 

the second exon using HyPhy shows a common beta-defensin cysteine motif which is 

undergoing purifying selection and residues between these, showing positive selection. All 



iv 

 

this demonstrates that these are an evolving group of immune genes.  In addition to this, a 

streamlined, cost-effective methodology has been developed to express, purify, and study 

these peptides to aid the investigation into their physical properties.  This can provide 

information as to whether these novel antimicrobials have a much-needed use in future 

therapeutics or medicines.  
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Chapter 1 - INTRODUCTION 

1.1 A need for discovery. 

 

We live in an age where antimicrobials, in particular antibiotics, save lives. However, there is 

a growing problem with antibiotic resistance (AMR) worldwide. The UK government has 

estimated that by 2050 the global cost of AMR will be up to $100 trillion and will account for 

10 million extra deaths a year.  The World Health Organisation (WHO) has declared that AMR 

is one of the top 10 global health threats facing humanity and the misuse and overuse of 

antibiotics being the main drivers in the development of drug-resistant pathogens.  The WHO 

also suggests that the pipeline for novel antimicrobials has run dry and in 2019 WHO 

identified 32 antibiotics in clinical development of which only six were classed as innovative 

(World Health organisation 2019).  Thus, there is a great need for the development and 

discovery of novel antimicrobials. 

 

Antimicrobial peptides (AMP) are considered endogenous antimicrobials and can be found in 

many plants and animals.  AMPs are considered to be part of the innate immune system (van 

Hoek 2014).  These peptides are thought provide the ‘first line’ of defence against infectious 

microbes.  In beta-defensins they are generally short cationic peptides which fold to form 

amphiphilic structures which increases the ability to permeate microbial cell walls (Ganz 

2003).  Additionally, AMPs possess a broad non-specific ability to be active towards a wide 

veriety of organisms including both gram positive and negative bacteria, viruses, fungi, and 

protozoa (Zasloff 2002).  Therefore, AMPs are excellent candidates for development as novel 

therapeutic agents to complement conventional antibiotic therapy.   

 

1.2.1 Initial discovery and characterisation  

 

Alexander Fleming discovered lysozyme in 1922 and marked the birth of modern innate 

immunity.  A later example of an AMP that was isolated and characterised came from the 

moth Hyalophora cecropia in 1980 (Hultmark et al. 1980).  This discovery helped scientists 

understand how insects protect themselves against microbes without an adaptive immune 

system.  In the early 1980s, AMPs were found to exist in the mammalian leukocytes 
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(Patterson-Delafield et al. 1981) and with this AMPs were not restricted to life without an 

adaptive immune system. 

 

There are thought to be three different families of AMP, based in their primary amino acid 

sequence along with their structure (Bals 2000):  

 

• Group 1 – Linear, - helical peptide, lacking cysteine residues for disulphide bonds 

(e.g., LL37 in human) 

• Group 2 – Cysteine rich peptides forming disulphide bonds for stability (e.g. Defensins) 

• Group 3 – Peptides containing an enrichment of one or two amino acids (e.g. histatins) 

 

Defensins, can be put into three differing classes which are dependent on the order the 

cysteine bond pairings are within the mature active peptide.  Defensins are one of the most 

common group of AMPs and there are examples of AMPs throughout the animal kingdom 

Including arthropods, primates, birds, platypus, reptiles as well as plants, and fungi (Froy and 

Gurevitz 2003; Crovella et al. 2005; Kuo et al. 2015; Whittington et al. 2008; Stegemann et al. 

2009; Vriens et al. 2014; Mygrind et al. 2005). 

 

1.2.2 Structure and Characteristics 

 

Defensins have been described as 3-4kDa cationic peptides by having 6 cysteines arranged in 

3 disulphide bonds, with the characteristic pairing of the bonds highly dependent on the types 

of defensin (Wilson et al, 2009).  These peptides can also be subdivided into three group 

based on the order in which these bonds pair and are grouped as ,  and  Defensins, 

however all three classifications of defensin have only been observed in mammals (Ganz 

2004). The Beta-defensin peptides are the only classification that are expressed across all the 

eukaryotic kingdoms (Bulet et al, 2004).  Defensins have mostly beta-sheet arrangements 

with some Alpha-helices.  They also contain a large fraction of hydrophobic residues.  Beta-

defensins can be characterised by the conserved motif of cysteine pairing within the structure 

which form 3 intramolecular di-sulphide parings between Cys1–Cys5, Cys2–Cys4, and Cys3–

Cys6 as well as triple-stranded antiparallel beta-sheet configurations (Semple et al, 2012).  
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Their exonic structure can be identified by a signal peptide followed by a pre/pro peptide 

finishing in a mature, active domain (Figure 1.1) (Semple et al. 2003; Morrison et al. 2003; 

Patil et al. 2004).  Although AMPs induce many modes of damage to the host by hampering 

the cellular processes, the main action is in disruption of the cell membrane (figure2) 

(Malmstein, 2014).   

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Beta-defensin genomic organisation. 

Signal, Pro and Mature peptide regions within exons 1 and 2 with the cysteine pairing pattern 

and 3D structure. (Selsted and Ouellette 2005). 
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Figure 1.2. Schematic illustration of AMP interaction with lipid membranes.  

In barrel-stave pores, peptide oligomers organise in a transmembrane structure, while 

toroidal pores are disorganized membrane defects caused by curvature strain. Higher peptide 

densities may subsequently cause complete membrane disintegration (micellisation). 

Furthermore, peptide binding to the polar headgroup region allows relaxation of the alkyl 

chains and causes membrane thinning. In addition, chemical potential gradients may result in 

peptide translocation across the membrane. Finally, peptide-induced lipid segregation or 

phase separation may contribute to AMP-induced membrane rupture (Malmsten, 2014). 

 

AMP’s characteristics determine their ability to perform the functions demonstrated in figure 

1.2.  In summary these are peptide length, peptide charge, their secondary structure and 

hydrophobicity.  There are some caveats to this.  Decreased peptide length, lowers the 

tendency to form amphiphilic structures therefore adsorption and membrane binding 

decreases and therefore the efficacy of membrane lysis and antimicrobial effect (Ringstad et 

al, 2006; Deslouches et al, 2005).  However, it has been hypothesised that if a peptide is 

shortened (depending on composition), this may improve performance (Sigurdadottir et al, 

2006).  In general, though, their performance lessens with decrease in peptide length. 

Bacterial membranes are typically anionic and are disrupted by the beta-defensin’s positive 

charge.  There is a correlation between the number of positive charges on the peptides and 
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the level of lysis observed, with lysis completely abolished with the removal of positive 

charges (Ringstad et al, 2007).  Also, the distribution of the charges within the peptide have 

also been shown to play a role in the interactions of AMPs (Pasupuleti et al, 2012). 

Formation of amphiphilic ordered structures, particularly -helices, has been found to relate 

to membrane disruption (Pasupuleti et al, 2012).  An example of this is the antimicrobial 

protein GKE21 that has both polar/charged residues and non-polar/hydrophobic residues 

localised on either side of a nearly perfect -helix which results in increased membrane 

disruption (Pasupuleti et al, 2012). 

In general, the more hydrophobic an AMP is the more active the peptide in membrane 

disruption (Aoki & Ueda 2013). However, it should be noted that increased hydrophobicity 

content within the amino acid sequence is strongly correlated to low selectivity and toxicity 

to mammalian cells (Kosikowska & Lesner 2016)   

 

1.2.3 Thermal and pH stability 

 

Defensins and other AMPs have been shown to be remarkably stable in varying temperatures 

and pH ranges.  A defensin-like peptide from Northwest Red beans, a commonly used cultivar 

of Phaseolus vulgaris grown in China, was shown to demonstrate antifungal activity after 

exposure of 100C for 30 mins and showed resilience to pH between 0-12 (Chan & Ng 2013).  

Another defensin that has been investigated for its stability is a recombinant peptide from 

Pseudoplectania nigrella (Zhang et al 2011).  In this study the defensin was shown to have 

antibacterial activity against Streptococcus and Staphylococcus bacteria over a pH range (2-

10) and had thermostability at 100C for 1h.  An AMP isolated from Aspergillus clavatus ES1 

has shown the promise of cysteine rich AMPs to be resistant to a range of different conditions 

that would normally be of detriment to peptides (Hajji et al 2010).  The authors found that it 

has good activity against Bacillus cereus (a common bacterium involved in food borne illness) 

and remained stable up to 100C and over a pH range of 3-10, however this was slightly 

reduced at pH 3-5 and over 10.  Similar results were shown from the same peptide in another 

study (Skouri-Gargouri et al 2008).  These characteristics show promise for use in a wide 

variety of applications in food preservation and medical or clinical settings. 
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1.3 Evolutionary origins of Beta-defensins. 

 

Beta-defensins as well as the other classes of defensin have been shown to have derived from 

a single precursor based on similarities and structures of these peptides found in other 

kingdoms (Semple et al, 2006).  The identification of these defensins has led to the proposal 

that these peptides existed before the fungal and insect lineages of the eukaryotic domain 

diverged and may be at least 1 billion years old (Zhu, 2008).  A conserved structural motif of 

two anti-parallel beta-sheets with a short turn region in between stabilised with cysteine 

parings was shown across the phylogenetic spectrum (Yount et al, 2004) and based on its 

evolution it was proposed that defensins come from prokaryotic origins dating back to 2.6 

billion years ago (Yount et al, 2006).  In contrast to this, the relationship between the 

defensins from vertebrates and invertebrates is not so clear.  There is some evidence to 

suggest that a group of peptides called the ‘big defensins’ (BDs), which have been identified 

in invertebrates, gave rise to the defensins found in vertebrates (Zhu et al, 2012).  The big 

defensins were most recently described in amphioxus, the closest invertebrate relative to 

vertebrates (Teng et al, 2012).  This enabled, with the identification in other invertebrates to 

trace the ancestry back to the Bilateria, indicating defensins arose around 500 million years 

ago (Erwin et al, 2002).  The C-terminal region of the BDs show homology to the structure of 

mammalian beta-defensins (Zhu et al, 2012).  With these identified similarities of these two 

groups, it suggests an evolutionary relationship between these groups of genes with the beta-

defensins arising from the BDs through exon shuffling and intronisation of the sequences. 

 

1.3.1 Gene Cluster dynamics and formation 

Beta-defensins are usually found in clusters (Patil et al. 2005) along a relatively small region 

of the genome.  Clusters are usually formed from one or more parental genes duplicating to 

give rise to daughter genes with this process repeating many times to give rise to several 

genes within the cluster (Xiao et al. 2004).  Since 1970, a book written by Sasumo Ohno, 

Evolution by Gene Duplication, has suggested that gene duplications are a driver for many 

novel genes and therefore an important factor in driving evolution.  He emphasised that a 

duplicate of a gene would offer new opportunities allowing the one of the gene copies to 

evolve possible new functions with the other copy preserving the original function.  This idea 
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is described as neofunctionalisation.  However, Ohno (1972) goes onto say that the outcome 

of most duplicate genes is that of pseudogenisation whereby the gene, over time, becomes 

redundant.  Later, it was proposed that potentially multiple functions may arise from a 

duplication with this process being named ‘subfunctionalisation’ (Conant and Wolfe 2008).  

Rather than one single gene copy degrading or evolving a new function the duplicates 

perform subtly different functions and selective pressures may result in a compromise 

between optimal sequences for each role (Hurles, 2004).  This could have a beneficial effect 

by removing a conflict between functions and with beta-defensins in mind, 

subfunctionalisation could be a valid outcome for a duplication of genes within the cluster.  

However, neofunctionalisation occurs where genes are rapidly evolving such as the host’s 

defence and immunity (Emes et al. 2003). 

DNA duplication events occur by varying mechanisms and are classified on the size of the 

duplication and whether an RNA intermediate is involved.  Small scale duplications involve 

the duplication of a single gene or a segment of chromosome (termed segmental 

duplications), through whole genome duplications resulting in polyploidism.  RNA-based 

duplications that have occurred through retro-transcription through transposable elements 

(TEs) result in a duplication that is randomly inserted into the genome. Given that whole-

genome duplication is a rare event in vertebrates (Mable 2004) and reptiles, the most likely 

mode of duplication in reptiles is segmental, where the highly repetitive nature of reptile 

genomes provides sequences of pseudohomology facilitating unequal crossover during 

homologous recombination in meiosis, which in turn will produce tandem duplications 

ultimately forming a gene cluster (figure1.3) (Shedlock et al 2007).  If homologous 

recombination were to be repeated a few times, it would ultimately give rise to many 

duplicate genes (Hargreaves et al 2018).  In contrast to this, TEs have been shown to reside in 

the defensin region of Galliformes and Passeriformes (Chen et al. 2015).  It was proposed that 

the presence of TEs within this region provide a basis for duplication-dependant strand 

annealing (DDSA) first proposed by Fiston-Lavier (2007).  The model describes that after a 

double strand break the end of the sequence automatically searches for a corresponding 

homologous region, likely to be a close by TE with the resultant repair creating TE hybrid 

copies and tandem gene copies (figure 1.4).  Additionally, it was found that an exceptionally 

high content of TEs are distributed in highly duplicated regions of the defensin gene clusters 

in the golden pheasant and hwamei (Chen et al. 2015).  
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Figure 1.3. Origin of new gene copies through gene duplication.  

(A) DNA-based duplication. A common type of segmental duplication—tandem duplication—

is shown. It may occur via unequal crossing-over that is mediated by transposable elements 

(light green). There are different fates of the resulting duplicate genes. For example, one of 

the duplicates may acquire new functions by evolving new expression patterns and/or novel 

biochemical protein or RNA functions.  (Gold and blue boxes) Exons, (black connecting lines) 

exon splicing, (red right- angled arrows) transcriptional start sites (TSSs), (grey tubes) 

nonexonic chromatin. (B) RNA-based duplication (termed retroposition or retroduplication). 

New retroposed gene copies may arise through the reverse transcription of messenger RNAs 

(mRNAs) from parental source genes. Functional retrogenes with new functional properties 

may evolve from these copies after acquisition or evolution of promoters in their 59 flanking 

regions that may drive their transcription. (Pink right- angled arrow) TSS, (transparent pink 

box) additionally transcribed flanking sequence at the insertion site.  (H. Kaessmann 2010) 
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Figure 1.4. Putative mechanism for defensin gene duplication.  

Duplication occurs by nonallelic homologous recombination between transposable elements 

(golden pheasant) or homologous regions (hwamei). This model is modified from Fiston-Lavier 

et al. A) Double-strand break within a transposable element or homologous region. B) 

Exonuclease digests the 50 extremity and exposes 30OH free ends. C) 30OH free ends attack 

the same repeat region. D) Bubble formation and migration. E) Single strand annealing or end 

joining to repair the second strand. F) Finishing the repair process (Chen et al. 2015). 

1.3.2 Selection pressures  

As outlined above gene duplication is a fundamental process by which novel proteins with 

novel functions evolve but the mechanism for the new functions remains uncertain.  There 

are, however, problems with this theory (Hughes 1994).  There is now evidence that after 

gene duplication, positive Darwinian selection occurs and not the random accumulation of 

mutations to give rise to the daughter genes within a cluster.  The analysis of synonymous 

(dS) and nonsynonymous (dN) nucleotide substitutions gives an insight into the evolutionary 

divergence of the mutations within these duplications (Hughes 1999).  Synonymous or silent 

mutations are usually invisible to natural selection as these are mutations that do not alter 
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the amino acid in the protein sequence as the codons are shared (Akashi 1995), whereas, 

nonsynonymous mutations change the amino acid codon, which may be under greater 

selection pressure.  Therefore, comparing these types of mutations may provide mechanisms 

for the evolution of duplicated genes.  For example, models of variable 

synonymous/nonsynonymous rate ratios (dS/dN) among these codon sites might provide an 

insight into the limitations among amino acids in the protein and provide which of these sites 

might be under positive selection within a gene (Yang and Nielson 1998).  The most used 

approximations of these rates were devised by Nei and Gojobori (1986).   

In relation to the evolution of beta-defensins a few notable papers have been published.  The 

evolution of avian beta-defensin genes were investigated (Chen et al. 2015) and the findings 

suggested that there were relatively low dS/dN ratios within the defensin sequence that is 

indicative of purifying selection due to the possible constraints of the tertiary structure to 

provide a defence against microbes.  However, when looking at the difference in these ratios 

there was a greater dS/dN ratio in the mature active peptide compared to the signal peptide, 

suggesting that the ‘arms race’ between pathogen and mature peptide is providing an intense 

selection pressure in this part of the peptide. This was also conferred by analysis of the similar 

alpha-defensin gene clusters of rodents and primates (Patil et al. 2004).  Sites within the 

defensin gene show that within the characteristic defensin beta-sheet these are largely 

unaffected by positive selection as these form the basis of oligomerisation of beta-defensins, 

however, there was a greater degree of positive selection within the alpha-helices of the N-

terminal portion of the peptide.  Since alpha-helices are often associated within membranes 

it is speculated that these are involved with the anchoring to the pathogen, therefore playing 

a large role in their AMP properties (Semple et al. 2006). 

 

1.4 Role of Beta-defensins in innate immunity.   

 

Initiation of innate immunity involves an important cooperation between three different 

sensing receptors – Toll-like receptors (TLRs), nucleotide-binding domain leucine-rich repeat 

(NOD-like) receptors (NLRs) and retinoic acid inducible gene-I (RIG-like) receptors (RLRs) 

(Creagh and O’Neill 2006).  These receptors are collectively known as pattern recognition 

receptors (PRRs), and they recognise specific molecular signatures known as damage-

associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) (Creagh and O’Neill 2006) and pathogen-associated 
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molecular patterns (PAMPs) (Kawasaki and Kawai 2014).  PAMPs are characteristically 

conserved molecules within a class of microorganisms, such as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) 

bacterial DNA (unmethylated CpG DNA), -glucans, flagellins and peptidoglycans (Contreras, 

G. et al. 2020). 

 

1.4.1 Toll-like Receptors – Membrane Bound Sensors 

 

Toll-Like receptors are transmembrane glycoproteins and highly conserved between 

vertebrates (Leulier and Lemaitre 2008). Each TLR gene consists of an intracellular 

(cytoplasmic) TIR domain, responsible for cellular signalling (Medzhitov et al. 1997), a 

conserved transmembrane region and a variable extracellular domain (ECD) involved in the 

ligand recognition of PAMPs.  Each ECD consists of varying numbers of leucine-rich repeats 

(LLRs) motifs (Matsushima et al. 2007).  These are located on the cell surface or on 

endosomes. 

TLRs are expressed in innate immune cells such as dendritic cells (DCs) and macrophages as 

well as non-immune cells such as fibroblasts and epithelial cells (Kawasaki and Kawai 2014).  

TLRs are thought to be divided into two distinct subclasses according to the ligands that they 

bind (Wlasiuk and Nachman 2010).  TLRs 1,2,4,5,6 and 11 are expressed on the cell membrane 

and detect PAMPs associated with bacterial components and TLRs 3,7,8 and 9 are intracellular 

and detect ssRNA and dsRNA that are associated with viral infection (Akira et al 2006). 

 

1.4.2 NOD-like receptors – Intracellular Cytoplasmic sensors 

 

NOD-like receptors (NLRs) are a family of cytoplasmic pathogenic sensing proteins which are 

conserved among members of the plant and animal kingdom responsible for playing varying 

roles in inflammation, apoptosis, and host defence mechanisms (Ausubel 2005).  NLRs are 

generally expressed in immune cells such as lymphocytes and antigen-presenting cells (i.e. 

macrophages and dendritic cells).  They are also expressed in non-immune cells including 

epithelial cells and primarily recognise bacterial PAMPs and endogenous danger signals (Lee 

and Kim 2007).  NLRs structure consists of three differing domains: 1) a variable N-terminal 

protein-protein interaction domain, being either, a caspase recruitment domain (CARD), a 

pyrin domain (PYD), acidic transactivating domain or baculovirus inhibitor repeat (BIR); 2) a 
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central oligomerisation (NOD) domain which is responsible for self-oligomerisation when 

activated (Inohara, N. et al. (2000); and 3) a C-terminal LLR which detects PAMPs.  The N-

terminal domain is responsible for the downstream signalling cascades.  CARD domains were 

first thought to be associated with apoptosis and inflammation through caspases, but CARDs 

have also been shown to mediate caspase-independent interactions (Chen et al. 2009). The 

structure of PYD is homologous to CARD and are both members of the death-domain 

superfamily involved in apoptosis and inflammation.  Lastly, the BIR-containing proteins are 

classed into two groups, the neuronal apoptosis inhibitor proteins (NAIPs) and the inhibitor 

of apoptosis proteins (IAPs).  The NLRs that have been identified in reptiles are NOD1, NLRC3 

and NLRX1 and interestingly NOD2 was not found present in the genomes in this study (Chen, 

J. et al. 2019) and therefore will not be in the scope of this review.  The agonists for NOD1 

have been identified as specific amino acids of Peptidoglycan (PGN) (Uehara et al. 2006), 

NLRC3 has been shown to regulate the inflammatory response (Schneider et al. 2013) and 

NLRX1 also acts as a checkpoint for overactive inflammation (Allen et al.  2012). 

Signalling in the NLRs is very similar to that of TLRs which share downstream targets.  NLRs 

activate signalling pathways for pro-inflammatory mediators to defend against infection.  

Along with TLRs, NLRs activate Nuclear Factor Kappa B (NF-B) and mitogen-activated protein 

kinase (MAPKs) (Girardin et al. 2001).  Upon NOD stimulation it self-oligomerises to recruit 

RICK (Also RIP2) which is essential for the activation of both NF-B and MAPKs (Inohara et al. 

2000).   

NOD1 is expressed in epithelial cells and activates chemokines for the recruitment of immune 

cells and importantly the production of antimicrobial peptides, such as, beta-defensins 

showing a specific role in epithelial innate immune protection.  It has also been shown that 

NLRs interact synergistically with TLRs in response to PGN (Uehara et al. 2005) however, NLRs 

may also provide a backup defence mechanism when TLR signalling has become tolerant to 

certain stimuli. 

 

1.4.3 RIG-like receptors – intracellular viral sensors 

 

The TLRs responsible for viral protection are localised in endosomes and help with 

downstream signalling once the virus has been internalised and lysed to release the nucleic 

acids, however, once a virus has directly entered the cytoplasm and released viral-dsRNA, 
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TLRs can no longer recognise this.  This is where cytoplasmic sensors in the host cell come 

into play to detect actively replicating viruses, namely the RIG-like receptors (RLRs).  The RLRs 

belong to a family of DExD/H box RNA helicases and comprise of 3 members – retinoic acid -

inducible gene (RIG-1), melanoma differentiation-associated gene (MDA5) and 

lipophosphoglycan 2 (LPG2) (Yoneyama and Fujita 2009).  These three genes have been 

identified in reptile genomes (Chen et al. 2019). 

 

Human beta-defensins (HBDs) are the most studied of the mammalian defensins and are 

primarily expressed in various epithelial tissues, along with some immune cells, such as 

monocytes and macrophages (Phoenix et al, 2013).  The most well studied and known roles 

of the vertebrate beta-defensins are that they are part of the innate immune system with and 

effective action against a whole range of different pathogens.  In addition to this they play a 

role in the protective response to infection by having a critical role in regulating the 

inflammatory response (Semple et al, 2012) and have also been shown to function as a 

chemoattractant (Yang et al, 1999).   

 

Figure 1.6 summarises the cellular pathways in which these receptors play in signalling and 

activation of transcription factors involved in gene expression associated with the innate 

immune system in renal cells. 
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Figure 1.6. TLRs, RLHs, and NLRs in renal cells.  

Intrinsic renal non-immune cells express a restricted TLR pattern as compared with intrarenal 

myeloid dendritic cells (and macrophages). Whether RLHs and NLRs are expressed by both 

types of renal cells has not yet been characterized in detail. TLRs signal through the MyD88 

and/or TIR domain-containing adaptor protein-inducing-interferon-b-signalling pathways for 

the induction of proinflammatory cytokines and type I IFNs. The RLHs signal through 

mitochondrial interferon-b promoter stimulator-1 and NLR use receptor-interacting protein-

like interacting CLARP kinase. The respective ligands to these receptors are indicated in red 

(LPS, lipopolysaccharide; PG, peptidoglycan; LTA, lipoteichoic acid; LP, lipoprotein; 3P-RNA, 50 

-triphosphate RNA) (Anders 2007) 

 

It was shown that recruitment of immature dendritic cells and CD4+ memory T cells occurs 

with a concentration gradient of HBDs 1 and 2.  HBD3 also possesses chemoattractant 

properties towards immature murine dendritic cells showing a positive relationship between 

innate and adaptive responses in mammals, however, the flip side of this is that the 

mechanisms by which beta-defensins mediate chemotaxis are poorly understood (Hazlett et 

al, 2011). However, three modes have been proposed (Figure 1.7) (Lai et al, 2009).  The 
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‘transactivation model’ suggests that Beta-defensin stimulates the release of a membrane 

bound growth factor which in turn binds to the receptor, the ‘alternate ligand model’ shows 

that the beta-defensin binds directly to the receptor initiating signalling and the ‘membrane 

disruption model’ suggests that this causes a signal to initiate or to become unresponsive.  It 

has been suggested that Beta-defensins may also play a role in suppression of a 

proinflammatory response (Semple et al, 2012) however these remain unclear. The evidence 

outlined indicates that beta-defensins may combine pro/anti-inflammatory responses by 

balancing these effects through the expression levels of the peptides. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.7.  Models for the interaction of beta-defensins with cell surface receptors:  

Putative models for the interaction of defensins with chemokine receptors.  According to the 

“trans-activation model”. A) AMPs stimulate the release of a membrane-bound growth factor, 

which then binds to its high-affinity receptor with activation resulting. In the “alternate ligand 

model”. B) AMPs bind directly to the receptor, which results in the initiation of signalling. The 

“membrane disruption model”.  C) proposes that AMPs modify the membrane microdomain 

associated with the receptor, which indirectly leads to a change in receptor function. This 

functional change allows the receptor to either signal without a ligand or become insensitive 

to binding by its specific ligand (Phoenix et al, 2013) 
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1.4.4 Beta-defensins and Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRR) recognition and activation. 

Epithelial cells present the first cell surface to encounter potential pathogens. Various studies 

have, with the knowledge set out above, explored the inducibility and regulation of beta-

defensins.   Whilst some beta-defensins may be constitutively expressed in some tissues, their 

expression can be upregulated in other tissues in response to microbial infection (van Dijk 

2008).  Human beta-defensin 2 (hBD2) has been shown to be stimulated in response to LPS 

(Tsutsumi-ishii and Nagaoka 2001).  In this study they explored the roles of NF-B, signal 

transducer and activator of transcription protein (STAT) and a nuclear factor for interleukin 6 

(NF-IL6) in transcriptional regulation of the release of hBD2 using a luciferase reporter assay.  

It was found that 2 NF-B sites were crucial for basal transcriptional activity and neither NF-

kB, Interleukin 6 (IL6) or STAT was required for the induction of hBD2.  This suggests that PRRs 

could be responsible for the release of inducible beta-defensins.   

Transcriptional regulation of beta-defensins has also been shown to be induced in a similar 

manner in tracheal epithelial cells indicating a link between PRRs and the importance of this 

in epithelial surfaces (Diamond et al. 2000).  The authors also suggest that antimicrobial 

peptide based innate immunity is conserved among evolutionarily diverse organisms.  

Oesophageal cells, when challenged with Candida albicans, have been shown to activate NF-

B and AP-1 and inhibition of these pathways revealed that hBD2 is synergistically regulated 

by these factors (Steubesand et al. 2009).  This study also gave insight into hBD3 being 

independently regulated, not by NF-B, but solely on Epidermal growth factor receptor 

(EGFR)/MAPK/AP-1- dependent pathway.  Linking the potential of PRRs being involved in the 

regulation of beta-defensins and their importance in being a critical part of host defence at 

mucosal surfaces In vitro studies have demonstrated that NOD1 is stimulated by Bacillus and 

Shigella by release of PGN fragments in a NF-B dependant manner (Hasegawa et al. 2006, 

Nigro et al. 2008). 

There is mounting evidence that there is a close relationship between TLRs and beta-

defensins, especially extracellular TLRs.  Studies have shown that murine BD2 (mBD2) and LPS 

share signalling pathways through the TLR4 receptor (da Silva Correia et al 2001) and mBD2 

can activate NF-B in human embryonic kidney cells (HEK) 293 cells transfected with TLR4 

and mBD2, more specifically mBD2 acted as an endogenous stimulator for TLR4 inducing 

maturation of DCs (Biragyn et al. 2002).  It has been reported that TLR2 and TLR4 in human 
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cholangiocytes can differentially regulate the production of hBDs promoting host epithelial 

resistance to Cryptosporidium parvum (Chen et al 2005).  Also, it has been observed that 

activation of professional APCs by hBD3 is mediated by interaction with TLR1 and 2 through 

the Myeloid differentiation primary response 88 (myD88)/ Interleukin-1 receptor-associated 

kinase (IRAK)/NF-B pathway (Funderberg et al 2007). 

Beta-defensin promoter regions have been described by Yang and Oppenhiem (2003).  They 

contain CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein  (C/EBP), NF-IL6, activation protein-1 (AP-1) 

which could play a part in maintaining constitute expression and NF-B, and interferon- (IFN-

)-activated site (GAS) which could be inducible in response to stimuli.  Similar findings were 

found in chicken beta-defensin 9 promoter (Van Dijk et al. 2007). 

These investigations, addressing PRR recognition and signal transduction can detail the 

earliest immunological events following infection (Zimmerman 2020), for example, defensins 

may be expressed at high levels at the site of pathogen entry resulting in an inflammatory 

response which may recruit other cells of the immune system (Semple and Dorin 2012).  

Oppenhiem and Yang (2005) demonstrated the chemoattraction of immature DCs and 

McDermott (2004) described HBD-1 are chemotactic for monocytes and HBD2 and HBD3-4 

recruit mast cells and macrophages.  As these pathways are highly conserved among species 

this could help in disseminating the gaps within reptilian lineages.   For example, NF-B 

translocates to the nucleus following infection in crocodiles that is comparable to human 

mechanisms (Merchant et al. (2017).  In turtles signalling through TLR4, stimulated by LPS, 

upregulates IL-1 which involves the NF-B pathway (Zhou et al. 2016).    

 

1.4.5 Wound healing 

 

Turning to examine wound healing, when the natural barrier of the skin is damaged and is 

open to infection, DAMPS and PAMPS play a role in how the body responds to potential 

pathogens.  With the downstream signalling of the innate immune response known this can 

then be targeted with potential therapeutics such as AMPs in particular beta-defensins.  One 

example of where these potential novel therapeutics is with diabetic patients where it is 

known they have a particularly hard time in healing infected wounds. Research suggests that 

beta-defensins may be used directly against bacterial and viral infections to promote wound 
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healing and it has been shown that Human beta-defensin (hBD)-3 expression significantly 

promotes wound closure in diabetic pigs (Hirsch et al, 2009).  These findings reveal that hBD-

3 may play a major role in diabetic wound healing. From this it can be deduced that beta-

defensins have a large part to play in the resistance to infection in wound healing and further 

studies should be done in this area to understand the mode of action of these peptides. A 

study has also shown that in a high glucose environment the expression of HBD2 is 

downregulated which in turn impairs keratinocyte migration and new capillary formation at 

the site of the diabetic wound (Baroni et al, 2009).  Growth factors such as EGF and Insulin 

growth factor-1 have been shown to induce expression of HBD3 in keratinocytes (Sorenson 

et al, 2003) (Lan et al, 2011). However, this study also describes that in a diabetic rat model, 

rat beta-defensin 3 (HBD3) expression was negligible under hyperglycaemic conditions.  This 

was consistent with HBD-3 expression in human studies. 

With respect to wound healing in reptiles, one such example has been studied in the Anole 

Lizard (Anolis carolinensis) (Alibardi et al, 2012).  This study looked at where previously 

identified beta-defensins originated (Dalla Valle et al, 2011).  The lizards resist infection after 

tail loss and the team investigated the injured tissues of the lizards after tail loss. They found 

that within the first week post injury, granulocytes and keratinocytes were present and 

through further investigation it was found that the granulocytes present in the wound 

contained dense non-specific (azurophil) granules present in mammalian granulocytes.  It was 

hypothesised that the resistance was due the high numbers of granulocytes at the site of the 

wound, and it showed that a beta-defensin was present whereas it was not in healthy tissue.  

This once again reinforces that beta-defensins play a major role in the effectiveness of wound 

healing.  Figure 1.8 summarises how Defensins are associated with inflammatory and 

defensive responses.  
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Figure 1.8. Principal functions of defensins in inflammatory and defensive reactions against 

pathogens (Sugalario et al. 2004). 

 

1.5 Beta-defensin Discovery and experimental research methods 

 

With extensive review of the current state of research into beta-defensins and given that 

antibiotic resistance has become an increasing problem in recent years, partially because 

antibiotic use is rising but also because the pace at which we are discovering novel antibiotics 

has slowed drastically, antimicrobial peptides could offer a new and novel therapeutic 

weapon in the fight against infection. A summary of some of the current experimental 

research methodology in Beta-defensin research will be outlined below:  

 

1.5.1 Data mining approach 

 

Given the highly conserved nature of beta-defensins, it is possible to use a data mining 

approach to the discovery of novel beta-defensins in other species. With the advent of faster 

sequencing there are many sequences yet to be investigated. The main source for these 

sequences is web-based databases such as the different libraries in the National Centre of 

Biotechnology information (NCBI) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). This was shown in the 

discovery of beta-defensins like homologues in Pelodiscus sinensis (Yu et al. 2016). In their 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)/
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study, they discovered several beta-defensins by using a program 

(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast) which looks for similarities between known and 

unknown sequences. With Pelodiscus sinensis’ evolutionary relationship with the green lizard 

and the chicken, Yu et al. could identify potential beta-defensins in Pelodiscus sinensis.  This 

tool has been used in many other gene discovery studies and therefore will play a pivotal role 

in this research (Li et al. 2003, Schutte et al. 2002, Zou et al. 2007, Lynn et al. 2004, Jalkanen 

et al. 2005). 

 

Over the years researchers have employed several different methods to identify and 

characterise beta-defensins.  The chicken beta-defensins have been the most characterised 

out of the avian beta-defensins. The first two reports of avian beta-defensins, which were 

named Gallinacins, were isolated from chicken leukocytes, and named GAL-1, 1α and 2 

(Harwig et al. 1994; Evans et al. 1995).  In these studies, the peptides were extracted and 

purified from the separated granules of the leukocyte. These peptides were sequenced using 

LC-electrospray mass spectrometry.   Later, in 2004, a fourth Gallinacin, named GAL-3 was 

characterised (Zhao et al. 2001) through sequencing of cDNA clones extracted from epithelial 

cells.  These techniques of gene discovery are labour intensive and do not provide information 

on their genomic sequence or location.  

 

From the absence of the ability to sequence the cDNA obtained from tissues, through to the 

advent of sequencing data, such as Expressed Sequence Tags, and subsequently sequencing 

of genomes, in silico methods of identification have been explored.   

Since 2004, nine more novel beta-defensins have been identified in chicken using 

bioinformatic techniques, notably using EST libraries that were publicly available (Lynn et al. 

2004).  An Expressed Sequence Tag, a short sub-sequence of a cDNA sequence is used to 

identify gene transcripts, however with different in-silico technique, Hidden Markov 

Modelling (HMM) other beta-defensins have been identified (Santana et al. 2021).  This was 

because the beta-defensins share a conserved motif making it possible to produce an HMM 

profile.  An HMM profile is a probabilistic model, which uses position specific scores to 

indicate the likelihood of each amino acid occurring in each position in an alignment (Eddy 

1998). Two more Chicken beta-defensins were identified in 2005 (Higgs et al. 2005) and more 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CDNA
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recently several crocodilian beta-defensin clusters were identified using this method (Santana 

et al. 2021). 

In March 2004 the chicken genome was sequenced by the International Chicken Genome 

Sequencing Consortium, which then allowed a Genome wide screen to identify a single Beta-

defensin cluster (Xiao et al. 2004). In the study, all known defensin-like peptide sequences 

were individually queried against the chicken nonredundant (NR), high throughput genomes 

sequences (HTGS) and whole-genome shotgun sequences (WGS) databases in the GenBank 

by using the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (tBLASTn) program (Altschul et al. 1990).  Once 

all the putative defensin genes were retrieved the defensin cluster was generated into a 

longer contig.  Later this was confirmed using BLAST-like alignment tool (BLAT) (Kent 2002) 

with the release of the chicken genome. 

The beta-defensins discovered in these studies were compiled into standard nomenclature 

(Lynn et al. 2007).   These were designated the term “avian beta-defensins” (abbreviated to 

AvBD) to describe this group of molecules.  

In 2014, in a paper about antimicrobial peptides in reptiles, Van Hoek noted which beta-

defensins had previously been described.  The two species that had several genes identified 

were the Red-eared Slider Turtle (Kaplinsky et al. 2013) in which the transcriptome had been 

sequenced and from this several genes identified, and the Green Anole Lizard (Dalla Valle et 

al. 2012) whereby the genes identified were deduced from BLAST searching against EST 

libraries.  In both cases chicken beta-defensins were used for the prediction and comparison 

of the beta-defensins found.  

In 2017, the first crocodilian cluster was determined (Tang et al. 2018).  In this study they 

retrieved all known reptile and avian beta-defensins from the NCBI 

databases (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) and queried these individually against the Chinese 

Alligator genome (Wan et al. 2013). 

 

1.5.2 Sequence alignment and Phylogeny Analysis. 

 

Sequence alignment is a way of arranging the sequences of either DNA, RNA, or protein to 

identify regions of similarity and consequently may show regions that are functionally, 

structurally, or evolutionarily similar (Mount, 2004).  The aligned sequences are usually 

represented in rows with gaps being inserted between identical residues so that identical or 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
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similar sequences can be put into columns. There have been many studies that have used this 

method to show relationships between similar sequences, however, these sequences are 

usually done using multiple sequences alignment (MSA) whereby three or more sequences 

are aligned using software packages that utilise algorithms.  Most notable is CLUSTAL and its 

series of later iterations and is now the standard tool for this. Investigations into novel and 

discovered reptile and fish beta-defensins have used this tool to show similarities within 

species as well as between species and to show evolutionary relationships (Zou et al., 2007; 

Soman, Arathy and Sreekumar, 2009; Correa and Oguiura, 2013).  

 

1.5.3 Protein expression and purification.   

 

Recombinant DNA technology offers more sustainable, scalable, and cost-effective means to 

produce AMPs as genetically modifying micro-organisms have been used flexibly for many 

years and does not cause the issues that producing larger peptides can have when using 

chemical synthesis methods for protein synthesis (Müller 2015).  Once the AMP gene coding 

regions are identified in genomic studies these regions can then be amplified by the 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in order to be cloned into a suitable vector, such as a 

plasmid, and expressed in a suitable expression host to then be processed further 

downstream, purified, and studied.   

As beta-defensins derive from eukaryotes their genes have multiple coding and non-coding 

regions and because of their relatively simple cellular machinery, bacteria lack the ability to 

accomplish proper post-translational modifications and molecular folding needed to express 

a fully functional protein.  Eukaryotic systems have been employed to overcome this; 

however, many studies have used bacterial cell lines for cloning and expression.  Pichia 

pastoris has been used in several studies to express AMPs (Yu et al, 2016; Zhang et al, 2011). 

P. pastoris is a methylotrophic yeast which has a high growth rate and can be grown 

inexpensively in a simple medium.  There are many different expression vectors available with 

one example study by Yu et al. (2011) used a recombinant pPIC9K vector, pPICPs-BD2.  This 

contained the full Pelodiscus sinensis BD2 (Ps-BD2) open reading frame (ORF).  The vector was 

constructed by fusing the ORF directly with an EcoRI site and his-tag upstream along with a 

NotI site downstream. A Tobacco Etch Virus Protease (TEVp) site was incorporated between 

the ORF and poly his-tag.  HEK293T cells have also been used a vector for expressing beta-
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defensins (Soman et al, 2009).  Another expression vector that has been shown to produce 

defensins with some success has been using a Nitrate Reductase (NR)- deficient Chlorella 

ellipsoidea mutant nrm-4 (Bai et al 2013).  In this study a plant expression plasmid vector was 

created to contain the defensin NP-1 gene from rabbits.  It was transformed into the C. 

ellipoidea by electroporation.  Once a transgenic line had been formed, they found that it had 

produced defensins at high levels at approximately 11.42mg/l.  As the C. ellipoidea was NR-

deficient, isolation of the transgenic strain was cultured under selective medium to allow for 

extraction and purification.   

Escherichia coli (E. coli) is by far the most used microbial system to produce recombinant 

AMPs (Wibowo et al. 2019).  Its genetics are well documented, and its ease of manipulation 

owes itself to a good candidate when it comes to recombinant expression.  The strain 

BL21(DE3) is commonly used as it lacks ompT and Lon proteases which may inhibit the 

production of AMPs to sufficient levels (Sørensen and Mortensen 2005).  One drawback of 

using BL21(DE3) is that it fails to express fusion AMPs which contain disulphide bonds such as 

Defensins and instead formed protein aggregates, which are undesirable for downstream 

processing (Panteleev and Ovchinnikova 2017).  One such way around this is to co-express 

the signal sequence from MalE which directs the fusion protein to the periplasm where the 

cellular machinery can provide the oxidation environment for the cysteine bonds (Klint et al. 

2013).  Some strains of E. coli, Origami and Rosetta-gami, have been specifically designed and 

developed to provide an ability to form disulphide bridges in the cytoplasm by disrupting both 

the Thioredoxin reductase (trxB) and glutathione reductase (gor) pathways.  The trxB and gor 

genes provide a reducing environment in the cytoplasm which inhibits the formation of 

disulphide bridges.  The downside of these strains is that the production of multiple 

disulphide-bonded proteins can be misoxidised and stay this way due to the lack of 

isomerisation. This is due to the lack of the periplasmic protein Disulphide Bond C (DsbC) 

which provide the correct folding and disulphide bond formation.  SHuffle (New England 

Biolabs) is a strain which expresses cytoplasmic DsbC which provides isomerase activity for 

the correct formation and bonding within the protein.  This was successfully demonstrated in 

the expression of membrane protein U24 from human herpes virus (Tait and Straus 2011). 

By their very nature AMPs have toxicity to expression hosts, which in turn, make them difficult 

to express on their own.  Fusion tags have become a further technique employed to overcome 

these challenges.  In addition to providing a means of reducing the overall charge and 
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increasing their molecular weight, fusion tags can provide an effective purification strategy.  

Cleavage sites are also incorporated into the constructs which allow the liberation of the AMP 

after purification.  The fusion tag small ubiquitin-related modifier (SUMO) is a 11.60kDa, 101 

amino acid protein, with a poly-histidine tag (His6) to facilitate purification with immobilised 

metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) has been widely used (Lin et al. 2017; Luan et al. 2014; 

Wei et al. 2018).  Using SUMO also has no need to provide a cleavage site as this is recognised 

by SUMO protease and the solubility of the fusion AMP is also enhanced through the 

hydrophilic outer and hydrophobic core structure (Yadav et al. 2016).  Like SUMO thioredoxin 

A (Trx), a 11.68kDa, 109 amino acid protein tag is also used in combination with His6 at the C-

terminus for IMAC purification as well as a specific sequence at the N-terminus for enzymatic 

cleavage, such as tobacco etch virus protease (TEVp) (Herbal et al. 2015; Li 2013).  Maltose 

binding protein (MBP) is a fusion tag which has a dual function as an enhancer for solubility 

and is an affinity tag for purification by chromatography using an amylose resin (Li et al. 2014; 

Vu et al. 2014).  A His6 tag is also added to the N-terminus to provide another layer of 

purification method by IMAC.  In conjunction with a TEVp site is placed between the AMP and 

MBP to allow the cleavage of the AMP.  New England Biolabs also produce a TEVp with His6 

tag so after purification of the fusion protein has been performed and TEVp used to cleave, 

IMAC can be used to capture the cleaved fusion and TEVp allowing the AMP to be captured 

in the flowthrough.  In addition to this, Yu et al (2016) used Ni-NTA affinity chromatography 

as a first step of purification and gel permeation or size exclusion chromatography has also  

been used for purification (Mygind et al., 2005). 

 

1.5.4 Antimicrobial activity 

 

AMPs including Beta-defensins have been studied to find out their antimicrobial activity and 

potency against different microbial organisms.  Several differing assays have been used to 

investigate this.  Table 1.1 summarises a selection of the research done in this area.  
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Organism and AMP Organism(s) targeted GRAM 

+/- 

Minimum Inhibitory 

Concentration (MIC) 

Assay used Reference 

Chicken Heterophil 

peptide 1  

HCP1 

S. aureus 

E. coli 

+ 

- 

5.3g/ml 

5.3g/ml 

 

Colourimetric 

assay 620nm 

Evans et al. 1995 

Crab-eating Macaque 

Macaca fascicularis β-

defensin 

mfa 

 

E. coli 

P. aeruginosa 

S. aureus 

Candida albicans   

- 

- 

+ 

n/a 

4.0M 

4.0M 

8-16M 

16M 

Microdilution 

Susceptibility 

Test 

Crovella et al. 2005 

Turtle Egg White Protein 

(TEWP) 

E. coli 

S. typhimurium 

S. aureus 

- 

- 

+ 

3.3M 

2.8M 

5.1M 

IC50 Chattopadhyay et al.  2006  
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Avian Beta-defensin  

AvBD1 

 

B. subtilis 

B. cereus 

S. aureus 

S. haemolyticus 

S. saprophyticus 

L. monocytogenes 

 

S. Enteritidis ATCC 13076  

S. Enteritidis LA5 

S. Typhimurium 

E. cloacae 

K. pneumoniae 

E. coli 

P. aeruginosa 

 

 

 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 

 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

- 

 

0.19 M 

0.21 M 

0.08 M 

0.14 M 

0.16 M 

0.26 M 

 

0.17M 

0.16 M 

0.15 M 

0.20 M 

0.10 M 

0.27 M 

0.27 M 

Radial Diffusion 

Assay 

Dereche et al. 2009 

Chinese Softshell Turtle 

Pelovaterin 

S. aureus 

P. aeruginosa 

+ 

- 

42.5g/ml 

0.42g/ml 

EC50 Lakshminarayanan et al. 

2008 

European Pond Turtle E. coli ML35p - 0.65(a), >20(b) Mol/L Radial Diffusion C. Stegemann et al. 2009 
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Table 1.1 Studies performed using Beta-defensin peptides showing activity levels and assays used. 

(a) Low salt - 10mmol/L sodium phosphate buffer (pH7.4) 

(b) High salt - 10mmol/L sodium-phosphate buffer (pH7.4), 0.1mol/L sodium chloride.  

 

 

 

TBD-1 L. monocytogenes EGD  

MRSA ATCC 33591 

Candida albicans 820 

 

+ 

+ 

n/a 

0.65(a), >20(b) Mol/L 

5.6(a), >20(b) Mol/L 

5.2(a), >20(b) Mol/L 

Assay  

Human Beta-defensin 2 

HBD-2 

S. aureus 

B. subtilis 

E. coli 

Candida albicans   

+ 

+ 

- 

n/a 

All wells aliquoted with 

10g of HBD-2 and zone of 

inhibition measured. HBD-

2 showed activity towards 

all organisms at pH7.5 

Radial Diffusion 

Assay 

Yount et al. 2009 
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1.5.4 Immobilization of AMPs in surface coatings 

 

In addition to the key uses outlined above, AMPs could also have a role to play in addressing 

problems that arise from medical devices and implants due to microbial growth, leading to 

biofilm formation and infection eradication of such problems has been a major cause for 

concern. Biofilms are very difficult to deal with and with the growing issue of biotic resistance 

the development of antimicrobial coating on such devices has gained a lot of attention in 

recent years.  AMP’s and their unique properties outlined above have gained particular 

attention, however, to fully exploit AMPs in the use of antimicrobial coatings on medical 

devices careful attention is needed to bring about successful utilisation in the medical setting.  

AMP immobilisation strategies recently explored will be discussed. 

 

One such problem that must be taken into consideration is biofouling.  Salwiczek et al (2014) 

describes that an important parameter in this is surface topography as this determines 

microbial attachment and the formation of biofilms and sets out four guidelines for using 

antimicrobial coatings which will have long term effectiveness.  These are: 

 

1) Provide a surface topography that is unfavourable for microbial attachment. 

2) Prevent the adsorption of biomolecules.  

3) Kill all microbes that manage to overcome this anti- adhesion barrier. 

4) Not retain dead microbes on the material surface.  

 

There are number of methods reported for the immobilisation of AMPs into coating of 

surfaces.  In summary, most involve the use of three basic methods, ‘Icing’, ‘Bottle brush’ and 

‘layer-by-layer’ (LBL).  ‘Icing’ involves coupling the AMP to the surface to form a chemically 

stable coating (Bagheri et al 2009).   This method offers an advantage of giving more stable 

attachment of the peptide to the surface substrate (Goddard et al. 2007). The ‘Bottle brush’ 

approach employs polymer resins such as polyethylene glycol (PEG) that bear reactive groups 

for the immobilisation of AMPs (Bagheri et al 2009).  PEG is often used because of its anti-

adhesiveness for a bacterial colony to stick to the surface (Kingshott et al. 2009).  Flexible 

space within the PEG can facilitate free movement of the bound AMP and therefore can 

possibly enhance the AMP-bacterial interactions.  ‘LBL’ is the process of sandwiching AMPs 
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between two polyionic polymers and this also allows the number of layers to be tailored 

accordingly (Etienne et al 2004) allowing a desired loading on the surface.  An advantage of 

this method allows slow release of the peptide; however, a drawback is that the AMPs closest 

to the solid support may not be in contact with the given target, thus reducing activity (Perez 

Espitia et al 2012). 

 

1.5.5 Potential and current uses of AMPs in medical and food industries 

 

The properties of AMPs and coating outlined above make them good candidates for 

investigation within the medical and food industries.  Urinary catheters are used quite 

extensively in medicine, but they can cause several problems for patients who have them 

administered due to urinary tract infections (UTIs).  To prevent this from happening catheters 

need to be replaced at regular intervals placing a burden on the healthcare system and raising 

costs associated with this.  Current problems with antibiotic resistance have warranted a need 

to investigate what new strategies can be employed to decrease the aforementioned issues.  

AMPs are peptides and can be seen as not too dissimilar to enzymes.  One such enzyme that 

has currently been explore is that of cellobiose dehydrogenase (CDH) (Thallinger et al.  2014).  

This particular enzyme can produce hydrogen peroxide and when immobilised on a silicon 

surface inhibited the growth of both E. coli and S. aureus.  They also explored putting this 

enzyme into the lubricant which showed similar results.  This would make administration for 

the prevention of infection an easy strategy.  However, functionalising dressings is still a new 

area and should be investigated further. 

Another route that could be explored is the use of AMPs in functionalised cotton gauzes.  One 

notable study developed a new strategy for incorporating AMPs into polyelectrolyte 

multilayer films over cotton gauzes (Gomez et al 2015).  This was achieved by using the layer-

by-layer approach as described above using an alternate deposition of a polycation of 

chitosan and a polyanion of alginic acid sodium salt with various AMPs sandwiched in 

between.  The result of this study found that the AMPs incorporated into the gauzes had a 

higher antimicrobial effect compared to the controls and furthermore were non-cytotoxic to 

normal dermal fibroblasts at the concentrations tested.   

The food industry, food safety is of a growing concern and a large number of food borne 

pathogens cause hospitalisations and deaths each year.  In recent years increased consumer 
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knowledge has caused an increase in demand for minimally processed food with natural 

additives due to several growing controversies arising from processed foods with chemical 

preservatives (Perez Espitia et al 2012).  In food preservation, peptides could overcome these 

issues and have already been shown to be able to be incorporated in to packaging materials 

(Appendini et al 2002).   

Functionalising surfaces and materials with AMPs should be managed with a carefully thought 

out development process, not only to evaluate the action but also their stability, releasing 

abilities and tuneable performance (Felgueiras et al 2017).  Using bioactive components on 

these have several advantages over cheaper methods such as they are natural, non-toxic, 

non-reactive to living organisms (Singha et al 2017), but one downside to current coatings is 

that they are expensive to produce.  In summary more research should be done in this area. 

 

In summary Beta-defensins are part of the innate immune system and have been shown to 

bridge the gap between the innate immune system and the adaptive immune system.  They 

have evolved over a very long period. They have a conserved structure which shows 

similarities across the phylogenetic tree and has shown promise in helping wound healing. 

This has demonstrated that future perspectives in this area of research could allow new 

AMP’s to be developed so that they could help activate the innate immune system in a variety 

of treatments as we are currently on our last line of antibiotic treatments available due to 

antibiotic resistance which has become one of the most important crises to hit medicine in 

the modern age.  With the advent of high-throughput genomics, new reptilian genomes have 

been sequenced and their transcriptomes determined.  Consequently, the challenges faced 

due to antibiotic resistance bacteria, new and useful molecules that could be found in reptiles 

may hold the key to develop future antibiotics and antimicrobial materials (van Hoek, 2014). 
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1.6 Reptiles – An interesting, untapped resource. 

 

Reptiles are evolutionarily ancient and are found in many different, diverse, and challenging 

environments.  Over time the immune system of reptiles has evolved independently. Reptiles 

lack lymph nodes and do not form germinal centres (Rios et al, 2015). Thus, in response to 

infection they rely much more heavily on their innate immune responses. 

Reptiles tend to have a robust innate immune system which which begins with a keratinised 

outer epidermis preventing the entry of microbes into the body.  If this protective layer is 

breached, their innate immune response is triggered.  This constitutes the first line of 

defence. However, their adaptive immune response is more simplistic of their mammalian 

counterparts but regardless of this, reptiles are remarkably resilient, producing a wide range 

of cells and molecules,  including antimicrobial peptides.  However, studies investigating 

innate immune sensing and downstream responses have predominantly focused on human 

or mammal models so further information on the mechanisms in reptiles could provide 

information into the evolution of the innate immune system.  It has also long been known 

that to escape predation, lizards lose their tails and then regenerate a new tail from the 

wound site.  Studies in the Anole Lizard have shown that beta-defensins are expressed in the 

wound tissue with minimal inflammation and appear to play a large role in the regeneration 

and wound healing (Alibardi at al 2012).  Little research has been done on these animals and 

it is becoming clear that more work is needed by scientists to identify new and useful AMPs.  

Although, gene knock-out studies have been done in mice (Chromek et al 2012) there is no 

direct data in reptiles to demonstrate their importance in overall resistance to infection and 

survival.  Despite Lizards being the largest group of reptiles, which possess great resistance to 

infection from their environments there is little information regarding their AMPs (Alibardi, 

2010).  Hence there is a gap in our knowledge that reptiles could fill and therefore there is a 

need to explore this untapped resource. 
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Chapter 2. Method development for Data mining and gene annotations of genomic DNA 

to establish Beta-defensin clusters. 

 

Using individual known genes, in a BLAST search approach, is long and laborious when 

searching for beta-defensins in a given genome.  Also using this approach to search through 

EST databases is limiting as it does not give you genomic organisation of whether the matches 

are clustered together or not.  By their very nature of being small and quite variable in 

sequence, beta-defensins can be very difficult to find within genomes where the cluster has 

not yet been characterised; therefore, a different approach had to be used.   It was found in 

this work that the use of a concatemer approach to searching is a more desirable way of 

identifying potential beta-defensin clusters within any given genome. 

 

Producing a concatemer of known beta-defensins provided an advantage over searching 

using individual genes.  It was found that using a concatemer provided a greater chance of 

identifying a potential beta-defensin in a genome search because the template has greater 

length and diversity of that of a singular gene allowing the probability to increase.  It also gave 

a likeliness that the process would identify the cluster within the genome as there would be 

several matches within the same region of DNA being investigated.   

Due to the work characterising the chicken beta-defensins (Lynn et al. 2004) and with birds 

being the closest living relative to reptiles, the use of the chicken beta-defensins at the start 

any search would be beneficial in identifying beta-defensins in reptiles.   

 

2.1 Initial Searches 

 

Chicken beta-defensin predicted peptide sequences were obtained from The European 

Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) pfam database (http://pfam.xfam.org/) by searching for 

‘beta-defensins’ in the key word search and selecting the top hit, from the list.  Also, the Green 

Anole Lizard (Anolis carolinensis) beta-defensin predicted peptide sequences were obtained 

from the NCBI nucleotide database by searching for ‘beta-defensins’ and taking the protein 

sequence from the list.  Both sets of sequences were placed into a concatemer as shown in 

Fig. 2.1.  These were then used as the query sequences for the BLAST searches using the 
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tBLASTn program.   This was opposed to the singular approach adopted by Xiao (2004) and 

Tang (2012).  It was proposed that using a concatemer would ‘pull out’ a greater number of 

matches when searching through a given genome. 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Chicken Beta-defensin concatemer used as template for initial searches.   

A single beta-defensin if highlighted.  Other beta-defensins can be seen with the initiating 

methionine in the amino acid sequence. 

 

The first genome that was explored using this search strategy was the Chrysemys picta bellii 

(Western Painted Turtle) genome assembly Chrysemys_picta_bellii-3.0.3 (RefSeq assembly 

Accession GCA_000241765.3) submitted by the Painted Turtle Genome Sequencing 

Consortium on 31/03/2014.  Making use of the tBLASTn function and employing the 

concatemer as the query sequence as opposed to using single genes yielded more matches 

within the search. 

 

Figure 2.2 displays the result of the matches that are obtained from using a single beta-

defensin in the BLAST search.  Small regions of similarity were identified, but did not resemble 

beta-defensins, which contain the typical conserved cysteine motif.  Utilisation of the 

concatemer increased the likelihood that more matches would appear during the search and 

within one scaffold in the assembly, narrowing down the identification of the clustered beta-

defensins (figure 2.3).   
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Figure 2.2. BLAST search results from single Beta-defensin used in query sequence. 

 

The results of the BLAST search using the concatemer yielded matches on 3 different 

scaffolds, with the scaffold in figure 2.3 being the most likely to harbour a Beta-defensin 

cluster.  This is for two reasons, the first being, that the matches show the core cysteine motif 

that beta-defensins contain (indicated by arrows) and that there are several similar matches 

along a large stretch of DNA on the scaffold.  Sorting by their starting position on the scaffold 

shows that the first match is at position 3135174 and the last match is at 3783001 covering a 

region of roughly 647kbps within the 4030082 base pairs of the identified scaffold.   
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Figure 2.3. BLAST search result from using Chicken concatemer. 

BLAST output sorted by start position showing 5 potential matches on a singular scaffold. 

Blue arrows highlight Beta-defensin conserved cysteine motif. 
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2.2 First Annotations 

 

At this point, the size of the cluster within this scaffold could start to be determined.  Clicking 

‘sequence ID’ on the results page, in this case NW_007281425.1, opens a landing page for the 

scaffold information.  Here it was possible to select a region of the scaffold for further 

analysis.  Using the positions of the matches shown circled in figure 2.3 a region of 100 kb 

upstream of the first match and 100 kb downstream of the last match was then selected.  This 

gave a ‘buffer’ to allow for any beta-defensins that the first BLAST search may have missed.  

This resulted in a region of around 850 kb in which more iterative searching could be done.  

Figure 2.4 shows the page in which this was achieved. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Page showing how region on scaffold is changed. 

 

Selection of ‘FASTA (text)’ from the drop-down menu (marked by arrow in Figure 2.4) allowed 

the sequence to be viewed.  This was then copied into a new iterative BLAST search, once 

again using the chicken beta-defensin concatemer as a query.  By narrowing down the search 

from the whole genome to the size of the potential cluster, the program could bring out 

significantly more matches, rising from 5 in the first genomic search to 76 in the search of this 

850kbp region.  It also identified potential first exon signal peptides of the beta-defensin gene 

(Figure 2.5A).   The first identified match (Figure 2.5B) showed that the position of 105038 kb 

from the start of the DNA sequence and the last match identified (Figure 2.5C) by this search 

indicated a position of 794230 kb from the start of the DNA sequence.  This gave an estimated 

size of the cluster at 700 kb on length.  This DNA sequence was reduced further by decreasing 

the size.  A ‘buffer’ of 50 kb was kept at each end of the DNA sequence to allow for any 

potential matches.  The range selected on this scaffold was from positions 3080000-3830000 

for the next, more in-depth, searches. 
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A) 

 

B) 

 

C) 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Results from BLAST search from smaller 850kbp stretch of Scaffold  

Using Chicken Beta-defensin concatemer.  A) Potential first exon signal peptide match.  B) 

Initial second exon match and position.  C) Last match and position. 

 

At this stage of initial searches and determining a potential stretch of DNA containing the 

cluster, the next stage of the identification process could begin.  This involved the generation 

of a six-frame translation of the DNA sequence of interest.  This was done as the program will 

convert the DNA sequence into a translation of all reading frames allowing annotations to be 

highlighted and populated.   To generate the six-frame translation of the DNA sequence the 

FASTA file (highlighted by arrow in figure 2.4) was copied into STEP 1 box of the program 

landing page (figure 2.6).  The Program EMBOSS Sixpack (Madeira et al. 2019) was utilised for 

this and can be found at The European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) website under 

‘find a tool’.   https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/st/emboss_sixpack/  

 

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/st/emboss_sixpack/
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Figure 2.6. Input box for FASTA file sequence in EMBOSS Sixpack program website. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7. Positions of potential first and second exon match. 

Taken from region to be annotated onto 6-frame translation from EMBOSS.  These matches 

are on the reverse strand showing the second exon match coming before the first exon match. 

 

Once processed an output file could be downloaded.  This output file was then annotated 

with the matches from the BLAST searches using positions shown.  As described previously 

the chicken concatemer was used as a query sequence using BLAST then followed by an 

iterative search using a concatemer of the Green Anole Lizard defensin peptide sequences.  

Using the output file one was able to begin to highlight the matches onto the reading frame 

within it (figure 2.8) with the search matches identified by the BLAST from the reduced size 

region of the scaffold (positions 3080000-3830000) as shown in figure 2.4. 
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Figure 2.8.  Output file from EMBOSS Sixpack. 

With matches highlighted.  Green highlight depicts potential first exon match and yellow 

shows second exon match. 

 

2.3 Gene Finding Programmes for Identification 

 

Due to the small size of the first Exon, GeneScan (http://hollywood.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html) 

and FGENESH (http://www.softberry.com) search engines were used to identify any exons 

missed during the initial BLAST search. These programmes proved useful in finding the 1st 

exon where the BLAST approach fell short.  Figure 2.9 shows the genomic map and the 

potential beta-defensin matches populated along the length.  Only 2 of the matches show 

http://hollywood.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html
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both 1st and 2nd exon on the structure.  Table 2.1. shows locations of potential matches along 

the DNA scaffold. 

 

 

Figure 2.9. Genomic Map of BLAST matches  

Plot of BLAST matches from both Chicken and Anole Lizard Concatemers.  Red arrows show 

where both potential 1st and 2nd exon for a particular beta-defensin gene are found.  Blue 

arrows show only potential 2nd exon matches. Above and below line show transcript direction 

with direction arrow. 
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First/Signal approx position 2nd Exon approx position Direction 
   

58145 55038  - 
 

67163  - 
 

84782  -  
 

93118  + 
 

104400  + 
 

112768  + 
 

118800  + 
 

125528  + 

141891 139736  - 
 

235297  - 
 

265565  + 
 

310254  - 
 

320053  - 
 

329451  - 
 

341113  + 
 

355576  - 
 

367224  + 
 

381698  + 
 

396079  - 
 

411941  - 
 

442634  - 
 

533630  - 
 

564874  - 
 

702868  - 
 

744230  - 

 

Table 2.1. Positions of potential matches against tBLASTn searches using the Chicken and 

Green Anole Lizard. 

 

2.3.1 GENSCAN 

 

The GENSCAN server at MIT was used for the identification of complete gene structures in 

genomic DNA.  The program GENSCAN predicts the locations and exon-intron structures of 

genes in genomic sequences from a variety of organisms.  This program was used to further 

analyse the sequences.  The GENSCAN results were annotated onto the EMBOSS file with all 

the possible exons identified so far.  The data showed that there were still exons to be 

identified further.  This led to the use of the FGENESH program (Solovyev et al. 2006). 
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2.3.2 Softberry – FGENESH 

 

Softberry, Inc. is a leading developer of software tools for genomic research.  FGENESH uses 

HMM-based gene structure prediction in a similar way to GENSCAN with a similar output.  

From the homepage, copy and paste the sequence to be analysed and select what organism 

to use for the gene finding parameters and click ‘search’ (figure 2.10).   

The output gave a list of positions of the predicted genes and further down the page gave a 

list of predicted proteins with their nucleotide sequences.  Looking at the FGENESH prediction 

results and comparing to gene identified using GenScan it was possible to see that some of 

the potential gaps were filled.  Figure 2.11 shows one such example. 

FGENESH identifies the gene positions without having to BLAST against the original scaffold if 

it predicts a known gene.   However, it may be necessary to follow a similar principle as the 

GENSCAN technique to further find potential matches. Table 1.2 and figure 2.12 shows the 

final table of positions on the scaffold and the final genomic map of identified genes. 

 

Figure 2.10 Input field for FGENESH.  

 Nucleotide sequence is copied and species selected for gene identification. 

Figure 2.11. Identification of Potential Beta-defensin gene missing from GenScan analysis. 
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Table 2.2. Full list of matches/predictions from BLAST searching and Gene Prediction 

software. 

 

First/Signal approx. Position 2nd Exon approx. Position Direction 
   

58145 55038  - 

69096 67163  - 

75698 74930  - 

85724 84782  -  

88608 93118  + 

102451 104400  + 

111636 112768  + 

114239 118800  + 

124484 125528  + 

141891 139736  - 

152993 151850  - 

197342   - 

206797 202725  - 

217748   - 

220760 219159  - 

224974 223326  - 

236266 235297  - 

264638 265565  + 

282578 285545  + 

311665 310254  - 

320413 320053  - 
 

329451  - 

339957 341113  + 

357225 355576  - 

364871 367224  + 

371876   + 

379335 381698  + 

397726 396079  - 

414544 411941  - 

444566 442634  - 

463948   - 

537049 533630  - 

569278 564874  - 

706278 702868  - 
 

744230  - 
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Figure 2.12. Full genomic map of Predicted Genes. 

 

2.4 Splice Site Prediction 

 

Once the gene finding was exhausted, the next stage in the identification and annotation 

process was to predict the splice sites of the predicted genes.  Splice site prediction in this 

analysis was done using the online server by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project - 

http://www.fruitfly.org/seq_tools/splice.html (Reese et al. 1997) and Softberry FSPLICE - 

http://www.softberry.com/berry.phtml?topic=fsplice&group=programs&subgroup=gfind.  

The genomic sequence starting from the initiating methionine to roughly 60 bp past the 

identified match from the blast on the 1st exon was copied and pasted into the input box and 

the 60 bp upstream from the start of the 2nd exon identified to the stop codon was copied 

into the input box on the web page (figure 2.13).  The example used here was the first match 

from the previous searches.  As this example was on the reverse strand the raw sequence for 

the analysis will be taken from the forward strand, so when submitting sequences to the 

server, check the box ‘include reverse strand’.  As an alternative, the complementary strand 

could be submitted; this method was used as the example. 

 

The output file figure 2.14 shows several predicted sequences taken from the input and also 

highlights the splice sites.  These can then be annotated, once again, on the EMBOSS output 

file.  What is known about Beta-defensin structure is that the 1st exons are relatively short so 

the first in the predicted donor splice sites seem fits this rationale as it was only around 58 bp 

long.  Also, the score of the prediction comes out a 0.98 (figure 2.14). 

 

Looking at the output of the acceptor site predictions there were more potential options.  It 

was known that the donor site is between positions 52-66 so it was likely that the first 3 

predictions can be discarded as this region was taken from the same stretch of DNA as the 

Donor Site.   

http://www.fruitfly.org/seq_tools/splice.html
http://www.softberry.com/berry.phtml?topic=fsplice&group=programs&subgroup=gfind
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Figure 2.13 Splice site prediction input box with DNA sequence. 

 

 

Figure 2.14. Splice site prediction output file. 

Predictions from inputted DNA sequences. Both predicted donor and acceptor sites, along with 

scores shown. 
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Figure 2.15. Donor Splice site annotated on EMBOSS file.  

 

 

Figure 2.16. Acceptor splice site annotated on EMBOSS output. 
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Interpretation of the next two predictions came down to the structure of beta-defensins in 

the fact that there is a common motif of 6 cysteines within the 2nd exon.  Working back from 

the end of the exon and counting back it shows that the splice site is likely to be the last one 

marked.  This is also supported by the score being 0.96.  Thus, the potential final sequence of 

the predicted gene can be produced and translated. 

 

DNA sequence 

ATGAGGATCCTTTACCTGTTCTTTGCTGTTGTCATCTTCTTCCTCCAGGCTGCTTCAGCAGCAAGAGG

CGGCACTTACGACACCTTGCAGTGCCTGAGCAACCATGGCCACTGCCGACGGCTTTGCTTCCACATG

GAACATCAGGTTGGCACCTGCACCAATGGTCACCTGCGCTGCTGCAAG 

 

Translation 

MRILYLFFAVVIFFLQAASAARGGTYDTLQCLSNHGHCRRLCFHMEHQVGTCTNGHLRCCK 

 

Finally, search beyond the stop codon at the end of the exon for the poly adenylation signal.  

This will ensure that you have not missed out any other exons that may possibly be there as 

some beta-defensins have been found to have a small 3rd exon at the end (figure 2.17). 

 

So, from the genes that were predicted from the above scaffold these could then be put into 

a concatemer and then final iterative BLAST searches could be performed to see if any final 

missing exons could be found.   Once a degree of confidence is established that all the genes 

within the cluster have been identified and to go further, a repeat masker was then 

performed to establish any larger gaps between repetitive sequences that may have the 

presence of beta-defensins.  This would then ensure that the cluster has been annotated as 

fully as possible. 
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Figure 2.17. Poly adenylation signal highlighted on EMBOSS file.  

In yellow the end of the second exon is shown.  

 

2.5 Repeat Masking 

 

RepeatMasker (http://www.repeatmasker.org/) is a program that screens DNA sequences for 

interspersed repeats and low complexity DNA sequences.  The output shows the positions 

and which part of a repeat is present in an analysed DNA sequence.  This was used as it 

highlighted the repeat sequences within the scaffold.  Generally, repeat sequences are not in 

coding sequences so this was a way of masking out a proportion of the scaffold that did not 

have coding exons in it. 

 

To use RepeatMasker on the web server go to http://www.repeatmasker.org/cgi-

bin/WEBRepeatMasker.  It will bring up an input page. 

 

From this page, upload the sequence of interest or copy and paste into the text box.  This 

example uses the scaffold identified previously.  Once ‘rmblast’ and select ‘vertebrate (other 

than blow)’ was chosen, the sequence inputted was submitted for analysis. 

http://www.repeatmasker.org/
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Once the program had processed the sequence of interest an email with a web link was 

received, the link would lead to a results page where a summary (figure 2.18) and links to the 

output spreadsheet were given. 

 

 

Figure 2.18.  Summary of repeats identified from repeat masker. 

 

By scrolling down to the bottom of the page, click on the text output where it gave a list of 

repeats and their positions on the scaffold (figure 2.19). 

 

 

Figure 2.19. Output file showing positions of repeats on the scaffold of interest. 
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This was then copied to an excel spreadsheet.  The reason behind this was to look closely into 

the gaps between the repeats so that it can be seen if any genes were missed during the initial 

searches.  Once the information was copied over two columns were added. One to give the 

size of the repeat fragment and the other to give the size of the gap between repeat 

sequences.  Once this was achieved the next step is to populate the spreadsheet with the 

exons of the predicted beta-defensins found during the search and annotation process. This 

would involve going back to NCBI BLAST and using the DNA sequence of the Beta-defensins 

identified to search against the scaffold used (figure 2.20)   

 

 

Figure 2.20. Positions of first Beta-defensin prediction. 

 

This was then inputted on the RepeatMasker spreadsheet input (figure 2.21) and repeated 

for the all the beta-defensins identified in this cluster region. 
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Figure 2.21 Input of Beta-defensin in excel spreadsheet.  

 

 

Figure 2.22 Gap exceeding 3000bp in cluster region between whole Beta-defensin genes. 

 

By identifying gaps between the known genes of more than 3000bp (figure 2.22) and using 

BLAST against these sequences should give confidence that all the potential beta-defensins in 

the cluster had been identified and that a working method for looking into other species/DNA 

sequences can be employed.  

 

2.6 Additional changes during development of methodology pipeline. 

 

During the study and development of this protocol several notable changes occurred to the 

methodology.  In 2019, van Hoek et al. wrote a paper describing the cluster found within the 

Komodo dragon genome.  The paper described that the beta-defensin cluster is flanked with 

Cathepsin B (CTSB) and that the other flanking gene is either Translocation associated 

membrane protein 2 (TRAM2) or Exportin 1 (XPO1).  The characterised CTSB and 

TRAM2/XPO1 genes were downloaded from the NCBI website and were used for the initial 

searches to map out the potential region for further probing with the concatemer approach 

as outlined in section 2.2.  Furthermore GIRI, as of May 20th 2019, rescinded their working 

agreement with RepeatMasker to utilise the RepBase database, which had an impact in the 

repeat masking ability of their website as this only allowed the use of searching DNA 

sequences with the Dfam database which was not as comprehensive as RepBase.  However, 

with a local version of RepeatMasker downloads and the acquisition of the RepBase database 

for this program the analysis was able to be performed without the need for the online 

RepeatMasker database. 
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As reptilian genomes become more assembled into chromosomal builds these were then 

used for the final analyses within this manuscript. 

 

One thing to note because of the variability of the beta-defensins when looking at the 

algorithm parameters, uncheck the box that masks for low complexity regions.  This will allow 

the search programme to show results that may not be put forward otherwise. Such as the 

nature of beta-defensins when looking for searches the only thing that may give you a hit is 

the conserved cysteine motif, common to all beta-defensins and by not unchecking this you 

are limiting the number of matches you may receive from the search.   

 

3.0 Evaluation and comparison of search strategy from Santana, F. L. et al. (2021)  

 

The search methodology for the beta-defensins described in Santana et al (2021) was 

different to this work whereby the use of Markov models was employed.  There are some 

differences between the sequences established by the methods from Santana, F. L. et al. 

(2021) and the sequences in this work.  An evaluation was performed when the sequences 

were compared when two different search strategies were employed.  The difference in the 

sequences from the C. porosus cluster region that were identified in the Santana paper have 

been described in tables 3.6 and 3.7.  In their findings, four sequences show differences in the 

identified cluster region.  CpoBD8 shows the amino acid sequence terminating with a valine 

residue.  In the DNA sequence analysed in this work a stop codon was identified next to the 

codon for this residue and a potential third exon was identified in the genomic sequence used 

in this work.  In cpoBD10 the end sequence shows that the last four residues are VPLG.  This 

is different from what was found in this work at the genomic sequence shows that there is a 

stop codon before these residues in the sequence.   CpoBD9 is said to overlap cpoBD2 in the 

Santana analysis, however, when analysing the sequence for cpoBD9 and using search tools 

of BLASTn against the genome and cluster region showed that this was not present in either 

DNA sequence, therefore it can be deduced that this does not overlap with cpoBD2.  Finally, 

the splice site between first and second exon in cpoBD18 shows differences.  When looking 

at the genomic sequence there is no donor splice site at the position which is given in their 

sequence. 
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The A. mississippiensis sequences in the Santana paper also showed a few differences with a 

total of three within the cluster region in comparison to defensins identified in this work.  In 

amiBD5 there is a stop codon after the arginine residue at the end of the sequence and their 

sequences suggests that the sequence end with HHRTRD.  AmiBD16 shows the presence of 

the first exon sequences, but the second exon is absent from the Genomic and cluster region.  

AmiBD3 and AmiBD18 shows different splice sites which are not present in the genomic 

sequence used by this analysis.  These differences could be accounted from by their use of a 

previous version of the genome sequence. 
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Table 2.3 Comparisons of C. porosus sequences showing differences identified in Santana et al. 2021. 

 
CROCODYLUS POROSUS 

  

Beta-
defensin 
in 
Santana 
et al 
2021 

Sequence Corresponding 
BD in this 
work 

Notes on differences. 

cpoBD1 MRILLLLSALLFLVLQVQAQHKAQEEAQDPALQDEAEAVMAAPENTPISRSSCRRSGATCRVGFCFGGELRLGSCAFLRPCCKELPGL CPBD9 
 

cpoBD2 MKLLFLLLGVTTLVFQAQAQDVVVAQDKAEPQDLDEMEEEAETEVMEAQDAAGMDFPGLNLGESPAHCRWRRGICRPTHCKKNDPNCRYNPCRFQERIVGWCLSSHVCCVKAK CPBD7 
 

cpoBD3 MKFLYLLFGVVFLVLQPQAQDIQAQNKAEIQELNNPAQPRRRKFCFRRGVCKSRCSRNEDSARRCRNRQHCCIKRRH 
 

Not in Genome Assembly or 
contain between CTSB-
TRAM2, Not included in the 
figure in Santana paper. 

cpoBD4 MKIVYLLLGVAFLVSQTEAQDVVVTQGEAEAQDLDEMDEEAKDNAMEAEYAARMGSPDVKPQEFPVVCRILLGVCRFSRCRKNERTIGSCSSSRACCKRR 
 

Not in between CTSB-
TRAM2. Not included in the 
figure in Santana paper 

cpoBD5 MRTLYLLFAVSLFMVQIAPGFFQIYGNTKLCKLNGGSCFLRSCPRKFVSFGTCTRECMCCIR CPBD11 
 

cpoBD8 MRVLYLLFTVSILMLQLAAGFPKIGYFHCRSQNGNCYQYACPPNTKYIGSCNKLGNCCQRV CPBD12 No stop codon next to codon 
for V in sequence before 
poly a signal.  Potential third 
exon found in this analysis 

cpoBD9 MKLLYLLLGVATLVFQAQAQVTVVAQGEAEPQDLGEKQEQAEDNIMEAEDAGYKGSADLKPLPSPLWCGWKGGYCRHHCKKEERKTGWCTTNYVCCH 
 

Not overlapping with 
cpobd2. Not in genome 
assembly, Not between 
CTSB-TRAM2 

cpoBD10 MRFLYLLLAVLFFLFQVSSGFVDVAPADTVACRNQGNFCRLGTCPPTFEGTGTCNNGALLCCSKVPGL CPBD10 Not VPLG at the end as stop 
codon is after K. 

cpoBD12 MAGKRMLWFAAFLILLAVPGNAQGSKHVCRTAGGQCRMGICLSGEVRIGDCFIPVILCCKKYPVRKETGELQGGA CPBD2 
 

cpoBD13 MRLLYLLFAAVMLLFLQAVPANGSYYSTLQCRNNHGHCRRLCFHGEQWIGNCNGRHQHCCK CPBD1 
 

cpoBD14 MRILYFLLALLFLLCQALADTLTCTKNNGTCAFMLCPIFMKAIGTCYDGAAKCCRRCI CPBD13 
 

cpoBD15 MRILYLLFAVLLFVLQAAPGQPSRSCLDRGGRCIRYNTCHPNLIINARCPHQTVCCRRR CPBD6 
 

cpoBD17 MKILYLLVLGLFLFLQAASGLGRCNLLNGVCRHTLCHSLEKYVGRCHRGLRNCCVDDYVLKYKM CPBD14 
 

cpoBD18 MKLLYLLLSVAFLVFQTQAQDLKPHGSPTDCHRKLGICRHVFCNLFEITIGYCNRHHVCCRRWI CPBD8 Spice site on this wrong as 
no GT in donor site in 
genome sequence 
corresponding to this 
sequence. 

cpoBD19 TRIIFLLLAVLLFFFHAAPGHGQQYHDCKDRGGDCILHDTCLSSGEVIYAPCPRWLICCRRLR 
 

No initiating Methionine 

cpoBD20 MMKFFHLLLALLFGIFLATTANGQRATRYVNHCLQKGGTCRYDDCEAGEEQIGTCYRQTMVCCRDEE CPBD3 
 

cpoBD21 MKSLYLILALALFFSQVVPGNGLPILSFLQCLNLQGTCLLTVGFCNGITIRLLGCDCCTP CPBD5 
 

cpoBD23 LRSLFLLFAVAFFLFQAAPEEASPSCRSFGDHCIWNWERCRSGRFLAVPCPFRKRCCKS 
 

No initiating Methionine 

*CPBD4 was determined in this work and not found by Santana et al 2021 methods. 
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Table 2.4 Comparisons of A. mississippiensis sequences showing differences identified in Santana et al. 2021

 
ALLIGATOR MISSISSIPPIENSIS 

  

Beta-
defensin 
in Santana 
et al 2021 

Sequence Corresponding 
BD in this 
work 

Notes on differences 

AmiBD1 MRVLLLLFALLFLVFQVQAQHKAQEEAQDPALQDEAEAVMAAPENTPISRSNCKRSGATCRVGFCFGGEIKLGSCAFLRPCCKELPGL AMBD13 
 

AmiBD2 MKLLFLLLGVTTLVFQAQAQDVVVAQDEAEPQDLGEMEEEAETEVMEAEDATGMDFPGPKLGESPAHCRWKRGVCRRTHCKRNDRNCRHTPCKPAERIIGWCLSTYVCCRKAY AMBD8 
 

AmiBD3 MKFLYLLFGVAFLVLQTQAQDIQAQDKAEIQELNHPAQPRRRKFCSRQGVCKPRCSGNENSSRRCRNHQRCCVKRRQ AMBD12 Different splice site 

AmiBD4 MKIIYLLLGVAFLVSQAQAQDVVVAQDEAEAQDLDDIDEEAQDNAMEAEYAATMGSPDVKPQEYPVVCRVLLGVCRPFRCLRNERTIGSCSSNHACCKRY AMBD11 
 

AmiBD5 MRTLYLLFAVSLFMVQIAPGFFQIYWNTKLCKLNGGSCFLRSCPRQFVSFGTCTQECMCCIRHRRTRD AMBD15 Stop codon after R no 
sequences corresponding 
to HRRTRD before poly a 
signal 

AmiBD6 MKTPCLLFALVLLVLHIQAMPNPVGEKDPQKEADTWDEVEDDVGEEEGDVEAQGR*GENSPMICGFSGGSCRTGCSSNEVMAGKCYGSYLCCIPR 
  

AmiBD7 MKTPCLLFALVLLVLHVQAMPNPVGEKQPHKEADTWDGVEDDASKAKGNVEAEGAGGENNPMVCSYSGGSCRQRCIGHEVMVGKCYGTFICCVHM AMBD14 
 

AmiBD8 MRVLYLLFAVSILMSQLAAGFPQIGYFHCQQNKGQCFQHICPPNTKYIGSCKQLGNCCQRV AMBD16 
 

AmiBD9 MKLLYLLLGVATLVFQAQAQVTVVA*GEAEPQDLGEMQEQAEDNVMDAEDADDKGSADL*PLASPLWCGWKGGYCRHHCKEKERKTGLCTVNYVCCL 
  

AmiBD11 MKLLYLLVGVAFLVFQTQAQDGAVAQDEAEAQDLDEMEEEAEDEFVEAEDAAGMGSPELARKDRPRCRKGLFCRPKCGQKEHVIGTCPKGLICCRIL AMBD10 
 

AmiBD12 MAEKRMLWFVAILILLAVPGNAQGSKNVCRSAGGQCQMGTCLSGEVRIGDCFTPVILCCKKYLARKTPGELQGGA AMBD2 
 

AmiBD13 MRILYLLFAAVMILFLQAVPAKGSYYSTLQCRNNHGHCRRLCFHRERWIGNCNGGHQHCCK AMBD1 
 

AmiBD14 MRILYLLLALLFLLCQALADTLTCTKNNGTCSFMLCPIFMKAIGSCYDGAAKCCRRCI AMBD17 
 

AmiBD15 MRILYLLFAVFLFLLQVAPGQSYRECRNRGGECRPHGSCHPGSVIPVRCPHRTVCCRRR AMBD7 
 

AmiBD16 MKTPCLLFALVLLVLHVQAMPNPVGENDPQVEADTWDEVEDDAGEAEGDVEAEGAGGENSPMICGFSGGSCRTVCLISEVMAGKCYSSYLCCLPR 
 

No second exon even with 
blast of DNA and AA 
sequences in scaffold and 
in the genome sequences.  
Could be due to more 
updated version of 
genome used for this 
analysis. 

AmiBD17 MKILYLLVLGLFLFLQAASGLGRCNLLNGVCRHTLCHSLEKYIGRCHRGLRNCCVDDYVLKYKM AMBD18 
 

AmiBD18 MKLLYLFLSVAFLVFQAQAQALKPQGSPTDCHRQLGVCRSFLCFFFETTIGSCNRHQVCCRRWI AMBD9 Different splice site 

AmiBD19 GIFQLLFHFIFLFVAGHGQEYHDCKNRGGDCILHDTCLSTGEIIYAPCPRWLICCKRLR 
 

No initiating methionine 

AmiBD20 MMKFFYLLLVVLFGIFLATTANGQRASRYVNHCLQKGGTCRYDDCEAGEEQIGTCYRQTMVCCRDEE AMBD3 
 

AmiBD21 MKSLYVILAVALFFSQVVPGNGLPILSLIQCLNLGGICLISVSLCDGVTIRLLGCNCCSSR AMBD5 
 

AmiBD23 TRSLFLLFAVAFFLFQAAPEEVIPSCRFSGGYCIWNWERCRSGHFLVALCPFRKRCCKS 
 

No initiating methionine 
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Chapter 3 - Crocodylia 

 

3. Aims 

 

In this chapter two different orders of Crocodylia will be explored and the differences in 

number of beta-defensin genes present, physical properties of the peptide and genomic 

organisation will be discussed.  The two species of crocodylia are the Saltwater crocodile, 

Crocodylus porosus and the American Alligator, Alligator mississippiensis. 

 

Note: Some of the sequences outlined in this chapter have previously been reported in 

Santana, F. L. et al. (2021) ‘Reptilian β-defensins: Expanding the repertoire of known 

crocodylian peptides.’  

 

3.1 Crocodylus porosus - Salt Water Alligator 

 

  

Distribution map of Crocodylus porosus (Webb et. el. (2010) and image 

(https://www.flickr.com/photos/berniedup/10106331165/) 

 

The Saltwater Crocodile is the largest living reptile and crocodylian known to science.  It 

resides in the family Crocodylidae and genus Crocodylus.  Crocodylus porosus was the 

scientific name proposed by Johann Gottlob Theaenus Schneider (Schneider 1801) and 

several other species were described over the years, however it is now considered a 

monotypic species.  Their habitat is saltwater wetlands, and its distribution is from India’s east 

coast across Southeast Asia to as far as Australia and South Pacific islands.  Males can grow 

up to 6m in length and weigh up to 1000-1300kg with females being much smaller at almost 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/berniedup/10106331165/
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half their size.  The saltwater crocodile is a large opportunistic apex predator.  It is capable of 

hunting almost all animals that enter its territory including other apex predators such as 

sharks. It has been known to be responsible for several human deaths.  The saltwater 

crocodile has a wide snout and has a pair of ridges that run from the eyes to the end of the 

snout. Its scales are oval and its scutes are often absent which is an unwelcome advantage 

when identifying illicit skins from illegal hunting.  They have a large broad body which 

contrasts with other crocodiles which often causes mistakes in identity leading to them being 

wrongly identified as an alligator.  They possess salt glands which allows them to survive and 

inhabit salt water and is feature alligators do not have.  Saltwater crocodiles mate in the wet 

season and lay eggs in a nest consisting of mud and vegetation.  The females guard the eggs 

from predators.  The species is considered of minimal concern for extinction but is protected 

from the effects of international trade under the Convention on International Trade in 

Endangered Species (CITES).  It is often hunted for their skin meat and eggs. 

 

3.1.1 Data mining and cluster assembly 

 

The genomic sequencing data that was used for this analysis was obtained from The National 

Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) genome assembly database.  The genome was 

chosen as it was at scaffold level of genome assembly however the scaffold was large enough 

to allow the full cluster to be determined.  The GenBank assembly accession number is 

GCA_001723895.1 and was submitted to the database on 13/09/2016.  The cluster region 

search was started with downloading the sequences for CTSB and TRAM2 and using tBLASTn 

program to search for the region in which the cluster may reside.  The region was found to be 

on scaffold NW_017728918.1 between locations 5774492-6109160, total length being 

approximately 334kb long.  This region was then masked for repetitive sequences using 

RepeatMasker program to remove the repeat sequences from the DNA sequence.  Once again 

this was translated into a 6-frame output so potential matches from the query search could 

be highlighted and further analysed. 

 

The Beta-defensin sequences from the Green Lizard (Anolis carolinensis) were obtained from 

Dalla Valle et al. (2012).  In supplementary Table 1 Dalla Valle et.al give a list of accession 

numbers that can be accessed via the NCBI website.  These were put into a concatemer for 
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the query sequences in which the BLAST searching would be performed.  Along with the 

sequences obtained from the Dalla Valle paper, sequences already identified from Alligator 

mississippiensis from the protein database at https://pfam.xfam.org were also put into a 

search query concatemer.   

The tBLASTn program was applied against this region and highlighted on 6-frame output.  This 

process, however, does not acquire all the exons and therefore other approaches were 

employed.  Gene finding programs GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin 1997) and FGENESH (Solovyev 

et al. 2006) were employed to search for putative exons that were not initially found with the 

BLAST approach.  Finally, regions of more than 3000bp of the repeats determined in the 

repeatmasker analysis but not in the vicinity of already resolved exons can then be searched 

to exclude all potential regions where Beta-defensin exons may reside. 

 

Splice site prediction was finalised using the online server by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome 

Project (Reese et al. 1997) and amino translations were ascertained from the DNA sequences 

of potential exons.  Finally, iterative searches were performed using the newly identified beta-

defensins against the cluster region. 

 

3.1.2 Cluster organisation and Beta-defensin sequences 

 

A total of 14 beta-defensins were identified (Appendix 4.4) within this region and were 

numbered according to the position on the chromosome starting from the nearest gene to 

CTSB, in this case CrPBD.  This naming method was different to that of the Santana paper as 

their naming nomenclature follow that of orthologues found in birds.  Relative positions and 

genomic organisation along the DNA region are depicted in figure 3.1.  Positions of each exon 

and sizes are available in appendix 4.1. 

 

 

 

 

https://pfam.xfam.org/
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Figure 3.1 Genomic organisation of the C. porosus Beta-defensin cluster.  

Each vertical line represents 50kb along the chromosome. The blue blocks represent the full 

genes, and the arrows dictate their orientation.  The size of the squares (genes) or the distance 

between them are only representative and are not proportional to their actual size in the 

genome.  

 

All the beta-defensins identified show the classical structure and consist of two exons except 

for CrPBD12.  Exon 1 encodes a conserved signal peptide followed by the second exon 

encoding the mature peptide.  The conserved defensin motif is present with common 6 

cysteine domain and a glycine located in the N‐terminal region, two positions upstream from 

the second cysteine, while another glycine is placed two or three positions upstream from 

the fourth cysteine with the rest of the amino acids being less conserved but show similarities 

where the genes have recently duplicated.  This is observed in the multiple sequence 

alignment showing conservation motif (figure 3.2).  Three of the beta-defensins identified in 

this work have a long anionic pro-domain, and this has been described (Michaelson et al 1992) 

as a mechanism in which the pro-domain counterbalances the cationic charge of the active 

Beta-defensin during synthesis.   Table 3.1 shows the charges between the long pro-domain 

beta-defensins minus the signal sequences and then the charge of the 2nd exon, which may 

closely represent the mature active form. 

 

3.1.3 Physical Properties 

 

Each beta-defensin gene identified in this genome possesses a conserved signal peptide, and 

this was confirmed using SignalIP – 5.0 server (Almagro Armenteros et al 2019) (appendix 

4.3).  There is a wide range of charges and some of the beta-defensins in this cluster are 

anionic although most of the beta-defensins are cationic (Appendix 4.2).  One such defensin, 

CrPBD7 has a charge of -5 but this is similar to what was found by Tang et al (2018) in that it 

has a long anionic pro-domain and this may serve to balance the charge of the defensin before 
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undergoing further post translational modifications to produce the active mature peptide.  

Table 3.1 shows the charges between the long pro-domain beta-defensins minus the signal 

sequences and then the charge of the second exon, which may closely represent the mature 

active form.    

 
Long pro-domain mature peptide Second Exon 

GENE pI Net Charge Mr pI Net Charge Mr 

CPBD7 5.11 -5 10792 9.45 8 6428 

CPBD8 5.64 -4 9318 9.18 5 5121 

CPBD9 5.74 -1 7396 9.25 5 4707 

 

Table 3.1 Charge differences between longer pro-domain peptides and the second exon for 

C. porosus. 

Isoelectric point and molecular mass included. 

 

3.1.4 Selection Analyses 

 

Multiple sequence alignments were produced in CLUSTALX (Larkin et al 2007) and Codon 

alignments subsequently produced using the PAL2NAL server (Suyama et al 2006).  These 

codon alignments were the used in pairwise comparisons between nucleotide sequences, the 

number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dS) and the number of 

nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site (dN) were estimated using the SNAP 

v.2.1.1 program at http://www.hiv.lanl.gov which implements Nei and Gojobori (1986) 

method (Korber 2000).  The proportion of observed synonymous and nonsynonymous 

substitutions were plotted against each other (figures 3.4 A & B).  Viewing the distributions 

between the signal peptide and the second exon there are slight differences on the 

distribution of the points.  The signal peptide shows a greater degree of points distributed 

towards synonymous substitutions showing a level of conservation between codons across 

the gene implying that it is undergoing possible purifying selection pressures.   However, the 

second exon shows that the distribution is closer to dS=dN but still showing a slight purifying 

selection.  This is most likely due to the number of paralogues having homology within the 

cluster.  When observing the second exons within the whole cluster you may expect there to 

be a greater degree of nonsynonymous substitutions due the variation of amino acid 

http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/
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sequences present, therefore a site-wise analysis was performed to gain a better picture of 

the evolutionary dynamics within the individual sites within the gene. 

 

3.1.5 Repeat Sequence landscape 

 

Repeat masker was performed using query species database set to tetrapod.  The C. porosus 

defensin cluster region had 37.23% bases masked with the predominant repeat elements 

being retroelements at 60.5% of bases masked.  LINES were around 78% of the retroelements 

and CR1 LINE being the most abundant at 88.6% of the LINES present.  LTR elements 

accounted for 37.3% of the retroelements.  Around 37% of the repeat sequences were DNA 

transposons with hobo-Activator and Tourist/harbinger being the most abundant (table3.2). 
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Figure 3.2 Multiple sequence alignment of C. porosus beta-defensins cluster. 

Produced using Clustal X.  Conservation of amino acids is shown in the legend underneath and show the typical conserved signal peptide at the 

start of the gene and in the mature peptide showing the 6 conserved cysteine residues along with glycine residues.  Signal, Pro-peptide and 

Mature regions are also shown by the parentheses. 

 

Figure 3.3 Amino acid sequence logo of second exon.   

Sites which are undergoing positive selection (red arrow) by one of more tests and purifying selection (blue arrow) tested by FEL, FUBAR and 

MEME in HYPHY.  Logo produced on Skylign.org

SIGNAL PRO MATURE 
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A) Signal Peptide     B) Second Exon 

 

Figure 3.4. Ratio of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions.  

Within the signal peptide (A) and the second exon peptide (B).  Graphs show synonymous (dN) 

on the x axis and nonsynonymous (ds) on the y axis.  The diagonal lines represent dN = dS and 

is given for estimating selection pressures; dots above and below this line represent positive 

and purifying selection, respectively. 

 

Within the second exon there are four residues within the amino acid sequence that are 

undergoing positive selection and 13 residues undergoing negative/purifying selection.  The 

positions that are undergoing positive selection are located between the positions that are 

undergoing negative selection.  The negatively selected amino acids are shown to be residues 

that are common to beta-defensins.  These are the 6 cysteines that make up the covalent 

bonding that is seen throughout the defensin class along with the glycine residues notably 

the GxC residues and the second and fourth cysteine residues that make up the beta sheets 

integral to its structure (Tu et al 2015).  However, the residues that are undergoing positive 

selection are located in the regions that contribute to the bends around these beta sheets 

and sited on the outside of the peptide. 
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Table 3.2 Repeat masker summary for C. porosus 

Displaying the different repeat sequences within the C. porosus cluster region.  The tetrapod 

database was used as a reference for the repeat sequence matches in RepeatMasker program. 
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3.2 The American Alligator - Alligator Mississippiensis 

 

 

Distribution map (Ferraro and Binetti (2014)). Photo https://www.nwf.org/Educational-

Resources/Wildlife-Guide/Reptiles/American-Alligator  

 

The American Alligator, Alligator mississippiensis, is one of two extant alligator species and is 

possibly the largest species in the family Alligatoridae as it is larger than the only other species 

of alligator, the Chinese alligator: Alligator sinensis.  Its alternative name is the Common 

Alligator and is native to the South-eastern United States.  Their distribution is South Carolina, 

Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, and Texas.  Louisiana has the 

largest population of all the U.S. states and sometimes they can be found in Mexico.   

American Alligators inhabit slow-moving rivers, swamps marshes and lakes.  They prefer fresh 

water rather than salt water as compared to their American cousins, the American Crocodile, 

do not have functioning salt glands on their tongue.  The American Alligator is an apex 

predator and consumes fish, amphibians, reptiles, mammals, and birds, given the chance.  

Adult males can reach 3.4-4.8m in length and can weight up to 450kg but there have been 

unverified sightings of alligators of up to 5.5m in size and weighing a 1000kg.  It is identified 

from the American crocodile by its broader snout with overlapping jaws and darker skin 

colour.  It is also tolerant to cold temperatures with it being able to survive at temperatures 

as low as 7C and can go into brumation when the water temperatures go below freezing.  

Their breeding season begins in spring and after mating the females can lay up to 20-50 white 

eggs in which she covers with vegetation within their nests.  The incubation period for the 

eggs is 65 days and eggs that hatch above 34C will hatch as males and females will hatch 

when the temperature is below 30C.  The American Alligator is currently of at least concern 

https://www.nwf.org/Educational-Resources/Wildlife-Guide/Reptiles/American-Alligator
https://www.nwf.org/Educational-Resources/Wildlife-Guide/Reptiles/American-Alligator
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by the IUCN Red list even though they were extensively hunted from the 1800s to the mid-

1900s.  American Alligators trade is regulated under the Convention of International Trade in 

Endangered Species (CITES) 

 

3.2.1 Data mining and cluster assembly 

 

As with C. porosus, the genomic sequencing data utilised for this analysis was obtained from 

The National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) genome assembly database.  The 

genome was chosen as it was at scaffold level of genome assembly however the cluster region 

was separated on two different scaffolds but by joining these the full cluster region was able 

to be determined.  The GenBank assembly accession number is GCA_000281125.4 and was 

submitted to the database on 28/03/2016.  CTSB and TRAM2 amino acid sequences were 

downloaded from the orthologue list on the NCBI database and were used to search the 

genome assembly to establish the cluster region.  CTSB resided on scaffold NW_017709158.1 

starting at position 259102.  The reverse complement of position 1-259102 was used for the 

start of the cluster.  TRAM 2 resided on scaffold NW_017710918.1 at position 2229362.  This 

position through to the end of the scaffold was taken and the reverse complement used to 

produce the rest of the cluster region.  The two scaffolds were joined to produce the cluster 

region DNA sequences for further analysis.  The total length of the construct was 

approximately 395kb. This region was masked using the RepeatMasker.org server (Smit et.al. 

2006) to remove the repeat sequences from the DNA sequence.  The was then translated into 

a 6-frame output using EMBOSS Sixpack program on The European Bioinformatics Institute 

(EMBL-EBI) website and this was utilised to highlight potential matches. 

Unlike the approach of using concatemers outlined above, a FASTA file of the DNA coding 

sequences from C. porosus was employed to run the search of the potential beta-defensins 

that reside within the region that was uncovered between CTSB and TRAM2.  The DNA coding 

sequences from C. porosus were used as a query against the genome using the BLASTn 

program and due to the orthology of these sequences as the initial A. mississippiensis 

sequences were found to be highly homologous.  This DNA coding search approach identified 

most of the genes present but to have confidence that all the genes were uncovered the 

concatemer approach was applied using the C. porosus amino acid sequences followed by the 

gene finding programs GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin 1997) and FGENESH (Solovyev et al. 2006) 
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and finally searching the regions of more than 3000bp between repeat sequences shown by 

the running of the RepeatMasker program. 

Splice site prediction was finalised using the online server by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome 

Project (Reese et al. 1997) and amino translations were ascertained from the DNA sequences 

of potential exons.  Finally, iterative searches were performed using the newly identified beta-

defensins against the cluster region. 

 

3.2.2 Cluster organisation and Beta-defensin sequences 

 

A total of 18 beta-defensins were identified (Appendix 4.1) within this region and were 

numbered according to the position on the chromosome starting from the nearest gene to 

CTSB, in this case AMBD.  AMBD1-13 were identified on scaffold NW_017709158.1 and 

AMBD14-18 resided on NW_017710918.1.  Relative positions and genomic organisation along 

the DNA region are depicted in figure 3.5. Positions of each exon and sizes are available in 

appendix 4.4. 

 

Figure 3.5 Genomic organisation of the A. mississippiensis Beta-defensin cluster.   

Each vertical line represents 50kb along the chromosome. The blue blocks represent the full 

genes, and the arrows dictate their orientation.  The size of the squares (genes) or the distance 

between them are only representative and are not proportional to their actual size in the 

genome.  Double diagonal line showing the end of one scaffold and start of the next. 

 

All the beta-defensins identified show the typical structure and consisting of two exons.  Exon 

1 encodes a conserved signal peptide followed by the second exon encoding the mature 

antimicrobial peptide.  The conserved defensin motif is present with common 6 cysteine 

domain and a glycine located in the N‐terminal region, two positions upstream from the 

second cysteine, while another glycine is placed two or three positions upstream from the 

fourth cysteine with the rest of the amino acids being less conserved but show similarities 
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where the genes have recently duplicated.  This is observed in the multiple sequence 

alignment showing conservation motif (figure 3.7).  Three of the beta-defensins identified in 

this work have a long anionic pro-domain, and this has been described (Michaelson et al 1992) 

as a mechanism in which the pro-domain counterbalances the cationic charge of the active 

Beta-defensin during synthesis.    

 

3.2.3 Physical Properties 

 

Each beta-defensin gene identified in this genome possesses a conserved signal peptide, and 

this was confirmed using Signal IP – 5.0 server (Almagro Armenteros et al 2019) (Appendix 

4.6).  There is a wide range of charges and some of the beta-defensins in this cluster are 

anionic although most of the beta-defensins are cationic (Appendix 4.5).  One such defensin, 

CMBD20 has a charge of -7 and this concurs with findings in Crocodylia (Tang et al 2018) in 

that it has a long anionic pro-domain and this may serve as a way to balance the charge of the 

defensin before undergoing further post translational modifications to produce the active 

mature peptide.  Table 3.4 shows the charges between the long pro-domain beta-defensins 

minus the signal sequences and then the charge of the 2nd exon, which may closely represent 

the mature active form.    

 

  Long pro-domain mature peptide Second Exon  

  pI Net Charge Mr pI Net Charge Mr 

AMBD8 5.61 -3 10292 9.86 11 6672 

AMBD9 4.97 -4 8957 8.98 4 5102 

AMBD10 4.38 -8 9025 9.77 8 4483 

AMBD11 4.55 -8 8594 9.15 5 4957 

AMBD12 9.58 8 9399 11.38 12 5145 

AMBD13 5.74 -1 7367 8.94 4 4807 

AMBD14 5.17 -3 8105 7.79 1 4443 

 

Table 3.4 Charge differences between the longer pro-domain/mature peptides and the 

second exon for A. mississippiensis. 

Isoelectric point and molecular mass included. 
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3.2.4 Selection Analyses 

 

Multiple sequence alignments were produced in CLUSTALX (Larkin et al 2007) and Codon 

alignments subsequently produced using the PAL2NAL server (Suyama et al 2006).  These 

codon alignments were the used in pairwise comparisons between nucleotide sequences, the 

number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dS) and the number of 

nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site (dN) were estimated as described in 

section 3.1.4.  The proportion of observed synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions 

were plotted against each other (figure 3.6 A and B).  Viewing the distributions between the 

signal peptide and the second exon there are slight differences on the distribution of the 

points.  The signal peptide shows a greater degree of points distributed towards synonymous 

substitutions showing a high level of conservation between codons across the gene implying 

that it is undergoing possible purifying selection pressures.   However, the second exon shows 

that the distribution is closer to dS=dN but still showing a slight purifying selection.  This is 

most likely down to the number of paralogues within the cluster having homology within the 

cluster.  When observing the second exons within the whole cluster one may expect there to 

be a greater degree of nonsynonymous substitutions due the variation of amino acid 

sequences present, therefore a site-wise analysis was performed to gain a better picture of 

the evolutionary dynamics within the individual sites within the gene.   
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A) Signal Peptide     B) Second Exon 

 

Figure 3.6 Ratio of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in A. mississippiensis.  

Within the signal peptide (A) and the second exon peptide (B).  Graphs show synonymous (dN) 

on the x axis and nonsynonymous (ds) on the y axis.  The diagonal lines represent dN = dS and 

is given for estimating selection pressures; dots above and below this line represent positive 

and purifying selection, respectively. 

 

Within the second exon there are 2 positions that are undergoing positive selection and 12 

residues undergoing negative/purifying selection.  The positive-selection positions are 

located between the negative-selection positions.  The negatively pressured amino acids are 

shown to be residues that are common to beta-defensins.  These are the 6 cysteines that 

make up the covalent bonding that is seen throughout the defensin class along with the 

glycine residues notably the GxC residues and the second and fourth cysteine residues that 

make up the beta sheets integral to its structure (Tu et al 2015).  However, the residues that 

are undergoing positive selection are located in the regions that contribute to the bends 

around these beta sheets and sited on the outside. 
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Table 3.5 Repeat masker summary for A. mississippiensis. 

Displaying the different repeat sequences within the cluster region.  The tetrapod database 

was used as a reference for the repeat sequence matches in RepeatMasker program. 
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3.2.5 Repeat Sequence landscape 

 

Repeat masker was performed using query species database set to tetrapod.  The A. 

mississippiensis defensin cluster region had over all 36.86% bases masked with the 

predominant repeat elements being retroelements at 64.7% of bases masked.  LINES were 

around 67.4% of the retroelements and CR1 LINE being the most abundant at 83.8% of the 

LINES present.  LTR elements accounted for 30% of the retroelements.  Around 33.7% of the 

repeat sequences were DNA transposons with hobo-Activator and Tourist/harbinger being 

the most abundant (table 3.5). 

 

 

3.3 Conservation of synteny 

 

Synteny between these two species shows a high degree of homology not just in the cluster 

region DNA sequences but also in the distribution of the Beta-defensin genes along with their 

sequences. The cluster regions are both flanked by CTSB at the start of the region and TRAM2 

on the other end.  The dot plot of each DNA cluster region shows that sequences are highly 

similar with just two noticeable gaps which are accounted for by regions where gene had 

duplicated in the cluster region of A. mississippiensis (figure 3.9).
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Figure 3.7 Multiple sequence alignment of A. mississippiensis beta-defensin sequences. 

Produced using Clustal X.  Conservation of amino acids is shown in the legend underneath and show the typical conserved signal peptide at the 

start of the gene and in the mature peptide showing the 6 conserved cysteine residues along with glycine residues.  Signal, Pro-peptide and 

Mature regions are also shown by the parentheses. 

 

Figure 3.8 Amino acid sequence Logo of the second exon in A. mississippiensis.  

Sites which are undergoing positive selection (red arrow) by one of more tests and purifying selection (blue arrow) tested by FEL, MEME and 

FUBAR in HYPHY.  Logo produced on Skylign.org

SIGNAL PRO MATURE 
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A 

 

 

B) 

 

Figure 3.9 Conservation of Synteny. 

 

A) Dot plot comparison of both A. mississippiensis (x-axis) and C. porosus (y-axis).  Areas 

of high homology can be observed by the diagonal line running upwards from left to 

right. 

B)  Genomic organisation of both C. porosus (top) and A. mississippiensis (bottom).  Lines 

represent orthologues of genes.  
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3.4 Summary 

 

The Saltwater Crocodile and the American alligator complete Beta-defensin clusters were 

identified in the genome assemblies and were found to reside between CTSB and TRAM2.  

There is a high degree of synteny between the two species in homology between gene 

sequences and genomic arrangement.  The Saltwater Crocodile had a total of 14 complete 

genes identified and the American Alligator had 18 complete genes.  Genes within this cluster 

shared similarities in structure and both possessed genes that have a long propiece in the 

primary amino acid sequences.  This has been hypothesised to act as a charge balancer within 

the peptide.  The genes within the cluster show a conserved signal peptide along with a more 

variable mature active peptide.  The mature peptide shows several sites that are undergoing 

negative/purifying selection and few sites undergoing positive selection.  The repeat 

sequence landscape shows a large percentage of the cluster region contains repetitive 

sequences.   
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Chapter 4 - LIZARDS 

 

4. Aims 

This chapter will focus on three lizard species that are native to Europe but also extend into 

the Eurasian continent.   The numbers of genes present, genomic organisation and physical 

properties will be explored along with conservation of synteny analysis describing similarities 

and differences within the cluster. 

 

The three species are Podarcis muralis, Lacerta agilis and Zootoca vivipara.  The sequences 

described in this section were obtained by in silico means by the methods outlined in chapter 

2. 

 

4.1 Podarcis muralis – Common Wall Lizard. 

 

 

Distribution map and image of Podarcis Muralis.  

Photos obtained from - https://www.eurolizards.com/lizards/podarcis-muralis/ 

 

The Common Wall Lizard is a species of lizard with a large distribution in Europe as well as 

introduced populations in North America.  There are several subspecies with the nominate 

subspecies occurring in the Balkan Peninsula.  Their colourings are often brown with a dark 

brown stripe along the flank which occurs from the ear.  Their underside is white or reddish.  

They can grow up to 20cm with the tail making up to two thirds of their total length. Their 

habitat prefers rocky environments including urban settings for which it can take shelter in 

the nooks and crannies of rocks and walls where they can conceal themselves easily.  Their 

https://www.eurolizards.com/lizards/podarcis-muralis/
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diet is mainly insectivorous and when larger can handle smaller invertebrates.  The female 

usually lays 2-6 eggs in one or more burrows. 

 

4.1.1 Data Mining and Cluster assembly 

 

The genomic sequence data was obtained from the NCBI genome assembly database.  This 

species of lizard was chosen as the assembly was at chromosomal level and likely to have the 

fully assembled Beta-defensin cluster region that could be annotated and investigated 

further.  The genome GenBank assembly number is GCA_004329235.1 and was submitted to 

the database on 07/03/2019.    These genes were then searched for in the genome to see if a 

region was identified.  Using CTSB (cathepsin B) as the reference for the start of the analysis, 

the chicken CTSB amino acid sequence was downloaded from the orthologue list in an NCBI 

database gene search.  Van Hoek (2019) states that either XPO1 or TRAM2 could be flanking 

the other end of the cluster so these were then used as a reference to establish the other end 

of this region using the tBLASTn program.  It was found that the Beta-defensin cluster region 

resided between CTSB at the start of the cluster and XPO1 (exportin 1).  

 

Using the amino acid sequences obtained whilst developing the search method and from the 

sources outlined therein, concatemers were produced for this analysis along with the partial 

sequences produced from the scaffold of the beta-defensins discovered in the Chrysemys 

picta bellii.  These concatemers were then used as a query search within this region using the 

tBALSTn program on the BLAST server on the NCBI website.  This region was masked for 

repeat sequences using RepeatMasker software using the tetrapod sequences within the 

database and translated into a 6-frame output using the EMBOSS sixpack program (EMBL-

EBI) and used to highlight potential matches from the initial query searches.  By using the 

sequences obtained in the method development and using a concatemer this produced a high 

‘hit rate’ for potential matches but due to the size of the first exons in the Beta-defensin 

sequences the gene finding programs GENSCAN and FGENESH were employed.  Finally, 

regions of more than 3000bp of the repeats determined in the repeat masker analysis but not 

in the vicinity of already resolved exons and downstream from the poly adenylation signal, 

can then be queried to exclude all potential regions where Beta-defensin exons may reside.  
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Splice sites were then predicted, and DNA coding sequences were translated into protein 

sequences.  

 

4.1.2 Cluster organisation and Beta-defensin sequences 

 

A total of 80 genes were identified (appendix 1.1) spanning a region of approximately 2.05 

Mb long (figure 4.1).  The cluster was found on chromosome 3 - GenBank sequence 

CM014745.1 between locations 115993322-118049604 for which the reverse complement 

was used as to start the cluster at the CTSB gene.  The naming of the genes used a prefix to 

the order number and was an abbreviation of the species name, in this case PMBD. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Genomic organisation of the P. muralis Beta-defensin cluster.   

Each vertical line represents 100kbp along the chromosome. The blue blocks represent the full 

genes, and the arrows dictate their orientation. The size of the squares (genes) or the distance 

between them are only representative and are not proportional to their actual size in the 

genome.   

 

The beta-defensins that were discovered in this analysis show the typical structure in that the 

gene consists of two exons.  The first exon, a signal peptide followed by the second exon, the 

mature peptide that contains the defensin motif with common 6 cysteine domain and a 

glycine located in the N‐terminal region, two positions upstream from the second cysteine, 

while another glycine is placed two or three positions upstream from the fourth cysteine.  

One interesting beta-defensin, BD72, shows a duplication of the mature peptide sequence 

(highlighted in pink in appendix) and has two of the common cysteine patterns present in the 

second exon.  A similar peptide has been identified in birds, AvBD11, which has a double motif  

produced by the fusion of two exons (Guyot et al. 2020).  Their study showed the peptide has 

multiple roles, such as a broad antimicrobial, antiparasitic activity and likely to have a part in 

how the embryo develops in the egg.  Therefore, this peptide would be worth investigating 

further.   
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There are regions that contain high levels of duplicated genes, and these are reflected in the 

amino acid sequences shown highlighted in green, red and blue in the dot plot (figure 4.2) 

and highlighted corresponding coloured parentheses on the multiple sequence alignment 

(figure 4.3). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Dot plot of the cluster region and genomic organisation of P. muralis genes. 

Regions of high duplication highlighted with green, red and blue boxes.  The dot plot was 

produced by using the genomic sequence against itself. 

 

4.1.3 Physical Properties 

 

Each beta-defensin gene identified in this genome possesses a conserved signal 

peptide, and this is seen in the sequence analyses using SignalIP – 5.0 server (Almagro 

Armenteros et al 2019) (appendix 1.3).  There is a wide range of charges and some of the 

beta-defensins in this cluster are highly anionic which is contrary to the notion that beta-
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defensins are usually cationic.  One such defensin, PMBD32 (Appendix 1.2), has a charge of -

8 but this is similar to what was found in crocodylians (Tang et al 2018.  It has a long anionic 

pro-domain, and this has been described (Michaelson et al 1992) as a mechanism in which 

the pro-domain counterbalances the cationic charge of the active Beta-defensin during 

synthesis.   Table 4.1 Shows the charges between the long pro-domain beta-defensins minus 

the signal sequences and then the charge of the 2nd exon, which may closely represent the 

mature active form.   From this, there is a difference in charge supporting the observations 

made by Michaelson et al (1992).  Tang et al (2018) also states that this expression pattern 

has been observed in the small intestine and from other organs of the crocodilian 

gastrointestinal tract.  This is also observed in mammalian Alpha- defensins (Selsted and 

Ouellette 2005) and has been suggested that these longer alpha-defensins evolved from 

these longer reptilian beta-defensin. 

 

 
 

Long pro-domain/mature peptide Second Exon 
 

pI Net Charge Mr pI Net Charge Mr 

PMBD25 5.09 -3 9441 9.42 7 5935 

PMBD26 5.01 -3 9136 4.99 -2 6362 

PMBD27 7.75 1 7491 9.18 5 4858 

PMBD28 5.01 -3 9136 4.99 -2 6362 

PMBD29 5.02 -3 8855 8.07 1 6236 

PMBD30 5.05 -1 6458 8.66 3 4636 

PMBD31 4.49 -6 8406 9.18 5 4636 

PMBD32 4.51 -8 9657 9.65 8 5524 

PMBD33 4.73 -6 9459 9.89 9 5370 

 

Table 4.1 Charge differences between the longer pro-domain/mature peptides and the 

second exon in P. muralis.   

Isoelectric point and molecular mass included. 
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Figure 4.3 Multiple sequence alignment of 80 Beta-defensin genes identified in the P. muralis cluster. 

Produced in Clustal X.  The beta-defensin genes in this cluster show the typical conserved signal peptide at the start of the gene and in the mature peptide showing the 6 

conserved cysteine residues along with glycine residues.   A conserved signal peptide at the start of the genes can also be noted and varying lengths of pro peptide linking the 

signal peptide and the mature second exon peptide.  Percentage conservation of amino acid sequences underneath. Parentheses denote closely related paralogues and 

intraspecific gene clustering. Signal, Pro-peptide and Mature regions are also shown by the parentheses

SIGNAL PRO MATURE 
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A) Signal peptide     B) Second exon     

 

Figure 4.4 Ratio of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in P. muralis.  

Ratios within the signal peptide (A) and the second exon peptide (B).  Graphs show 

nonsynonymous (dN) on the y axis and synonymous (ds) on the x axis.  The diagonal lines 

represent dN = dS and is given for estimating selection pressures; dots above and below this 

line represent positive and purifying selection, respectively 

 

4.1.4 Selection analyses  

 

The observable trends in the plotted proportions of synonymous and nonsynonymous 

substitutions within the signal peptide show more nonsynonymous substitutions than that of 

the second exon implying a slightly more positive selection pressure (figure 4.4).  The 

distribution also is closer to dN = dS.  This shows a higher degree of variation in the signal 

compared to the second exon.  The second exon is showing more synonymous substitutions 

suggesting a purifying selection pressure.  This could be due to the number of paralogues 

similar in nature, for example the genes PMBD6-23 as shown highlighted by green in the 

multiple sequence alignment and red in the phylogenetic analysis (figures 4.3 and 4.6). 
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Figure 4.5 Amino acid sequence logo of second exon of P. muralis.  

Sites which are undergoing positive selection (red arrow) and purifying selection (blue arrow) 

tested by FEL, MEME and FUBAR in HYPHY.  Logo produced on Skylign.org. 

 

Selection analysis of the individual amino acids within the peptide was performed using HyPhy 

(Pond et al 2005) via the datamonkey online server (Pond et al 2005a). The second exon was 

analysed to see which individual amino acid sites were undergoing selection.  The sites that 

were undergoing positive or negative selection were plotted on an amino acid sequence logo 

produced using the Weblogo server (Crooks et al. 2004) (figure 4.5).  There are 17 sites within 

the second exon region that are showing negative/purifying selection, and this is consistent 

with the observations in the pairwise comparison analysis, supporting previous findings 

(Maxwell et al 2003). 5 sites undergo positive selection within this peptide (red arrows in 

figure 4.5).  The sites undergoing positive selection are within the regions which would confer 

a difference in the shape of the molecule whereby changing the way in which the bends in 

the defensin domain of the peptide form. 

 

Phylogenetic analyses of the genes show an interspecific clustering pattern, notably PMBD6-

23, which also show the presence of pseudogenes within this group (data not shown).  This 

fits the ‘birth and death’ model of evolution first described by Nei and Hughes (1992).  This 

can be seen by the phylogenetic similarities shown by the genes highlighted by red in the tree 

(figure 4.6).  This model describes two main features: a) an interspecific gene clustering 

pattern and b) the presence of pseudogenes (Eirín-López et al. 2012). 
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Figure 4.6 Phylogenetic tree of the DNA coding sequences for P. muralis. 

Exons 1 and 2 sequences used and produced in the IQ-tree server (Trifinopoulos et al 2016) 

using ultrafast analysis of 1000 bootstrap alignments.  The red highlighted genes show recent 

duplications with high degree of conservation. 

 

4.1.5 Repeat Masking 

 

Repeat masker was performed using query species database set to tetrapod.  The P. muralis 

defensin cluster region had over all 28.47% bases masked with the predominant repeat 

elements being retroelements at 89.9% of the bases masked.  LINES were around 73% of the 

retroelements and CR1 LINE being the most abundant at 44.6% of the LINES present.  LTR 

elements accounted for about 9.6% of the retroelements.  Around 4% of the repeat 

sequences were DNA transposons with Tc1-IS630-Pogo being the most abundant (table 4.2). 
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Table 4.2 Repeat masker summary for P. muralis. 

Displaying the different repeat sequences within the P. muralis cluster region.  The tetrapod 

database was used as a reference for the repeat sequence matches in RepeatMasker program. 
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4.2 Lacerta agilis – Sand Lizard 

 

 

Distribution map and image of L. Agilis 

Photos obtained - https://www.eurolizards.com/lizards/lacerta-agilis/ 

 

The Sand Lizard is a lacertid lizard which is distributed across most of Europe and there are 

several subspecies.  They are also a sexually dimorphic legged lizard.  In Northwest Europe 

both sexes show lateral and dorsal strips of ocellated (eye-shaped) markings.  The can grow 

p to 20cm long and can live upto 20 years.  The males turn bright green during the mating 

season and fading during late summer.  Their Habitat is largely restricted to lowland 

heathland and sandunes, hence the name of the lizard.  They feed on fruit and flower heads 

as well as insects, slugs and spiders.  The females make their burrow in the sand in which they 

lay upto 14 eggs which hatch in the late summer. 

 

4.2.1 Data Mining and Cluster assembly 

 

The genomic sequence data was accessed through the NCBI genome assembly database.  This 

species was again, chosen as the assembly was at chromosomal level therefore it would likely 

have the Beta-defensin cluster region intact allowing a full in-depth search of the beta-

defensins present in the area.  The GenBank assembly accession number is GCF_009819535.1 

and was submitted to the database on 31/12/2019. Using CTSB as the reference for the start 

of the analysis, the chicken CTSB amino acid sequence was once again used as a query to 

search against the genome using the tBLASTn program.  XPO1 was expected to be the other 

https://www.eurolizards.com/lizards/lacerta-agilis/
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flanking gene of the cluster, and this was also searched for in the genome.  The cluster region 

was then established and further probed for to search for the beta-defensins present. 

 

Using the concatemer approach, amino acid sequences from the those obtained in the 

previous analysis in P. muralis were utilised to construct the query sequence in which this 

region was searched using the tBLASTn program on the NCBI server.  The region found was 

masked for repeat sequences using Repeat Masker program and then this was translated into 

a 6-frame translation using the EMBOSS sixpack program on the EMBL-EBI server.  This output 

file was used to highlight matches from the tBLASTn concatemer query searches. 

Further iterative searches were performed with the Chrysemys picta bellii DNA sequences 

produced during the method development and queried against the region using the BLASTn 

program.  However, there were still suspected exons missing from the construct and 

therefore gene finding programs as outlined previously were employed.  Finally, regions of 

more than 3000bp of the repeats determined in the repeat masker analysis but not in the 

vicinity of already resolved exons and downstream from the poly adenylation signal can then 

be searched to exclude all potential regions where Beta-defensin exons may reside. 

Splice site prediction was finalised using the online server by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome 

Project (Reese et al. 1997) and amino translations were ascertained from the DNA sequences 

of potential exons.  Finally, iterative searches were performed using the newly identified beta-

defensins against the cluster region. 

 

4.2.2 Cluster organisation and Beta-defensin sequences 
 

The cluster was identified and was syntenic with the P. muralis cluster and the Beta-defensin 

genes were found between CTSB and XPO1.  A total of 64 genes were identified (appendix 

1.4) spanning a region of approximately 1.514 Mb long (figure 4.7).  The cluster was found on 

chromosome 3 (Genbank sequence NC_046314.1) between locations 110816535-112330572 

for which the reverse complement was used for further analysis so to start the cluster at the 

CTSB gene.  The naming of the genes used a prefix to the order number and uses an 

abbreviation of the species name, in this case LABD. 
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Figure 4.7 Genomic organisation of the L. agilis Beta-defensin cluster.   

Each vertical line represents 100kbp along the chromosome. The blue blocks represent the full 

genes, and the arrows dictate their orientation The size of the squares (genes) or the distance 

between them are only representative and are not proportional to their actual size in the 

genome.   

 

The beta-defensins that were discovered in this analysis show the typical defensin structure 

in that the genes consist of two exons except for LABD11 and 12 where a potential third exon 

was found.  This will need to be confirmed with laboratory analyses.  The first exon encodes 

a signal peptide followed by the second exon encoding the mature peptide that consists of 

the defensin motif with common 6 cysteine domain and a glycine located in the N‐terminal 

region, two positions upstream from the second cysteine, while another glycine is placed two 

to four positions upstream from the fourth cysteine. 

 

4.2.3 Physical Properties 

 

As with the findings in P. muralis each beta-defensin gene identified in this genome 

possesses a conserved signal peptide, and this is seen in the sequence analyses using SignalIP 

– 5.0 server (Almagro Armenteros et al 2019) (appendix 1.6) There is a wide range of charges 

from -11 to +11 with some of the beta-defensins in this cluster being highly anionic which is 

contrary to the notion that beta-defensins are usually cationic.  One such defensin, LABD21 

(appendix 1.5), has a charge of -11 but this is similar to what has been reported in crocodylians 

(Tang et al 2018) in that it has a long anionic pro-domain, and this has been described 

(Michaelson et al 1992) as a mechanism in which the pro-domain counterbalances the 

cationic charge of the active Beta-defensin during synthesis.   Table 4.3 Shows the charges 

between the long pro-domain beta-defensins minus the signal sequences and the charge of 

the second exon, which may closely represent the mature active form.   From this there is a 

difference in charge supporting the observations made by Michaelson et al (1992).  Tang et 

al (2018) also states that this expression pattern has been observed in the small intestine and 
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from other organs of the crocodilian gastrointestinal tract.  This is also observed in 

mammalian alpha-defensins (Selsted and Ouellette 2005) and has been suggested that these 

longer alpha-defensins evolved from these longer reptilian beta-defensins. 

 
 

Long pro-domain/mature peptide Second Exon 
 

pI Net Charge Mr pI Net Charge Mr 

LABD15 5.08 -4 9697 9.55 7 5865 

LABD16 8.62 3 9152 9.55 7 6046 

LABD17 5.26 -2 7932 6.98 0 6223 

LABD18 4.82 -5 9130 4.99 -2 6362 

LABD19 5.63 -1 6506 8.68 3 4715 

LABD20 5.73 -1 8142 8.7 3 4885 

LABD21 4.1 -11 9242 7.75 1 5043 

LABD22 4.57 -7 9547 9.4 7 5459 

LABD23 4.68 -1 9455 9.49 7 5367 

 

Table 4.3 Charge differences between the longer pro-domain/mature peptides and the 

second exon in L. agilis.   

Isoelectric point and molecular mass included. 

 

4.2.4 Selection analyses  

 

Evolutionary analyses were conducted on the beta-defensin genes in the cluster.  Given that 

beta-defensin clusters arise from gene duplication and paralogous to each other, all possible 

pairwise comparisons of the  genes within the cluster were used to investigate the proportion 

of non-synonymous (dN) to synonymous (dS) substitutions.  This was done separately for the 

signal peptide and the mature peptide (Figure 4.8).  The distributions for the signal peptide 

show that there is a slight distribution towards positive selection, but the overall look of the 

data suggest that this undergoing neutral selection.  The second exon shows a greater degree 

of purifying selection compared to the signal peptide.  It could be hypothesised that this is 

due to the number of highly similar paralogues within the cluster region.  However, the 
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multiple sequence alignment shows more conservation in the similarity percentages (Figure 

4.9). 

 

 

A) Signal Peptide     B) second exon     

 

Figure 4.8 Proportions of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in L. agilis. 

Ratios within the signal peptide (A) and the second exon peptide (B) show synonymous (dN) on 

the x axis and nonsynonymous (ds) on the y axis.  The diagonal lines represent dN = dS and is 

given for estimating selection pressures; dots above and below this line represent positive and 

purifying selection, respectively. 

 

Selection analysis of the individual amino acids within the peptide was performed using HyPhy 

(Pond et al 2005) via the datamonkey online server (Pond et al 2005a). The sites that were 

undergoing positive or negative selection were plotted on an amino acid sequence logo 

produced using the Weblogo server (Crooks et al. 2004).  There were 21 sites undergoing 

purifying selection and only two sites showing positive selection. This backs up the analysis 

done looking into the dN /dS.  These indicate that beta-defensins identified in lizards could be 

more stable. It also suggests that the second exon may not have had the pressure conditions 

to diversify.  
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Figure 4.9 Multiple sequence alignment of 64 Beta-defensin genes identified in the L. agilis cluster.  

Produced in Clustal X.  The beta-defensin genes in this cluster show the typical conserved signal peptide at the start of the gene and in the mature 

peptide showing the 6 conserved cysteine residues along with glycine residues.   A conserved signal peptide at the start of the genes can also be 

noted and varying lengths of pro peptide linking the signal peptide and the mature second exon peptide.  Percentage conservation of amino acid 

sequences underneath. Signal, Pro-peptide and Mature regions are also shown by the parentheses.

SIGNAL PRO MATURE 
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Figure 4.10 Amino acid sequence Logo of the second exon peptide of L. agilis. 

Sites which are undergoing positive selection (red arrow) by one of more tests and purifying 

selection (blue arrow) tested by FEL, MEME and FUBAR in HYPHY.  Logo produced on 

Skylign.org. 

 

Phylogenetic analyses of the genes show an interspecific clustering pattern, which also 

contained the presence of pseudogenes (data not shown), fitting the ‘birth and death’ model 

of evolution first described by Nei and Hughes (1992).  This can be seen by the phylogenetic 

similarities shown by the genes highlighted in the tree (figure 4.11).  This model describes two 

main features a) an intraspecific gene clustering pattern and b) the presence of pseudogenes 

(Eirín-López et al. 2012). 
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Figure 4.11 Phylogenetic tree of the DNA coding sequences of L. agilis. 

Exons 1 and 2 were used to produce tree in the IQ-tree server (Trifinopoulos et al 2016) using 

ultrafast analysis of 1000 bootstrap alignments.  The red highlighted genes show recent 

duplications with high degree of conservation. 

 

4.2.5 Repeat sequence landscape 

 

Repeat masker was performed using query species database set to tetrapod.  The L. agilis 

defensin cluster region had over all 26.10% bases masked with the predominant repeat 

elements being retroelements at 93.7% of bases masked.  LINES were around 73.3% of the 

retroelements and CR1 LINE being the most abundant at 75.5% of the LINES present.  LTR 

elements accounted for about 7.2% of the retroelements.  Around 5.3% of the repeat 

sequences were DNA transposons with Hobo-Activator being the most abundant (table 4.4). 
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Table 4.4 Repeat masker summary in L. agilis. 

Displaying the different repeat sequences within the L. agilis cluster region.  The tetrapod 

database was used as a reference for the repeat sequence matches in RepeatMasker program. 
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4.3 Zootoca vivipara – Viviparous Lizard/Common Lizard 

 

  

Distribution Map and image of Z. vivipara 

Photos obtained - https://www.eurolizards.com/lizards/zootoca-vivipara/ 

 

The Viviparous/Common lizard is the only lacertid viviparous species, meaning that it does 

not lay eggs and consequently can tolerate colder climates.    It also belongs to the monotypic 

genus Zootoca.  Its distribution covers large areas of northern Eurasia and to Japan and even 

has populations in the arctic circle. It could possibly be the most successful living reptile.  Their 

colouration is typically brown but grey and olive colours have also been observed.  Males have 

brightly coloured undersides; however, females show a greater degree of polymorphism with 

colours of yellow, orange or a mixture of the two.  They can grow up to 12cm excluding the 

tail and the tail can be twice the length of the body.  They mate in April/May and females give 

birth to 3-10 young after 3 months.  The diet is mainly invertebrates, mostly insect or spiders. 

 

4.3.1 Data Mining and Cluster assembly 

 

The genomic sequences data was accessed through the NCBI genome assembly database.  

This species was again, chosen as the assembly was at chromosomal level therefore it would 

likely have the beta-defensin cluster region intact allowing a full in-depth search of the beta-

defensins present in the area.  The genome assembly (GenBank assembly accession 

GCF_011800845) and was submitted to the database on 01/04/2020. Using CTSB as the 

reference for the start of the analysis, the chicken CTSB amino acid sequence was once again 

used as a query to search against the genome using the tBLASTn program.  As before XPO1 

https://www.eurolizards.com/lizards/zootoca-vivipara/
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was expected to be the other flanking gene of the cluster and the was also searched for in the 

genome.  The cluster region was then established and further probed for to search for the 

beta-defensins present. 

 

Using the concatemer approach, amino acid sequences from those obtained in the previous 

P. muralis and L. agilis analysis were utilised to construct the query sequence in which this 

region was searched using the tBLASTn program on the NCBI server.  The region found was 

masked for repeat sequences using RepeatMasker program and then this was translated into 

a 6-frame translation using the EMBOSS sixpack program on the EMBL-EBI server.  This output 

file was used to highlight matches from the tBLASTn concatemer query searches. 

Further searches were performed with the DNA sequences produced from the P. muralis and 

L. agilis analysis and queried against the region using the BLASTn program.  However, there 

were still suspected exons missing from the construct and therefore gene finding programs 

as outlined previously were employed.  Finally, regions of more than 3000bp of the repeats 

determined in the repeat masker analysis but not in the vicinity of already resolved exons and 

downstream from the poly adenylation signal can then be searched to exclude all potential 

regions where Beta-defensin exons may reside. 

Splice site prediction was finalised using the online server by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome 

Project (Reese et al. 1997) and amino translations were ascertained from the DNA sequences 

of potential exons.  Finally, iterative searches were performed using the newly identified beta-

defensins against the cluster region. 

 

4.3.2 Cluster organisation and Beta-defensin sequences 
 

The cluster was identified and was syntenic with the snake clusters in that the beta-defensin 

genes were discovered to reside between CTSB and XPO1.  A total of 34 genes were identified 

(appendix 1.7) spanning a region of approximately 968 kbps long (figure 4.12).  The cluster 

was found on Genbank sequence NC_048607.1 between locations 5470382-6439240 and the 

start of the cluster is at the last codon position of the CTSB gene.  The naming of the genes 

used a prefix to the order number and was an abbreviation of the species name, in this case 

ZVBD. 
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Figure 4.12 Genomic organisation of the Z. vivipara Beta-defensin cluster.   

Each vertical line represents 100kbp along the chromosome. The blue blocks represent the full 

genes, and the arrows dictate their orientation. The size of the squares (genes) or the distance 

between them are only representative and are not proportional to their actual size in the 

genome.   

 

4.3.3 Physical Properties 

 

The beta-defensins that were discovered in this analysis show the classical structure showing 

that the genes consist of two exons except for ZVBD17, 18 and 19 where a suspected third 

exon was found.  This, however, needs to be confirmed with laboratory analyses.  The first 

encodes a signal peptide followed by the second exon encoding the mature peptide that 

consists of the typical defensin motif with common 6 cysteine domain and a glycine located 

in the N‐terminal region, two positions upstream from the second cysteine, while another 

glycine is placed two or three positions upstream from the fourth cysteine. 

As with the findings in P. muralis and L. agilis each beta-defensin gene identified in 

this genome possesses a conserved signal peptide, and this is seen in the sequence analyses 

using SignalIP – 5.0 server (Almagro Armenteros et al 2019) (appendix 1.9). There is a wide 

range of charges and some of the beta-defensins in this cluster are highly anionic which is 

contrary to the notion that beta-defensins are usually cationic.  One such defensin, LABD20 

(appendix 1.8), has a charge of -9 concurring with crocodilian findings, (Tang et al 2018) in 

that it has a long anionic pro-domain, and this has been described (Michaelson et al 1992) as 

a mechanism in which the pro-domain counterbalances the cationic charge of the active Beta-

defensin during synthesis.   Table 4.5 shows the charges between the long pro-domain beta-

defensins minus the signal sequences and then the charge of the 2nd exon, which may closely 

represent the mature active form.   From this there is a difference in charge supporting the 

observations made by Michaelson et al (1992).  Tang et al. (2018) also states that this 

expression pattern has been observed in the small intestine and from other organs of the 

crocodilian gastrointestinal tract.  This is also observed in mammalian alpha-defensins 
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(Selsted and Ouellette 2005) and has been suggested that these longer alpha-defensins 

evolved from these longer reptilian beta-defensin. 

 

 
 

Long pro-domain/mature peptide Second Exon 
 

pI Net Charge Mr pI Net Charge Mr 

ZVBD20 4.41 -9 9348 8.26 2 5860 

ZVBD21 6.97 0 6401 8.68 3 4668 

ZVBD22 5.77 -1 9115 6.98 0 6375 

ZVBD23 5.26 -2 8629 8.46 2 6041 

ZVBD24 5.31 -1 9025 8.33 2 6019 

ZVBD25 5.33 -2 9318 9.77 8 5783 

ZVBD26 7.76 1 8358 9.77 8 5797 

 

Table 4.5 Charge differences between the longer pro-domain/mature peptides and the 

second exon in Z. vivipara.   

Predicted Isoelectric point and molecular mass included. 

 

4.3.4 Selection analyses  

 

Evolutionary analyses were conducted on the beta-defensin genes in the cluster.  Given that 

beta-defensin clusters arise from gene duplication and paralogous to each other, pairwise 

comparisons of each gene against all combinations were performed.  The proportions of non-

synonymous (dN) to synonymous (dS) substitutions were determined in and plotted against 

each other.  This was done separately for the signal peptide and the mature peptide (figure 

4.14). Multiple sequence alignments were produced in CLUSTALX (Larkin et al 2007) and 

Codon alignments from this were made using the PAL2NAL server (Suyama et al 2006).  This 

codon alignment was used in the SNAP program on the HIV database server 

(https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/SNAP/SNAP.html?sample_input=1)  

 

https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/SNAP/SNAP.html?sample_input=1
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Figure 4.13 Multiple sequence alignment of 34 Beta-defensin genes identified in the Z. vivipara cluster.  

Produced in Clustal X.  the beta-defensin genes in this cluster show the typical conserved signal peptide at the start of the gene and in the mature 

peptide showing the 6 conserved cysteine residues along with glycine residues.   A conserved signal peptide at the start of the genes can also be 

noted and varying lengths of pro peptide linking the signal peptide and the mature second exon peptide.  Percentage conservation of amino acid 

sequences underneath. Signal, Pro-peptide and Mature regions are also shown by the parentheses.

SIGNAL PRO MATURE 
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A) Signal Peptide     B) second exon     

 

Figure 4.14 Ratio of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in Z. vivipara. 

Ratios within the signal peptide (A) and the second exon peptide (B) are shown with 

synonymous (dN) on the x axis and nonsynonymous (ds) on the y axis.  The diagonal lines 

represent dN = dS and is given for estimating selection pressures; dots above and below this 

line represent positive and purifying selection, respectively. 

 

As with the P. muralis many of the genes within the signal peptide and second exon showed 

that the pairwise comparisons exhibited either neutral or purifying selection with a few 

undergoing positive selections. The distributions were similar when the data points were 

plotted. 

 

Selection analysis of the individual amino acids within the peptide was performed using HyPhy 

(Pond et al 2005; Pond et al 2005a). The second exon was analysed to see which individual 

amino acid sites were undergoing selection.  The sites that were undergoing positive or 

negative selection were plotted on an amino acid sequence logo produced using the Weblogo 

server (Crooks et al. 2004).   
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Figure 4.15 Amino acid sequence logo of Z. vivipara second exons. 

Sites which are undergoing positive selection (red arrow) by one of more tests and purifying 

selection (blue arrow) tested by FEL, MEME and FUBAR in HYPHY.  Logo produced on 

Skylign.org. 

 

The analysis looking at the selection of different sites shows that there are 18 sites undergoing 

negative/purifying selection through the beta-defensin mature domain with just four sites are 

the beginning and the end showing a positive selection.  This backs up the analysis done 

looking into the dN /dS.   

 

3.4.5 Repeat Sequence Landscape 

 

Repeat masker was performed using query species database set to tetrapod.  The Z. vivipara 

defensin cluster region had over all 26.10% bases masked with the predominant repeat 

elements being retroelements at 85% of bases masked.  LINES were around 82.3% of the 

retroelements and CR1 LINE being the most abundant at 55.4% of the LINES present.  LTR 

elements accounted for about 2.7% of the retroelements.  Around 7% of the repeat 

sequences were DNA transposons with Hobo-Activator being the most abundant (table 4.6). 
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Table 4.6 Repeat masker summary in Z. vivipara.  

Displaying the different repeat sequences within the Z. vivipara cluster region.  The tetrapod 

database was used as a reference for the repeat sequence matches in RepeatMasker program
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A) P. muralis (x-axis) -vs- L. agilis (y-axis)     B) Z. vivipara (x-axis) -vs- L .agilis (y-axis)          C) P. muralis (x-axis) -vs- Z. vivipara (y-axis)  

Figure 4.16 Dot plots of Lizard species. Masked cluster genomic sequences plotted against another showing regions that have been inverted. 

 

Figure 4.17 Synteny between Lizard clusters.   

Top cluster is P. muralis, middle is L. agilis and bottom is Z.  vivipara.  Genes are represented by dark blue boxes on the scale line.  Blue lines joining 

paralogous genes were identified by phylogenetic analysis.  Blue box represents species specific orthologous genes of P. muralis that have 

duplicated in that region.  Red Boxes show genomic regions that have inverted in relation to P. muralis as the reference cluster. 
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Figure 4.18 Cluster alignment of each cluster region in Lizards. 

Produced by sequences matches produced by BLAST and visualised in Artemis ACT.  Top cluster is P. muralis, middle is L. agilis and bottom is Z.  

vivipara.   Red connecting line are running in the same orientation and blue connecting lines in reverse orientation.  Length in bp is shown by the 

grey scale bars. 
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Figure 4.19  Cluster alignment of each cluster region produced by sequences matches produced by MAUVE sequence aligner.   

Top cluster is P. muralis, middle is L. agilis and bottom is Z.  vivipara.  Coloured blocks show sequence regions of high similarity and connecting 

lines join these regions.  Coloured blocks above the line show sequences running in forward direction and below in the reverse direction. 
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4.5 Conservation of synteny and genomic reorganisation 

 

Comparison dot plots were produced with the masked DNA sequences of the cluster regions.  

There is a high degree of homology within the sequences and the cluster regions, however, 

some genomic inversions have occurred.  All the cluster regions are flanked by CTSB and 

XPO1.  The genes leading from CTSB show a high level of similarity in all the cluster regions.  

This could indicate that these genes arose before the evolution and separation into the 

separate species we see now. 

The blue box on the gene map (figure 4.17) represents a large region of duplication present 

in the P. muralis cluster but absent in both the L. agilis and Z. vivipara clusters. This can be 

seen as an absence on the alignment in (figure 4.19). The blue parenthesis on the P. muralis 

cluster also indicates another region that has undergone a series of duplications which are 

absent on the L. agilis and Z. vivipara clusters.  The genes are orthologous to single gene in 

the other clusters.  Using the P. muralis as a reference genomic region highlighted in red boxes 

are inverted (figure 4.17).  These inversions can also be seen in figure 4.18. 

 

4.6 Summary 

 

All the Beta-defensin genes resided between the flanking genes CTSB and XPO1.  However, 

their number varied by 82 in P. muralis to 34 in Vivipara.  The majority of the genes show a 

two exon structure and a few with potentially three exons, with a signal and mature peptide 

and some exhibited a large pre/pro piece in the first exon.  These larger propieces may act as 

a charge balancer.  They seemed to be undergoing a negative/purifying selective direction.  

Some of the regions exhibited many similar duplicated genes.  These followed the ‘birth and 

death’ model of gene duplication.  Also, the genomic organisation and comparisons showed 

several different regions within the cluster have inverted.  Another event that has caused 

variation in the separate species.  They seem to share very similar orthologous genes starting 

close to the CTSB gene.   
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Chapter 5 - Snakes 

 

5. Aims 

 

Three separate species of snake will be explored and the differences in number of beta-

defensin genes present, physical properties and genomic organisation will be discussed.  The 

three different species, from three different families, are The Indian Cobra (Naja naja) an 

Elapidae, The Western Terrestrial Garter Snake (Thamnophis elegans) a Colubridae and 

Prairie Rattlesnake (Crotalus viridis viridis) which is from the Viperidae family.   

 

The sequences described in this work were obtained In silico through the methods outlined 

in chapter 2.  The beta-defensin genes were annotated based on the six-cysteine motif to 

establish the complete clusters.  These will be described within each species and then 

compared between species. Also, this work will investigate the drivers of evolution within 

these clusters of genes describing possible mechanisms for variability.  All species in this 

chapter were used on the basis that the cluster found within the genome assembly was 

complete. 

 

5.1 Crotalus viridis viridis – Prairie Rattlesnake  
 

 

 
Photos: Snake -  Todd Pierson, https://reptile-database.reptarium.cz/species?genus=Crotalus&species=viridis 

Map - https://www.adaptationenvironmental.com/rattler-tattler-blog/venom-research-in-colorado 
 

 
The Prairie Rattlesnake is a venomous pit viper species native to the western United States, 

southwestern Canada and northern Mexico.  The species commonly grows more than 1m in 

length.  The presence of 3 or more internasal scales is a characteristic identifying feature and 

https://reptile-database.reptarium.cz/species?genus=Crotalus&species=viridis
https://www.adaptationenvironmental.com/rattler-tattler-blog/venom-research-in-colorado
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coloration is usually different colours of light brown giving good camouflage that allows them 

to easily blend into their habitat.  Darker browns are usually distributed long its dorsal edge.  

Generally, the Prairie Rattlesnake will occupy areas with abundant prey and tend to prefer 

dry habitats with some vegetation to allow for cover when hunting.  They tend to be ground 

dwelling snakes but have been known to climb trees.  Their preferred prey is small mammals 

but will occasionally eat amphibians and reptiles.  The venom of the Prairie Rattlesnake is a 

complex mixture of different proteins including hemotoxine that has a tissue destructive 

ability.  The venom also has neurotoxic properties.  The snakes are viviparous and can produce 

up to 25 individuals per reproductive cycle, but numbers may vary due to environmental 

challenges.  They give birth in the late summer with the young being toxic from birth.  The 

species is classed as of Least Concern on the IUCN Red List of threatened species. 

 

4.1.1 Data Mining and Cluster assembly 

 

The genomic sequences data was accessed through the NCBI genome assembly database.  

This species was chosen as the assembly was at chromosomal level therefore it was predicted 

to have the beta-defensin cluster region intact, so when forming the genomic organisation, 

the complete cluster could be confirmed.  The genome GenBank assembly accession number 

is GCA_003400415.2 and was submitted to the database on 08/01/2019.  As snakes are from 

the same order of reptiles as lizards, it was hypothesised that the cluster region may reside 

between CTSB but also XPO1.  The cluster was identified and was syntenic with the lizard’s 

clusters in that the beta-defensin genes were discovered to reside between CTSB and XPO1 

which was approximately 2.7Mb downstream on chromosome 1 (GenBank sequence 

CM012306.1). 

As described earlier, being syntenic with lizards with regards to the flanking genes, the region 

identified was searched with concatemers of the beta-defensin amino acids sequences 

obtained from the lizards in the previous chapter as an initial query using the tBLASTn 

program on the NCBI server.  This region was masked using the RepeatMasker (Smit et.al. 

2006) to remove the repeat sequences from the DNA sequence.  This was then translated into 

a 6-frame output using EMBOSS Sixpack program on The European Bioinformatics Institute 

(EMBL-EBI) website and this was utilised to highlight potential matches from the tBLASTn 

concatemer queries. 
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Using the concatemer produced more matches compared with searches using single amino 

acid sequences, but does not acquire all the exons and therefore other approaches were 

employed.  Gene finding programs GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin 1997) and FGENESH (Solovyev 

et al. 2006) were employed to search for putative exons that were not initially identified with 

the tBLASTn approach.  Finally, regions of more than 3000bp of the repeats determined in the 

repeatmasker analysis but not in the vicinity of already resolved exons and downstream from 

the poly adenylation signal, can then be queried to exclude all potential regions where Beta-

defensin exons may reside. 

Splice sites were finalised using the online server by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project 

(Reese et al. 1997) and amino translations were ascertained from the DNA sequences of 

predicted exons.  Finally, iterative searches were performed using the newly identified beta-

defensins against the cluster region.  

 

5.1.2 Cluster organisation and Beta-defensin sequences 
 

In this work a total of 15 predicted beta-defensins were discovered (figure 5.1).  These were 

numbered in order along the chromosome using the flanking gene CTSB as a reference to the 

start of the cluster as shown in the Komodo dragon (van Hoek et al. 2019).  The naming of the 

genes used a prefix to the order number and was an abbreviation of the species name, in this 

case CVBD. The cluster was located on chromosome 1 (Genbank sequence CM012306.1) of 

the genome assembly (GenBank assembly accession: GCA_003400415.2) between positions 

289557092-292248510 for which the reverse complement was used to start the cluster at the 

CTSB gene.  Relative positions and genomic organisation are shown in figure 5.2 as well as 

other information in appendix 2.1. 

The last beta-defensin in this region was located around 313kb long from the last codon of 

CTSB. This made the length of sequence between the last beta-defensin and XPO1 

approximately 2Mb.   There appeared to be an ‘empty’ region within this part of the genomic 

sequence which did not contain any beta-defensins.  BLAST searches were performed by using 

the DNA sequence of this region in the BLASTx program using reptiles and birds as reference 

organisms to see if any other possible genes were present within this region.  No significant 

results were obtained, and more investigation is needed to fully assess why this region is 

present. 
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The beta-defensins discovered in this analysis show the conserved structure consisting of two 

exons.  The first exon encodes a signal peptide followed by the second exon, encoding the 

mature peptide consisting of the typical defensin motif with common 6 cysteine domain with 

a glycine located in the N‐terminal region, two positions upstream from the second cysteine, 

while another glycine is placed two or three positions upstream from the fourth cysteine.  The 

rest of the amino acids in the domain are less conserved.   

 
5.1.3 Physical Properties 
 

The physical properties (Appendix 2.2) of the beta-defensins identified also show a degree of 

diversity.  Beta-defensins are usually described as cationic but unexpectedly the mature 

peptides of CVBD2 had no charge and CVBD3, 7 and 11 holding a negative charge. This could 

suggest a yet unknown function of these peptides.  The molecular weight of the beta-

defensins vary from Mr of 4312 in CVBD8 to Mr of 9818 of CVBD15.  Signal peptides are a 

short amino acid sequence in the n-terminus of many newly synthesised proteins, and these 

serve as a target to allow proteins to be processed into or across the cell membrane.  All the 

beta-defensins found in this cluster have a signal peptide which is typical of defensins 

(appendix 2.3).  Confirmed using SignalIP – 5.0 server (Almagro Armenteros et al 2019) 
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Figure 5.1 Multiple sequence alignment of Crotalus viridis viridis beta-defensins. 

Produced in Clustal X.  The beta-defensin genes in this cluster show the typical conserved signal peptide at the start of the gene and in the mature 

peptide showing the 6 conserved cysteine residues along with glycine residues with a small pro peptide situated in between.  Conservation 

percentages are shown underneath the alignment. Signal, Pro-peptide and Mature regions are shown by the parentheses 

 

Figure 5.2 Genomic organisation of the Beta-defensin cluster of Crotalus viridis viridis.   

A total of 15 genes were discovered.  Each vertical line represents 100kb along the chromosome. The blue blocks represent the full genes, and the 

arrows dictate their orientation.  The two diagonal lines show that XPO1 gene is upstream from this and not the full length of the cluster. Each 

vertical line represents 100kb. The yellow illustrates the flanking gene CTSB at the start of the cluster. The size of the squares (genes) or the 

distance between them are only representative and are not proportional to their actual size in the genome. 

SIGNAL PRO MATURE 
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5.1.4 Selection Analyses 
 

Pairwise comparisons and site wise selection analyses were performed on the beta-defensin 

genes in the cluster (figure 5.3) as laid out in section 3.1.4.  Given that beta-defensin clusters 

arise from gene duplication and paralogous to each other, pairwise comparisons of each gene 

against the next were performed. The trends that are observable in the data suggest that 

both the signal peptide and the mature peptide are undergoing slight purifying selection, 

however, the signal peptide shows more points of nonsynonymous substitutions than the 

mature peptide. The proportions were more purifying for the mature peptide. This 

observation could be down to the conserved cysteine and glycine residues within the mature 

peptide.   

 

 

 

       A)Signal Peptide     B) Mature Peptide     

 

Figure 5.3 Proportion of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in C. v. viridis. 

Ratios within the signal peptide (A) and the mature peptide (B) with nonsynonymous (dN) on 

the y axis and synonymous (dS) on the x axis.  The diagonal lines represent dN = dS and is given 

for estimating selection pressures; dots above and below this line represent positive and 

purifying selection, respectively. 
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Figure 5.4 Amino acid sequence logo of mature peptides of C. v. viridis. 

Sites which are undergoing positive selection (red arrow) and purifying selection (blue arrow) 

tested by FEL, MEME and FUBAR in HYPHY.  Logo produced on Skylign.org. 

 

Selection analysis of the individual amino acid sites within the peptide was performed using 

HyPhy (Pond et al 2005; Pond et al 2005a) (Figure 5.4).  It is observed that the conserved 

regions show purifying selection especially within the cysteine motif but there are sites 

between these conserved regions showing positive selection.  A total of 4 sites were identified 

as being under positive selection.  Where the cysteine bonds in the peptide are formed, the 

‘bends’ between these are where positive selection is occurring.  This could play a role in 

diversity and changing the shape of the tertiary structure of the peptide and giving an array 

of shapes within the genes of the cluster, providing a greater degree of protection against 

pathogens by providing an arsenal of different shaped peptides. 

 

5.1.5 Repeat Sequence landscape 

 

Repeat masker was performed using query species database set to tetrapod.  The C. v. viridis 

defensin cluster region had over all 17.29% bases masked with the predominant repeat 

elements being retroelements at 77.8% of bases masked.  LINES were around 78.5% of the 

retroelements and CR1 LINE being the most abundant at 62.2% of the LINES present.  LTR 

elements accounted for about 15.9% of the retroelements.  Around 8.8% of the repeat 

sequences were DNA transposons with Hobo-Activator being the most abundant (table 5.1). 
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Table 5.1 Repeat masker summary for C. v. viridis. 

Displaying the different repeat sequences within the C. v. viridis cluster region.  The tetrapod 

database was used as a reference for the repeat sequence matches in RepeatMasker program. 
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5.2 Naja naja – The Indian Cobra 

 

  
Photos: Snake -  https://www.techexplorist.com/scientists-decoded-genome-indian-cobra/28903/ 

             Map - https://a-z-animals.com/animals/indian-cobra/ 

 

The Indian Cobra is a venomous elapid snake native to India and the surrounding countries 

including Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Nepal, and Bhutan and has been made famous as 

its often seen with snake charmers in this region.  The Indian Cobra is easily identified by its 

impressive hood which expands when threatened.  Many possess a hood marking which is 

located behind its head and resembles that of spectacles with two connected circular pattens.  

They grow up to 1.5 meters in length, but specimens have been found up to 2.2 meters long.  

There is much variation in their colouration depending on where they are found and can be 

grey, yellow, tan, brown or black.  The Indian Cobra’s habitat consists of a wide range of 

environments and can be often found near water. They inhabit dense forest, plains and 

agricultural lands including paddy fields, rocky terrain, and wetlands.  It is not found in high 

altitudes above 2000m and extreme desert regions.  Indian Cobras are oviparous and lay their 

eggs between the months of April and July.  They can lay up to 30 eggs which hatch 48-69 

days later.  The young have fully functioning venom glands.  The Indian Cobra venom is a 

powerful post-synaptic neurotoxin and a cardiotoxin.  It acts on the synapses of nerves 

causing paralysis and cardiac arrest.  It is protected under the Indian Wildlife Protection Act 

1972. 

 

5.2.1 Data mining and cluster assembly 
 

The genomic sequence data was accessed through the NCBI genome assembly database.  This 

species was chosen as the assembly was at chromosomal level and there would be confidence 

https://a-z-animals.com/animals/indian-cobra/
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that it would contain the complete beta-defensin cluster region.  The GenBank assembly 

accession number is GCA_009733165.1 and was submitted to the database on 11/12/2019.  

As with the previous analysis, the region identified was searched with concatemers of the 

Beta-defensin amino acids sequences obtained from the lizards.  As XPO1 was identified in 

the C. v. viridis genome as the flanking gene of the cluster region this was also used as a query 

to establish the region containing potential beta-defensins.   

The previous amino acid concatemer sequences along with the beta-defensins discovered in 

the C. v. viridis defensin cluster were used as a query search within this region using the 

tBLASTn program on the BLAST server.  This region was masked using the RepeatMasker (Smit 

et.al. 2006) to remove the repeat sequences from the DNA sequence.  This was then 

translated into a 6-frame output using EMBOSS Sixpack program on The European 

Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) website and this was utilised to highlight potential 

matches. 

This process, once again, produced more matches when compared with searches using single 

amino acid sequences, but it does not acquire all the exons and therefore other approaches 

were employed.  Firstly, the DNA coding sequences discovered in the C. v. viridis genome 

were used as a query using the BLASTn program.  This gave matches of close orthologues of 

the beta-defensins found.  Secondly, gene finding programs GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin 1997) 

and FGENESH (Solovyev et al. 2006) were employed to search for putative exons that weren’t 

initially found with the BLAST approach.  Finally, regions of more than 3000bp of the repeats 

determined in the RepeatMasker analysis but not in the vicinity of already resolved exons and 

downstream from the poly adenylation signal can then be searched to exclude all potential 

regions where beta-defensin exons may reside. 

Splice site prediction was finalised using the online server by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome 

Project (Reese et al. 1997) and amino translations were ascertained from the DNA sequences 

of potential exons.  Finally, iterative searches were performed using the newly identified beta-

defensins against the cluster region. 
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5.2.2 Cluster organisation and Beta-defensin sequences 
 

The cluster was found between positions 32523301-33738222 on chromosome 1 (GenBank 

sequence CM019148.1) of the genome assembly (GenBank assembly 

accession: GCA_009733165.1).  This analysis on this cluster revealed a total of 27 beta-

defensins (appendix 2.4) located between CTSB and XPO1.  The length of the cluster was 

approximately 1.21mbps (figure 5.5).  The naming of the genes used a prefix to the order 

number and was an abbreviation of the species name, in this case NNBD.   

 

Again, the beta-defensins discovered in this analysis show the conserved structure consisting 

of two exons.  The first exon encodes a signal peptide followed by the second exon, encoding 

the mature peptide consisting of the typical defensin motif with common 6 cysteine domain 

with a glycine located in the N‐terminal region, two positions upstream from the second 

cysteine, while another glycine is placed two or three positions upstream from the fourth 

cysteine.  The rest of the amino acids in the domain are less conserved. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Genomic organisation of the Naja naja beta-defensin cluster.   

A total of 27 genes were found between CTSB and XPO1.  Arrows indicate which direction they 

are found in relation to CTSB.  Each vertical line represents 100kb.  The yellow and orange 

boxes illustrate the flanking genes CTSB and XPO1 respectively. The size of the squares (genes) 

or the distance between them are only representative and are not proportional to their actual 

size in the genome.   
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Figure 5.6 Multiple sequence alignment of Naja naja beta-defensins. 

Produced using Clustal X.  It is clear to see that the beta-defensin genes in this cluster show the typical conserved signal peptide at the start of 

the gene and in the mature peptide showing the 6 conserved cysteine residues along with glycine residues with a small pro peptide situated in 

between.  Conservation percentages are shown underneath the alignment.  Signal, Pro-peptide and Mature regions are also shown by the 

parentheses.

SIGNAL PRO MATURE 
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Figure 5.7 Phylogenetic tree of the DNA coding sequences of exons 1 and 2 of Naja naja. 

Produced in the IQ-tree server (Trifinopoulos et al 2016) using ultrafast analysis of 1000 

bootstrap alignments.  The red highlighted genes show recent duplications with high degree 

of conservation. 

 
 
5.2.3 Selection Analyses 
 

Exploring the phylogeny in figure 5.7 NNBD20-27 (highlighted in red) suggests that their 

duplications happened more recently compared to the other beta-defensins in the cluster.  

This is also confirmed by the similarity of the paralogue sequences that are shown in the 

multiple sequence alignment. These defensins also fit the ‘birth and death’ model of evolution 

of duplicated genes as described by Nei and Hughes (1992).  This model describes two main 

features 1) an interspecific gene clustering pattern and 2) the presence of pseudogenes (Eirín-
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López et al. 2012).  In addition, when comparing to the C. v. viridis beta-defensins they do not 

show conservation of synteny, so these could have arisen later in the evolution of the Indian 

Cobra.  More on this will be explored later in the chapter.  

 

 

 

A) Signal Peptide     B) Mature Peptide 

 

Figure 5.8 Proportion of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in Naja naja. 

Ratios in signal peptide (A) and the mature peptide (B) are shown as nonsynonymous (dN) on 

the y axis and synonymous (dS) on the x axis.  The diagonal lines represent dN = dS and is given 

for estimating selection pressures; dots above and below this line represent positive and 

purifying selection, respectively. 

 

As with the C. v. viridis beta-defensins, evolutionary analyses were also conducted on the 

beta-defensin genes in the cluster.  Given that beta-defensin clusters arise from gene 

duplication and therefore paralogous to each other pairwise comparisons of each gene 

against the next looking into the proportion of non-synonymous (dN) to synonymous (dS) 

substitutions.  This was done separately for the signal peptide and the mature peptide (figure 

5.8). 

The trends observed in the data suggest that the signal peptide has a greater proportion of 

synonymous substitutions showing a degree of purifying selection.  The mature peptide also 
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displays a large distribution of synonymous substitutions implying purifying selection; 

however, this may be due to the recent duplications (CV20-27) having such similar sequences. 

Selection analysis was performed using HyPhy (Pond et al 2005) via the datamonkey online 

server (Pond et al 2005a). The mature peptide was analysed to see which individual amino 

acid sites were undergoing selection (Figure 5.9)   

 

 

Figure 5.9 Amino acid sequence logo of mature peptides in Naja naja. 

Sites which are undergoing positive selection (red arrow) and purifying selection (blue arrow) 

as tested by FEL, MEME and FUBAR using in HYPHY.  Logo produced on Skylign.org 

 

Analysis shows that the conserved regions of the Beta-defensin cysteine motif follows 

purifying selection but the regions between these are showing positive selection. A total of 7 

sites were identified as undergoing positive selection. These were situated between the 

conserved sites and may play a role in diversifying the tertiary structure. The logo also 

illustrates the purifying sites notably the conserved defensin cysteines. 

 

5.2.4 Physical Properties 

 

The physical properties of each of the mature Beta-defensin peptides shows a good 

array of different and varying features (appendix 2.5).  As with the C. v. viridis beta-defensins 

there are three beta-defensins that are anionic – NNBD3, 7, 8, 12 and 14 along with one with 

no charge, NNBD10.  NNBD14 has a charge of -5 and this may be an interesting candidate for 

further investigation.  NNBD9 is also quite cationic having a charge of 8.  This would also be 

of interest for further investigation as it may have a yet, unknown function.  The molecular 

weights of the peptide vary 9785-3911.   All properties were achieved by using the protparam 

program on the ExPASy Server (Gasteiger, E. et al. 2005).  
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All the beta-defensins found in this cluster have a signal peptide which is typical of defensins.  

Performed using SignalIP – 5.0 server (Almagro Armenteros et al 2019) (appendix 2.6) 

 

5.2.5 Repeat Sequence landscape 

 

Repeat masker was performed using query species database set to tetrapod.  The N. naja 

defensin cluster region had over all 32.92% bases masked with the predominant repeat 

elements being retroelements at 90.4% of bases masked.  LINES were around 76.8% of the 

retroelements and CR1 LINE being the most abundant at 75.8% of the LINES present.  LTR 

elements accounted for about 20.9% of the retroelements.  Around 3% of the repeat 

sequences were DNA transposons with Hobo-Activator being the most abundant (table 5.2). 

 

Table 5.2 Repeat masker summary for Naja naja. 

Displaying the different repeat sequences within the N. naja cluster region.  The tetrapod 

database was used as a reference for the repeat sequence matches in RepeatMasker program. 
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5.3 Thamnophis Elegans - The Western Terrestrial Garter Snake 

 

  
Photos: Snake - J. N. Stuart, https://www.inaturalist.org/photos/3624 

 Map - http://www.californiaherps.com/snakes/pages/t.e.vagrans.html 

 

The Western Terrestrial Garter Snake is a north American species of colubrid snake with six 

subspecies identified.  They are found in some parts of Canada as well as western Nebraska 

and Oklahoma in the US.  They are medium-sized snakes, usually 46–104 cm (18–41 in).  The 

colouring of the Western Terrestrial Garter Snake varies considerably but usually exhibit a 

yellow, light orange or white dorsal strip with two side stripes of the same colour.  They 

inhabit a wide variety of different habitats which include woodlands, coniferous forests, and 

grasslands and can be found at sea level and high altitudes up to 13000 feet.  It is primarily 

ground dwelling and is also semi aquatic.  They possess mildly venomous saliva and are 

believed to be the only garter snake species that constrict prey, although, this constriction is 

inefficient when compared to other constrictors (de Queiroz & Groen 2001).  Their diet 

depends on what is available in the environment they reside with two main variants: coastal 

or inland.  Coastal populations rely on a diet of slugs, amphibians, small mammals, and lizards.  

Whereas the inland variant is a semi-aquatic diet and consists of amphibians, leeches, and 

fish.  The Western Terrestrial Garter Snake does not lay eggs but instead is ovoviviparous, 

which is typical of natricine snakes and will have up to 12 young, which are born between 

August and September. 

 
 

https://www.inaturalist.org/photos/3624
http://www.californiaherps.com/snakes/pages/t.e.vagrans.html
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5.3.1 Data mining and cluster assembly 
 

The genomic sequences data was accessed through the NCBI genome assembly database.  

This species was again, chosen as the assembly was at chromosomal level therefore it would 

likely have the beta-defensin cluster region intact allowing a full in-depth search of the beta-

defensins present in the area.  The GenBank assembly accession number is GCA_009769535.1 

and was submitted to the database on 23/12/2019.  Using CTSB as the reference for the start 

of the analysis, the chicken CTSB amino acid sequence was used as a query to search against 

the genome using the tBLASTn program.  As XPO1 was identified in the C. v. viridis and the N. 

naja genomes as the flanking gene of the cluster region it was likely that this would also apply 

for the T. elegans genome, so this was used to establish the region to be further analysed for 

the beta-defensins.   

Using the amino acid sequences obtained whilst determining the beta-defensins discovered 

in the C. v. viridis and N. naja defensin cluster, concatemers were produced.  These 

concatemers were then used as a query search within this region using the tBLASTn program 

on the BLAST server. This region was masked using the RepeatMasker (Smit et.al. 2006) to 

remove repeat sequences from the DNA sequence.  This was then translated into a 6-frame 

output using EMBOSS Sixpack program on The European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) 

website and this was utilised to highlight potential matches and for further analysis. 

Using the concatemer approach resulted in more matches when compared to searches using 

single amino acid sequences, but it does not acquire all the exons and therefore additional 

approaches were employed.  Despite this there was a greater degree of success when using 

a concatemer of closely related species, such as snakes. 

As well as using the above method, the DNA coding sequences were also used as a query 

using the BLASTn program.  This gave matches of close orthologues of the beta-defensins 

found in the C. v. viridis and N. naja cluster regions.  Additionally, gene finding programs 

GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin 1997) and FGENESH (Solovyev et al. 2006) were employed to 

search for putative exons that were not initially found with the BLAST approach.  Finally, 

regions of more than 3000bp of the repeats determined in the RepeatMasker analysis but not 

in the vicinity of already resolved exons and downstream from the poly adenylation signal can 

then be searched to exclude all potential regions where Beta-defensin exons may reside. 
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Splice site prediction was finalised using the online server by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome 

Project (Reese et al. 1997) and amino translations were ascertained from the DNA sequences 

of potential exons.  Finally, iterative searches were performed using the newly identified beta-

defensins against the cluster region. 

 

5.3.2 Cluster organisation and Beta-defensin sequences 
 

The cluster can be found between positions 108661433-110450888 on chromosome 4 

(GenBank sequence CM020099.1) of the genome assembly.  This sequence was reversed so 

that the order was in line with CTSB to start the cluster.  This analysis revealed a total of 51 

beta-defensins (appendix 2.7) located between the CTSB and XPO1 gene.  The length of the 

cluster is approximately 1.79Mbps.  Gene nomenclature is the same as the other genes with 

the abbreviation being the first two initials followed by the number or order starting at CTSB 

and in this case TEBD. 

The beta-defensins that were discovered in this analysis show the classical two exon gene 

structure.  The first being a signal peptide followed by the second exon being the mature 

peptide that consists of the typical defensin motif with common 6 cysteine domain and a 

glycine located in the N‐terminal region, two positions upstream from the second cysteine, 

while another glycine is placed two or three positions upstream from the fourth cysteine.  The 

rest of the amino acids in the domain are poorly conserved.  Figure 5.9 shows the genomic 

organisation and figure 5.11 is the multiple sequence alignment showing the conservation 

typical in the sequence of beta-defensins. 
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Figure 5.9 Genomic organisation of the Thamnophis elegans beta-defensin cluster.   

A total of 51 genes were found between CTSB and XPO1.  Arrows indicate which direction they 

are found in relation to CTSB.  Each vertical line represents 100kb.  The yellow and orange 

boxes illustrate the flanking genes CTSB and XPO1 respectively. The size of the squares (genes) 

or the distance between them are only representative and are not proportional to their actual 

size in the genome.  Double diagonal line showing the end of one scaffold and start of the 

next. 

 

The dot plot illustrates a large cluster duplication.  A region from around 250,000 bp to 

580,000 bp has duplicated to the region from 580,000 bp to 950,000 bp or vice versa.  This 

can also be seen in sequences where homology is shown in figure 5.10 and table 5.3 where 

the sequences highlighted in green have duplicated with the sequences highlighted in yellow. 

There are also regions of high duplication within the cluster that also can be seen in the 

phylogenetic tree and the sequences of the defensins themselves.  One thing to note is the 

region towards the end of the cluster.   This is also shown as blue boxes in the synteny diagram 

(figure 5.16). 
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Figure 5.10 Dot plot of the cluster region of T. elegans 

Each dot and line is a point of homology with other parts of the cluster.  The green and yellow 

boxes show regions of a cluster duplication. 
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Figure 5.11 Multiple sequence alignment of Thamnophis Elegans beta-defensins. 

Produced using Clustal X.  It is clear to see that the beta-defensin genes in this cluster show the typical conserved signal peptide at the start of the gene and in 

the mature peptide showing the 6 conserved cysteine residues along with glycine residues with a small pro peptide situated in between.  Conservation 

percentages are shown underneath the alignment.  Signal, Pro-peptide and Mature regions are also shown by the parentheses. The green bracket highlights 

highly similar paralogues that are shown as outlier group in figure 5.12.

SIGNAL PRO MATURE 
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GENE SIGNAL PEPTIDE MATURE PEPTIDE 

TEBD16 MKTLFLLFAALLFFSQIIPG SFQPAPDTLQCRRSHHGFCKAYYCPPHTIPTGGSCQWGSLICCKS 

TEBD17 MKAFLLLVAIFMLSYQAVTVTG QRDPANIACFQSGGTCRASCPFPSVQSGDCAGGFVCCTW 

TEBD18 MKALLLLVAIFLFSHQAAS DPNDPRDIACRRIGGYCVWEYCPYTTFYNGPCSDCKACCTW 

TEBD19 MKALLLLVAIFLFSHQAAS DPNDPLDIACRKIGGSCEWRKCPPTIFYNGPCSGGMACCYW 

TEBD20 MKILYLLFAFLFLVFLSEPGNA QSKCRRERGICYYGRCVGSTSDIGRQDCGPRSRCCQR 

TEBD21 MKALLLLVAIFMFSHQAAS DPNDPRDIACKKMRGSCEWRRCPPTTVTRGACSGRMACCSWQVNILYLTLLFCSKQMQQCFFIYTIFY 

TEBD22 MKILYLLFAFLFLAFLSEPGNA QSKCYHKGGGCAYGHCPDSTLDIGRQDCGPRSKCCRG 

TEBD23 MKALLLLVAIFMFSHQAAT VDFNFAETDCPIDVGFCLDSCDYLGTPYRCPYGGICCLW 

TEBD24 MMTLYLLFAFLFLAFLSESGNA QRWCHRQGGRCFSHRCLQNFENLGKIDCRQSHVCCRP 

TEBD25 MKTLFLLFAALLFFSQIIPG SFQPAPDTLQCRRSHHGFCKAYYCPPHTIPTGGSCQWGSLICCKS 

TEBD26 MKAFLLLVAIFMLSYQAVTVTG QRDPANIACFQSGGTCRASCPFPSVQSGDCAGGFVCCTW 

TEBD27 MKALLLLVAIFLFSHQAAS DPNDPRDIACRRIGGYCVWEYCPYTTFYNGPCSDCKACCTW 

TEBD28 MKILYLLFAFLFLAFLSEPGNA QRKCRRERGRCYYGRCVGFTLDIGRQDCRWRARCCRR 

TEBD29 MKALLLLVAIFLFSHQAAS DPNDPRDIACRKIGGSCEWRKCPPTIFYNGPCSGGMACCYW 

TEBD30 MKALLLLVAIFLFSHQAAS DPNDPRDIACKKMRGSCEWRRCPTTTVTRGACSGRMACCSW 

TEBD31 MKILYLLFAFLFLAFLSEPGNA QSKCYHKGGGCAYGHCPDSTLDIGRQDCGPRSKCCQG 

TEBD32 MKALLLLVAIFMFSHQAAT VDFNFAETDCPIDVGFCFDSCDYLGTPYRCPYGGICCLW 

TEBD33 MKALLLLVAIFMFSHQAAA IDDNGIIDCPINVGACLVDCEYHLLSPYRCPPGQICCQW 

TEBD34 MKIFYLVLAFLFFAVLPESGYA LYLCYSRGGHCVPANSCTPERDLGTWGCNTGLTCCRR 

 

Table 5.3 Signal peptide cleavage sites in the Beta-defensin cluster for T. elegans. 

Showing signal sequence and mature peptide sequence.  Yellow and green highlighted 

sequences indicate the cluster duplication shown in figure 5.10. 

 

5.3.3 Physical Properties 
 

The physical properties (appendix 2.8) of each of the mature Beta-defensin peptides show a 

good collection of different and varying features.  As with the C. v. viridis beta-defensins there 

are beta-defensins that are anionic – TEBD3, 12, 18, 23, 27, 32, 33, 36 and 38 along with 3 

that has no charge – TEBD11, 17 and 26.  TEBD44 is also very cationic having a charge of 13.  

The molecular weights of the peptide vary between 7954-3542 Mr.   All properties were 

achieved using the protparam program on the ExPASy Server (Gasteiger, E. et al. 2005). All of 

the beta-defensins found in this cluster have a signal peptide which is typical of defensins. 

(appendix 2.9) Performed using SignalIP – 5.0 server (Almagro Armenteros et al 2019). 
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5.3.4 Selection analyses 

 

Selection analyses were also conducted on the beta-defensin genes in the T. elegans cluster 

(figure 5.12). In the signal peptide there is an even distribution of synonymous and 

nonsynonymous substitutions which may be an indicator that they are undergoing slight 

diversification. The mature peptides show a greater degree of synonymous substitutions 

showing purifying selection, again indicating that this is due to the number of recent 

duplications showing a high degree of homology and therefore are seen to be undergoing 

purifying selection.  The highlighted green circle shows that a group of highly similar 

duplicated genes are present and shown in the multiple sequence alignment. 

 

 

 

A) Signal peptide     B)  Mature Peptide 

 

Figure 5.12 Ratio of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in T. elegans. 

Ratios within the signal peptide (A) and the mature peptide (B) are shown nonsynonymous 

(dN) on the y axis and synonymous (dS) on the x axis.  The diagonal lines represent dN = dS and 

is given for estimating selection pressures; dots above and below this line represent positive 

and purifying selection, respectively.  The green circle is highlighting the paralogues shown by 

a green parenthesis on the multiple sequence alignment (figure 5.11).  The peptides show a 

high degree on similarity. 
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Figure 5.13 Amino acid sequence logo of mature peptides in T elegans. 

Sites are undergoing positive selection (red arrow) and purifying selection (blue arrow) as 

tested by FEL, MEME and FUBAR using HyPhy.  Logo produced on Skylign.org. 

 

Based on the above findings the conserved regions show purifying selection but the regions 

between these are showing positive selection (figure 5.13).  Where the cysteine bonds in the 

peptide are formed, the ‘bends’ between the beta sheets are located towards the outer of 

the peptide and these sites are where positive selection is occurring.  A total of 17 sites shows 

positive selection.  This is the greatest number of sites from the snake species analysed in this 

work.  One possibility of this is that T. elegans has the highest number of identified Beta-

defensin genes found within a snake cluster region thus giving a greater number of sites due 

to the increased variation within the paralogous gene sequences. 

 

5.3.5 Repeat Sequence Landscape 

 

Repeat masker was performed using query species database set to tetrapod.  The T. elegans 

defensin cluster region had over all 26.84% bases masked with the predominant repeat 

elements being retroelements at 84.1% of bases masked.  LINES were around 84.9% of the 

retroelements and CR1 LINE being the most abundant at 44.5% of the LINES present.  LTR 

elements accounted for about 11% of the retroelements.  Around 5.5% of the repeat 

sequences were DNA transposons with Hobo-Activator being the most abundant (table 5.4). 
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Table 5.4 Repeat masker summary in T. elegans. 

Displaying the different repeat sequences within the T. elegans cluster region.  The tetrapod 

database was used as a reference for the repeat sequence matches in RepeatMasker program. 
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5.4 Conservation of synteny analysis between species 

 

The conservation of synteny diagram in figure 5.16 was produced using the phylogeny 

between the DNA and amino acid sequences from all the snake species.  This was also 

confirmed on a genomic level using ACT (Artemis Comparison Tool) whereby the genomic 

cluster sequences were blasted against each other and then plotted to show region of 

similarity (figure 5.15).    The genes that proceed immediately upstream from CTSB gene in 

the cluster show a high conservation of synteny between species and as the cluster 

progresses upstream more individual characteristics become present.  C. v. viridis only shows 

a smaller cluster than T. elegans and N. naja and shows that the cluster is not flanked by XPO1 

like T. elegans and N. naja also.  The blue region on T. elegans is showing a cluster duplication 

and to further investigate whether this was species specific a selection of beta-defensin genes 

from this cluster region were used to query if these were identified in other species.  It was 

found that several beta-defensins in the region were specific to the genus Thamnophis.  This 

was also confirmed in the genome comparison in figure 5.16 by the large green area in the T. 

elegans Beta-defensin cluster region. 

The green regions highlighted in figure 5.16 show a paralogous set of genes that are 

only found within the T. elegans and N. Naja clusters and not the C. v. viridis sequence.  

Further investigation into these regions was carried out to establish whether they are a set of 

the beta-defensin genes found throughout more species of snakes and if they are specific to 

Colubridae and Elapidae families.  The amino acid sequences of the second exon were chosen 

from a region in the T. elegans cluster to further look into this.  TEBD41-43 were chosen 

(circled in figure 5.16) to BLAST against the snake sequences available in the whole shotgun 

sequencing database on NCBI.    Table 5.5 shows which species had matches of over 50% 

identity with the genes blasted and what family they fall under.  These genes were only found 

in Columbidae and Elapidae species and therefore it is possible that this region evolved after 

the last common ancestor after the split from the Viperidae family.  Figure 5.14 taken from 

Heise et al. (1995) shows the phylogeny of snakes and where possibly the event of the rise of 

this of cluster region.  Therefore, there is a need for further analysis to understand the 

mechanisms around this in more detail.  
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Table 5.5 Genes common in Elapidae and Colubridae species. 

 Blue boxes showing genes that are specific to Thamnophis genus. Identified by using tBLASTn 

of the amino acid sequences against Whole Genome Shotgun sequences with an % identity 

more than 50%.  

 TEBD27 TEBD29 TEBD30 TEBD32 TEBD33 TEBD41 TEBD42 TEBD43 

ELAPIDAE            

Notechis scutatus      √ √   

Laticauda colubrina      √ √   

Pseudonaja textilis      √ √ √ 

Hydrophis hardwickii      √ √   

Hydrophis melanocephalus      √ √   

Hydrophis cyanocinctus      √ √   

Naja      √ √ √ 

Ophiophagus hannah        √ √ 

Emydocephalus ijimae      √ √   

Laticauda laticaudata      √ √   

            

COLUBRIDAE            

Thamnophis sirtalis √ √   √ √ √ √ √ 

Thamnophis elegans √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Ptyas mucosa      √ √   

Pantherophis guttatus      √ √ √ 

Pantherophis obsoletus      √ √ √ 

Thermophis baileyi          √ 
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Figure 5.14 Phylogeny of snakes. 

Where potential evolutionary event of this section of cluster (blue boxes in Figure 5.16) may 

have arisen (blue arrow). Taken from Heise et al. (1995) 
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Figure 5.15 Blast alignment of cluster region sequences taken from between CTSB and XPO1.    

Red line represents forward matches and blue represents reverse strand match of area of similarity. Top cluster is Crotalus viridis viridis, middle 

Thanmophis elegans and bottom is Naja naja.  This diagram was produced in Artemis Comparison Tool (Carver et al. 2005)   
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Figure 5.16 Conservation of synteny between snake clusters.   

Top cluster is Crotalus viridis viridis, middle if Thamnophis elegans and bottom is Naja naja.  Genes are represented by dark blue boxes on the 

scale line.  The blue shaded boxes represent cluster duplications as described in T. elegans and the green shaded boxes represents large area of 

conservation specific to T. elegans and N. naja.  The circle represents genes taken for BLAST analysis to confer uniqueness of region to colubrid 

and elapid species.  Blue Square represents blasted genes used to show beta-defensins specific to genus Thamnophis. 
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Figure 5.17 Multiple cluster region alignment of DNA sequences from CTBS to XPO1 in snakes clusters.   

Large green region that may have expanded in Thamnophis genus.  Other matching colours show areas of similairty.  Built using Mauve 

Multiple Genome Alignment software (Darling et al. 2004). 
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5.5 Summary 

 

Snakes show a varied and differing variety and similarity of beta-defensins genes within their 

clusters.  Each cluster was identified between the CTSB gene and XPO1 gene.  The beta-

defensins identified followed the typical 2 exon structure with a signal peptide associated 

with exon one and a mature peptide being tied to exon 2. The physical properties identified 

also showed a huge range of different charges which could play yet unknown roles. 

Evolutionary analyses showed that the genes are undergoing purifying selection on a gene 

wide level which was shown in conservation of the first exon/signal peptide but in a more 

codon-based way showed regions between the highly conserved cysteine motif undergoing 

positive selection which may give rise to light changes in the tertiary structure.  Mechanisms 

which may give rise to how the cluster undergoes expansion, and duplications within these, 

were identified including whole cluster duplications.  This may allow further diversification of 

the beta-defensin genes within the cluster.   

The cluster region containing the first beta-defensins immediately upstream of CTSB gene 

also show a high level of homology and synteny but as the genes moved downstream from 

this region, they became more diverse and family/species specific.  It was identified that a 

region toward the end of the cluster was specific to elapidae and colubridae snake species 

and even more specific genes were identified that were gene specific.   
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Chapter 6 – TESTUDINES 

 

6. Aims 

 

This chapter will focus on two testudines,  one turtle and one tortoise.   The numbers of genes 

present, genomic organisation and physical properties explored along with analysing 

conservation of synteny and describing similarities and differences within the cluster as a 

whole. 

 

The two species are the Green Sea Turtle, Chelonia mydas, and The Goode’s Thornscrub 

Tortoise, Gopherus evgoodei.  The sequences described in this section were obtained by In 

silico means by the methods outlined in chapter 2. The beta-defensin genes were annotated 

based on the six-cysteine motif to establish the complete clusters.  These will be described 

within each species and then compared between species and will try to answer questions that 

will describe possible reasons for variabilities within the gene of the cluster and how the 

cluster may have formed. 

 

6.1 Chelonia mydas – Green Sea Turtle 

 

    

Photos:      Turtle - https://www.nwf.org/Educational-Resources/Wildlife-Guide/Reptiles/Sea-Turtles/Green-Sea-Turtle 

  Map - https://greenseaturtlesendangered.weebly.com/habitat.html 

  

The Green Sea Turtle is a species of sea turtle of the family Cheloniidae and is the only species 

in the genus Chelonia.  It has a worldwide range that extends throughout the tropical and 

subtropical seas in which there are subpopulations, the Atlantic and Pacific.   They have 

nesting locations in approximately 80 countries. It is identified by its smooth heart-shaped 

https://www.nwf.org/Educational-Resources/Wildlife-Guide/Reptiles/Sea-Turtles/Green-Sea-Turtle
https://greenseaturtlesendangered.weebly.com/habitat.html
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carapace which covers most of its body apart from its head and large front flippers.  They can 

grow up to 3-4 feet in length and can weight up to 150kg.  There are different colourings and 

markings in the subpopulations, but the main colour of the carapace is olive to black.  These 

animals migrate long distances between feeding grounds where they feed on seagrasses as 

they have an herbivorous diet.  Along with migrating long distances to feed they also migrate 

to nest and lay their eggs on beaches where they crawl onto the beach and bury their eggs in 

a nest, then hatchlings crawl to the water.  In the wild the green sea turtle can live up to 80 

years.  The World Conservation Union (WCU) has classified the green sea turtle as endangered 

due to many causes including habitat loss, pollution, and hunting.  It is illegal to collect, harm 

or kill them. 

 

6.1.1 Data mining and cluster assembly 

 

The genomic sequencing data that was used for this analysis was obtained from The National 

Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) genome assembly database.  The genome was 

chosen as it was at chromosome level of genome assembly to allow the full cluster to be 

determined.  The GenBank assembly accession number is GCA_015237465.1 and was 

submitted to the database on 05/11/2020.    As a starting point to narrow down the search 

of beta-defensins within the genome, the amino acid sequences of Cathepsin B (CTSB) and 

Translocating chain-associated membrane protein 2 (TRAM2) were obtained from the NCBI 

website. It was unknown if the cluster region resided between these two genes, however this 

starting point was used with the publication of the Komodo Dragon beta-defensins (van Hoek 

2019).  In this paper van Hoek and colleagues stated that CTSB and TRAM2 flank the Beta-

defensin clusters in birds, turtles, and Crocodylia.  These amino acid gene sequences were 

downloaded and used as a query when searching for the cluster region within the genome. 

Using the amino acids sequences obtained through the methods development, a concatemer 

of the partial sequences produced from the scaffold of the beta-defensins discovered in the 

Chrysemys picta bellii were used as a query to search against the genome, The Basic Local 

Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) with the tBLASTn program was chosen in order the find the 

region of the genome between CTSB and TRAM2.  The region of the potential cluster was 

determined and resided between positions 9527031-10602441 on chromosome 3, a total 

length of approximately 1.07 Mb – GenBank accession number NC_051243.1.  This region was 
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masked using the RepeatMasker.org server (Smit et.al.) to remove the repeat sequences from 

the DNA sequence.  The was then translated into a 6-frame output using EMBOSS Sixpack 

program on The European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) website and this was utilised 

to highlight potential matches. 

A concatemer approach outlined in the methods was employed to query the region that was 

established.  Several concatemers were used that had previously been obtained through 

previous chapters.  The tBLASTn program was applied against this region and highlighted on 

6-frame output.  This process, however, does not acquire all the exons and therefore other 

approaches were employed.  Gene finding programs GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin 1997) and 

FGENESH (Solovyev et al. 2006) were employed to search for putative exons that were not 

initially found with the BLAST approach.  Finally, regions of more than 3000bp of the repeats 

determined in the RepeatMasker analysis but not in the vicinity of already resolved exons can 

then be searched to exclude all potential regions where Beta-defensin exons may reside. 

Splice site prediction was finalised using the online server by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome 

Project (Reese et al. 1997) and amino translations were ascertained from the DNA sequences 

of potential exons.  Finally, iterative searches were performed using the newly identified beta-

defensins against the cluster region. 

 

6.1.2 Cluster organisation and Beta-defensin sequences 

 

A total of 39 beta-defensins were identified within this region and were numbered according 

to the position on the chromosome starting from the nearest gene to CTSB, in this case CMBD.  

Relative positions and genomic organisation along the DNA region are depicted in figure 6.1. 

Positions of each exon and sizes are available in appendix 3.1. 
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Figure 6.1 Genomic organisation of the C. mydas Beta-defensin cluster.   

Each vertical line represents 100kb along the chromosome. The blue blocks represent the full 

genes, and the arrows dictate their orientation. The size of the squares (genes) or the distance 

between them are only representative and are not proportional to their actual size in the 

genome.  

 

All the beta-defensins identified show the classical structure and consist of two exons.  Exon 

1 encodes a conserved signal peptide followed by the second exon encoding the mature 

antimicrobial peptide.  The conserved defensin motif is present with common 6 cysteine 

domain and a glycine located in the N‐terminal region, two positions upstream from the 

second cysteine, while another glycine is placed two or three positions upstream from the 

fourth cysteine with the rest of the amino acids being less conserved but show similarities 

where the genes have recently duplicated.  This is observed in the multiple sequence 

alignment showing conservation motif (figure 6.2).   

 

6.1.3 Physical Properties 

 

Each beta-defensin gene identified in this genome possesses a conserved signal peptide, and 

this was confirmed by the Performed using SignalIP – 5.0 server (Almagro Armenteros et al 

2019) (Appendix 3.3) There is a wide range of charges and some of the beta-defensins in this 

cluster are anionic although most of the beta-defensins are cationic (Appendix 3.2).  One such 

defensin, CMBD20 has a charge of -7 but this is similar to what was found in Crocodylia (Tang 

et al 2018) in that it has a long anionic pro-domain, and this may serve as a way to balance 

the charge of the defensin before undergoing further post translational modifications to 

produce the active mature peptide.  Table 6.1 shows the charges between the long pro-

domain beta-defensins minus the signal sequences and then the charge of the 2nd exon, which 

may closely represent the mature active form.    
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Long pro-domain/mature peptide Second Exon 

 
pI Net Charge Mr pI Net Charge Mr 

CMBD14 6.12 -1 8444 10 10 5030 

CMBD15 7.75 1 7941 10.21 8 4846 

CMBD18 5.73 -1 8004 9.18 5 4868 

CMBD19 4.54 -5 8424 9.18 5 4773 

CMBD20 4.02 -7 7604 8.46 2 4348 

CMBD21 3.93 -7 7587 8.47 2 4331 

Table 6.1 Charge differences between the longer pro-domain/mature peptides and the 

second exon in C. mydas. 

Isoelectric point and molecular mass included. 

 

6.1.4 Selection analyses 

 

Multiple sequence alignments were produced in CLUSTALX (Larkin et al 2007) and Codon 

alignments subsequently produced using the PAL2NAL server (Suyama et al 2006).  These 

codon alignments were the used in pairwise comparisons between nucleotide sequences, the 

number of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dS) and the number of 

nonsynonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous site (dN) were estimated using the SNAP 

v.2.1.1 program at http://www.hiv.lanl.gov which implements Nei and Gojobori (1986) 

method (Korber 2000).  The proportion of observed synonymous and nonsynonymous 

substitutions were plotted against each other (figure 6.3).  Viewing the distributions between 

the signal peptide and the second exon there are slight differences on the distribution of the 

points.  The signal peptide shows a greater degree of points distributed towards synonymous 

substitutions showing a high level of conservation between codons across the gene implying 

that is undergoing possible purifying selection pressures.   However, the second exon shows 

that the distribution is closer to dS=dN but still showing a slight purifying selection.  This is 

most likely down to the number of paralogues within the cluster having homology.  When 

observing the second exons within the whole cluster you may expect there to be a greater 

degree of nonsynonymous substitutions due the variation of amino acid sequences present, 

therefore a site-wise analysis was performed to gain a better picture of the evolutionary 

dynamics within the individual sites within the gene.

http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/
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Figure 6.2 Multiple sequence alignment of C. mydas beta-defensins cluster. 

Produced in Clustal X.  Conservation of amino acids is shown in the legend underneath and show the typical conserved signal peptide at the start 

of the gene and in the mature peptide showing the 6 conserved cysteine residues along with glycine residues.  Signal, Pro-peptide and Mature 

regions are also shown by the parentheses.

SIGNAL PRO MATURE 
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A) Signal Peptide      B) second exon 

 

Figure 6.3 Ratio of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in C. mydas. 

Ratios within the signal peptide (A) and the second exon peptide (B) are nonsynonymous (dN) 

on the x axis and synonymous (ds) on the y axis.  The diagonal lines represent dN = dS and is 

given for estimating selection pressures; dots above and below this line represent positive and 

purifying selection, respectively.  Add to other figures 

 

 

Figure 6.4 Amino acid sequence Logo of second exons in C. mydas. 

Sites which are undergoing positive selection (red arrow) by one of more tests and purifying 

selection (blue arrow) tested by MEME, FEL and FUBAR in HYPHY.  Logo produced on 

Skylign.org. 

 

Within the second exon there are 13 positions that are undergoing positive selection and 9 

residues undergoing negative/purifying selection.  The positive-selection positions are 

located between the negative-selection positions.  The negatively pressured amino acids are 

shown to be residues common to beta-defensins.  These are the 6 cystines that make up the 

covalent bonding that is seen throughout the defensin class along with the glycine residues 
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notably the GxC residues and the second and fourth cystine residues that make up the beta 

sheets integral to its structure (Tu et al 2015).  However, the residues that are undergoing 

positive selection are located in the regions that contribute to the bends around these beta 

sheets and sited on the outside. 

 

6.1.5 Repeat Sequence landscape 

 

Repeat masker was performed using query species database set to tetrapod.  The C. mydas 

defensin cluster region had over all 53.35% bases masked with the predominant repeat 

elements being retroelements at 70% of bases masked.  LINES were around 53% of the 

retroelements and CR1 LINE being the most abundant at 74.2% of the LINES present.  LTR 

elements accounted for about 43.5% of the retroelements.  Around 27% of the repeat 

sequences were DNA transposons with hobo-Activator and Tourist/harbinger being the most 

abundant (table 6.2). 
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Table 6.2 Repeat masker summary in C. mydas 

Displaying the different repeat sequences within the C. mydas cluster region.  The tetrapod 

database was used as a reference for the repeat sequence matches in RepeatMasker program. 
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6.2 Gopherus evgoodei - Goode’s Thornscrub or Sinaloan Desert Tortoise 

 

  

Photos:  Tortoise - https://reptile-database.reptarium.cz/species?genus=Gopherus&species=evgoodei 

Map - https://tucsonherpsociety.org/projects/mexican-tortoise-project/ 

 

The Goode’s Thornscrub Tortoise is a tortoise species from the Testudinidae family and is a 

member of 6 species of the genus Gopherus or Gopher Tortoise.  As the alternative name 

suggests the Goode’s Thornscrub tortoise’s distribution is from the northern Sinaloa desert 

region of Mexico.  It was first described in 2016 and is named after naturalist Eric V. Goode 

(Edwards et al. 2016).  Their morphological features that make it distinct from their sister 

species are that they have a noticeably flatter shell profile with a shallower plastron, rounded 

footpads, multiple spurs on their radial-humeral joints and an orange tone on their skins 

(Edwards et al. 2016).  Goode’s Thornscub Tortoise inhabits hills and low mountains with at 

least some boulders and rocky outcrops where it will burrow underneath these and where 

these aren’t present it will dig burrows in soil and will use several of these a year (Edwards et 

al. 2016).  Little more is known about daily activity, reproduction and movements this newly 

discovered species. 

 

6.2.1 Data mining and cluster assembly 

 

As with the Green Sea Turtle the genomic sequencing data utilised for this analysis was 

obtained from The National Centre for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) genome assembly 

database.  The genome was chosen as it was at chromosome level of genome assembly to 

https://reptile-database.reptarium.cz/species?genus=Gopherus&species=evgoodei
https://tucsonherpsociety.org/projects/mexican-tortoise-project/
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allow the full cluster to be determined.  The GenBank assembly accession number is 

GCA_007399415.1 and was submitted to the database on 25/07/2019.    As a starting point 

to narrow down the search of beta-defensins within the genome, the amino acid sequences 

of CTSB and TRAM2 were obtained from the NCBI website.  Orthologues were listed and the 

G. evgoodei sequences were downloaded.  This starting point was used with the publication 

of the Komodo Dragon beta-defensins (van Hoek 2019).  Using the amino acids sequences as 

a query to search against the genome, the tBLASTn program was chosen in order the find the 

region of the genome between CTSB and TRAM2.  The region of the potential cluster was 

determined and resided between positions 18616371-19975803 on chromosome 3, a total 

length of approximately 1.35 Mb – GenBank accession number NC_044324.1.  This region was 

masked using the RepeatMasker.org server (Smit et.al. 2006) to remove the repeat sequences 

from the DNA sequence.  The was then translated into a 6-frame output using EMBOSS 

Sixpack program on The European Bioinformatics Institute (EMBL-EBI) website and this was 

utilised to highlight potential matches. 

Unlike the approach of using concatemers outlined above, a slightly different methodology 

was employed.  A FASTA file of the DNA coding sequences from the Green Sea Turtle were 

employed to run the search of the potential beta-defensins that reside within the region that 

was uncovered between CTSB and TRAM2.  The DNA coding sequences from C. mydas were 

used as a query against the genome using the BLASTn program and due to the orthology of 

these sequences, the number of initial G. evgoodei sequences found was abundant.  This DNA 

coding search approach did identify most of the genes present but in order to have confidence 

that all the genes were uncovered the concatemer approach was applied using the C. mydas 

amino acid sequences followed by the gene finding programs GENSCAN (Burge and Karlin 

1997) and FGENESH (Solovyev et al. 2006) and finally searching the regions of more than 

3000bp between repeat sequences shown by the running of the RepeatMasker program. 

Splice site prediction was finalised using the online server by the Berkeley Drosophila Genome 

Project (Reese et al. 1997) and amino translations were ascertained from the DNA sequences 

of potential exons.  Finally, iterative searches were performed using the newly identified beta-

defensins against the cluster region. 
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6.2.2 Cluster organisation and Beta-defensin sequences 

 

A total of 47 beta-defensins were identified within this region and were numbered according 

to the position on the chromosome starting from the nearest gene to CTSB, in this case GEBD.  

Relative positions and genomic organisation along the DNA region are depicted in figure 6.5. 

Positions of each exon and sizes are available in appendix 3.4. 

 

 

Figure 6.5 Genomic organisation of the G. evgoodei beta-defensin cluster.   

Each vertical line represents 100kb along the chromosome. The blue blocks represent the full 

genes, and the arrows dictate their orientation.  The size of the squares (genes) or the distance 

between them are only representative and are not proportional to their actual size in the 

genome. 

 

All the beta-defensins identified show the classical structure and consist of two exons.  The 

conserved defensin motif is present with common 6 cysteine domain and a glycine located in 

the N‐terminal region, two positions upstream from the second cysteine, while another 

glycine is placed two or three positions upstream from the fourth cysteine with the rest of 

the amino acids being less conserved but show similarities where the genes have recently 

duplicated.  This is observed in the multiple sequence alignment showing conservation motif 

(figure 6.6). 

 

6.2.3 Physical Properties 

 

Each beta-defensin gene identified in this genome possesses a conserved signal peptide, and 

this was confirmed by the Performed using SignalIP – 5.0 server (Almagro Armenteros et al 

2019) (appendix 3.6).  There is a wide range of charges and some of the beta-defensins in this 

cluster are anionic although most of the beta-defensins are cationic (appendix 3.5).  GEBD23 

has a charge of +11 and GEBD6 has a charge of -6. 
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Figure 6.6 Multiple sequence alignment of G. evgoodei beta-defensins cluster. 

Produced in Clustal X.  Conservation of amino acids is shown in the legend underneath and show the typical conserved signal peptide at the start 

of the gene and in the mature peptide showing the 6 conserved cysteine residues along with glycine residues.  Signal, Pro-peptide and Mature 

regions are also shown by the parentheses.

SIGNAL PRO MATURE 
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6.2.4 Selection Analyses 

 

Pairwise comparisons between nucleotide sequences were conducted whereby the number 

of synonymous substitutions per synonymous site (dS) and the number of nonsynonymous 

substitutions per nonsynonymous site (dN) were estimated using the SNAP v.2.1.1 program 

at http://www.hiv.lanl.gov which implements Nei and Gojobori (1986) method (Korber 2000).  

The proportion of observed synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions were plotted 

against each other figure 6.7.  Viewing the distributions between the signal peptide and the 

second exon there are slight differences on the distribution of the points.  The signal peptide 

shows a greater degree of points distributed towards synonymous substitutions showing a 

high level of conservation between codons across the gene implying that it is undergoing 

possible purifying selection pressures.   However, the second exon shows that the distribution 

is closer to dS=dN but still showing a slight purifying selection.  This is most likely down to the 

number of paralogues having homology within the cluster.  When observing the second exons 

within the whole cluster it is expected that there may be a greater degree of nonsynonymous 

substitutions due the variation of amino acid sequences present, therefore a site-wise 

analysis was performed to gain a better picture of the evolutionary dynamics within the 

individual sites within the gene.  This was very similar to what was found in the Green Sea 

Turtle. 

 

6.2.5 Repeat Sequence landscape 

 

Repeat masker was performed using query species database set to tetrapod.  The G. evgoodei 

defensin cluster region had over all 49.48% bases masked with the predominant repeat 

elements being retroelements at 64.7% of bases masked.  LINES were around 56% of the 

retroelements and CR1 LINE being the most abundant at 79.9% of the LINES present.  LTR 

elements accounted for 40% of the retroelements.  Around 32% of the repeat sequences were 

DNA transposons with hobo-Activator and Tourist/harbinger being the most abundant (table 

6.3). 

 

 

http://www.hiv.lanl.gov/
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A) Signal Peptide     B) second exon   

   

Figure 6.7 Ratio of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in G. evgoodei. 

Ratios within the signal peptide (A) and the second exon peptide (B) show nonsynonymous 

(dN) on the y axis and synonymous (ds) on the x axis.  The diagonal lines represent dN = dS and 

is given for estimating selection pressures; dots above and below this line represent positive 

and purifying selection, respectively. 

 

Within the second exon there are 18 positions that are undergoing positive selection and 8 

residues undergoing negative/purifying selection.  The positive-selection positions are 

located between the negative -selection positions.  The negatively pressured amino acids are 

shown to be residues that are common to beta-defensins.  These are the 6 cysteines that 

make up the covalent bonding that is seen throughout the defensin class along with the 

glycine residues notably the GxC residues and the second and fourth cystine residues that 

make up the beta sheets integral to its structure (Tu et al 2015).  However, the residues that 

are undergoing positive selection are in the regions that contribute to the bends around these 

beta sheets and sited on the outside surface of the peptide. 
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Figure 6.8 Amino acid sequence Logo of the second exon in G. evgoodei. 

Sites which are undergoing positive selection (red arrow) by one of more tests and purifying 

selection (blue arrow) tested by FEL, FUBAR and MEME in HYPHY.  Logo produced on 

Skylign.org 

 

Phylogenetic analyses of the genes show an intraspecific gene clustering pattern, notably 

GEBD21-28 (highlighted in green parenthesis) and GEBD33-46 (highlighted in red parenthesis) 

in the multiple sequence alignment (figure 6.6).  These regions also have traces of 

pseudogenes (data not shown) and these fit the ‘birth and death’ model of evolution first 

described by Nei and Hughes (1992).  This can also be seen by the phylogenetic similarities 

shown by the genes highlighted in the tree (figure 6.9A).  This model describes two main 

features a) an intraspecific gene clustering pattern and b) the presence of pseudogenes (Eirín-

López et al. 2012).  Also, noticeable in the data is comparing these regions of duplication with 

the corresponding dot-plot obtained by showing areas of similarity within the genomic region 

(figure 6.9B). Areas analogous to the multiple sequence alignment and phylogenetic tree are 

highlighted with green and red boxes on the dot plot and genomic organisation diagram 

(figure 6.9C).  It can be observed that there are high regions of similarity which in turn 

translate to high regions of duplication of the beta-defensins within the cluster.   
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Table 6.3 Repeat masker summary for G. evgoodei. 

Displaying the different repeat sequences within the C. v. viridis cluster region.  The tetrapod 

database was used as a reference for the repeat sequence matches in RepeatMasker program. 
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A) Phylogenetic tree of G. evgoodei beta-defensins.  Corresponding genes highlighted 

showing gene of high similarity. 

 

B) Dot plot of cluster region showing regions of high duplication. 

 

C) Genomic organisation with corresponding area of high duplication when compared to the 

dot plot and phylogenetic tree. 

Figure 6.9 Relationship of Genomic organisation, regions of high duplication and 

Phylogeny in G. evgoodei. 
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A) 

 

B) 

 

Figure 6.10 Conservation of Synteny between Testudine Cluster regions 

A) Dot plot comparison of both G. evgoodei (x-axis) and C. mydas (y-axis).  Areas of high 

homology can be observed by the diagonal line running upwards from left to right.  

Areas of duplication and expansion can be observed in areas between 400-700kb on 

the G. evgoodei cluster region. 

B)  Genomic organisation of both G. evgoodei (top) and C. mydas (bottom).  Lines 

represent paralogues of genes and parenthesis depicting where areas have undergone 

expansion and duplication.  
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6.3 Conservation of synteny 

 

Between the two species there is an overall high level of conservation of synteny.  Analysis 

shows that both species had CTSB as one flanking gene of the cluster and another being 

TRAM2.   Similarly to the other species investigated in this work the region and genes closest 

to the start of the cluster showed greatest degree of homology.  Moving downstream from 

CTSB differences started to emerge.   In the G. evgoodei cluster there have been several 

expansions due to duplication events which have given a greater number of genes within the 

cluster when compared to the C. mydas cluster.  A notable example can be seen in figure 

6.10A where a number of duplications have occurred, however, these are recent as the level 

of similarity between the genes is high.  There is also a region on the C. mydas cluster that 

has undergone a similar direction.   Moving towards the end of the cluster it appears to revert 

to being homologous.  One could hypothesise that these changes have occurred due to the 

different environments that each of these species inhabits and therefore been exposed to 

different challenges that these may exhibit. 

 

6.4 Summary 

 

The Gopher Tortoise and the Green Sea Turtle have a beta-defensin cluster that is located on 

chromosome three flanked by CTSB and TRAM2 genes.  This is the same in birds and different 

to snakes and lizards.  Testudines have a substantial array of beta-defensin gene number, 

ranging from 39 on the turtle to 47 in the tortoise.  They both share similarities in their 

characteristics with both species possessing several genes that have a long propiece in the 

primary amino acid sequences having a possible function in balancing the charges within the 

peptide.  They have a conserved signal peptide and a more diverse mature peptide and within 

these possess a number of sites which are undergoing positive selection indicating that the 

species are still having challenges to pathogens which may be evolving equally in order to 

infect.  There is evidence of the ‘Birth and death’ model for gene duplication.  They had similar 

repeat sequence landscapes with nearly half the region dominated by these sequences.  

Conservation of synteny shows that they have very similar organisation except for regions 

where duplications have occurred in more recent evolutionary history. 
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Chapter 7 – MSBD1 expression and purification. 

 

7. Aims 

 

The aim of this project was to design a strategy to isolate, express and purify a mature Beta-

defensin peptide in order to study its properties and establish antimicrobial activity.  The gene 

under investigation was isolated from a carpet python (Morelia spilota) and was designated 

MSBD1. 

 

7.1 DNA extraction and RF cloning of MSBD1. 

 

After the DNA extraction process laid out in methods section 9.2.1. successful isolation of 

MSBD1 was achieved using the large hybrid primers which were designed for the restriction 

free cloning procedure.  The estimated PCR fragment size was determined using the DNA 

sequence for a beta-defensin from the Python bivittatus genome (Genbank assembly 

accession number GCA_000186305.2).  Considering the primer length and second exon length 

the estimated size was 176bp (figure 7.1A).  However, it should be noted that the fragment is 

isolated from a carpet python so could be of different size.  This was sent for sequencing once 

it had been cloned into the plasmid.  To clone this gene into the plasmid to create a fusion 

with the N- terminus of the Maltose Binding Protein a second PCR reaction was performed as 

outlined in methods section 9.2.3.  Figure 7.1B depicts the amplification of the Multiple 

Cloning Site (MCS) to establish whether the clone had been successful.  When this reaction 

was amplified alongside a control plasmid (without insert) it showed that the gene had been 

successfully inserted into the plasmid.  The sizes and sequences of the products shown on the 

gel in figure 7.1 are described in figure 7.2. 

As part of this process the methylated template parental plasmid (without MSBD gene insert) 

had to be digested using Dpn1 restriction enzyme (refer to methods section 9.2.3).  As Dpn1 

only digested methylated DNA only the unmethylated newly cloned plasmid would be 

transformed further downstream.  It should be noted that an overnight digestion was needed 

for successful digestion as when the sample was sent for sequencing the parental plasmid 

was in such quantities that it was not fully digested.  Therefore, this was showing as an 

unsuccessful clone even though when using PCR to probe for the insert showed that a 
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successful clone has in fact been achieved.   This was due to using the hybrid primers instead 

of primer designed to amplify the MCS. 

 

Figure 7.1 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis of PCR gene product and Plasmid Clone  

A) Successful amplification of gene of interest from DNA isolated from M. spilota.  lane one 

shows DNA ladder and lane two showing amplified product of MSBD1 plus hybrid primer 

sequences 173bp in length. B) PCR amplification of the plasmid insert; lane 1 showing DNA 

ladder; lane 2 successful amplification of plasmid insert using primers to amplify the MCS; lane 

3 MCS amplified on control plasmid without insert.  
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A) Isolated MSDB1 PCR insert 

 

CGGGGAGAACCTGTACTTCCAGAAGGGGGACCTTTATGACAGCCTAGTGTGCCACAACAATC

ATGGACACTGCCGGAGACTGTGTTTCCACCGTGAACAGATAATCGGAACTTGCACCAATGGC

CGGCAACGCTGCTGCAAATGAGAATTCCCTGCAGGTAATTAAATAAGCT 173bp 

 

B) MCS without cloned MSBD1 

 

GTCGTCAGACTGTCGATGAAGCCCTGAAAGACGCGCAGACTAATTCGAGCTCGAACAACAAC

AACAATAACAATAACAACAACCTCGGGGAGAACCTGTACTTCCAGATGCTGATGGGCGGCCG

CGATATCGTCGACGGATCCGAATTCCCTGCAGGTAATTAAATAAGCTTCAAATAAAACGAAA

GGCTCAGTCGAAAGACTGGGCCTTTCGTTTTATCTGTTGTTTGTCGGTGAACGCTCTCCTGA

GTAGGACA 256bp 

 

C) Inserted sequence into MSC 

 

GTCGTCAGACTGTCGATGAAGCCCTGAAAGACGCGCAGACTAATTCGAGCTCGAACAACAAC

AACAATAACAATAACAACAACCTCGGGGAGAACCTGTACTTCCAGAAGGGGGACCTTTATGA

CAGCCTAGTGTGCCACAACAATCATGGACACTGCCGGAGACTGTGTTTCCACCGTGAACAGA

TAATCGGAACTTGCACCAATGGCCGGCAACGCTGCTGCAAATGAGAATTCCCTGCAGGTAAT

TAAATAAGCTTCAAATAAAACGAAAGGCTCAGTCGAAAGACTGGGCCTTTCGTTTTATCTGT

TGTTTGTCGGTGAACGCTCTCCTGAGTAGGACA 343bp 

 

Figure 7.2 DNA Sequences and sizing of gene insert and Plasmid MCS PCR products. 

A) PCR amplified MSBD1 gene from extracted genomic DNA from the snakeskin.  B) MCS 

sequence.  Red highlighted sequence is removed from the original plasmid when amplified 

with the PCR insert.  C) Amplified product used for sequencing showing inserted sequence into 

the plasmid.  Blue lettering is the plasmid annealing sequence of one half of the hybrid primers 

and the red lettering is the target annealing sequence of the other half to target MSBD1 within 

the genomic DNA.  Yellow highlighted sequence if MSBD1.  Green lettering is primer pair used 

for sizing and confirming product has been inserted along as well as being used for sequencing 

the insertion. Sizes of products shown with the sequences. 
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7.2 Electroporation and transformation. 

 

Successful transformation into E. coli DH5α through electroporation was achieved using the 

adapted method originally produced by Gonzales et al (2013).  Figure 7.3 shows colony PCR 

on a selected successfully cloned colony with ampicillin for selection.  E. coli DH5α was used 

as a holding cell for the purposes of using as a stock for when more plasmid was needed and 

supply enough purified plasmid for sequencing.  This plasmid was extracted using GeneJet 

plasmid miniprep kit (thermofisher) and was sent to The University of Birmingham Functional 

Genomics Laboratory.  Successful cloning was achieved; therefore the plasmid was isolated 

and used to transform the plasmid into the SHuffle® (New England Biolabs) expression strain 

to allow for correct expression and folding of the protein including the ability to for the 

cysteine bonds needed for the MSBD1 beta-defensin by expressing cytoplasmic DsbC which 

provides isomerase activity for the correct formation and bonding within the protein. 

 

 

Figure 7.3 Colony PCR of inserted clone into the MCS. 
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7.3 Sequencing of plasmid insert and isolated MSBD1 gene. 

 

Through sequencing of the plasmid, the method employed to isolate the gene of interest, 

MSBD1, from the extracted genomic DNA and using a restriction free cloning method with 

the dual specific primer pairs was an efficient method to extract, isolate and clone a gene of 

interest into a plasmid.  The primer design was done using genomic sequence from the 

Burmese Python assembly on NCBI, so it was quite fortunate that the isolate gene was in the 

same reading frame.  The second exon was chosen as this would closely represent a mature 

beta-defensin peptide.  The sequence and translation are as follows.  

 

DNA SEQUENCE 

AAGGGGGACCTTTATGACAGCCTAGTGTGCCACAACAATCATGGACACTGCCGGAGACTGTGTTTCC

ACCGTGAACAGATAATCGGAACTTGCACCAATGGCCGGCAACGCTGCTGCAAA 

 

TRANSLATED SEQUENCE 

KGDLYDSLVCHNNHGHCRRLCFHREQIIGTCTNGRQRCCK 

 

Figure 7.4 depicts the electrophoretogram from the raw sequence showing the correct 

insertion position and reading frame to allow expression of the MBP-MSBD1 fusion protein.  

Although a lysine is position 1 of the cleavage site as well as the first amino acid of MSDB1 

and contrary to the manufacturers recommendations it still allowed the peptide to be cleaved 

off with TEVp (highlighted in green in figure 7.5).  In addition to this the advantage of using a 

restriction free cloning method allowed the sequence to be inserted with matched the 

genomic sequence without having overhangs as per the restriction methods for cloning.  This 

gives a truer representation of the peptide. 
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Figure 7.4 Sequence Electrophoretogram of MSBD1 insert. 

Insertion of MSBD1 into the MCS of the plasmid (highlighted in blue). TEVp cleavage site is 

immediately upstream with N-terminal of maltose binding protein upstream of this cleavage 

sequence. 
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    1   G  E  P  V  L  P  E  G  G  P  L  *  Q  P  S  V  P  Q  Q  S 

       1  G  R  T  C  T  S  R  R  G  T  F  M  T  A  *  C  A  T  T  I  

       1 G  E  N  L  Y  F  Q  K  G  D  L  Y  D  S  L  V  C  H  N  N   

       1 GGGGAGAACCTGTACTTCCAGAAGGGGGACCTTTATGACAGCCTAGTGTGCCACAACAAT 

       1          10        20        30        40        50          

       1 CCCCTCTTGGACATGAAGGTCTTCCCCCTGGAAATACTGTCGGATCACACGGTGTTGTTA 

      21   W  T  L  P  E  T  V  F  P  P  *  T  D  N  R  N  L  H  Q  W 

      21  M  D  T  A  G  D  C  V  S  T  V  N  R  *  S  E  L  A  P  M  

      21 H  G  H  C  R  R  L  C  F  H  R  E  Q  I  I  G  T  C  T  N   

      61 CATGGACACTGCCGGAGACTGTGTTTCCACCGTGAACAGATAATCGGAACTTGCACCAAT 

      61          70        80        90        100       110         

      61 GTACCTGTGACGGCCTCTGACACAAAGGTGGCACTTGTCTATTAGCCTTGAACGTGGTTA 

      41   P  A  T  L  L  Q  M  R  I  P  C  R  *  L  N  K  L  Q  I  K 

      41  A  G  N  A  A  A  N  E  N  S  L  Q  V  I  K  *  A  S  N  K  

      41 G  R  Q  R  C  C  K  *  E  F  P  A  G  N  *  I  S  F  K  *   

     121 GGCCGGCAACGCTGCTGCAAATGAGAATTCCCTGCAGGTAATTAAATAAGCTTCAAATAA 

     121          130       140       150       160       170         

     121 CCGGCCGTTGCGACGACGTTTACTCTTAAGGGACGTCCATTAATTTATTCGAAGTTTATT 

      61   R  K  A  Q  S  K  D  W  A  F  R  F  I  C  C  L  S  V  N  A 

      61  T  K  G  S  V  E  R  L  G  L  S  F  Y  L  L  F  V  G  E  R  

      61 N  E  R  L  S  R  K  T  G  P  F  V  L  S  V  V  C  R  *  T   

     181 AACGAAAGGCTCAGTCGAAAGACTGGGCCTTTCGTTTTATCTGTTGTTTGTCGGTGAACG 

 

Figure 7.5 Genetic translation map of sequenced region of plasmid. 

Insertion of MSBD1 (Amino acid sequence highlighted in yellow).  The cleavage recognition 

sequence for TEVp is highlighted in green and this also shows that correct reading frame for 

MSBD1 downstream and the blue arrow indicates the TEVp cleavage site.  The sequences 

highlighted in red show the plasmid annealing section of the hybrid primers used for the 

restriction free cloning of the insertion MSBD1 sequence.  Maltose Binding Protein sequence 

is upstream of the TEVp cleavage site. 
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7.4 Expression and solubility testing 

 

A 10ml culture of the transformed Shuffle® E. coli was grown overnight in LB broth media 

supplemented with 10mg/ml of ampicillin shaken at 37°C and this was used to inoculated 1L 

of LB broth with 10mg/ml of ampicillin shaken at 150rpm at 37°C.  Expression of the MBP-

MSBD1 fusion protein was achieved under the induction of 1mM IPTG for 4hours once the 

OD600 had reached 0.4.  Figure 7.6 shows the expression profile of 0-4 hours (lanes 2-6).  1ml 

samples were taken and aliquoted into SDS-PAGE sample buffer for analysis to show 

expression was occurring.  After 4 hours the cells were harvested by centrifugation for 30 

minutes at 4000 x g. The pellet was immediately frozen at -20°C before lysing.   Sonication 

was performed using the procedure set out in methods section 9.2.7.  Once this had been 

conducted the mixture was once again centrifuged for 30 minutes at 4000 x g.  The 

supernatant was drawn off and filtered through a 0.2µm membrane to allow for further 

downstream processing. 

 

To find out whether the protein was being expressed as inclusion bodies, the solubility was 

tested once the cells had been harvested and lysed.  A small aliquot was taken from the post 

sonication mixture and was centrifuged to pellet the cell debris.  After centrifugation samples 

of the soluble and insoluble fractions were separated by SDS-PAGE and the cell pellet was 

resuspended in ddH20.  20µl of each sample was added to SDS-PAGE sample buffer and 

heated for 10mins at 95°C to establish whether the protein was soluble or not. It can be seen 

in Figure 7.6 lanes 7 & 8.  Lane 7 is of the cell pellet and lane 8 of the supernatant.  Much of 

the protein is soluble, which is a characteristic of MBP, although some can be seen in the cell 

pellet.  This could be because the lysing procedure was not sufficient or that some of the 

protein is misfolded and causing aggregates and therefore not soluble.  It was noted in Li & 

Yeong (2011) that when producing a beta-defensin fusion protein with MBP caused a soluble 

aggregate to be produced so this is what can be seen in the SDS-PAGE gel. 

 

To investigate at this stage as to whether the supernatant pre-affinity chromatography 

purification and before removal of the MBP affinity tag could be used as a screening for 

antimicrobial ability of the peptide 100µl of supernatant was spotted onto a Muller-Hinton 

(MH) agar plate that had been inoculated with E. coli DH5α (used as a model) and incubated 
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overnight at 37°C.  The plate showed no signs of inhibition from the protein in the 

supernatant.  This could be that the fusion protein shows no antimicrobial properties, is not 

at sufficient concentration, MSBD1 needs to be cleaved from the MBP tag or because of the 

potential evidence of forming aggregates is not properly folded. 

 

 

Figure 7.6 Gene expression and solubility testing of MSBD1 

12% SDS-PAGE of expression profile and solubility test stained with Coomassie blue stain.  Lane 

1 Protein Ladder; Lane 2 Expression culture pre induction with 1mM IPTG; Lanes 3-6 post 

induction profile 1-4 hours; Lane 7 Cell pellet post lysing procedure; Lane 8 Supernatant post 

lysing procedure.  
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Figure 7.7 Initial antimicrobial testing of E. coli DH1α/MBP-MSBD1 lysate 

MH plate with E. coli DH5α bacterial lawn showing no sign of growth inhibition.  100µl of 

lysate was spotted onto the central part of the plate and grown overnight at 37°C. 

 

 

7.5 MBP affinity chromatography purification 

 

Affinity chromatography using Hi-trap MBP 1ml column was performed on 5ml of 

supernatant.  Affinity chromatography was successful.  By loading the clarified lysate onto the 

column in the absence of maltose the fusion protein bound to the column.  This was eluted 

off the column by isocratic elution with an elution buffer containing 10mM maltose (refer to 

methods section 9.1.14).  This is shown in the chromatogram in figure 7.8.  A single peak can 

be seen that corresponded to the elution of the MBP-MSDB1 fusion protein.  The fractions 

that were collected were 1 ml covering the flowthrough and the elution peak once the UV 

absorbance had risen over the baseline by 50mAU.  The elution fraction was approximately 

1.5ml. These fractions were visualised by taking 20µl of each and using a 12% SDS-PAGE gel 

the second elution peak was confirmed to be the fusion protein.  Also, it can be seen is some 

contamination within the sample and this could have been due to some non-specific binding 

from unknown protein within the sample.  Overall, the purification was sufficient to perform 

the cleavage of the tag to perform further downstream processes.  
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As with the supernatant to try and establish a potential screening process 100µl purified 

fusion MBP-MSDB1 protein from the elution fraction was spotted onto a MH agar plate.  This 

did not show any antimicrobial properties against the E. coli DH5α model strain (Figure 7.10). 

 

 

 

Figure 7.8 Affinity chromatography of MBP-MSBD1 UV absorbance trace. 

Chromatogram showing the UV trace (blue) of the purification of 5ml of 0.2µm filtered lysate.  

5 CVs of 100% elution buffer (orange) was used as a step gradient to elute the MBP-MSBD1 

fusion protein. The fusion protein came off in one sharp peak of approximately 1.5CVs.  The 

flow through fraction between 1-2CVs was used as sample for the SDS-PAGE. 
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Figure 7.9 SDS PAGE gel electrophoresis of Affinity Chromatography 

12% gel with fractions collected and stained with coomassie blue.  Lane 1 Protein ladder; Lane 

2 flow though fraction; Lane 3 Affinity purified MBP-MSBD1 fusion protein. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.10 Antimicrobial testing of purified MBP-MSBD1 

MH agar plate with E. coli DH5α model strain showing no sign of growth inhibition from 100µl 

of affinity purified MBP-MSBD1 fusion protein.  Plate was grown overnight at 37°C 
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7.6 Tobacco Etch Virus Protease (TEVp) cleavage of fusion MBP-MSBD1 

 

Once the MBP-MSBD fusion protein had been purified using affinity chromatography TEVp 

was used to cleave the MBP tag from the MSBD1 peptide.  5µl of TEVp (50IU) was able to 

cleave the peptide from the tag with some degree of efficiency, however this was not 

achieved to 100% (figure 7.11).  After 18h at 30°C there was still some fusion protein 

remaining.  For the MSDB1 protein to be without any overhang from the cloning into the MCS 

the sequence which was used had a different amino acid in position 1.  This is in contrast to 

the manufacturer’s published sequence for the cleavage site, however in a study by Kapust 

et.al. (2002) they showed that the specificity of the amino acid in position 1 was not 

detrimental to the recognition of the protease to cleave at this site.  It was noted that if the 

amino acids in the other positions (2-6) were altered then this would be detrimental to the 

efficiency.  Another reason could be that the digestion was not performed for a long enough 

time.  In any case, the fusion protein was cleaved to allow further downstream processing.   

 

As with the other processes outlined earlier this cleaved mixture of peptides was tested 

against the model strain to investigate whether the free peptide had any antimicrobial 

activities.  100µl of this mixture was added to a MH agar plate, however there was no 

inhibition of growth (figure 7.12). 

 

With the use of Tris-Glycine SDS-PAGE it was very difficult to visualise the low molecular 

weight of the MSBD1 peptide.  It was only 4.5KDa and this was too small for the platform that 

was used in this study.  The move to a more appropriate gel system would be extremely 

beneficial especially since the downstream processing of the peptide from this point onwards 

would require visualisation to further investigate.  The recommendation to move to either a 

Bis-Tris or Tricine protein gel system would of a huge advantage.    Along with the change of 

protein gels a more sensitive staining method would also contribute to the analysis.  A stain 

such as silver staining would contribute to aiding better visualisation. 
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Figure 7.11 Cleavage profile of MBP-MSBD1 with TEVp. 

12-20% SDS-PAGE gel.  Cleavage time profile of MSBD1 with TEVp.  Lane 1 - Protein ladder, 

Lane 2 and 8 – Pre addition of TEVp, Lanes 3-6 – 1 hour intervals from 1h-4h, Lane 7 - 18 hours.  

Digestion reaction was performed at 30°C. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.12 Antimicrobial testing of cleaved MSBD1 mixture. 

MH plates with E. coli model strain bacterial lawn showing no signs of inhibition.  Plate 1 with 

100µl of cleaved MBP-MSBD1 fusion protein mixture and plate 2 showing 

concentrated/diafiltered mixture.  Plates was grown overnight at 37°C. 
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7.7 Purification of MSBD1 with Immobilised Metal Affinity Chromatography (IMAC) 

 

As part of the purification design process the MBP tag and the TEVp that were used had a 

poly-histidine tag incorporated into their structure to allow an easy and convenient way to 

purify the MSBD1 peptide through IMAC chromatography using a flow though method which 

would bind the MBP and TEVp to a nickel ion IMAC column and allow the peptide to be 

captured in the flowthrough.  The chromatogram in figure 7.13 shows the UV trace along with 

the flowthrough peaks (A) and elution peak (B).  Imidazole absorbs UV light and this can be 

seen in peak C as the elution buffer is coming through the column.  These peaks were 

collected in a fraction collector and SDS-PAGE was used to see confirm what proteins were in 

the peaks. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.13 IMAC purification chromatogram.   

Blue line is absorbance curve at 280mn and orange line is gradient showing % of elution 

buffer.1 ladder; 2FT peak A; 3 eluate peak B; 4 peak C Imidazole showing UV absorption and 

not a protein peak. 

 

A 

C 

B 
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The SDS-PAGE gel (figure 7.14) shows several proteins.  In peak A, Lane 2 of the gel, two bands 

corresponding to the fusion protein MBP-MSBD1 and below that the MBP tag.  This is 

abnormal as the poly-histidine tag should allow these proteins to bind to the column.  This 

suggests, as earlier hypothesised that some abnormal folding or aggregation is occurring 

which is causing steric hindrance of the tag and that it is inaccessible to the sites of the 

column. Time constraints also dictated that this method of purification could not be 

optimised.   

 

The gel also showed an absence of the MSBD1 peptide; however, this is not to say that it was 

not present in the flowthrough, it is probably likely that the Coomassie stain and use of Tris-

Glycine gel may have made this visualisation implausible. Even so, because this IMAC 

chromatography method was designed to allow the MBP tag and TEVp to be bound to the 

column and MSBD1 to flowthrough, due to this lack of binding by the MBP-MSBD1 fusion and 

MBP tag, MSBD1 was unable to be purified by this chromatography platform.  Peak B from 

the chromatogram (Lane 3) shows that some of the MBP- MSBD1 fusion protein and MBP tag 

had been bound by the column and TEVp had been successful in binding allowing TEVp to be 

fully taken out of the mixture.   Lane 4 on the SDS-PAGE was loaded to confirm that peak C 

was just the absorbance from the imidazole in the elution buffer.  Since this method of 

purification was not ideal, Li and Leong (2011) stated that for successful purification and 

refolding of the aggregates a refolding size exclusion chromatography procedure would be 

employed to alleviate the issues outline above. 
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Figure 7.14 SDS-PAGE of fractions collected during IMAC chromatography. 

Lane 1 ladder; Lane 2 FT peak A; Lane 3 eluate peak B; Lane 4 peak C Imidazole showing UV 

absorption and not a protein peak   12-20% SDS PAGE stained with Coomassie Blue. 

 

7.8 Refolding and Purification of MSBD1 using Size Exclusion Chromatography 

 

It has been reported that high salt concentrations have an inhibitory effect on the peptides 

antimicrobial ability and that the peptide must be of a certain concentration to influence 

microbial growth (Crovella, S. et al. 2005). The post cleavage mixture was diafiltered and 

concentrated using a Sartorius Vivaspin 20 to decrease salt concentration and increase the 

concentration of the peptide.  As a qualitative screen to see antimicrobial activity 100µl of 

this mixture was spotted onto a MH plate to assess its activity.  Once again it did not show 

inhibition of growth (figure 7.17).  It was hypothesised that the protein may be misfolded as 

stated in a previous similar study by (Li and Leong 2011).  Following the author’s 

recommendations to perform a refolding of the peptides to produce a correct monomer of 

the MSBD1 peptide, a refolding of the protein whilst simultaneously purifying the mixture 

was proposed and executed using a size exclusion chromatography platform adapted from 

the procedure outlined in (Li and Leong 2011).   
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The HiLoad® 16/600 Superdex® 75 pg column used showed separation of the peptides, 

however one major issue was seen.  The refolding buffer had a high base line of absorbance 

at 280nm and therefore because of the low concentration of the TEVp and MSDB1 within the 

mixture it was difficult to see the corresponding peaks on the chromatogram (figure 7.15).   

Fractions A and B were collected were pooled and concentrated and diafiltered to determine 

where the proteins came through the column (figure 7.15).  The first peak in the 

chromatogram was the cleaved MBP and this is shown in lane 2 on the SDS-PAGE gel (figure 

7.16).   The pooled fractions A and B shown on the chromatogram were loaded into lane 3 

and 4 on the SDS-PAGE gel.  These samples, however, did not show up on the stained gel.  

This could be because the proteins were not high enough concentration to allow sufficient 

staining or that the VIVA spin with a MWCO of 3000kDa was not small enough and the MSBD1 

peptide was lost during the concentration and diafiltration process.   

 

 

 

Figure 7.15 Chromatogram of Refolding Size Exclusion chromatography.   

The first peak is the cleaved MBP from the fusion MBP-MSBD1 protein.  Pooled fractions A and 

B are shown by red dashed lines.  The last dip and peak are the different denaturants coming 

through the column.  UV absorbance at 280nm is blue trace line.   

 

A B 

Denaturants 
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The pooled fractions that were concentrated and diafiltered were used to qualitatively assess 

whether the MSBD1 peptide showed any antimicrobial activity after it had been refolded on 

the column and to also assess, as up until now had only been tested on E. coli a gram-negative 

bacterium, whether it would be active against a gram-positive organism.  Therefore, a well 

diffusion test using Bacillus cereus was performed (figure 7.17).  50l of the concentrated and 

diafiltered pooled fractions were loaded into wells on an MH plate containing a lawn of B. 

cereus and E. coli to test this hypothesis.  This showed that there was no activity towards both 

organisms tested.  One question that may arise is that as no absorbance was seen on the trace 

is the MSBD1 protein present? As maltose binding protein was seen on the chromatogram 

and the starting material for SEC was a mixture of MBP, TEVp and MSBD1 the protein should 

have been present in the fractions as these would have eluted much before the denaturants. 

At this time the study ceased, and no further development could be performed. 

 

 

 

Figure 7.16 20% SDS-PAGE gel showing the fractions from the SEC chromatogram.   

Lane 1 – Ladder, Lane 2 - Large first peak, Lane 3 – Pooled fraction A, Lane 4 – Pooled fraction 

B. 
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Figure 7.17 Antimicrobial testing of SEC pooled and concentrated fractions. 

MH plates with B. cereus and E. coli bacterial lawns.  The left-hand side of the plates is the 

concentrated and diafiltered pooled fractions A and the right-hand side is B.  The wells had 

50l of the pooled fractions added and were grown overnight at 37°C.  Neither plate shows 

area of inhibition suggesting that that the peptide is not active towards these species. 

 

7.9 Summary 

 

The successful DNA extraction procedure, followed by the isolation of the MSBD1 gene of 

interest from the genomic DNA using the hybrid primer pair designed for restriction free 

cloning into the plasmid was achieved.  With this isolated gene fragment with flanking plasmid 

annealing sequences, cloning into the plasmid was fast and efficient with the whole process 

taking a few hours without the need for restriction enzymes further adding a cost saving.  The 

method of restriction free cloning allowed the gene of interest to be inserted into the plasmid 

next to the TEVp cleavage site without any extra bases in the sequence subsequently adding 

amino acids into the peptide as would happen with the use of restriction enzymes.  One issue 

to keep in mind when using this method is to allow sufficient time when adding the Dpn1 

restriction enzyme to fully digest the parental plasmid as this would cause problems 

downstream.  The protocol of electroporation used in this study also was streamlined giving 

a total time of two days to transform the plasmid into the expression strain.  This required 

minimal reagents again giving a cost efficiency to the process.  
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 Using the expression system, designing an MBP-MSBD1 fusion protein that could be 

later cleaved to allow purification of the protein had both advantages and limitations.  One 

such advantage would be that the MBP has high solubility and when overexpressing proteins 

on bacterial expression system can cause the protein to form insoluble aggregates or inclusion 

bodies that are difficult to resolubilise and purify.  MBP is also easily purified out of the 

supernatant using Affinity Chromatography with high specificity using an amylose resin and 

eluting using maltose in the buffer system.  By introducing a TEVp cleavage site into the 

protein sequence allowing removal off this affinity tag also has a distinct advantage in being 

able to liberate the MSBD1 from the fusion protein.   The overall performance of purifying 

and cleavage using TEVp was suitable, proving proof of concept up until this point in the 

process. 

 The manufacturer integrated a poly-histidine tag on both the TEVp and the sequence 

of the MBP fusion protein plasmid construct to allow efficient purification of MSBD1 by flow 

through in tandem with binding the TEVp and cleaved MBP to an IMAC column.  The results 

of this need more optimisation as there was residual uncleaved MBP-MSBD1 and another 

contaminant in the flowthrough.  This could be because the buffer conditions weren’t optimal 

or that the fusion protein was causing aggregation and therefore steric hindrance obstruction 

the poly-histidine tag being accessible to the binding site on the column. 

It was noticed in a previous study (Li and Leong 2011) that even though MBP produced soluble 

proteins they may be misfolded and cause aggregation.  After testing its potential anti-

microbial properties and showing negative activity against E. coli it was hypothesised that this 

may be a cause and a refolding/purification, and the steric hindrance observed in the IMAC 

purification strategy was devised.  Using similar parameters outlined in the Li and Leong 

study. 

 It was difficult to full assess this part of the downstream process due to several issues 

in analysing the different steps of the process.  Firstly, the background base line on the SEC 

chromatogram was higher than the absorbance that the cleaved MSBD1 and TEVp produced 

during the run.  This was likely because of the low concentrations of the peptides.  This made 

it difficult to see what fraction of the run these came through the column.  The fractions were 

pooled and concentrated to see if these were visible on an SDS-PAGE gel.  Again, these were 

not visualised.  These pooled fractions were utilised for assessing if the there was any 

antimicrobial activity, and they did not show and positive results.   
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Chapter 8 - Discussion 

 

The choice to study the beta-defensin clusters in reptiles in this work represents a gap in the 

knowledge we have in this area of research with only a few examples of work in the literature 

(Benato et. al 2013; Dalla Valle et. al 2012; Van Hoek et.al 2019; Santana et.al 2021). Reptiles 

offer a unique insight into the beta-defensin repertoire and with more knowledge applied to 

the current understanding may offer insights into the evolution and molecular properties of 

this kingdom of creatures.  Reptiles being the third largest group of vertebrates offer a link 

between fish and amphibians and birds and mammals, thus they are an interesting model to 

investigate their immune functions.  Reptiles inhabit many different ecological niches and 

with this provides an interesting vision into their immunological assets.  For example, the 

Anolis carolinensis can shed its tail in self-defence and whilst suffering a huge physiological 

trauma, can resist infection of the wound, allowing healing and regeneration of their tails 

(Alibardi 2010).  Another example is that the Komodo Dragon has a high pathogenic load 

within its saliva for which it has used to its advantage when hunting prey without being 

overwhelmed by these microbes, providing a terminal bite for which their prey succumbs to 

sepsis.  These examples show that the immune systems of reptiles are robust and warrant 

further investigation. 

Genomic sequencing has come on leaps and bounds in the advent of next generation 

sequencing (NGS).  NGS has provided an ever growing number of high quality, publicly 

available genome assemblies.  With this, gains in genomic analysis have materialised and have 

provided the raw data within this work.  The bioinformatic methodology employed in this 

work to search the available genomes for novel Beta-defensin cluster regions and to annotate 

the genes within these regions had several advantages and disadvantages.  By their very 

nature beta-defensins are difficult to search for using traditional methods such as the BLAST 

tool because the size of the exons are particularly small, however this was used for initial 

searches.  This technique was enhanced using a concatemer approach whereby strings of 

known beta-defensin amino acid sequences were employed as a search query.  This approach 

increased the likelihood of finding a match.  A clear increase of matches was produced when 

compared to using a single known beta-defensin when using as a query in a BLAST search.  

With the publication of literature by van Hoek et al. (2019), information regarding the flanking 
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genes came to light.  In this paper they suggested the CTSB and TRAM2 or XPO1 genes flanked 

the gene cluster in the Komodo Dragon and armed with this information the process to search 

a genome started with finding these two genes.  Then the regions could be further probed 

using the concatemer approach for the beta-defensins that resided between these flanking 

genes.  This improved the speed at which the gene cluster regions could be finalised.   Once 

the region had been identified the raw sequence data was downloaded, the repeat sequences 

masked using the RepeatMasker program and the RepeatMasker output translated into a 6-

frame output which permitted the sequences to be analysed manually at a DNA coding level.  

Every match identified from the BLAST search was manually annotated and highlighted on 

this output for downstream annotations through additional tools.  There was a disadvantage 

to this when it came to finding the first exons by the BLAST tool approach therefore gene 

finding programs were employed to identify these exons.  On top of this, as the first exons 

were somewhat conserved, the already identified first exon DNA sequences could also be 

inputted as a query in iterative BLAST searches. Finally, the output of RepeatMasker of 

identified repetitive sequences within the cluster region was utilised to search gaps that were 

over 3000bp between repeats for Beta-defensin sequences.   The major drawback of this 

method of annotation is that it was extremely time-consuming, however, a large advantage 

is the confidence you gain knowing that such an in-depth, sequence level analysis ensures 

that all unknown beta-defensins were identified.  Splice sites were identified by two different 

slice site programs, which gave an extra level of confidence on exon boundaries.  The two 

programs use different approaches and if a consensus was found then this gave reassurance 

to the finalised beta-defensin sequence.  Santana et al. (2021) employed a more automated 

approach to searching for Beta-defensin cluster in crocodilian genomes.  Their process made 

the use of Hidden Markov Modelling (HMM) where a consensus sequence is produced by 

combining known beta-defensin sequences and subjected the genome to this.  One drawback 

of this is that it is only powerful if you have many sequences to produce a strong robust 

consensus.  When comparing their sequences with the ones identified in this work a few 

differences were identified.  With the lack of manual DNA analysis at sequence level a few 

anomalous results were presented such as genes which weren’t present within the cluster 

region, had extra exons which were not present in the genomic sequence, and genes 

identified which did not have an initiating methionine.  Therefore, it could be argued that the 
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disadvantages of a manual, time consuming approach to identifying beta-defensins would 

outweigh the advantages of a quick automated process. 

Genomic location, organisation, gene number and variation along with some downstream 

analyses have provided an expanding picture into the beta-defensin cluster regions of 

reptiles. The genome assemblies in this work were chosen because they were at 

chromosomal assembly level or at a scaffold level so that it provided the data to completely 

construct and annotate the beta-defensin cluster region and to provide information into the 

location and the genes that flank these regions.  In the genomes of the lizards P. muralis and 

L. agilis, the turtle C. mydas and tortoise G. evgoodei, where chromosomal numbers had been 

confirmed and assembled, the cluster regions resided on chromosome 3.  This is the same as 

the chicken (Hellgren and Ekblom 2010).   However, in the snakes, C. v. viridis and N. naja they 

cluster region was identified on chromosome 1 and T. elegans on chromosome 4.  One could 

hypothesize that these clusters translocated to these chromosomes when snakes diverged 

from the lizard’s lineage.  The same could also be hypothesised for T. elegans separation of 

the Colobridae from the Elepidae clade.  This, however, with further analysis on more species 

would build a truer to life picture of the chromosomal location of the beta-defensin cluster.  

Reptilian beta-defensin genes have been shown to reside in a single gene cluster (van Hoek 

et al. 2019; Santana et al. 2021) which is analogous to birds (Chen et al. 2015, Hellgren et al. 

2010, Cheng et al. 2015) and this is shown in the beta-defensin clusters identified here.  

Research conducted by Cheng (2015) showed conserved synteny between beta-defensin 

clusters and demonstrated that Cathepsin B (CTSB) and translocation associated membrane 

protein 2 (TRAM2) flanked all the defensin regions in birds.  In testudines and crocodylians 

the beta-defensin cluster has been shown to share this synteny, which was confirmed in this 

analysis. However, it was, until this work, unknown if TRAM2 was the flanking gene in lizards 

and snakes (van Hoek et al. 2019).  This analysis proved that the flanking gene in squamates 

confirms that the synteny is not conserved for this order of reptile and that Exportin 1 (XPO1) 

gene flanks the cluster region.  This finding will allow easier identification of novel defensin 

clusters in squamates. 

The number of beta-defensin genes that have been identified in vertebrates is exceptionally 

variable.  Tu et al. (2015) performed In silico analysis of 29 genomes and it was predicted that 

the number of whole genes ranged from 1 in the western clawed frog to 20 in cattle.  14 have 

been identified in birds with exceptions like the Zebra finch having 22 Beta-defensin genes 
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(Hellgren et al. 2010).  This is also the case in reptiles; 37 have been identified in the green 

anole lizard (Dalla Valle et al. 2012), 26 identified in the Chinese soft-shelled tortoise (Yu et 

al. 2016) and 66 variants identified in the Komodo dragon (van Hoek et al. 2019).  This study 

has uncovered similar results.  Lizards showed the greatest number of beta-defensin genes 

ranging from 80 potentially novel defensins in P.  muralis to 64 in L. agilis and 34 in Z. vivipara.  

In snakes the number was also highly variable;15 were identified in C. v. viridis, 27 in N. naja 

and 51 in the T. elegans cluster. Within the testudines G. evgoodei had 47 novel genes and C. 

mydas had 39.  One group identified 18 new beta-defensins in A. mississippiensis and 22 from 

C. porosus (Santana et al. 2021.  In their work they identified these through hidden Markov 

modelling (HMM), however, the method employed in this work contradicted their 

predications as only 14 potential genes were identified in C. porosus residing between CTSB 

and TRAM2.  The genes identified in this study also display slight differences in sequence 

compared to Santana et al. which could be a limitation of the HMM method as more in-depth 

manual sequence analysis is required to fully characterise the small sequences at a DNA level. 

The structure of beta-defensins is usually described as being ribosomally synthesised as a 

preprodefensin.  This represents a signal peptide that is usually a leucine-rich, hydrophobic 

alpha-helix (pre-peptide) and intermediate region denoted the pro-domain and finally a 

mature active peptide, responsible for the peptide ability to show antimicrobial properties, 

with a common three beta-sheet arrangement involving the common cysteine defensin motif.  

These then undergo post-translational modifications such as cleavage of the different parts 

of the peptide to generate the final mature active antimicrobial peptide.  In most cases the 

signal peptide, along with the pro-domain is encoded by the first exon and the mature active 

peptide is encoded by the second exon (Ganz 2003).  This work shows that the gene 

uncovered seem to follow the general rule for the organisational structure of beta-defensins.  

Lizards follow a similar pattern to that described by Dalla Valle et al. (2012) on the work that 

was conducted on the green anole lizard where there was evidence of a three exon structure.  

L. agilis and Z. vivipara exhibited 3 potential beta-defensins with this structure, however it 

must be noted that because the coding sequences for the third exon are typically only a few 

amino acids long the sequences are hard to detect In silico and therefore this is a limitation 

of this workflow.  In snakes the signal peptide is encoded by the first exon and the mature 

peptide is encoded by the second exon, however, they seem to lack the presence of a large 

pro-domain or may even lack this domain completely.  In the testudines they seem to follow 
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the two exon structure which was also described in the Chinese Soft-shelled Tortoise (Benato 

et al. 2013).  Crocodylians also have a two exon structure too, however, Santana et al. (2021) 

describes a four exon structure with the first and second exon encoding the 5’ and 3’-UTR 

respectively.  With the character of beta-defensin genes having relatively small exons this 

provides challenges when identifying these and their boundaries In Silico.  Nevertheless, 

definitive answers will come from transcriptome analyses when the data becomes available.   

All the defensins uncovered have the typical beta-defensin conserved cysteine motif in the 

mature peptide which allows for the intramolecular disulphide bonds to form.  Within this 

sequence a Glycine-X-Cystine arrangement is somewhat conserved in this sequence.  This 

arrangement is thought the be responsible for forming a ‘bulge’ that allows for the correct 

folding and native structure within the mature peptide (Tu et al. 2015).  Additionally, a 

conserved signal peptide was observed in all the beta-defensins.  Most of the beta-defensins 

had a small or non-existent pro-domain, however, in lizards, testudines and crocodylians 

exhibited a few defensins within their cluster regions that possessed large pro-domains in the 

primary sequences.  These were encoded by the first exon in all cases.  Recently long pro-

domains were described in crocodylians (Santana et al. 2021; Tang et al. 2018).  Tang et al. 

analysed the beta-defensins with long pro-domains from the Chinese alligator and found 

them to be very similar to mammalian alpha-defensins in their physical properties, sharing 

comparable net charges, hydrophobicity, and length.  This observation could suggest there 

could potentially be a unique connection between these long pro-domain beta-defensins and 

their alpha defensin counterparts.  

It was shown that in alpha-defensins this long pro-domain balances the charge of the mature 

active peptide potentially keeping it inactive during synthesis and reducing host cytotoxicity 

(Michealson et al. 1992).  In the beta-defensins possessing this long pro-domain region was 

investigated and it was found that this charge balance was broadly similar to alpha-defensins 

identified in the studies outlined above.   As mentioned earlier beta-defensins undergo 

several post-translational modifications.  Ganz (2003) describes how the different domains of 

the prepropeptide of alpha-defensins in myeloid cells undergo changes as the peptide 

transitions from being newly synthesised through to becoming a mature active peptide.  Ganz 

describes that during defensin synthesis the signal peptide is rapidly removed with 

subsequent proteolytic processing with final cleavage of the pro-domain into the mature 

peptide occurring in the maturing granules.  Once matured the neutrophils are released into 
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the blood whereby these granules with high defensin concentration assist in degradation of 

microorganisms during phagocytosis.  This sequential cell sorting may provide the protection 

against cytotoxicity, hence the evolutionary result of this long pro-defensin region. It has been 

found that these long pro-domain beta-defensins are highly expressed in the organs of the 

digestive tract (Tang et al. 2018) with a similar expression pattern observed in mammalian 

alpha-defensins (Selsted and Ouellette 2005) and therefore could offer insights into the 

evolutionary link between the reptilian long pro-domain beta-defensins and the mammalian 

alpha-defensins.  More characterisation studies would further elucidate these similarities.  

Mature active beta-defensins are often described as being cationic, however, several of the 

reptilian mature beta-defensins found in this work possess an overall net negative charge.  All 

the species analysed in this work were found to hold these beta-defensins in their cluster 

regions with the lizards having the most numerous anionic mature peptides.   This has been 

described in the Chinese alligator (Tang et al. 2018), Komodo dragon (van Hoek et al. 2019), 

Green Anole lizard (Dalla Valle et al. 2012).  This could be the first time that anionic defensins 

have been identified in snakes and testudines.   

Observations from the selection analyses conducted in this work suggests that reptilian beta-

defensins have high rates of gene duplication events with high rates of sequence variability 

which results in numerous orthologues and paralogues among the different species to give 

rise to a large difference in total gene number.  Several mechanisms may be involved in these 

differences.  The beta-defensin clusters characterised in this study showed varying degree of 

synteny between orthologous genes within the species groups.  The genes closest the CTSB 

showed the most homology between species but as the genes moved further along the 

cluster towards TRAM2/XPO1, they became more variable.   Within species groups many one-

to-one orthologous gene were identified such as what was described in crocodylia (Santana 

et al. 2021) and in the testudines.  However, we observe that when looking at orthology in 

snakes and lizards this becomes less certain and could be down the different rates of 

duplication/extinction rates that have been previously seen among different species (Semple 

et al. 2005).  These differences may prove difficult to describe one-to-one orthology between 

different orders of reptiles, although more phylogenetic analyses could uncover some of 

these answers. 

It is common thought that gene clusters arise from duplication events such as unequal-

crossover and mismatch pairing during meiosis, but this model of gene duplication only 
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describes concerted evolution and as such doesn’t describe the formation of 

pseudogenisation and neofuctionalisation within these gene clusters.   A ‘birth and death’ 

model has been used to describe duplication/extinction events within multigene families of 

the immune system (Nei and Hughes 1992; Nei et al.1997).  This model describes that the 

gene duplication and subsequent diversification and pseudogenisation are routine especially 

within immune system gene families.  New genes are created by duplication events and some 

genes are maintained in the genome for a long period of time whereas some genes are 

deleted or become non-functional over time to become pseudogenes.  Looking at phylogeny 

of the sequences within the gene cluster evidence for this model is present.  This is more 

noticeable in species where gene copy number is high such as the lizards, snakes and 

testudines analysed here.  The tortoise, G. evgoodei, demonstrates this particularly well.  The 

dot plot shows two areas within the cluster with high level of duplications, and this 

corresponds to the phylogeny where the paralogous genes are grouped into two distinct 

branches.  There are also examples of this in the P. muralis cluster region too. 

The cluster regions analysed in this work show several different duplication events.  Tandem 

gene duplications have been seen in most of the species but there is also evidence for cluster 

duplications in some species.  In the T. elegans cluster region dot plot and within the 

sequences shown in the multiple sequence alignment corresponds to a region of around 300 

kb that has duplicated to give rise to a region containing up to 10 nearly identical beta-

defensins in two different tandem groups.  Genomic Inversion events have also been 

identified as another mechanism to generate variation within the cluster regions.  This was 

identified when analysing conservation of synteny in the three lizard species.  Each of the 

cluster regions showed inversion of one or more large segments when compared to one or 

the other species within this analysis. It seems that within the cluster regions that there are 

many different mechanisms that play a role in driving variation which would reinforce 

functional diversification within the beta-defensin genes within these clusters subsequently 

ensuring the survival of the species when confronted with pathogenic challenges.   

In evolution, there is often a back-and-forth direction of change between positive and 

negative Darwinian selection as different forces apply pressures to the species.  Gene 

duplication is therefore a fundamental process by which novel proteins with novel functions 

evolve and it is therefore useful to identify which direction genes, parts of genes and 

individual residues are travelling in, for example how genes may acquire novel biological 
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functions.  This will inevitably help scientists to understand why the genes may have formed 

this way and help potentially bring the knowledge forward for harnessing these properties 

into novel uses in real-world situations which may help mankind.  To shed light on these 

processes different analyses were performed to determine what selection pressures are 

occurring, firstly on different parts of the gene and then looking in finer detail what selection 

pressure the residues at a sequence level are under.  Looking into synonymous (dS) and 

nonsynonymous (dN) nucleotide substitutions gives an insight into the evolutionary 

divergence of the mutations within these duplications (Hughes 1999). Synonymous or silent 

mutations are usually invisible to natural selection as these are mutations that don’t alter the 

amino acid in the protein sequence as the codons are shared (Akashi 1995), whereas, 

nonsynonymous mutations change the amino acid codon, which may be under greater 

selection pressure.  In this study we used a statistical method devised by Nei and Gojobori 

(1986).  The ratios were computed using the SNAP program on the HIV database online server 

which calculated pairwise comparisons of each gene within the cluster.  The ratios were 

plotted to provide a visual representation of the distribution of these ratios.  From the signal 

peptides produced in the IP server and the mature peptide these followed observations in 

that the signal peptide was undergoing negative/purifying selection and the mature peptide 

was still under slight neutral selection.  The conservation of sequences in the signal peptide 

are to be expected as this region of the beta-defensin is largely undergoing purifying selection 

as there is a high degree of homology within these sequences.  The interesting observation is 

that one may expect to see more of a positive selection distribution in the mature peptide as 

this region of the beta-defensins, involved in host defence, required to change due to the 

pressure given by host/pathogens dynamics.  However, this may be saturated by the cystine 

motif that is a conserved characteristic of beta-defensins.  There may be other pitfalls with 

this method when looking at paralogous sequences within species.  In the literature similar 

analysis has been reported with more phylogenically robust orthologues along newly 

duplicated gene clusters within the chicken and zebra finch (Hellgren et al. 2010).  In addition, 

an iteration of the test YN00 test, from the PAML program (Yang 2007) involving more recent 

statistical tests would reveal that some pairwise comparisons were too divergent to bring 

back a meaningful answer, therefore more development of statistical workflows needs to be 

done in this area if cluster regions genes are to be analysed with confidence.  However, it still 

provides a useful overall picture of the different regions of the beta-defensins gene selection 
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pressures. Thus, with these limitations, a different strategy may need to be employed for 

future work.   

Identifying residues within a protein that might be undergoing positive or negative selection 

might give insights into which residues are important in the biological function.  Previous work 

has shown that positively selected sites are largely restricted to this region with the signal and 

pro-domain being largely unaffected (Maxwell et al. 2003; Morrison et al. 2003) so the 

decision was made to concentrate site wise analysis on the mature peptide.  There was 

considerable variation with the sites undergoing different selection pressures.  In Lizards 

there were between 2-5 sites that were undergoing positive selection and many more, 

between 17-21 sites undergoing purifying selection.  In snakes between 4 and 17 sites within 

the T. elegans second exon are undergoing positive selection and 7-13 sites undergoing 

negative selection. In testudines 13-18 site undergo positive and between 8-9 site undergo 

negative selection.  Finally, in the crocodilian 2-4 sites undergoing positive selection and 12-

13 sites undergoing negative selection.   The 17 sites within the T. elegans and 17-21 site 

within the testudines second exons shows that these regions are undergoing significant 

positive selection suggesting that the beta-defensins may be acquiring novel biological 

functions which may not be completely understood and fit with the current theories of the 

role of the beta-defensin active mature peptide.  The sites subjected to negative selection 

were the GxC residues part of the 6 cystine conserved Beta-defensin motif and these tend to 

be situated between the motif were where many of the positive sites were positioned.  This 

could hint that these regions in the ‘bulge’ confer that they are likely to play a role in its 

function or shape.  Similar findings were found within mouse and human defensins whereby 

the beta-sheet arrangement with cystine pairing largely unaffected and the loop or bulge 

regions showing most positive selection (Semple et al. 2005).  Cheng et al. 2015 describes 

that they detected negative selection (overall mean dN < dS) in most of the genes examined 

where the conservation of amino acid residues was a prerequisite to maintain the 

functionality of beta-defensins, however positive selection was involved the diversification of 

these genes at specific codon sites.  Duplicated sites are subjected to a greater selection 

pressure because unnecessary identical copies won’t be preserved in the genome, therefore 

the need to diversify will allow for this retention.  On the other hand, single copy genes with 

many nonsynonymous substitutions in pathogen-binding will ultimately be fatal and as a 

result some degree of purifying selection needs to be maintained (Chen et al 2015).  The 
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variation of such regions and sites within these peptides also shows that the ‘arms race’ 

between pathogen and host is an ongoing battle for survival.  Additionally with these findings, 

novel synthetic defensin-like peptides could be explored for novel antimicrobial functions and 

activities.  Directed evolution techniques along with high throughput analyses could play an 

important role in the development of new antimicrobials. 

Transposable elements and repetitive sequences are a large proportion of the genome 

(Biémont & Vieira 2006) and play a role in the evolution of species (Cordaux & Batzer 2009). 

Analysis into the repeat sequences landscape of the Beta-defensin gene cluster regions were 

undertaken.  RepeatMasker with RepBase tetrapod database was used against these regions 

to build a picture of the different types of repeat sequence and to give a picture on the 

abundance of the different types within.  Between 17-32% in squamates, 49-53% in 

testudines and 37-39% of the cluster region was highlighted as containing a repetitive 

sequence within the cluster region.  The predominant repeat elements in all the species 

analysed was Long Interspersed Nuclear Elements (LINEs) and CR1 repeats being the most 

abundant within this class of retroelements accounting for around 74-79% in testudines, 83-

88%in crocodylia and 44-75% In squamates.  DNA transposons were also a large proportion 

of the repeat sequences identified.  With these repeat sequences in such abundance in these 

regions it could be hypothesised that these could be drivers for the evolution of beta-defensin 

by way of duplication by retrotransposition or unequal cross-over (Zhang 2003).  Chen et al. 

(2015) investigated the repeat landscape of the golden pheasant and hwamei Beta-defensin 

genes and proposed a model of duplication dependant strand annealing model for a gene 

duplication mechanism in which after a double strand break the broken ends of the DNA 

strand ‘searches’ for nearby homologous sequences which are then repaired to for newly 

duplicated regions within a closely situated DNA region.  They propose this mechanism almost 

down to the ubiquity of the repeat elements within the genomic sequences.  Further analysis 

into this could provide a deeper understanding of how these regions become highly 

duplicated.  It would also be beneficial to see if these regions show a higher proportion of 

repetitive sequences compared to a genomic level to also add substance to the vital question.  

Unfortunately, this was not performed as more computing power was required to achieve 

this. 

Conservation of synteny studies between species have been investigated in several studies 

(Schutte et al. 2002; Radhakrishnan et al. 2007; Cheng et al. 2015; Santana 2021) with only 
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Santana et al. exploring data from reptilian species, namely four crocodilian species, hence 

there is a need to further explore this within reptiles.  This work studied three different reptile 

clades, three snake, three lizard and two testudine cluster regions for syntenic similarities and 

differences.  Within each cluster there was varying degrees of homology within the gene 

sequences and genomic organisation.  As outlined earlier, the lizards showed conservation of 

synteny with the flanking genes however there were differences within the cluster region.  

The genes leading away from CTSB showed a high degree of one-to-one homology but as the 

gene become more distant from the CTSB this is where more of the variation began to 

happen.  This could suggest that genes were present before the separation into the species 

that we see currently.  Genomic inversions were also present when comparing the three 

species indicating an unidentified mechanism present for genomic variation to occur.    

However, these differences add to the evolutionary picture of the defensin region in lizards. 

The P. muralis cluster region also contained several paralogous genes in two highly duplicated 

regions when compared to the other lizard species and this region could be a useful 

evolutionary model to explore, why it may have arisen and give insights into the mechanisms 

of duplication within these clusters in reptiles.  The conservation of synteny in snakes also 

provided an interesting illustration into the variability between species.  As before CTSB and 

XPO1 flanked the cluster regions and as with the lizards the first few beta-defensins leading 

away from CTSB showed the most homology within the three species.  There was a region 

within the T. elegans cluster that showed genus specific beta-defensins which were absent 

from the other two species.  When looking into the phylogeny of the snakes this set of beta-

defensins could be isolated to the Colubridae family of snakes and could have arisen with the 

separation of Colubridae from Elapidae families. In addition, there was a set of beta-defensins 

that were specific to the T. elegans and N. naja which could be specific to Colubridae and 

Elapidae families.  With more sequencing of snake genomes in the future this data could be 

further reinforced.  The testudines cluster regions showed a large amount of homology 

covering the whole cluster region with just one expanded region of paralogues in the G. 

evgoodei cluster.  Tang et al. (2018) identified a similar pattern in the Chinese Alligator 

whereby a number of beta-defensin paralogues with long pro-domain regions showed to have 

predominant expression in the intestinal tract.  These are like the identified paralogues in G. 

evgoodei and could serve a similar function.    
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A method for cloning, expression, and purification of a mature beta-defensin peptide was 

explored.  To allow successful expression of the MSBD1 mature peptide a suitable expression 

vector system had to be constructed.  A maltose binding protein fusion peptide was used as 

it increases the solubility of the fusion partner and allows easy purification via an amylose 

resin (Li & Leong 2011; Li et al. 2014; Vu et al. 2014) and to alleviate the possibility of toxicity 

to the expression strain.  The peptide was tagged to MBP with an intermediate Tobacco Etch 

Virus protease (TEVp) recognition sequence to liberate the fused MSBD1 peptide.  A 

restriction free cloning method was used to allow precise insertion of the sequences into the 

vector which allowed the peptide to have the exact sequence as the native sequence from 

the isolated gene from the genomic sequence.  This method worked very well, expression was 

achieved in the soluble fraction and purification through the amylose resin was accomplished 

with high purity.  The TEVp was able to isolate the peptide with efficiency. The Shuffle® (New 

England Biolabs) E. coli expression strain was used for its efficiency to produce proteins with 

the correct folding and cysteine pairings.  Despite being expressed there were no in-house 

apparatus which would allow the correct cystine pairing to be confirmed.  At this point in the 

process, optimisations would be needed to produce enough protein for further analyses.  To 

successfully visualise the small 4.5kDa MSBD1 peptide through conventional SDS-PAGE with 

Coomassie staining a Tricine gel with silver staining would be needed to confirm the presence 

of the peptide.  Another limitation in the characterisation of the peptide was to establish if 

there were soluble aggregates. Li & Leong (2011) described their peptide, hBD25, using size 

exclusion chromatography to deduce the size of their peptide in its native states.  This could 

be why MSBD1 did not show any antimicrobial properties when it was cleaved from the MBP 

fusion partner.  Possible supplementary evidence for this is that the MBP and TEVp have a 

poly histidine tag which can be separated from the cleaved MSBD1 peptide by immobilised 

metal affinity chromatography (IMAC).  When this was performed on the post cleavage 

mixture the MSBD1 peptide should come with the flowthrough and the MBP and TEVp should 

bind to the column, thus allowing purification of the MSBD1 peptide. However, there was 

evidence of uncleaved MBP-MSBD1 fusion protein in the flowthrough.  This could be due to 

steric hindrance of the poly histidine tag by the formation of the soluble aggregate.  

Therefore, a refolding strategy was performed on the post cleaved mixture of peptides.  Once 

the mixture had been denatured the refolding of the proteins on size exclusion column was 

performed.  There was an issue of the absorbance of the low concentrations of TEVp and 
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MSBD1.  As the refolding buffer had a raised background absorbance there was not sufficient 

concentrations of peptide in the sample to rase above this and see a definitive peak on the 

chromatogram.  Along with not being able to visualise the peptide through SDS-PAGE this 

made deducing which fraction contained the peptide very difficult.   Therefore, a pooling of 

fractions with concentration and diafiltration was undertaken.  This had two functions.  

Firstly, to identify if the MSBD peptide was isolated and if there was sufficient concentration 

of peptide to show on SDS-PAGE to allow antimicrobial screening tests. Secondly to buffer 

exchange into a lower salt buffer as it has been shown that high concentrations of salt affect 

impact the efficacy of the antimicrobial ability of beta-defensins (Crovella et al. 2005).  With 

these downstream procedures performed the concentrated/diafiltered MSBD1 fraction was 

unable to be visualised on SDS-PAGE and did not show any antimicrobial activity against gram 

+/- bacteria.  Several factors could be influencing this.  There was not sufficient concentration 

peptide to allow inhibition of growth, the target of the beta-defensin may be too specific to 

a particular organism or virus which is unknown or that it doesn’t have an antimicrobial 

function for example may be involved in an unknown immune function such as chemotaxis.  

Overall, more optimisation of this method is needed to fully ascertain a downstream process 

which is robust enough to fully explore the properties of reptilian beta-defensins.  One such 

strategy which could be investigated would be when purifying the fusion MBP-MSBD1 protein 

from the clarified lysate by affinity chromatography instead of binding and eluting the fusion 

as per protocol the fusion could be bound to the column, washed with equilibration buffer, 

then applying the TEVp to the column and allowing to sit overnight.  Then once the cleavage 

had occurred on the column a IMAC column could be applied in series.  These columns could 

then be washed using the equilibration buffer as before.  The TEVp would then bind to the 

second column allowing the liberated MSBD1 protein to be collected from the mixture.   
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Critical Reflection 

 

This doctoral journey has presented many challenges that have impacted the completion of 

this study.  When I started this work in 2017, I joined the recently formed School of Health 

Sciences at Birmingham City University.  During this time the university campus was going 

through the construction of a new purpose-built laboratory facility, however, this presented 

the first of a series of challenges.  The new research laboratories were severely delayed, and 

I could not start the practical aspects of this study.  Therefore, the scope of the study had to 

be changed to one that focused on original work but outside the scope of the laboratory 

environment.  It was decided to follow a bioinformatic route of study with more of the 

emphasis on gene discovery, characterisation of the gene clusters and evolutionary analysis 

of the genes within these clusters.  With a large amount novel information yet to be gathered, 

this could be attainable with open-source data and without the need for sophisticated 

laboratory equipment.  With data freely available through the NCBI databases, newly 

sequenced reptilian genomes were ready for analysis.  However, there was quite a drawback 

with undertaking these types of analyses, particularly when it came to the 

synonymous/nonsynonymous substitution rates and other more in-depth bioinformatic work 

that involved a comprehension of coding and statistical work contained in this area.  This area 

of the research went beyond the areas of knowledge available at BCU.  Fortunately, I was able 

to reach out to the wider scientific community, through forums I had found online and by 

contacting academics at other institutions, about how these programs and I was able to 

ascertain how they worked and the meanings of their outputs.  This proved to be quite a 

challenge as what I had stumbled upon was quite niche and I was unfortunately unable to 

find confirmation of the answers I needed to give me the total confidence in my work, but 

not to say that the work was invalid.  However, as time passed the new facility had become 

more complete and the design of my practical work started.  By design, I incorporated work I 

was able to undertake due to equipment available, notably protein purification by use of the 

AKTA FPLC.  I also wanted to design the practical work which would enhance my skills needed 

to enter the biotechnology sector after my studies had ended.  I found at this stage that the 

budget for the practical undertaking was not sufficient.  This required me become innovative 

and ‘think out of the box’ being as efficient as I could with the resources available to me at 

the time.  This is something I would later come to see as an advantage and a skill much needed 
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and valued in the commercial sector.  Working in industry reaffirms that in a development 

environment you are strongly encouraged achieve as much as possible with the minimum 

number of resources possible.   

 

As this work was commencing the world experienced the Covid-19 pandemic and all practical 

studies ceased.  Back to the drawing board.  Returning to the work I had initially started; the 

lock down gave me the chance to expand this work as it was possible to undertake this work 

remotely.  By this point I had only analysed a few genomes and decided to investigate more 

species bringing the total of annotated complete gene clusters to 10, covering all 4 reptile 

groups.  Then with the final 18 months of my studies arriving, I was able to write my thesis, 

explore more sequences, and when possible, try and undertake some laboratory work.  Due 

to two extra lock downs the scope of my practical work was very limited compared to what I 

initially set out to do but nevertheless, I learned the skills to enable me to secure my first job 

working for Cobra Biologics as a development scientist, which was necessary to obtain 

employment due to the expiration of my registration and my bursary.  Without the access to 

the specialist equipment at BCU I do not think I would have been successful in this application, 

and I am thankful for that opportunity.  When my studies finished, I had the difficult time of 

writing up my thesis whilst trying to settle into a new and demanding job.  This naturally took 

time and several extensions to my submission date to enable me to finally achieve this body 

of work, of which I am proud.  I now see at the end of this journey that studying for a PhD can 

be a lonely furrow to plough with many ups and downs along the way.  Nevertheless, I would 

encourage anyone with the possible opportunity to take it as this journey will enrich and 

develop you in more ways than you would have imagined at the outset. 
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Concluding remarks and future work 

 

Reptiles have a robust innate immune system and are evolutionarily ancient so investigating 

this class of animals may provide a picture of a small part of their immune properties.  This 

work hopes to further our understanding and potentially offer new antimicrobials to help 

fight antimicrobial resistance.  As we have seen there is a great variety of beta-defensins 

including charge, structure, and number.  By identifying these novel, previously unknown 

clusters will give a foundation for further research which will provide more answers into the 

potential, future use of these peptides in a medical and industrial settings.  Unfortunately, 

the work conducted in the laboratory had a few limitations which would need more work to 

gain a better understanding for producing and investigating these peptides.  Therefore, this 

work provides several interesting directions future research could be conducted on.  With the 

genomic DNA and genes within the cluster region identified, analysis of regulatory sequences 

may provide answers into what external responses these genes are expressed and what 

tissues they may be specific to.  In addition, do they undergo coordinate regulation?  This 

work may provide the basis into the evolutionary origins of these ancient genes.  A more 

global study of the phylogeny of the reptilian beta-defensins from each of the species here 

could offer more understanding.  Finally, optimisation of the upstream and downstream 

production process could allow these peptides to be produced, firstly, in quantities and speed 

to analyse these novel peptides but also as the basis to potentially being scaled up for 

commercial use.  
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9. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

9.1 Computer based resources 

 

9.1.1 Multiple Sequence Alignments 

 

CLUSTAL X was used to produce all Multiple Sequence Alignments in this work. 

 

9.1.2 Phylogenetic trees 

 

Clustal Multiple Sequence Alignments in phylip format were uploaded  to the IQ-tree 

webserver (http://iqtree.cibiv.univie.ac.at/) to produce trees under maximun liklihood using 

1000 bootstrap replicates.  The Newick output was then visualised and manipulated using 

FigTree V1.4.4. 

 

9.1.3 Signal peptide prediction 

 

Signal peptides were predicted using the SignalIP-5.0 server at 

https://services.healthtech.dtu.dk/service.php?SignalP-5.0  

 

9.1.4 Selection analysis  

 

To perform selection analysis on both a gene-wise and site-wise level, codon multiple 

sequence alignments (MSA) were needed for the the downstream programs to run.  To do 

this CLUSTAL X was used to produce an amino acid MSA.  To produce this into a codon based 

MSA a FASTA DNA file along with the Amino acid MSA were uploaded into the form based at 

http://www.bork.embl.de/pal2nal/ (Suyama et al. 2006). 

 

 

 

 

 

http://iqtree.cibiv.univie.ac.at/
https://services.healthtech.dtu.dk/service.php?SignalP-5.0
http://www.bork.embl.de/pal2nal/
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9.1.5 Gene-Wise Selection analysis 

 

The gene-wise analysis was based on the methods described in Nei and Gojobori (1986) 

where the rates of synonymous (dS) and nonsynonymous (dN) substitions were investigated.  

To produce the data the codon alignments for the signal peptide and mature/second exons 

were uploaded into The Synonymous and Nonsynonymous Analysis Program at 

https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/SNAP/SNAP.html (Korber 2000).  The outputs 

for the proportion of (dS) and (dN) were plotted against each other using Excel. 

 

9.1.6 Site-wise Selection Analysis 

 

Selection analysis of the individual amino acids within the second exon was performed using 

HyPhy (Pond et al. 2005; Pond et al. 2005a). The mature peptide or second exon was analysed 

to see which individual amino acid sites were undergoing selection.  Positive and negative 

selection was tested by three different methods, fixed effects likelihood (FEL) (Pond et al 

2005b) mixed effects model of evolution (MEME) (Murrell et al. 2012) to detect positive 

selection at individual sites and fast unconstrained Bayesian approximation (FUBAR) (Murrell 

et al. 2013)  MEME detects episodic positive/diversifying selection but does not detect 

negative/purifying selection like FEL.  FUBAR can detect both episodic positive/negative 

selection at individual sites.  The following significance levels were used for P0.1 for FEL and 

MEME, posterior probability  90 for FUBAR.  The sites that were undergoing positive or 

negative selection were plotted on an amino acid sequence logo produced using the Weblogo 

server (Crooks et al. 2004). 

 

9.1.7 Genome DNA Alignment Software 

 

Conservation of synteny within the cluster regions were aligned using Artemis ACT: the 

Artemis Comparison Tool (Carver et al. 2005) and Mauve - multiple genome alignment 

(Darling et al. 2004). 

 

 

 

https://www.hiv.lanl.gov/content/sequence/SNAP/SNAP.html
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9.1.8 DNA sequencing data 

 

All DNA sequences were obtained from the National Centre for Biotechnology Information 

databases. 

 

9.1.9 Protein Characterisation 

 

Protein characterisation was undertaken using the ProtParam tool on the Expasy server at 

https://web.expasy.org/protparam/. (Gasteiger et al. 2005) 

 

 

9.2 LABORATORY PROCEDURES 

 

9.2.1 DNA Extraction Protocol for Shed Reptile Skins 

 

A 1-inch square piece of shed skin (cut up) was placed into 900 µL of cell lysis buffer (10 mM 

Tris-base, 100 mM EDTA, 2% sodium dodecyl sulphate [SDS], pH 8.0) along with 9 µL of 

proteinase K 20 mg/mL (ThermoScientific). The sample was mixed thoroughly and then placed 

in a dry heat block (or water bath) at 55°C, vortexed every hour for three hours and then left 

overnight.  The sample was cooled to room temperature (Note: the skin does not dissolve 

after proteinase K digestion, but the DNA is released into solution) and 4 µL of RNase A 10 

mg/mL (ThermoScientific) was added, mixed and placed in a 37°C water bath for 1 h. 

 

The sample was then cooled to room temperature again, and 300 µL of 7.5 M ammonium 

acetate are added and placed on ice for 10–15 min then centrifuged at top speed (ca. 13–14k 

rpm) for 3 min to pellet the skin remnants, SDS and cell debris.  The supernatant was drawn 

off and added to a microcentrifuge tube containing 900 µL of isopropanol, this was mixed and 

centrifuged immediately at top speed for (16000× g) 2 min to pellet the DNA to the bottom 

of the tube.  After centrifugation, the isopropanol was poured off, and the pellet washed with 

500 µL of 70% ethanol. The sample was then centrifuged as before for 2 min, the ethanol was 

removed and then the sample placed in a vacuum concentrator (or the tube can be inverted 

https://web.expasy.org/protparam/
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at room temperature for 15–20 min) until all traces of ethanol had evaporated.  The DNA 

pellet was then resuspended in 30–100 µL of TE buffer (10 mM Tris- base, 0.1 mM EDTA, pH 

8.0). 

 

9.2.2 Plasmid and expression strain selection 

 

As beta-defensins are antimicrobial, a fusion protein strategy was employed.  A Maltose 

Binding Protein (MBP) fusion vector was chosen as this has advantages of increasing solubility 

of the expressed protein and to alleviate potential toxic effects of expressing an antimicrobial 

peptide in E. coli.  A pMAL-c6T vector was purchased from New England Biolabs.  SHuffle® T7 

Competent E. coli was purchased from New England Biolabs.  This strain was chosen as it has 

been specifically engineered to allow the formation of disulphide bonds between cysteine 

residues in the cytoplasm.  Beta-defensins contain 3 cystine bonds within their structure and 

this strain should help achieve a desired correctly folded peptide.  

 

9.2.3 Restriction Free Cloning  

 

Restriction Free (RF) cloning is a PCR based method that allows for the insertion of a sequence 

into a plasmid without the need for restriction enzymes to cut the DNA and then a ligase to 

stitch the insert and plasmid together.  It utilises large dual annealing primers in order to allow 

annealing to template genomic DNA for gene of interest amplification and for inserting into 

the plasmid multiple cloning site overcoming the limitations when the restriction sites are not 

present.  High-fidelity PCR is first used to amplify the insert sequence from your desired 

template.  In this case it was genomic DNA isolated from the shed python snakeskin.  Once 

this PCR reaction was completed the fragment was then purified and used as the ‘mega-

primer’ for use in the secondary PCR reaction using the plasmid as a template whereby the 

whole plasmid is amplified.  When the newly synthesised PCR products anneal the mega 

primers act as complementary overhangs to the parental plasmid that circularise forming a 

nicked hybrid molecule.  Dpn1 restriction enzyme (Thermoscientific) was used to degrade the 

methylated parental plasmid and leaving behind the unmethylated daughter plasmid with the 

insert intact and ready to transform directly into the competent bacteria.  Transformation has 

to take place in a DAM+ bacterial strain as the Dpn1 is used to selectively digest the parental 
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DNA after the second reaction therefore purification will produce methylated plasmids once 

grown out (figure 9.1) 

Hybrid primers were designed (figure 9.2 and section 9.2.4) to facilitate RF cloning of the 

python exon.  Forward and reverse primers were located at each end of the desired region of 

the python second exon making sure the codons were aligned with the sequence to keep the 

reading frame and to also introduce a stop codon at the end.  As well as this the primer pair 

for insertion of the Multiple Cloning Site (MCS) was established.   These primers were then 

put into a Tm calculator to ensure annealing temperatures were correct, according to best 

practices (Dieffenbach et al 1993, Angelica and Fong 2010).  It is recommended that the side 

of the primers for the insert be at 55C and 60C for the side of primer for the plasmid. 

 

Figure 9.1 Schematic of the RF cloning protocol.   

Hybrid primers are designed with complementary sequences to insert (Blue) and plasmid 

(green) and a first round of PCR is then performed to produce a ‘mega-primer” with the insert 

sequence flanked by sequences complementary to the desired position in the MCS.  A second 

round of PCR is performed whereby the mega-primer initiates replication of the parental 

plasmid (Red).  Since the parental plasmid is replicated, mega-primer binding on the daughter 

plasmid fails to expose the 3’-end for elongation and therefore a linear product is produced.  

This daughter plasmid is then transformed into DAM+ strains for purification before being in 

downstream processes. 
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A. Plasmid Sequence – Plasmid pMAL-c6T Vector (New England Biolabs) 

 
     2641 AGACTAATTCGAGCTCGAACAACAACAACAATAACAATAACAACAACCTCGGGGAGAACC 2700 

          ----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----| 

     2641 TCTGATTAAGCTCGAGCTTGTTGTTGTTGTTATTGTTATTGTTGTTGGAGCCCCTCTTGG 2700 

 
     2701 TGTACTTCCAGATGCTGATGGGCGGCCGCGATATCGTCGACGGATCCGAATTCCCTGCAG 2760 

          ----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----| 

     2701 ACATGAAGGTCTACGACTACCCGCCGGCGCTATAGCAGCTGCCTAGGCTTAAGGGACGTC 2760 

 
     2761 GTAATTAAATAAGCTTCAAATAAAACGAAAGGCTCAGTCGAAAGACTGGGCCTTTCGTTT 2820 

          ----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----| 

     2761 CATTAATTTATTCGAAGTTTATTTTGCTTTCCGAGTCAGCTTTCTGACCCGGAAAGCAAA 2820 

 

 
B. Insert sequence from Python Molurus Bivittatus – Accession no NW_006538925.1 

 

          S  T  A  A  Q  S  S  F  H  L  Q  Q  R  C  R  P  L  V  Q  V     F1 

           P  Q  P  H  R  V  P  F  I  C  S  S  V  A  G  H  W  C  K  C    F2 

            H  S  R  T  E  F  L  S  F  A  A  A  L  P  A  I  G  A  S  A   F3 

    10561 TCCACAGCCGCACAGAGTTCCTTTCATTTGCAGCAGCGTTGCCGGCCATTGGTGCAAGTG 10620 

          ----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----| 

    10561 AGGTGTCGGCGTGTCTCAAGGAAAGTAAACGTCGTCGCAACGGCCGGTAACCACGTTCAC 10620 

           E  V  A  A  C  L  E  K  *  K  C  C  R  Q  R  G  N  T  C  T    F6 

          N  W  L  R  V  S  N  R  E  N  A  A  A  N  G  A  M  P  A  L     F5 

            G  C  G  C  L  T  G  K  M  Q  L  L  T  A  P  W  Q  H  L  H   F4 

 

 

          P  I  I  C  S  W  W  K  H  S  L  R  Q  C  P  *  L  L  W  H     F1 

           R  L  S  V  H  G  G  N  T  V  S  G  S  V  H  D  C  C  G  T    F2 

            D  Y  L  F  M  V  E  T  Q  S  P  A  V  S  M  I  V  V  A  H   F3 

    10621 CCGATTATCTGTTCATGGTGGAAACACAGTCTCCGGCAGTGTCCATGATTGTTGTGGCAC 10680 

          ----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----| 

    10621 GGCTAATAGACAAGTACCACCTTTGTGTCAGAGGCCGTCACAGGTACTAACAACACCGTG 10680 

           G  I  I  Q  E  H  H  F  C  L  R  R  C  H  G  H  N  N  H  C    F6 

          A  S  *  R  N  M  T  S  V  C  D  G  A  T  D  M  I  T  T  A     F5 

            R  N  D  T  *  P  P  F  V  T  E  P  L  T  W  S  Q  Q  P  V   F4 

 

 

          T  R  L  S  *  R  S  P  F  A  I  Q  R  K  R  F  L  I  S  L     F1 

           L  G  C  H  K  G  P  P  L  L  F  R  E  S  G  F  *  L  V  W    F2 

            *  A  V  I  K  V  P  L  C  Y  S  E  K  A  V  F  N  *  F  G   F3 

    10681 ACTAGGCTGTCATAAAGGTCCCCCTTTGCTATTCAGAGAAAGCGGTTTTTAATTAGTTTG 10740 

          ----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----|----:----| 

    10681 TGATCCGACAGTATTTCCAGGGGGAAACGATAAGTCTCTTTCGCCAAAAATTAATCAAAC 10740 

           V  L  S  D  Y  L  D  G  K  A  I  *  L  F  R  N  K  I  L  K    F6 

          C  *  A  T  M  F  T  G  R  Q  *  E  S  F  A  T  K  L  *  N     F5 

            S  P  Q  *  L  P  G  G  K  S  N  L  S  L  P  K  *  N  T  Q   F4 

 

 

Figure 9.2 Translation map of sequences for RF Cloning. 

A) Plasmid sequence showing multiple cloning region (red) and part of primers used from 

mega primer (blue). B) Second exon of Python Beta-defensin (yellow) and part of primers 

(green).   
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9.2.4 Primers 

 

Forward Primer  

Plasmid annealing = 60°C        Target annealing = 55°C    Length = 42 

CGGGGAGAACCTGTACTTCCAG AAGGGGGACCTTTATGACAG 

 

Reverse Primer  

Plasmid annealing = 59°C         Target annealing = 55°C    Length = 49 

TGAAGCTTATTTAATTACCTGCAGGGAATTC TCATTTGCAGCAGCGTTG 

 

Hybrid primers showing both regions and the sequences used. 

 

9.2.5 PCR Reaction Protocols 

 

The Insert reaction was set up by mixing 20l Nuclease Free Water, 10l 2x PCR Master mix 

(Phusion Flash High-Fidelity, Thermo Scientific), 0.5M Hybrid Primers (MERCK) and 2l 

Template DNA (Python Snakeskin).  The reaction conditions were an initial denaturation cycle 

at  98C for 2 minutes, an annealing cycle at 50C for 30 seconds, an  extension cycle at 72C 

for 10 seconds and denaturing cycle at 98C for 10 seconds a total of 40x cycles. Plasmid 

reaction was set up by the mixing of 50l Nuclease Free Water, 25l of 2x PCR Master mix 

(Phusion Flash High-Fidelity, Thermo Scientific), 5l – PCR product from insert reaction 2.5l 

of pMAL-c6T Vector (10g (50l) – (New England Biolabs).  Reaction Conditions were an Initial 

denaturation cycle at 98C for 30 seconds, an annealing cycle at 56C for 30 seconds an 

extension cycle at 72C for 1 minute and 45 seconds and a denaturing cycle at 98C for 30 

seconds for a total of 35x cycles. 

PCR plasmid products were then digested with 1l of Dpn1 (10U/l) (ThermoFisher Scientific) 

for 2 hours at 37C.   This was then transformed into DH5 E. coli (New England Biolabs). 
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9.2.6 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis 

 

Agarose gel electrophoresis was performed using Agarose (Sigma) at either 3% or 0.8% 

agarose gels for checking the inserts on the vector and plasmid size respectively.   To produce 

either agarose solution % w/v was utilised.  For example, 3% gel was made up by adding 3g 

of agarose to 100ml of 1X TBE buffer made from 10X TBE buffer (National Diagnostics). 5ul of 

Midori Green Advance DNA stain (Nippon Genetics Europe GmbH) was added to 100ml of 

preheated and dissolved agarose solution and mixed gently.  Once the temperature was 

around 70-60C, this was cast into a gel tray with a 20 well comb to a thickness of around 

0.5cm.  A MultiSUB Midi Horizontal Gel Unit with 10 x 7cm tray was run at 100V for between 

30-40 minutes.  The ladders that were used for sizing were GeneRuler Low Range DNA ladder 

(Thermoscientific) and 1KbPLUS DNA ladder (Geneflow) for plasmid insert and plasmid sizing 

respectively.  6x Loading dye (Thermoscientific) was added to the samples to track migration.  

Visualisation was achieved in a G: BOX Chemi XX9 Gel Imaging System using UV at 254nm and 

system software for image manipulation. 

 

9.2.7 Protocol for preparation of electrocompetent E. coli for transformation of plasmid in 

to holding strain DH5 

This method was adapted from Gonzales et al (2013) 

Preparation of Bacterial Cultures, Tools, and Reagents was performed during the afternoon 

of day 1.  5 ml autoclaved LB broth in sterile borosilicate glass test tubes was inoculated with 

a small aliquot of E. coli DH5 (New England Biolabs) and placed in a shaking incubator housed 

at 37 °C at 180rpm overnight.  LB-agar (Sigma Aldrich) plates with and without Ampicillin 

prepared and ddH2O was autoclaved and all stored at 4 °C.  The following morning 100 μl of 

the O/N bacterial culture was spread onto each LB agar plate and incubated at 37 °C for 4-6 

hr, or until a thin lawn of bacterial growth was distinguishable. The bacteria were harvested 

with a sterile inoculating loop making sure not to pierce or break the surface of the agar. One 

2 mm diameter bacterial mass was for transformation. This was then resuspended in 1 ml ice-

cold sterile ddH2O, mixed well until no clumps were visible and kept on ice. The bacterial 

suspension was centrifuged for 5 min at 5,000 x g in a refrigerated microcentrifuge set to 4 
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°C. The supernatant was discarded, and the bacterial pellet was resuspended the in the same 

volume of sterile ddH2O.  This was repeated twice more for a total of three washes.  After the 

final wash the supernatant was resuspended in 40 μl ice cold sterile ddH2O and kept on ice.  

2μl of cloned plasmid DNA (pMAL-c6T) was added to the 40μl bacterial suspension and 

transferred into a pre- chilled, sterile 0.1 cm gap cuvette. The salt concentration in the DNA 

sample must be low, as it will contribute to arcing of the pulse in the next step. 

Electroporation was performed (Mirus Bio - Ingenio® EZporator® Electroporation System) at 

1250V The time constant should be ~5.0 msec, and no arcing should occur. The cell 

suspension was quickly recovered by resuspending into 1 ml LB broth and transferring into 

previously autoclaved bijou. The cells were allowed to recover by incubating under aerated 

growth conditions in shaker at 37 °C for 30 min without ampicillin; 100μl of bacteria were 

placed onto the previously prepared LB agar plates with ampicillin and incubated at 37 °C 

overnight.  

 

9.2.8 Recombinant plasmid purification from holding strain for transformation into SHuffle® 

Competent E. coli 

Thermo Scientific GeneJET plasmid miniprep kit was utilised for this step to purify the 

recombinant plasmid ready for transformation into expression strain, following 

manufacturer’s protocol.  All steps were carried out at room temperature and all 

centrifugations were carried out in a microcentrifuge at ≥ 12 000 x g (10 000-14 000 rpm, 

depending on the rotor type).  The pelleted cells from an overnight culture were resuspended 

in 250 μL of Resuspension Solution and vortexed, followed by the addition 250 μL of Lysis 

Solution and invert the tube 4-6 times.  350 μL of Neutralization Solution was added and the 

tube inverted  4-6 times. This mixture was centrifuged for 5 minutes.  The supernatant was 

transferred to a Thermo Scientific GeneJET Spin Column and centrifuged for 1 minute.  500 

μL of Wash Solution was added and centrifuged for 30-60 s. this was repeated 2 times with 

the flowthrough discarded each time with a final centrifuge of the empty column for 1 minute.  

The column was transferred to a new tube and 50 μL of Elution Buffer was added to the 

column and incubated for 2 minutes then Centrifuged for 2 minutes to collect the flow-

through containing the pDNA. 
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9.2.9 Plasmid Preparation into SHuffle® Competent E. coli. 

 

SHuffle® Competent E. coli (New England Biolabs) was used for protein expression as this 

strain has been specifically Engineered E. coli K12 to promote disulphide bond formation in 

the cytoplasm. The E. coli was transformed following the manufacturer’s protocol. A tube of 

competent E. coli cells was thawed on ice for 10 minutes. 1-5μl containing 1 pg-100 ng of 

plasmid DNA was added to the cell mixture (without vortexing). The mixture was placed on 

ice for 30 minutes and then heat shocked at 42°C for 30 seconds and then placed on ice for 5 

minutes. All stages were without mixing.  250μl of room temperature SOC media was pipetted 

into the mixture and shaken at 250rpm at 37°C for 60 minutes.  Whilst the shaking was being 

performed ampicillin selection plates were warmed to 37°C.  The cells were then thoroughly 

mixed by flicking the tube and inverting; then several 10-fold serial dilutions in SOC media 

were carried out.  50-100μl of each dilution were spread onto a selection plate and incubated 

overnight at 37°C. 

 

9.2.10 DNA sequencing of transformed E. coli 

 

DNA sequencing was outsourced to The University of Birmingham DNA services and 

performed on a capillary sequencer ABI 3730 (Applied Biosystems).   

 

9.2.11 Expression of Python Beta-defensin in SHuffle® E. coli. 

 

Following transformation of expression strain the transformed cells were grown overnight in 

10ml LB medium (10 g/L Bacto-tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract, 10 g/L NaCl) containing 100g/ml 

ampicillin under shaking conditions at 37C.  1% (v/v) of overnight culture was inoculated into 

1L of fresh LB medium and was grown until the OD600 reached 0.3 at which point the culture 

was induced with IPTG (Sigma Aldrich) at a concentration of 1mM IPTG.  4h post induction 

the cells were harvested by centrifugation at 4000 x g for 20 minutes at 4C. 
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9.2.12 Cell lysis for Beta-defensin recovery 

 

The harvested cells were resuspended in 25ml of lysis buffer consisting of the equilibration 

buffer for purification (50mM Tris-HCl, 200mM NaCl, pH7.4) (Sigma Aldrich) supplemented 

with SIGMAFAST™ Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Tablets, EDTA-Free.  Once resuspended the cells 

were lysed with sonication using a 6mm probe attached to Sonics Vibra Cell VCX505 at 40% 

power.  The Cells were placed on ice to reduce heat and cycled for 5 seconds on 10 seconds 

off for a total of 10 minutes.  Once lysed the supernatant was recovered by centrifugation at 

4000 x g for 30 minutes.  The supernatant was recovered and filtered through a 0.2m syringe 

filter ready for purification. 

 

9.2.13 Solubility Testing for expressed MSBD1 

 

A small aliquot was taken from the post sonication mixture and was centrifuged to pellet the 

cell debris.  The supernatant was drawn off and the cell pellet was resuspended in ddH20.  

20µl of each sample was added to SDS-PAGE sample buffer and heated for 10mins at 95°C.  

These aliquots were then loaded onto a 12% SDS-PAGE gel and run at 0.3mA for 80 minutes 
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9.2.14 Affinity Purification of fusion MPB-MSBD1 fusion protein 

 

An ÄKTA Pure 25 purification system was employed for the purification of the fusion protein.  

Affinity chromatography column used for this stage was a 1ml MBPTrap HP (Cytiva).  5ml of 

supernatant was loaded onto the column using a 5ml loop. 

 

Chromatography operating conditions 

 FLOWRATE 
(ml/min) 

COLUMN VOLUMES 
(CV) 

BUFFER 

EQUILIBRATION 1 10 50mM Tris-HCl, 
200mM NaCl, pH7.4 

SAMPLE LOAD 1 5 50mM Tris-HCl, 
200mM NaCl, pH7.4 

WASH 1 5 50mM Tris-HCl, 
200mM NaCl, pH7.4 

 

ELUTION 

1 5 of 100% elution 
buffer 

50mM Tris–HCl, 
200mM NaCl, 10mM 

Maltose, pH7.4 

 

*At all stages the fractions were collected for post analysis using SDS-PAGE. 

 

9.2.15 SDS-PAGE analysis 

 

All SDS-PAGE analysis was performed using the SureCast Handcast System (Invitrogen).  

Following the manufacturers protocol a mixture of 10%, 20% and 12-20% gradient gels were 

cast and run at 0.3mA for 80 minutes.  All gels were the stained using a standard Coomassie 

Blue Stain Protocol.  The running buffer used was 3g Tris base (Sigma Aldrich), 14.4g Glycine 

(Sigma Aldrich), 10g SDS (Sigma Aldrich) per litre and the loading buffer (4x) was 2ml 1M Tris-

HCl pH 6.8, 0.8 g SDS.4.0 ml 100% glycerol, 0.4 ml 14.7 M β-mercaptoethanol, 1.0 ml 0.5 M 

EDTA, 8 mg bromophenol Blue (Sigma Aldrich).  The protein Ladders used were PageRuler 

Plus prestained protein ladder, 10-250kDa (ThermoFisher) and PageRuler Unstained Low 
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Range Ladder (ThermoFisher).  The Coomassie staining reagents were made as follows; 

Coomassie Blue stain was produced by dissolving 0.4g of Coomassie blue R350 in 200 mL of 

40% (v/v) HPLC grade methanol in water with stirring as needed.  The solution was filtered to 

remove any insoluble material, and 200mL of 20% (v/v) acetic acid in water added. The final 

concentration is 0.1% (w/v) Coomassie blue R350, 20% (v/v) methanol, and 10% (v/v) acetic 

acid.   Gel Fixing Solution was made by adding 500mL of USP-grade 95% (v/v) ethanol to 300 

mL of HPLC grade water. 100 mL of reagent grade acetic acid was added and the total volume 

adjusted to 1000 mL with water. The final concentrations are 50% (v/v) ethanol in water with 

10% (v/v) acetic acid.  Gel Destaining Solution was made by the addition of 500mL of HPLC- 

grade methanol to 300 mL of HPLC grade water.  100 mL of reagent grade acetic acid was 

added and, after mixing, the total volume was adjusted to 1000mL with water. The final 

concentrations are 50% (v/v) methanol in water with 10% (v/v) acetic acid and Storage 

Solution was 25mL of reagent grade acetic acid to 400mL of HPLC grade water. After mixing,  

the final volume was adjusted to 500mL with water. The final concentration of acetic acid is 

5% (v/v).  

 

9.2.16 Staining Procedure 

 

Once the gel had been run for the required time it was removed from the glass plate and 

placed into the fixing solution for 1h with gentle agitation to remove the running buffer from 

the gel and to fix the proteins.  Then the gel was transferred into the Coomassie stain solution 

and left to shake gently overnight.  After staining the gel was removed and placed into the gel 

destain solution and gently agitated until the background of the gel had been completely 

removed and the protein bands were visible.  Gels were then stored in the storage solution 

until they were visualised using a G: BOX Chemi XX9 Gel Imaging System under visible light. 
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9.2.17 Cleavage of MBP fusion protein to release MSBD1 

 

Tobacco Etch Virus (TEV) protease tagged with poly-histidine was purchase from New England 

Biolabs and used to cleave the fusion protein.  10l of TEV protease was added to 1ml of 

purified MBP-PBBD1 fusion protein and incubated overnight at 30C to release the PBBD1 

peptide. 

 

9.2.18 Immobilised metal ion affinity (IMAC) chromatography for purification of MSBD1. 

 

Both the MBP tag and TEV protease had N terminal poly-histidine tags to allow simple 

purification of PBBD1 using immobilised metal ion affinity (IMAC) chromatography.  This 

allowed the cleaved PBBD1 to be collected in the flowthrough.  The column that was used for 

the IMAC chromatography was HisTrap HP 1ml column (Cytiva).  5ml of post cleavage 

mixture was loaded onto the column. 

 

Operating Conditions 

 FLOWRATE (ml/min) COLUMN VOLUMES 
(CV) 

BUFFER 

 

EQUILIBRATION 

 

1 

 

10 

20 mM sodium 
phosphate, 0.5 M NaCl, 5 

mM imidazole, pH 7.4 

SAMPLE LOAD 1 5 50mM Tris-HCl, 200mM 
NaCl, pH7.4 

 

WASH 

 

1 

 

5 

20 mM sodium 
phosphate, 0.5 M NaCl, 5 

mM imidazole, pH 7.4 

 

ELUTION 

 

1 

5CV of 100% elution 
buffer 

20 mM sodium 
phosphate, 0.5 M NaCl, 
0.5 M imidazole, pH 7.4 

*At all stages the fractions were collected for post analysis using SDS-PAGE. 
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9.2.19 Refolding and purification of PBBD1 by Size Exclusion Chromatography 

 

The denaturation of the post cleavage mixture was achieved by putting the post cleavage 

mixture in 8M Urea (Sigma Aldrich) and 10mM DDT (Sigma Aldrich) for 2H at room 

temperature. 

The column used in this purification strategy was HiLoad® 16/600 Superdex® 75 pg (Cytiva).  

5ml of the denatured post cleavage mixture was added as load material and 5ml fractions 

were collected throughout the run.   

Operating Conditions 

 FLOWRATE 
(ml/min) 

COLUMN VOLUMES 
(CV) 

REFOLDING BUFFER 

 

EQUILIBRATION 

 

1 

 

1 

2M urea, 0.5M arginine, 
150mM NaCl, pH 8.0, 

1mM GSH, 1mM GSSG 

 

SAMPLE LOAD 

 

1 

 

1.5 

2M urea, 0.5M arginine, 
150mM NaCl, pH 8.0, 

1mM GSH, 1mM GSSG 

 

9.2.20 Preliminary Antimicrobial Activity testing  

 

All Antimicrobial testing was performed using Muller-Hinton agar plates.  Bacterial strains 

used in the study were E. coli and B. cereus. 

 

9.2.21 Diafiltration 

 

Diafiltration was performed using Sartorius Vivaspin 20, 3000kDa MWCO PES ultrafiltration 

units.  Exchange buffer was 50mM Tris-HCL, 25mM NaCl.  Buffer exchange was performed by 

centrifugation at 3500xg and diafiltered 3 times in exchange buffer. 
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A1.1 Podarcis muralis exon positions 

GENE EXON 1 Length EXON 2 
 

Length Orientation Total Length No of AA  
FROM  END (bp) FROM END (bp) 

 
(bp) 

 

          
PMBD1 42399 42456 58 44853 44986 134 + 192 64 

PMBD2 53955 54012 58 51785 51918 134 - 192 64 

PMBD3 64410 64461 52 62553 62707 155 - 207 69 

PMBD4 88728 88785 58 86662 86837 176 - 234 78 

PMBD5 94047 94104 58 95133 95281 149 + 207 69 

PMBD6 99725 99782 58 101125 101240 116 + 174 58 

PMBD7 110708 110765 58 113331 113455 125 + 183 61 

PMBD8 132592 132649 58 131415 131533 119 - 177 59 

PMBD9 144944 145001 58 145966 146084 119 + 177 59 

PMBD10 160297 160354 58 159119 159237 119 - 177 59 

PMBD11 172503 172560 58 171090 171208 119 - 177 59 

PMBD12 194279 194336 58 190945 191066 122 - 180 60 

PMBD13 214060 214117 58 212818 212939 122 - 180 60 

PMBD14 306898 306955 58 297933 298054 122 - 180 60 

PMBD15 327152 327209 58 324308 324426 119 - 177 59 

PMBD16 351419 351476 58 352561 352679 119 + 177 59 

PMBD17 358609 358666 58 359754 359872 119 + 177 59 

PMBD18 419434 419491 58 415785 415903 119 - 177 59 

PMBD19 427807 427864 58 428944 429065 122 + 180 60 

PMBD20 451788 451845 58 448138 448259 122 - 180 60 

PMBD21 462469 462526 58 464344 464462 119 + 177 59 

PMBD22 485872 485929 58 481920 482038 119 - 177 59 

PMBD23 494284 494341 58 496166 496284 119 + 177 59 

PMBD24 508431 508488 58 508890 509005 116 + 174 58 

PMBD25 585494 585638 145 586807 586964 158 + 303 101 

PMBD26 632455 632584 130 633784 633953 170 + 300 100 

PMBD27 636366 636489 124 639274 639404 131 + 255 85 

PMBD28 645464 645593 130 646791 646960 170 + 300 100 

PMBD29 649377 649500 124 650804 650973 170 + 294 98 

PMBD30 658583 658688 106 660407 660537 131 + 237 79 

PMBD31 664657 664813 157 667993 668120 128 + 285 95 
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PMBD32 676911 677077 167 673773 673917 145 - 312 104 

PMBD33 679300 679465 166 681173 681318 146 + 312 104 

PMBD34 686273 686342 70 684820 684947 128 - 198 66 

PMBD35 702757 702814 58 698463 698581 119 - 177 59 

PMBD36 714997 715054 58 715989 716167 179 + 237 79 

PMBD37 730221 730278 58 731232 731410 179 + 237 79 

PMBD38 775952 776009 58 771733 771851 119 - 177 59 

PMBD39 795793 795850 58 796810 796988 179 + 237 79 

PMBD40 806402 806459 58 807401 807579 179 + 237 79 

PMBD41 834661 834718 58 836056 836234 179 + 237 79 

PMBD42 851691 851748 58 852721 852899 179 + 237 79 

PMBD43 889008 889065 58 890475 890617 143 + 201 67 

PMBD44 936333 936390 58 935250 935374 125 + 183 61 

PMBD45 947649 947712 64 947143 947270 128 - 192 64 

PMBD46 959102 959147 46 958087 958211 125 - 171 57 

PMBD47 967490 967535 46 966433 966557 125 - 171 57 

PMBD48 973147 973192 46 972068 972192 125 - 171 57 

PMBD49 980561 980606 46 979600 979730 131 - 177 59 

PMBD50 994701 994758 58 996579 996715 137 + 195 65 

PMBD51 1004349 1004406 58 1006468 1006598 131 + 189 63 

PMBD52 1030639 1030696 58 1027575 1027708 134 - 192 64 

PMBD53 1045206 1045263 58 1041810 1041940 131 - 189 63 

PMBD54 1054499 1054556 58 1051482 1051612 131 - 189 63 

PMBD55 1070651 1070708 58 1071973 1072103 131 + 189 63 

PMBD56 1342193 1342250 58 1344072 1344211 140 + 198 66 

PMBD57 1353637 1353694 58 1352265 1352383 119 - 177 59 

PMBD58 1363436 1363493 58 1362273 1362412 140 - 198 66 

PMBD59 1375909 1375966 58 1377805 1377944 140 + 198 66 

PMBD60 1390049 1390106 58 1388661 1388779 119 - 177 59 

PMBD61 1395172 1395229 58 1396253 1396392 140 + 198 66 

PMBD62 1451335 1451392 58 1452357 1452517 161 + 219 73 

PMBD63 1467784 1467844 61 1466336 1466484 149 - 210 70 

PMBD64 1475628 1475688 61 1474717 1474850 134 - 195 65 

PMBD65 1484683 1484743 61 1483243 1483379 137 - 198 66 

PMBD66 1596979 1597036 58 1601787 1601926 140 + 198 66 
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PMBD67 1642015 1642078 64 1650161 1650279 119 + 183 61 

PMBD68 1680986 1681043 58 1678182 1678303 122 - 180 60 

PMBD69 1690082 1690145 64 1687762 1687895 134 - 198 66 

PMBD70 1695122 1695185 64 1693202 1693332 131 - 195 65 

PMBD71 1714111 1714174 64 1717335 1717474 140 + 204 68 

PMBD72 1747881 1747944 64 1750159 1750403 245 + 309 103 

PMBD73 1842457 1842508 52 1841663 1841808 146 - 198 66 

PMBD74 1863091 1863142 52 1861312 1861457 146 - 198 66 

PMBD75 1881911 1881968 58 1878993 1879111 119 - 177 59 

PMBD76 1894969 1895026 58 1893017 1893141 125 - 183 61 

PMBD77 1904753 1904810 58 1905955 1906079 125 + 183 61 

PMBD78 1910931 1910997 67 1911707 1911849 143 + 210 70 

PMBD79 1957855 1957912 58 1960528 1960655 128 + 186 62 

PMBD80 1967932 1967989 58 1972118 1972248 131 + 189 63 

 
 
Positions coordinates of exons.  Last codon of CTSB is a marker for the start of the beta-defensin cluster.  Orientation of the gene and length of 

exons and full length of coding sequence.  
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A1.2 Podarcis muralis Beta-defensin physical properties 
 
  

pI Net Charge Mr 
 

pI Net Charge Mr 

PMBD1 9.69 8 5112 PMBD41 5.12 -2 6569 

PMBD2 9.69 8 5112 PMBD42 4.46 -6 6361 

PMBD3 7.04 0 5255 PMBD43 6.7 0 4679 

PMBD4 8.92 4 6341 PMBD44 4.48 -4 4061 

PMBD5 7.79 1 5236 PMBD45 8.3 2 4672 

PMBD6 7.76 1 3951 PMBD46 6.7 0 4360 

PMBD7 8.3 2 4269 PMBD47 6.25 -1 4166 

PMBD8 6.7 0 4149 PMBD48 5.46 -1 4327 

PMBD9 4.68 -1 4155 PMBD49 4.25 -3 4499 

PMBD10 3.92 -3 4009 PMBD50 8.33 2 4795 

PMBD11 4.41 -2 4095 PMBD51 7.75 1 4560 

PMBD12 6.14 0 4227 PMBD52 10.27 12 4905 

PMBD13 6.14 0 4102 PMBD53 9.04 5 4803 

PMBD14 8.96 4 4335 PMBD54 9.04 5 4803 

PMBD15 8.64 3 4168 PMBD55 8.32 2 4644 

PMBD16 6.1 0 4029 PMBD56 4.44 -3 4664 

PMBD17 6.1 0 4029 PMBD57 4.65 -2 3696 

PMBD18 7.78 1 3953 PMBD58 4.14 -4 4724 

PMBD19 4.14 -2 4016 PMBD59 4.44 -3 4664 

PMBD20 5.5 -1 3984 PMBD60 7.77 1 3625 

PMBD21 8.35 2 3974 PMBD61 4.14 -4 4693 

PMBD22 7.78 1 3825 PMBD62 3.71 -6 4962 

PMBD23 8.35 2 3846 PMBD63 8.68 3 5300 

PMBD24 8.32 2 3774 PMBD64 9.55 7 5101 
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PMBD25 5.09 -3 9441 PMBD65 8.6 3 5030 

PMBD26 5.01 -3 9136 PMBD66 8.62 3 5134 

PMBD27 7.75 1 7491 PMBD67 8.65 3 4361 

PMBD28 5.01 -3 9136 PMBD68 10.24 10 4348 

PMBD29 5.02 -3 8855 PMBD69 5.71 -1 5086 

PMBD30 5.05 -1 6458 PMBD70 6 -1 4899 

PMBD31 4.49 -6 8406 PMBD71 5.27 -1 5066 

PMBD32 4.51 -8 9657 PMBD72 8.95 8 8835 

PMBD33 4.73 -6 9459 PMBD73 7.04 0 4640 

PMBD34 10.47 10 4966 PMBD74 6.42 0 5071 

PMBD35 6.97 0 4066 PMBD75 8.92 4 4365 

PMBD36 5.07 -3 6282 PMBD76 9.34 6 4364 

PMBD37 5.45 -2 6223 PMBD77 9.34 6 4364 

PMBD38 7.78 1 4166 PMBD78 7.57 1 5065 

PMBD39 5.07 -3 6324 PMBD79 9.15 5 4645 

PMBD40 4.67 -5 6433 PMBD80 8.95 4 4603 

 
Physical properties of the Podarcis muralis mature peptide beta-defensins. All properties were achieved by using the protparam program on the 
ExPASy Server (Gasteiger, E. et al. 2005) 
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A1.3 Podarcis muralis Beta-defensin sequences – signal and pro-domain/mature peptides 
  

Signal Peptide Pro-Mature Peptide Probability 

PMBD1 MRFRNLLIVAILGAFLVSLGAG LNLFARRCRRRAGKCRGNRCFYNEIEISTCYHTKIKCCREKD 0.4837 

PMBD2 MRFRNLLIVAILGAFLVSLGAG LNLFARRCRRRAGKCRGNRCFYNEIEISTCYHTKIKCCREKD 0.4837 

PMBD3 MPSLFPVAFLLLCTLTPGHSHA  RDTLKCHEDKGTCHHTLCPAQKIEKGSCYSGIQLCCVGELVHRITEL 0.7422 

PMBD4 MFPYLSLAVQVVLVFSTIAA  HRQGEVVKNLAQVVICNEGRGYCLDVQSRCPSGLVFNNNNCPNKTMNKCCTPFAGRGV 0.5652 

PMBD5 MRLLYLSFAVVVLAFSVAAGHA  HMEGRLRPCNGGRGYCLDIQFQCPSGLQFINNTCPNPTMFSCCTPVQ 0.4065 

PMBD6 MRFLHLSFALVFILFHVVAG QPSCGELGGYCQVPLTLNCPYGNIPANCGFNGNCCKSK 0.8058 

PMBD7 MRFLYLSFALVFIFFHVVAAG QPAKSCEELGGYCQVPLTLKCPYGYIPAMCGINGNCCKSK 0.4273 

PMBD8 MRFLYLSFTLVFILFHVVAG QLFCETFGGSCHFPATTNCTYGKVPWVSCGDNGICCSSK 0.7444 

PMBD9 MRFLYLSFTLVFILFHVVAG KLFCETFGGSCQFPATTNCTYGEIPWVSCGDNGICCSSK 0.6745 

PMBD10 MRFLYLTFALVFILFHLVAG  QLFCEILGGTCQFPATTDCTYGEITGASCGDNGICCMGK 0.8908 

PMBD11 MRFLYLSLTLVSILFHVVAG QRLCELFGGSCQFPATTNCTYEEITGASCGDNGICCSSK 0.8328 

PMBD12 MRFLYLSFVLVFIFFHVAA DEPPLCSLSGGFCQAPITANCPSGEITFVPCGPNARCCRSK 0.9558 

PMBD13 MRFLYLSFTLVFILFHVVAG QDLLCELLGGTCQFPATRNCANGEIRGVSCGSNGICCLGK 0.8426 

PMBD14 MRFLYLSFALVFIFFHVFAG SSPLCRVLGGYCQAPRTVNCPFGENTLAFCGPNARCCRSK 0.4456 

PMBD15 MRFLYLSFALVFIPFHVVAG QLTSCKEQGGYCQVPLTLKCPYGNIPANCGFNGNCCKSK 0.5636 

PMBD16 MRFLYLIFTLVFILFHVVAG QRLCEILGGSCQFPATTNCTYGEIPVSCGTNGICCSSSK 0.8561 

PMBD17 MRFLYLIFTLVFILFHVVAG QRLCEILGGSCQFPATTNCTYGEIPVSCGTNGICCSSSK 0.8561 

PMBD18 MRFLYLSFTLVVIIFHVVAG  QFICELAGGNCHYSATTKCANGEIKGISCGSNGICCNGK 0.7524 

PMBD19 MRFLYLIFTLVVILFHVVAG  QDLLCELLGGTCQFPATINCANGEIIGVSCGSNGICCLGK 0.8246 

PMBD20 MRFLYLSFTLVVIIFHVVAG  QFICELAGGTCHYSATTNCENGEIKGISCGSNGICCNGK 0.7439 

PMBD21 MRFLYLTFALVFILFHLVAV  QLGCERLGGTCQFPATRNCANGEIRGVSCGSNGICCLGK 0.2034 

PMBD22 MRFLYLSFTLVVIIFHVVAGQ  FICELAGGNCHYSATTKCANGEIKGISCGSNGICCNGK 0.7524 

PMBD23 MRFLYLTFALVFILFHLVAEQ  LGCERLGGTCQFPATRNCANGEIRGVSCGSNGICCLGK 0.5774 

PMBD24 MKFFHIFFAMVVLLFQVFTGVHL  IPCDEMGGYCVIKPALCPEGQIRGYCGPNRKCCKA 0.6936 

PMBD25 MKFVCLFFALVFLCSAQA  DEADLAKMEKQEGENLKDFLQEEDPAGDDQDSGPKASPRLAVVGCYGNRGYCLPRGYRCHNGLKWEEKYNNCPYRNVLLCCVR 0.9109 

PMBD26 MKMLYVLFTVAFLVFQVWS  NPKPPSKVEGEAKEFLESRAYKDDGPGLNPEPKDSSRFQVVLCSDNDGYCLPRDFQCHNGLAFKEPWNDCPFSDVLKCCVR 0.917 

PMBD27 MKMLYVLFAVAFLVYQVQA  NPKPPSEDEAKEPLDPEMKLKEEDVPRPRNAMVCNAMGGNCRSRCNDNEKSIGKCFASRYCCVRFQ 0.9686 

PMBD28 MKMLYVLFTVAFLVFQVWS  NPKPPSKVEGEAKEFLESRAYKDDGPGLNPEPKDSSRFQVVLCSDNDGYCLPRDFQCHNGLAFKEPWNDCPFSDVLKCCVR 0.917 

PMBD29 MKMLYVLFAVAFLVYQVQA  NPKPPSEDEAKEPLDPEMKLKEDPGLMPQPDDSERLKVVLCQGFDGYCLPRGFSCHNGLVFKEVFNNCPFSAVLKCCVR 0.971 

PMBD30 MKTAFVLFALAFLVFQAMA  KPNPDVLAEDDAQMPAEDVPRPRNAMVCNAMGGNCRPGCYANEKSVGKCFASMYCCVGFQ 0.8611 

PMBD31 MKFICLFFAVVFLGRAQA  DEADVDQGEEQDLSGPQDQNPALPAGYDEALKNEEVPLPSNPIVCNSMGGRCRHKCGLSEKYVGRCFATMSCCVRFQ 0.9753 

PMBD32 MKFICLFFAVVFLGIAQG  DEADLDQAEKQEAEALEDLSGPQDENPDGYDEALEDEGNMQRKDRTRQCWRSGGRCFLALCPRGTTRIGKCTFSYLCCKGEVCVPH 0.9524 

PMBD33 MKFICLFFAVVFLGIVQS  DEADLDQAEKQEAEALEDLSGPQDENPAGYDEALEDEGNMKRRNGTNLCESAGGKCFFAFCPRGSMRIGKCGRFRRCCKGEVCVPH 0.9406 

PMBD34 MKVQWLFLAVFSGMFLVSEILVLG  GHRINYRFSRCRRKGGHCHFLKCPSGTWSFGSCNIIHRCCKR 0.6199 

PMBD35 MKVQWLFLVVFSGLCLVSA  DITTTKDCVSFHSHCAKTCGAHAAQVGTCDGGLICCRPTG 0.9531 
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PMBD36 MKTVYFFYMVFALLLIPNPGFT  DVSDEESCRYGDVPGHCVLKKCPDGYEDIGNCGGKLRCCHYCKNKDPIAGSDFWPSL 0.9014 

PMBD37 MKTVYFFYIVFALLLIPNPGFS  DVSDKESCVYGDVPGHCVSKECPDVYKDIGNCGGKLRCCHYGKNKDPITGSDFWPSL 0.9484 

PMBD38 MKVQWLFLAVFSGLCLVSA  DITTKKECEDFHSYCVKTCGAHSAQVGTCGGGLKCCRATG 0.9474 

PMBD39 MKTVYFFYIVFALLLIPNPGFT  DVSDKESCVYGDVPGHCVSKECPDVYEDIGNCGGKLRCCHYRKNKDPITGSDFWPSL 0.902 

PMBD40 MKTVYFFYMVFALLLIPNPGFT  DVSDEESCRYGDVPGHCVSTECPYGYEDIGNCGEKLRCCHYRKNKDPITGSDFWPSL 0.9006 

PMBD41 MKTVYFFYIVFALLLIPNPGFT  DVSDEESCMYADLPAYCVMKECPPNLKDIGNCGEKHRCCFYRKNKYPITGSDFWPSL 0.901 

PMBD42 MKTVYFFYIAFALLLIPNPGFT  DVSDEESCMYGDVPGHCVTQECPDGYKDIGNCGEKLRCCHYGKNKDPITGFDFWPSL 0.8985 

PMBD43 MRILYFFVAVVMLLFQICPGYA  QGPPPDLDDTLACRAKGQSYCIFGPCPTTFSVSGNCHGGMNCCTK 0.9402 

PMBD44 MKTCYYFLLAIALILSADPGTVFA  QVIGEEKCGEMGGACKDSCEKEYEDIGECSTTRCCIR 0.8975 

PMBD45 MKTWYLPALVLLLVSVLFFDPSFA  DQASEKLCHSLKGYCENEQRCRPKYVAYGICNEKMTCCIR 0.9761 

PMBD46 MKTWYLLVLVFFSDPSFA  NVTDLPTCRAFRGHCASYNCYGDYVAIGTCAEQWVCCLR 0.9832 

PMBD47 MKTWYLLVLVLFSDPSFA NVTDQTMCHAFQGHCAVLNCHGDFVAIGICGEKWVCCLR 0.9867 

PMBD48 MKTWYFLVLVLFSDPSFA  MISLQILCPAFGGHCALLRCPDAFEAVDICSERWVCCVR 0.9331 

PMBD49 MKTWKLLVLLLFSDPSFA  NIVDQTMCQSFGGYCSVSECNGNFMTLGRCEPSEESVCCLR 0.9899 

PMBD50 MKILYLLFAVFLVFIQIIPGRA  GYPADDTMECRLARGFCKYGQCPPRTEHTGGTCQDGRLLCCKR 0.886 

PMBD51 MKTLFLIFAIVLISSQA  VPGDAQAPEDTIACGRGGGGCQVGACRPGFQNVGTCKGGTMSCCRW 0.5256 

PMBD52 MKICYILFCVFFLVLFIEPGFT  MINNRRKCVRHKGHCVRPTEGACKYPAFLIGRCTRKKICCKK 0.8775 

PMBD53 MKFFGLLFAVLLLISWASPVVS  KVYGSHDCISINKGKCFRWDKCLPFYDMLGKCDSLKICCKR 0.5819 

PMBD54 MKFFGLLFAVLLLISWASPVVS  KVYGSHDCISINKGKCFRWDKCLPFYDMLGKCDSLKICCKR 0.5819 

PMBD55 MQAFWVIPLFVLRTLLTSPGLS  AVRDLDEISCLYVKNTDCQKHCPLYALNLGPCSEGRKCCKR 0.4952 

PMBD56 MKISIFYIIALSGMLLASPGSA  AWPNKAETSEDCRKAEGFCTDEPKCNTPQPDLGTCGNGTLCCTA 0.5366 

PMBD57 MQISIFYIIALSGMLLASPGFVHA  GEPRQCEAIGGTCGTQCERIVRSAVCPEETICCVP 0.9328 

PMBD58 MKISIFYIIALSGMLLASPGHA  VRTEPIQSTEDCSAIKGFCTNEPECNTPYPVQGTCGEGTLCCLQ 0.8924 

PMBD59 MKISIFYIIALSGMLLASPGSA  AWPNKAETSEDCRKAEGFCTDEPKCNTPQPDLGTCGNGTLCCTA 0.5366 

PMBD60 MQISIFYIIALSGMLLASPGFVHA  GDTRTCFEVGGKCKSKCEKVVSDATCLTGVPCCAQ 0.9461 

PMBD61 MQISIFYIIALSGMLLASPGHA  VRTEPIQSTEDCSAIKGFCTNEPECNTPYPVQGTCGEGTLCCLP 0.8899 

PMBD62 MQADILIIVALSWMLLACPGYA  GSTIGEAIESAEACVKDGGECTSAPNCFLTPDSPPVSSIGTCGEGTLCCVP 0.8635 

PMBD63 MKSLHHFSVLVFSVLLLVDPGFS  RGILKKTDCHSSSGSCFPITCPWPFANHIGECIWPILRCCLYNSRST 0.791 

PMBD64 MKSLHHFSVLVFSVLLLVDPGFS  IKISKRKDCMRARGRCFPLVCPWPLGYYIGECFWPIRRCCMF 0.949 

PMBD65 MNSFFSLSVFLSLILLLADPGFS  TIRNEKHCYQAKGQCKPRECDWPSSYYGGMCHMYTIVCCLPTK 0.8336 

PMBD66 MKIFCAFSLMLFIALMVAPGFT  RYLHGDTECMVARGICRHLPCQPYGKKIGHCLLDTYCCKEYVMK 0.5895 

PMBD67 MQLRWLFMVALLFSGMITFS  AGINGRFCERYGGSCISKNGNCPKEKHIIKSDCPSGQVCCT 0.492 

PMBD68 MRLLHLVFGFLCMMMLVVPGFS  RIGNAKQCREAHGKCVRRRCPGDYKRIGNCARKIACCR 0.5594 

PMBD69 MRLRWLFVVALLFSEMLMFSAG  QYNKKEGEAKCENIGGFCDEEYCPSDHRQKMLCYEKAPCCVPLK 0.5439 

PMBD70 MSLRWLFMVALLFSGMLLS  SPGKDYIIKGKEACIKEGGHCAGEFCPSGHTELKLCYDNVPCCIPS 0.4003 

PMBD71 MHLHWLFMVTLLFSEILLFSVG  ETENEKLRGIQACEAKGGRCADTRCPEGSVEIKVCYYLSPCCEPTK 0.3125 

PMBD72 MKLHWLFMVALLFSGMIVFSEG  SRGKACKQLGGSCIPTMYKKNCRTKEYIEGSDCEENQVCCMKGKTCKEQGGNCISQTGKCPSNKYISKTDCGSSQMCCVKK 0.5519 

PMBD73 MKTFAPLVIFFMLLSFPGPTPTLN  ESCRGLCKPSCSGREYLASSTFCHHPDHVYCCEKTGNVSIFS 0.4682 

PMBD74 MKTSAPLLLLLVLLSVPGSTP  TLNDNCSGHCSQSCSYREYVASLDRCELPGYVFCCRKIGTIFFAL 0.3919 
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PMBD75 MKIFAFLTAVLFFVLMAAPALA  WPKTYSECYRAHGSCHHSCPHHTRQIGECARHVRCCK 0.9131 

PMBD76 MKIFALFTAVLFFVLMAAPALA  QKSEAECHRLGGSCHNGFCPIGKIHKGHCGNPKRWCCRK 0.8969 

PMBD77 MKIFAFLAAVLFFVLMAAPALA  QKSEAECHRLGGSCHNGFCPIGKIHKGHCGNPKRWCCRK 0.8952 

PMBD78 MKFSYLISVFFLFSSLFLLRDSADA  STPSHEPQSDEECDKAKGKCMLEICYTGWTKIGTCPPHRKCCRPL 0.9559 

PMBD79 MKLLHLIFSALLTLALASPGFA  NVPDENLRCVLNGGHCNYSYCRRPMRQIGICKNGSRCCKW 0.8225 

PMBD80 MKLLHFLLSALLIMVLPSPGSA  TAPSSDLECQQQKGLCFPGRCSRPWRSIGTCNVVLHHCCKR 0.6507 

 
 
Signal peptide cleavage sites on the Beta-defensin showing signal sequence and mature peptide sequence.  The probability shows the likelihood 
that the cleavage site is in that position 
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A1.4 Lacerta agilis exon positions 
GENE EXON 1 Length EXON 2 Length EXON 3 Length Orientation Total Length No of AA  

FROM  END (bp) FROM END (bp) FROM END (bp) 
 

(bp) 
 

LABD1 62029 62086 58 60986 61107 122 
   

- 180 60 

LABD2 66873 66930 58 68912 69042 131 
   

+ 189 63 

LABD3 75487 75568 82 74104 74306 203 
   

- 285 95 

LABD4 80287 80344 58 78639 78781 143 
   

- 201 67 

LABD5 94433 94490 58 88841 88974 134 
   

- 192 64 

LABD6 102861 102912 52 99870 100024 155 
   

- 207 69 

LABD7 119806 119866 61 117048 117223 176 
   

- 237 79 

LABD8 130686 130743 58 131441 131589 149 
   

+ 207 69 

LABD9 132915 132972 58 135788 135906 119 
   

+ 177 59 

LABD10 147054 147111 58 143348 143460 113 
   

- 171 57 

LABD11 167232 167289 58 166137 166250 114 145451 145453 2 - 174 58 

LABD12 179309 179366 58 178218 178336 119 164874 164880 6 - 183 61 

LABD13 187601 187667 67 192256 192383 128 
   

+ 195 65 

LABD14 242721 242778 58 240020 240156 137 
   

- 195 65 

LABD15 260964 261114 151 262307 262464 158 
   

+ 309 103 

LABD16 273400 273535 136 272325 272485 161 
   

- 297 99 

LABD17 280842 280941 100 283231 283400 170 
   

+ 270 90 

LABD18 290855 290984 130 292972 293141 170 
   

+ 300 100 

LABD19 302639 302744 106 306548 306678 131 
   

+ 237 79 

LABD20 309477 309612 136 311243 311373 131 
   

+ 267 89 

LABD21 314857 315031 175 316854 316999 146 
   

+ 321 107 

LABD22 334817 334982 166 327847 327992 146 
   

- 312 104 

LABD23 339625 339790 166 341725 341870 146 
   

+ 312 104 

LABD24 358412 358469 58 361056 361189 134 
   

+ 192 64 

LABD25 365926 365983 58 367943 368074 132 368540 368553 14 + 204 68 

LABD26 380288 380345 58 381143 381294 152 
   

+ 210 70 

LABD27 389131 389188 58 390242 390381 140 
   

+ 198 66 

LABD28 411300 411357 58 413871 414013 143 
   

+ 201 67 

LABD29 427051 427108 58 430758 430885 128 
   

+ 186 62 

LABD30 450134 450191 58 448970 449088 119 
   

+ 177 59 

LABD31 458835 458898 64 458296 458423 128 
   

- 192 64 

LABD32 471665 471728 64 469038 469159 122 
   

- 186 62 
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LABD33 477148 477193 46 476067 476191 125 
   

- 171 57 

LABD34 482045 482090 46 480948 481078 131 
   

- 177 59 

LABD35 488025 488070 46 486911 487041 131 
   

- 177 59 

LABD36 498000 498045 46 496108 496232 125 
   

- 171 57 

LABD37 513680 513737 58 514508 514632 125 
   

+ 183 61 

LABD38 547687 547744 58 549656 549792 137 
   

+ 195 65 

LABD39 556577 556634 58 559600 559730 131 
   

+ 189 63 

LABD40 639196 639253 58 640686 640816 131 
   

+ 189 63 

LABD41 798929 798986 58 796453 796583 131 
   

- 189 63 

LABD42 806208 806265 58 804353 804480 128 
   

- 186 62 

LABD43 829061 829115 55 827030 827160 131 
   

- 186 62 

LABD44 836116 836182 67 835338 835480 143 
   

- 210 70 

LABD45 847032 847098 67 846237 846382 146 
   

- 213 71 

LABD46 855750 855807 58 853924 854048 125 
   

- 183 61 

LABD47 864716 864773 58 866310 866434 125 
   

+ 183 61 

LABD48 893650 893701 52 894140 894303 164 
   

+ 216 72 

LABD49 913831 913882 52 914297 914433 137 
   

+ 189 63 

LABD50 933522 933573 52 933988 934124 137 
   

+ 189 63 

LABD51 1040172 1040235 64 1042394 1042533 140 
   

+ 204 68 

LABD52 1043546 1043603 58 1044882 1045000 119 
   

+ 177 59 

LABD53 1049258 1049315 58 1050196 1050314 119 
   

+ 177 59 

LABD54 1055133 1055193 61 1053883 1054028 146 
   

- 207 69 

LABD55 1062438 1062495 58 1058665 1058834 170 
   

- 228 76 

LABD56 1119000 1119063 64 1121337 1121473 137 
   

+ 201 67 

LABD57 1124126 1124189 64 1125114 1125244 131 
   

+ 195 65 

LABD58 1132000 1132063 64 1132986 1133119 134 
   

+ 198 66 

LABD59 1140404 1140461 58 1142587 1142708 122 
   

+ 180 60 

LABD60 1182392 1182449 58 1185692 1185822 131 
   

+ 189 63 

LABD61 1219154 1219211 58 1219686 1219819 134 
   

+ 192 64 

LABD62 1228277 1228334 58 1226968 1227107 140 
   

- 198 66 

LABD63 1370903 1370960 58 1370179 1370318 140 
   

- 198 66 

LABD64 1396051 1396108 58 1392438 1392592 155 
   

- 213 71 
Positions coordinates of exons.  Last codon of CTSB is a marker for the start of the beta-defensin cluster.  Orientation of the gene and length of exons and full length of coding sequence.  
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A1.5 Lacerta agilis Physical properties 
 

pI Net Charge Mr 
 

pI Net Charge Mr 

LABD1 8.69 3 4789 LABD33 6.01 -1 4468 

LABD2 7.76 1 4611 LABD34 7.78 1 4546 

LABD3 4.95 -5 7761 LABD35 5.48 -1 4596 

LABD4 5.44 -3 5305 LABD36 6.03 -1 4329 

LABD5 9.69 8 5112 LABD37 5.32 -1 4249 

LABD6 7.8 1 5268 LABD38 8.33 2 4820 

LABD7 8.33 2 6535 LABD39 8.36 2 4148 

LABD8 8.94 4 5391 LABD40 6.91 0 4525 

LABD9 7.76 1 4198 LABD41 8.98 4 4791 

LABD10 5.4 -1 4014 LABD42 9.12 5 4644 

LABD11 8.59 3 4285 LABD43 5.69 -1 4667 

LABD12 4.68 -1 4160 LABD44 9.22 6 5219 

LABD13 8.64 7 5071 LABD45 7.57 1 5254 

LABD14 5.47 -1 4792 LABD46 9.49 6 4511 

LABD15 5.08 -4 9697 LABD47 9.18 5 4491 

LABD16 8.62 3 9152 LABD48 5.11 -1 5632 

LABD17 5.26 -2 7932 LABD49 5.58 -1 4510 

LABD18 4.82 -5 9130 LABD50 5.58 -1 4490 

LABD19 5.63 -1 6506 LABD51 8.83 4 5381 

LABD20 5.73 -1 8142 LABD52 8.63 3 4191 

LABD21 4.1 -11 9242 LABD53 8.59 3 3865 

LABD22 4.57 -7 9547 LABD54 7.8 1 5195 

LABD23 4.68 -1 9455 LABD55 9.01 5 5899 

LABD24 7.77 1 4748 LABD56 8.3 2 4887 

LABD25 3.96 -8 5251 LABD57 5.09 -2 4947 

LABD26 4.93 -1 5256 LABD58 5.64 -1 5084 

LABD27 4.63 -4 4731 LABD59 10.09 11 4225 

LABD28 7.78 1 4592 LABD60 10.08 11 4851 

LABD29 4.87 -1 4066 LABD61 6.88 0 5279 

LABD30 4.33 -4 4045 LABD62 8.64 3 5403 

LABD31 8.62 3 4723 LABD63 8.95 6 4916 

LABD32 7.52 1 4555 LABD64 9.02 5 5456 
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A1.6 Lacerta agilis signal peptide prediction  
 
  

Signal Peptide PRO - Mature Peptide Probability 

LABD1 MRMFLLLCVLLLFLCQSAA APGDLYDSLQCHYNHGHCRRLCFHNERPIGTCTNGRQRCCR 0.7311 

LABD2 MNIFCLLFAGLFLVFLPNSGIT DFVTLGCFVRGGKCETDICKENEEQIGNCSRTEKLCCKKPK 0.4506 

LABD3 MQASVFLLLLLLLLLLHHLISITQA APGIIQDEKPGCDSLHHNCRVGYCSEDEIPSGGFCFEPVIICCRSLPKKYKSSEETQEVAPFGDVLRNLF 0.955 

LABD4 MKSFHLLVALILAVLLVSPGNG EREPRYVSHCLRRGGICRYDDCSEGEEQIGTCYHHTMICCRDEVV 0.9438 

LABD5 MRFRNLLIIAILGTFLVSLGAG LNLFARRCRRRAGKCRGNRCFYNEIEISTCYHTKIKCCREKD 0.4589 

LABD6 MPSLFPVAFLLLCTLTPGHSHA RDTLKCHKDRGTCHPTLCPAQKIEKGSCYDGIQLCCVGELVHRIVEL 0.7429 

LABD7 MMFPYLSLAVQVVLVFNTIAA HRQGEEVKNLAQVIICNEGRGYCLDVQFRCPSGLMFNNNNCPNKTMNKCCTPFEGRGV 0.5948 

LABD8 MRLLHLSFAVVVLAFSVAA GRAHMGGSLRPCNGGRGYCLEVKFQCPSGLQFINNTCPNPKMFSCCTPVL 0.3138 

LABD9 MRFLYLSFALVFILFHVVAG QPPSCEEQGGYCQVPLTLKCPYGYIPANCGFNGNCCKSK 0.7986 

LABD10 MRFLYLSLALVFILFHVVEG HFFCELYGGYCQFPATTNCTYGSRELPCGSNGICCNG 0.9919 

LABD11 MKFLYLSLALVFILFHVVEG QVRCRMFGGYCRFPETTNCTYGCKRFPCGSNGICCNDP 0.9831 

LABD12 MRFLYLSLALVFILFHVVEG QLDCESLGGTCQLPATTNCTYAEIRWLSCGSNGICCYGK 0.9934 

LABD13 MRFLSLFLLPLLFLALASQA EKVGKVCERMRGFCVHKSAHCPSNESLPFECGEKRKCCKKLDSDA 0.8792 

LABD14 MQILSLLFTLLVLLAQVATA QSYTCFQHGGVCVPSGDDCLDSGEVVPVDCGINLSCCKGKPCKWR 0.6745 

LABD15 MKFVCLFFALVFLCSA QDDEAGLAKMEKQEGEDLKDLSSLQEEDPAGDDQDSGPKASTRLAVVGCNGSRGYCLPRGYRCHNGLKWEEKWNNCPFRHALLCCVR 0.94 

LABD16 MKTLHFIFIVLFLILHSQA RLDLWSTGELKDSKDPETERAAYQADENGQTVAPPRDGKISCLWPWGYCLLRKLRCASGFVMKERFNNCPNTRTLKCCVL 0.8396 

LABD17 MKMLYVLFAVAFLVFQAQA QLKPPSEDEAKLKEDPGLKPQPDDSERLKVVLCNGVDGYCLPRGYSCHTSLVFKEAYNDCPFSAVLKCCER 0.9359 

LABD18 MKILYVLFSVAFLVFQVQA SPKPPSKVEGEDKELLESHTYKDDGPGLNPEPKDSSRFQVVLCSDNDGYCLPRDFQCHNGLAFKEPWNDCPFSDVLKCCVR 0.9505 

LABD19 MKTAFVLLALAFLVFQATA KPNPDVLAEDDAPMPAEDVPRPRNSMVCNVMGGICRSGCKPHEKTVGKCFADMVCCLPFQ 0.8639 

LABD20 MKFACLFFAVVFLGIAQS DEADVRKQQRMPLEDLPDLRVQDPALPEDVPLPKHPIVCNTMGGRCRNWCGENERFVGRCFGIVSCCVRFQ 0.8514 

LABD21 MKFTCLFFAMVFLGSAQA DEADVDQGEEQEGDPSEDLSGPLNQNPASPAGYDGALKDEGNMQWSNGTGQCKSGGHKYFFGICPCGSVPPGKCSSFESCCTGEVCVPH 0.9715 

LABD22 MKFVCLFLAMVFLGIAQS DEADLDQAEKQQAEALEDLSGPQDENPAGYDEALEDEGNMQRKDRTRQCRSDGGKCFFAFCPRGTTRIGKCTLSYLCCKGEVCVPH 0.8444 

LABD23 MKFVCLFLAMVFLGIAQS DEADLDQAEKQQAEALEDLSGPQDENPAGYDEALEDEGNMQRMNGTSQCESAGGKCFFAFCPRGTRRIGKCGRFHRCCKGEICVPH 0.8504 

LABD24 MKTIYFFYIMFALLLIPNPEKG RDPVRNQRQCEKTGAFCQNTPCEMGQTYTGKCADNLNCCYTV 0.5578 

LABD25 MKTIYFFSVMLALLLIPYPGFT DVSDEESCRYGDVPGYCVLKECPYGFEEIGSCSEELRCCYYELQIA 0.8593 

LABD26 MKTMYFFSVVLALLLIPNPGFT EVSDQKSCMYGAVPAYCVMKECPLIYSDIGSCGNDIRCCYSGKNKDPI 0.8788 

LABD27 MKTIYFFYIVFALLLIPKPGFT DVSDEESCLYGDAAGHCVLKECPYHYADIGSCGGNIRCCYNGKN 0.918 

LABD28 MKILYFFVAVVVLLFQICPSSA QGPPPDLGDTIACRAKGQSYCIYGSCPPTFSVSGNCHGGLTCCTK 0.9176 

LABD29 MKACYFLIAVLALVIISNQGIYA TVNNAAECIQAGGVCTGACSSRPFNILGNCDEEKMCCKQ 0.8971 

LABD30 MKTCCYFLLAIALTLSADPVFA QVIGEEKCNSLSGVCKDSCEADYEDIGECSTTRCCIR 0.928 

LABD31 MKTWYLPALVILLVLVLFFDPSFA DPESEKLCHSLKGYCEKELRCRPKYVAYGTCNEKRICCIR 0.9834 

LABD32 MAMKTWYLPVLVLVLVLSIASS SVDTSEELCYDLGGQCRYLKCRSPLVLLGTCGWKWVCCIR 0.4507 

LABD33 MKTWYLLVLVLFSHPSFS NETQQTLCHVFGGHCAVLKCQGDYVAIDYCSERWVCCMR 0.9099 

LABD34 MKTWYLLVLVLFSHPSFA DIVGQIMCHSFGGYCSVSKCYADFIAVGKCVPTERWVCCLR 0.9836 
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LABD35 MKTWYLLVLVLFSHPSFA DVIGQTMCHNFGGYCSVSECYTDFIAVGKCAPTERWICCMR 0.9778 

LABD36 MKTWYLLVLVLFSHPSFA NFALETLCHAFGGHCALLKCPSAFEAVDNCNERWVCCVR 0.8863 

LABD37 MMKTCHLLFLLSLIIFPVPGKT DVTNTQECQLFSGICVRYICPSPHFNIGVCGPNMVCCVT 0.5623 

LABD38 MKILYLLFAVFLVFIQIIPGRA GYPADDTMECRLSRGFCKYGHCPPRTEHTGGTCQDGRLLCCKR 0.8852 

LABD39 MKTLFLIFAIVLISYQAVPGDA QAPEDTIACGRGGGGCQVGACRPGFQNVGTCRGGTMSCCRW 0.6227 

LABD40 MKVFWVIPLFLLRTLLTSPGLS ALRDLDEFSCLYVKNTDCLKHCPVHALSLGPCSAGKECCQR 0.4533 

LABD41 MKLLRFLLSALLIMVLHSPGSA TPPSSDLECQQQKGLCFPGRCRRPWRSIGTCNVVWHRCCER 0.9607 

LABD42 MKLLHLIFSALLTIALASPGFA NVPDENLRCILNGGYCNYSYCRRPMRQIGICKNGTRCCKM 0.7851 

LABD43 MNIFFIYALLVFSLLEDPALL EKITTKEICHENGGKCAYMECRDNAKEIGKCIDPLYLCCKD 0.834 

LABD44 MKFSHLFSVFFLFSSLFLLRDSAHA FKPTYPPQSKEECKKAEGKCMRERCMTAWKRIGKCVPNDVCCKLP 0.9899 

LABD45 MKFSHLISVFFLFSSLFLLRDSAYA SKPSHEPESDEECEKAKGKCMMEFCYSSSWKKIGTCKPHRVCCTQV 0.9803 

LABD46 MKIFAFLAAVFFFVLMAAPALA QTSERECRRMGGSCHNGFCPPGKHHRGHCGNQKIWCCRR 0.8843 

LABD47 MKIFALFTAVLFFVLMAAPALA QTSERECRRMGGSCHNGFCPHGTYHKGHCGNPKIWCCRR 0.8904 

LABD48 MKTSASLVLLLVLLSVPGPATN NNILCNGVCKRRCSAGEYKSSLDPCQESGYVFCCKEEGNVLNCYYELQSL 0.3743 

LABD49 MKTSAFLVLLLLLLSVPGPTNT QDLCDGVCKRRCTAGEYESPLDPCSESGHVFCCKKFGNVLN 0.9364 

LABD50 MKTSASLVLLLLLLSVPGPTNT QDLCDGVCKRRCTAGEYESPLDPCSESGHLICCKKFGNVLN 0.9423 

LABD51 MQLRWLFMVALLFSGMIMISA GDKERKGETCKRNGGFCVRSKETCPSKDYINYLYNDCPTGQQCCKKQ 0.6543 

LABD52 MPLRWLLMLLLSVLLPFSEG NSKGAGCKTIGGVCMPKNNCQKLYTESDCGKHEVCCQQK 0.768 

LABD53 MPLRWLLMLAISMLLFFSGETAKG TGCKTIGGECKPKKKCKNIYTESDCPKDQVCCEVK 0.7043 

LABD54 MMPLSWLFMLSLSAMFFFSTGDA AIIKPAHEPAVRACETDGGYCDGEICPRGYSRLRMCYDKIPCCIRY 0.9436 

LABD55 MPLCWLFMLAVFVLLLFSTGDISA YDPAVENAIQKGKEECKRKRGFCEGHFCSTGTKKDGECYSHISCCVRKKNKT 0.9128 

LABD56 MSLRWLFMVALLYSEMLLSSA GKNYMIKGKEACITEGGHCAGEFCPAGHREIKLCYGNVPCCVPSKS 0.7196 

LABD57 MRLRWLFVLALLFSGMLLSSA AQYNKKEGENACENIGGFCDEGYCPIDHRQKMFCYEGAPCCVPK 0.6467 

LABD58 MRLRWLFVLALLFSGMLLSSA GQDNRKEIETLCKNIGGYCNEEYCPSNQIKKMSCYEGAHCCVPLN 0.5993 

LABD59 MRLLHIVFALLCLMMLVVPGLS KIGNAKQCRDAHGKCVKRRCTGGYKRIGNCNKKVACCR 0.6978 

LABD60 MRNSYLALVLLFLGLFLAPGLC TGIRKAKDCKKAHGRCRRAMCLHDPWKRIGKCDFKRFCCVK 0.5536 

LABD61 MKILPILSVVFILSFLVAP GFAHIGIYSREQCEYFKGRCVLFQCEEHWRKVGKCAADVYCCSQE 0.9041 

LABD62 MKIFCALSLMLFIELMVAP GFTRYLQGDTECMVARGICRHLPCQPHAKKIGHCLLNTYCCKEYVMN 0.3906 

LABD63 MQFGIVYIVAVSWMLLAFPGYT CVKDQPKNEKACTDKGWVCSAKDKCPATHLKKIKCAIDRFCCAM 0.6653 

LABD64 MQFGVIYIVALSWMLLTFPGYA YGRPKPKNEKPKNENSCKAKGGDCTTNEECQGLKSHGIKCDKNRICCIM 0.5148 

 
 
Signal peptide cleavage sites on the Beta-defensin showing signal sequence and mature peptide sequence.  The probability shows the likelihood 
that the cleavage site is in that position 
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A1.7 Zootoca vivipara exon positions 
 

GENE EXON 1 Length EXON 2 
 

Length EXON 3 
 

Length Orientation Total Length No of AA  
FROM  END (bp) FROM END (bp) FROM END (bp) 

 
(bp) 

 

ZVBD1 37719 37779 61 36678 36799 122 
   

- 183 61 

ZVBD2 41173 41230 58 43231 43388 158 
   

+ 216 72 

ZVBD3 51869 51938 70 50409 50611 203 
   

- 273 91 

ZVBD4 57392 57449 58 56136 56278 143 
   

- 201 67 

ZVBD5 65688 65745 58 62745 62878 134 
   

- 192 64 

ZVBD6 71680 71731 52 70488 70642 155 
   

- 207 69 

ZVBD7 93351 93411 61 91303 91478 176 
   

- 237 79 

ZVBD8 101751 101808 58 103534 103649 116 
   

+ 174 58 

ZVBD9 172604 172661 58 174275 174393 119 
   

+ 177 59 

ZVBD10 191735 191801 67 195686 195813 128 
   

+ 195 65 

ZVBD11 249793 249838 46 250790 250914 125 
   

+ 171 57 

ZVBD12 287246 287309 64 287716 287843 128 
   

+ 192 64 

ZVBD13 296757 296814 58 295714 295814 101 
   

- 159 53 

ZVBD14 302681 302732 52 305039 305178 140 
   

+ 192 64 

ZVBD15 310257 310314 58 311316 311416 101 
   

+ 159 53 

ZVBD16 343675 343732 58 343102 343244 143 
   

- 201 67 

ZVBD17 369922 369979 58 368862 368993 132 368345 368355 11 - 201 67 

ZVBD18 377696 377753 58 376600 376731 132 376104 376114 11 - 201 67 

ZVBD19 387050 387107 58 386072 386203 132 385124 385131 8 - 198 66 

ZVBD20 459023 459188 166 457211 457356 146 
   

- 312 104 

ZVBD21 522077 522182 106 517265 517395 131 
   

- 237 79 

ZVBD22 534768 534897 130 533415 533584 170 
   

- 300 100 

ZVBD23 540692 540815 124 538781 538950 170 
   

- 294 98 

ZVBD24 545016 545151 136 546054 546214 161 
   

+ 297 99 

ZVBD25 559719 559860 142 557471 557628 158 
   

- 300 100 
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ZVBD26  572323 572437 115 573846 574003 158 
   

+ 273 91 

ZVBD27 697481 697538 58 698395 698525 131 
   

+ 189 63 

ZVBD28 704367 704424 58 703829 703962 134 
   

- 192 64 

ZVBD29 754895 754952 58 755427 755560 134 
   

+ 192 64 

ZVBD30 775705 775768 64 774202 774335 134 
   

- 198 66 

ZVBD31 786820 786883 64 785077 785210 134 
   

- 198 66 

ZVBD32 826759 826816 58 829885 830069 185 
   

+ 243 81 

ZVBD33 908130 908187 58 909477 909604 128 
   

+ 186 62 

ZVBD34 915066 915123 58 918939 919069 131 
   

+ 189 63 

 
 
Positions coordinates of exons.  Last codon of CTSB is a marker for the start of the beta-defensin cluster.  Orientation of the gene and length of 

exons and full length of coding sequence.  
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A1.8 Zootoca vivipara Beta-defensin physical properties 
  

pI Net Charge Mr 
 

pI Net Charge Mr 

ZVBD1 8.67 3 4787 ZVBD18 5.57 -1 5036 

ZVBD2 7.75 1 5491 ZVBD19 4.36 -2 5040 

ZVBD3 6.92 0 7719 ZVBD20 4.41 -9 9348 

ZVBD4 5.44 -3 5305 ZVBD21 6.97 0 6401 

ZVBD5 9.3 6 5172 ZVBD22 5.77 -1 9115 

ZVBD6 6.98 0 5277 ZVBD23 5.26 -2 8629 

ZVBD7 8.32 2 6466 ZVBD24 5.31 -1 9025 

ZVBD8 8.24 2 4163 ZVBD25 5.33 -2 9318 

ZVBD9 6.03 -1 4273 ZVBD26 7.76 1 8358 

ZVBD10 9.22 6 5041 ZVBD27 8.65 3 4689 

ZVBD11 3.92 -3 4171 ZVBD28 6.88 0 4952 

ZVBD12 8.31 2 4661 ZVBD29 8.83 4 4854 

ZVBD13 4.29 -4 3865 ZVBD30 5.66 -1 5079 

ZVBD14 8.92 4 4973 ZVBD31 7.89 1 4833 

ZVBD15 4.29 -4 3865 ZVBD32 9.33 7 6494 

ZVBD16 7.78 1 4599 ZVBD33 9.15 5 4586 

ZVBD17 4.96 -3 5116 ZVBD34 8.98 4 4763 

 
 
Physical properties of the Zootoca vivipara mature peptide beta-defensins. All properties were achieved by using the protparam program on the 
ExPASy Server (Gasteiger, E. et al. 2005) 
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A1.9 Zootoca vivipara signal peptide prediction  
Signal Peptide PRO - Mature Peptide Probability 

ZVBD1 MKMLYLLYGVLFLFLYQSAA APGDLYDSLQCHYNHGHCRRLCFYNERPIGTCTNGRQRCCK 0.7266 

ZVBD2 MKIFCLLFAGLFLVFLPNSVML LFPPLVGIADFVTLGCFVRGGKCETDICKENEEQIGNCSKTEKLCCKKPK 0.2814 

ZVBD3 MQTSVFLLLLLLHHHTSITLA APGIIQDGKPGCDSLHHNCRMGYCSENEIPSGGFCFKPVIICCRSLPKKYKSSEETQEVAPFGDVLRNLF 0.9245 

ZVBD4 MRSFHLLVALFLAVLLVSPGNG EREPRYVSHCLRRGGICRYDDCSEGEEQIGTCYHHTMICCRDEVV 0.9389 

ZVBD5 MRFRNLLIVAILGAFLVSLGAG LNLFVRRCWRRAGKCRGNRCFYDEIEISTCYHTKIKCCREKD 0.576 

ZVBD6 MPSLYLIVFLLLCTLTPGHSHA RDTLKCHEDRGTCHPTLCPAQKIEKGSCYSGFQLCCVGELVHRITEL 0.717 

ZVBD7 MMFPYLSLAVQVVVVFNGIAA HRQGDEVKNLAQVLICNEGRGYCLDVQFSCPSGLMFNNNKCPNKTMNKCCTPFEGRGV 0.6715 

ZVBD8 MRFLYLSFALVFILFHAVAG QQSCKEQGGYCQVPLTEKCPYGYIPANCGFNGNCCKCK 0.6964 

ZVBD9 MRFLFLSFALVFILSHVVA ENPLCQFFGGTCHFPATTKCAHGEWTGNLCGPNGVCCRSE 0.9561 

ZVBD10 MRFLSLFLLPLLFLALASQA EKGSKDCKRMRGFCVHKSAHCPSNTILPFKCGDKQKCCKKLDADV 0.8422 

ZVBD11 MKTWYLLVLVLFSDPSFA ALAMQTLCYSFGGQCTYLNCPAAFEAVDDCSESSVCCIR 0.723 

ZVBD12 MKTWYLPALFLLLVSVLFFDPSFA DPASEKLCHILNGYCENEVRCRPKYVAYGICNEKRICCIR 0.981 

ZVBD13 MKTCYHFLLAIALILSA DPGEEKCNSFGGVCKDSCESGYDDIGECSTTRCCIR 0.3583 

ZVBD14 MKTCYLLFLALGFLFHPGLP ANVYNRSQCREWNGVCAFYKCPATFNSIGKCLTFRPCCLLQLPG 0.7265 

ZVBD15 MKTCYHFLLAIALILSA DPGEEKCNSFGGVCKDSCESGYDDIGECSTTRCCIR 0.3583 

ZVBD16 MRILYFFVAVVVLLFQICPGYA QGPPPDLGDTLACRAKGQSYCIFGPCPPTFSVSGNCHGGLNCCTK 0.9436 

ZVBD17 MKSICIFNVVLALLLIPNPGFT DVSDKESCMYGDVPGYCVLEECLYGYTKIGSCGKDIHCCHYVRLY 0.9112 

ZVBD18 MKTIYIFNVVLALLLIPNPGFT DVSDKESCMYGDVPGYCILDECIRGYSKIGSCGKDILCCHKVRLY 0.9046 

ZVBD19 MKTIHFFNVVLALLFIPNP GFTGVSDLKSCMYGDVPAYCVMKECPLIYSDIGSCGNDIRCCYSGAF 0.7236 

ZVBD20 MKFVCLFFAVVFLGIAQS DEADLGQAEKQEAEALEDLSGPQDENPAGYDEALEDEGNMQWRDGTSKCESAGGKCFFAFCPRGTTRIGKCSLFRLCCKGEVCVPH 0.8545 

ZVBD21 MKTALVLLALAFLVFQATA KPNPGVLAEDDAPMPAEDVPRPRNAMVCNAMGGNCRAGCHSHEKSLGKCFANMHCCVAYQ 0.825 

ZVBD22 MKMLYVLFLVAFLVFQVQA NPKPPSKVEGEAKELLESRAYKDDGPGLKPEPKDSSRFQVVLCSDNNGYCLPRDFQCHNGLAFKEPWNDCPFSDVLKCCVR 0.958 

ZVBD23 MKMLYVLVAVAFLVFQVQA NPKPPSEDEAKEPLDPETKLKEDPGLLPQPDDSARLKVVLCSGIDGYCLPRGFACHNGLVFKEAFNNCPFSAVLKCCVR 0.9569 

ZVBD24 MKTLHFIFVVLFLVLHSQA GLDLWSTGKLKDSKDPETERAAYQADENGLAVAPPLDEKISCLWPWGYCLLRELQCSSGFVMKERFNNCPNTRTLKCCVL 0.8144 

ZVBD25 MKFVCLFFALVLLCNA QEDEADLTKMEKEQGEDLKDAAGDTQGLQDEDSGMKASPRLAVVLCNGNRGYCLPRGYRCSNGLVFKEPWNNCPSRHALKCCVR 0.9775 

ZVBD26 MKFVCLFFALVLLCNA QEDEADLAKMEKEQGEDLKDAADSGMKASPRLAVVLCNGNRGYCLPRGYRCTNGLVFKEPWNNCPSRHALKCCVR 0.9742 

ZVBD27 MKIFCALSLMLFIALMVAPGFT RYLQGDTECMVARGICKHLPCQPHARKIGHCLLNTYCCKDI 0.546 

ZVBD28 MKILSILSVVFVLSFLVAPGFT HIGINSREQCDYFKGKCLLFQCEEHWRKVGKCAPDVYCCSQE 0.5978 

ZVBD29 MKAFSSLFLLSLLLLFISPASS EKIEKPWQCSKQKGICMTLKECLLPYKPIGKCDADTHCCQKK 0.9588 

ZVBD30 MRLRWLFVVALLFSEMLLFSAG QDEKKEIETLCKNIGGYCDDKFCPSDHKEKMVTIPPRVTTNGYF 0.5778 

ZVBD31 MRLRWLFVVALLFSEMFLFSAGG FNKQAGERACEKMGGFCDEGGCPSDHRQTMYCYSGRGTTHRFL 0.3921 

ZVBD32 MPLCWLFMLAICVLLLFSAGDISA YDPAVLNAIENGKKECRKKKGFCDGHTCPVGTEQNGECYHHLSCCVKKRKNNRNKRS 0.8559 

ZVBD33 MKLLHLIFSALLTIALASPGFA NVPDENLRCILNGGHCNYSYCRRPMRQIGICKNGSRCCKL 0.7818 

ZVBD34 MKLLRFLLSALLIMVLPSPGSA TPPSSDLECQQQKGLCFPGRCRRPWRSIGTCNAVWHRCCER 0.9455 

 
Signal peptide cleavage sites on the Beta-defensin showing signal sequence and mature peptide sequence.  The probability shows the likelihood that the cleavage site is in that position 
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A2.1 Crotalus viridis viridis exon positions 
 

GENE Exon 1 Length Exon 2 Length Orientation Total Length No of AA 

  FROM END (bp) FROM  END (bp)   (bp) 
 

  
       

  
 

CVBD1 68639 68696 58 67178 67299 122 - 180 60 

CVBD2 74090 74147 58 73511 73689 179 - 237 79 

CVBD3 80255 80312 58 79220 79362 143 - 201 67 

CVBD4 85295 85352 58 86999 87186 188 + 246 82 

CVBD5 88569 88623 55 89680 89831 152 + 207 69 

CVBD6 117037 117094 58 118499 118644 146 + 204 68 

CVBD7 141093 141150 58 139622 139749 128 - 186 62 

CVBD8 160041 160094 54 159427 159552 126 - 180 60 

CVBD9 169283 169337 55 168100 168221 122 - 177 59 

CVBD10 187078 187135 58 188737 188870 134 + 192 64 

CVBD11 200474 200531 58 205537 205661 125 + 183 61 

CVBD12 247452 247509 58 241999 242138 140 - 198 66 

CVBD13 271428 271482 55 268336 268466 131 - 186 62 

CVBD14 299523 299580 58 298373 298497 125 - 183 61 

CVBD15 314977 315034 58 313550 313806 257 - 315 105 
 

Position coordinates of exons.  Last codon of CTSB is a marker for the start of the beta-defensin cluster.  Orientation of the gene and length of 

exons and full length of coding sequence. Number of amino acids in full peptide shown. 
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A2.2 Crotalus viridis viridis mature peptide physical properties. 

GENE pI Net Charge Mr 
    

CVBD1 8.3 3 4501 

CVBD2 6.77 0 6225 

CVBD3 5.81 -2 5322 

CVBD4 8.54 4 7008 

CVBD5 8.26 3 5504 

CVBD6 7.62 1 4639 

CVBD7 3.67 -4 4774 

CVBD8 8.57 4 4312 

CVBD9 9.09 6 4319 

CVBD10 7.99 2 4649 

CVBD11 3.93 -1 4060 

CVBD12 8.56 4 4671 

CVBD13 9.35 6 4720 

CVBD14 8.28 3 4871 

CVBD15 8.96 5 9818 

Physical properties of the Crotalus viridis viridis mature peptide beta-defensins. All properties were achieved by using the protparam program 

on the ExPASy Server (Gasteiger, E. et al. 2005) 
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A2.3 Crotalus viridis viridis signal peptide prediction. 

 

GENE SIGNAL PEPTIDE MATURE PEPTIDE Probability 

CVBD1 MKIIFMLWALFLFLCQPIPAKG DLYDSLVCRNNHGHCRRLCFHHEQVIGTCMNGRQRCCK 0.8194 

CVBD2 MKMISIIFASIVLSFLASSGKG DFVTLGCLFRGGTCETDTCKENEIQIGNCSKTEKICCKKPKPALHPPGEIITRSTDT 0.4895 

CVBD3 MKICHLAIALFFAMLLVSPGNG ERMVRFVSHCLRRGGICRYDDCSEGEEQIGTCYHHTMICCRDEVM 0.9661 

CVBD4 MSSCKLLIVALFAIFLMSLGSS LNLSARLCWQRGGRCHRNSQCYYNEIEIGTCYHFRLKCCRDKSQEDGSSYVLGKVFGNFTC 0.4823 

CVBD5 MRFLFLIFALLLLFYVSSG QLRNCISDGGFCQTGLQKECEFGSLPYNCGINALCCKRGPVRAIFPLVMR 0.5134 

CVBD6 MNILYCFTAVIFFFFHAAQEDRFIE AILLTCASMGGFCILQPNETCPSGILLDVPCHFRRRCCSKTDA 0.2463 

CVBD7 MKIYHLFFLTLFLKGVVGP DPAGSQLACQYRFDGFCSPEDLPCPNCFVSYGSCEFDFQCCVK 0.4191 

CVBD8 MKAWCVLLFLTFVILSDLGEA VRIMDSRTCLINKGVCKKSCPDHLTKIGLCHVNEPCCKA 0.993 

CVBD9 MKAWCVLLFLTFAILSDLGEA KDIRNAKECNKQKGVCKKTCPPTYKNVGVCQINIPCCVP 0.988 

CVBD10 MKTLFLLFAALLFFSQIIPGNS QPAPDTLECRRSHHGFCKYQCPGETLPTGGTCQWGRLVCCKS 0.8347 

CVBD11 MKAFLLLVAIFLFSNQAVTA TGQSDPANIACFQNGGSCRLSCPFPGVASGDCAGGLVCCIW 0.5898 

CVBD12 MQFGILSFVLASWILLASPGCA VRTVPIKTKADCSAIKGFCTINPECNTPYPIQGTCGKGTLCCLK 0.6157 

CVBD13 MKTMCLIRFFFVLMLVQPGAQF IASRKQCERVGGVCIFSFSCYWPLRIRIGRCNFFLRCCSF 0.2979 

CVBD14 MKMFTFFSLIFFLALLSVSG IKTDIWGDSECIKFGGICKHWPCRPFRRIGFCVYNTYCCKE 0.8001 

CVBD15 MKILNLICVLFCIAFLFTPGTG NTIKTEKECHAADGYCKMGECLYPKFKLIGFCRKVFYCCKKNVQRNNRYVTVHQNMEVNRIYTYILNIAGTGNNNDEDNNNRNA 0.7924 

 

Sequence of signal peptide and mature peptide.  Probability and cleavage site predicted using SignalIP – 5.0 server (Almagro Armenteros et al 

2019) 
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A.2.4 Naja naja exon positions. 

 
 

Exon 1 Length Exon 2 Length 
 

Orientation Total Length No of AA 

GENE FROM END (bp) FROM  END (bp) 
  

(bp) 
 

           

NNBD1 39048 39105 58 37694 37815 122 
 

- 180 60 

NNBD2 48385 48442 58 47189 47352 164 
 

- 222 74 

NNBD3 54401 54458 58 53034 53176 143 
 

- 201 67 

NNBD4 58228 58285 58 59934 60088 155 
 

+ 213 71 

NNBD5 64699 64753 55 67375 67526 152 
 

+ 207 69 

NNBD6 78088 78142 55 81410 81561 152 
 

+ 207 69 

NNBD7 131611 131668 58 124024 124148 125 
 

- 183 61 

NNBD8 198284 198341 58 207249 207373 125 
 

+ 183 61 

NNBD9 255899 255953 55 256436 256563 128 
 

+ 183 61 

NNBD10 291629 291686 58 293705 293832 128 
 

+ 186 62 

NNBD11 329916 329973 58 331665 331801 137 
 

+ 195 65 

NNBD12 347727 347784 58 351528 351652 125 
 

+ 183 61 

NNBD13 408403 408460 58 400354 400493 140 
 

- 198 66 

NNBD14 447258 447315 58 445201 445349 149 
 

- 207 69 

NNBD15 473357 473414 58 467839 467972 134 
 

- 192 64 

NNBD16 496559 496616 58 495377 495501 125 
 

- 183 61 

NNBD17 519608 519665 58 517588 517844 257 
 

- 315 105 

NNBD18 530207 530264 58 528997 529127 131 
 

- 189 63 

NNBD19 555949 555994 46 556190 556323 134 
 

+ 180 60 
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NNBD20 755118 755175 58 756599 756711 113 
 

+ 171 57 

NNBD21 794343 794397 55 792165 792283 119 
 

- 174 58 

NNBD22 805901 805958 58 807692 807810 119 
 

+ 177 59 

NNBD23 900882 900939 58 907486 907604 119 
 

+ 177 59 

NNBD24 965504 965561 58 967102 967220 119 
 

+ 177 59 

NNBD25 1022204 1022261 58 1025219 1025334 116 
 

+ 174 58 

NNBD26 1031135 1031192 58 1032464 1032582 119 
 

+ 177 59 

NNBD27 1078767 1078824 58 1080034 1080152 119 
 

+ 177 59 

 

Position coordinates of exons.  Last codon of CTSB is a marker for the start of the beta-defensin cluster.  Orientation of the gene and length of 

exons and full length of coding sequence. Number of amino acids in full peptide shown. 
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A2.5 Naja naja mature peptide physical properties 

 

GENE pi Net charge Mr GENE pi Net charge Mr 

NNBD1 8.69 5 4453 NNBD15 9.55 7 4860 

NNBD2 9.1 5 5829 NNBD16 9.08 5 4879 

NNBD3 5.83 -2 5326 NNBD17 8.92 5 9785 

NNBD4 8.32 2 5749 NNBD18 9.16 7 4603 

NNBD5 9.3 6 5419 NNBD19 9.33 7 4943 

NNBD6 9.1 5 5567 NNBD20 9.15 5 3911 

NNBD7 5.49 -1 4635 NNBD21 7.79 1 4376 

NNBD8 5.5 -1 4681 NNBD22 9.61 7 4450 

NNBD9 9.64 8 4392 NNBD23 7.79 1 4429 

NNBD10 6.86 0 4532 NNBD24 9.22 5 4505 

NNBD11 7.79 1 4755 NNBD25 8.94 4 4348 

NNBD12 4.32 -2 4149 NNBD26 8.96 4 4220 

NNBD13 7.75 1 4904 NNBD27 8.68 3 4160 

NNBD14 4.74 -5 4583 
    

 

Physical properties of the Naja naja mature peptide beta-defensins. All properties were achieved by using the protparam program on the ExPASy 

Server (Gasteiger, E. et al. 2005). 
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A2.6 Naja naja signal peptide prediction 

GENE SIGNAL PEPTIDE MATURE PEPTIDE Probability 

NNBD1 MRIIFMLWALFLFLCQPVPAKG NLYDSLVCRNIHGHCRRLCFHHEQVIGTCTNGRQHCCK 0.6504 

NNBD2 MKMICIFFASVILSFLASSGKG DFVTLGCLFRGGTCETNTCKENEVQIGNCSKIQKICCKKPKPAPQRIATWRN 0.45 

NNBD3 MKICHLAIVLFFATLLVSSGNG ERMVRFVSHCLRRGGICRYDDCSEGEEQIGTCYHHTMICCRDEVM 0.7568 

NNBD4 MSSCKLLVVALFAVFLISLGSS LNLSARLCWQKGGRCHRAGQCYDNEIEIGMCYHFRLKCCRDKSQEETPT 0.4714 

NNBD5 MKFLFLTFALLLLFYVSSA QVKTCMSDGGFCQTGLFKPCKYGSLPYNCGINGICCKRGPVRSTSLLVMR 0.5129 

NNBD6 MRFLFLTFALLLLFYVSSG QPDDCVKDGGFCQIGLQKRCVYGSLPYNCGINAKCCKRLPVRSMSFLVVR 0.7103 

NNBD7 MKAFLLLVAIFLFSHQAVT EIDESDPLVIACNKMLGSCWSYCPHTTIARGRCPGGLFCCTW 0.7136 

NNBD8 MKAFLLLVAIFLFSHQPVTA DIIDDYASVHCDRRRGYCADECIPGFFFPGKCFGGQTCCKW 0.9868 

NNBD9 MKAWCVLFFLTFVILSDLGEA QRIMDSRACIKNKGACRKLSCAVSEKKIGLCHVNKPCCKA 0.9933 

NNBD10 MKIYHLFFLTLFLKGVVGPAIS GGQHVCQQHLNGFCYPKIVSCPDCFTFYGNCEFNLQCCAR 0.2488 

NNBD11 MKTLFLLFAALLFFSQIIPGSS QPAPDTLECRNQDHGFCKRYNCPGQTVHTGGTCQWGTLLCCKS 0.7524 

NNBD12 MKAFLLLVAIFLFSHQAVTA TGESDPANIACFKSGGSCRPVCPFPAEQSGDCAGGLVCCQW 0.6178 

NNBD13 MQLGILFVVLASWILLASPGCA VRTERIDTEVLCKAIKGFCTHNTECNTPYPIQGTCGKDTLCCLK 0.6034 

NNBD14 MQFAILSIAFISWMFLVFPGDDDDAGA DAEEEVSSAQCMNSHGGRCIKECAEDEKEIHKCPAGVCCKEQ 0.2197 

NNBD15 MKTMWHLVRFFFVLMLVQPGAP KLTVNRKQCEKAGGLCIFSFYCIWPARIKIGRCSLFVRCCTF 0.6092 

NNBD16 MKMFTFFSLIFFLTLLSVAG IKQNVWGDRECIQVGGLCKHWPCRPFKRIGFCVYKSYCCKE 0.6065 

NNBD17 MKVLYLTCVFFCIAFLFTPGIG NTIKTEKECHAAEGYCKMGECLYPKFKLIGFCRKVFYCCKKNVQRYNRYVTVHKNMEVNRIYTYILDSAGTGNKDDEDNNRNV 0.7163 

NNBD18 MKIFGIFSAILFFALIMAIA CKVPKTAADCDREGGKCRFLRCPSNLTAIGKCDKNGGVCCKKQ 0.5185 

NNBD19 MKILLVCLILFLSLSGFTQA KPKRCPYGGVCRSYKECYREEKYWGRCPWNQKKIYCCFW 0.9426 

NNBD20 MKVFYLVLTFLFLAILPEPGNA NYVCKRRDGICVRFYCPPGKNLGTWGCNGGLTCCR 0.9835 

NNBD21 MKILYLFAFLFLAFLSEPGNA IYECHRQRGECFRIQCPNGYQDLGTLGCPEGWRCCRQ 0.9706 

NNBD22 MKILYLLFAFLFLAFLSEPGSA QRWCRRQRGRCYYGHCLLNHRDIGRQDCGPKSKCCVP 0.972 
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NNBD23 MKILYFLFAFLFLAFLSEPGNA HHLCGSQGGRCFRYQCPPGYEDLDQVDCQWRWKCCRP 0.9822 

NNBD24 MKILYFLFAFLFLAFLSEPGNA HHLCGSQGGRCHQYRCRPRHDDLGQRDCPWRWKCCRP 0.9834 

NNBD25 MKILYLLFSFLFLAFLSDPGNA QRVCRGLGGRCYRDCPKNTEDIHRKDCRHEWTCCRP 0.9928 

NNBD26 MKILYLLFAFLFLVCLSQPGNA QSQCNGLRGVCYRPHCPHGLQYLGQVDCRWGAVCCRR 0.9196 

NNBD27 MKILYLLFAFLFLVCLSQPGNA QSQCGSLRGVCYRPYCPHGLQYLGQVDCPWGAVCCRR 0.914 

 

 

Signal peptide cleavage sites on the Beta-defensin showing signal sequence and mature peptide sequence.  The probability shows the likelihood 

that the cleavage site is in that position.   
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A2.7 Thamnophis elegans exon positions 

 
Exon 1 Length Exon 2 Length 

 
Orientation Total Length No of AA 

GENE FROM END (bp) FROM  END (bp) 
  

(bp) 
 

           

TEBD1 35007 35064 58 33730 33851 122 
 

- 180 60 

TEBD2 47352 47409 58 45000 45163 164 
 

- 222 74 

TEBD3 53307 53364 58 51979 52121 143 
 

- 201 67 

TEBD4 57808 57865 58 59122 59276 155 
 

+ 213 71 

TEBD5 66037 66091 55 66443 66594 152 
 

+ 207 69 

TEBD6 77374 77431 58 79754 79908 155 
 

+ 213 71 

TEBD7 82404 82458 55 82810 82961 152 
 

+ 207 69 

TEBD8 86906 86960 55 90467 90618 152 
 

+ 207 69 

TEBD9 122538 122595 58 121439 121557 119 
 

- 177 59 

TEBD10 132826 132883 58 131734 131852 119 
 

- 177 59 

TEBD11 143442 143499 58 145545 145690 146 
 

+ 204 68 

TEBD12 166123 166180 58 164529 164647 119 
 

- 177 59 

TEBD13 189274 189328 55 188668 188795 128 
 

- 183 61 

TEBD14 200583 200637 55 199977 200104 128 
 

- 183 61 

TEBD15 212604 212658 55 212057 212172 116 
 

- 171 57 

TEBD16 252369 252426 58 254023 254159 137 
 

+ 195 65 

TEBD17 307298 307355 58 311767 311891 125 
 

+ 183 61 

TEBD18 326082 326133 52 328378 328505 128 
 

+ 180 60 

TEBD19 370243 370294 52 371918 372045 128 
 

+ 180 60 

TEBD20 410515 410572 58 408685 408803 119 
 

- 177 59 

TEBD21 429691 429742 52 432015 432223 209 
 

+ 261 87 

TEBD22 459026 459083 58 457331 457449 119 
 

- 177 59 

TEBD23 486449 486500 52 488886 489007 122 
 

+ 174 58 

TEBD24 534158 534215 58 535368 535486 119 
 

+ 177 59 

TEBD25 600720 600777 58 602384 602520 137 
 

+ 195 65 
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TEBD26 661129 661186 58 665635 665759 125 
 

+ 183 61 

TEBD27 679024 679075 52 681320 681447 128 
 

+ 180 60 

TEBD28 712302 712359 58 710471 710589 119 
 

- 177 59 

TEBD29 728458 728509 52 730133 730260 128 
 

+ 180 60 

TEBD30 770870 770921 52 773188 773315 128 
 

+ 180 60 

TEBD31 799117 799174 58 797165 797283 119 
 

- 177 59 

TEBD32 821670 821721 52 824096 824217 122 
 

+ 174 58 

TEBD33 850640 850691 52 855921 856042 122 
 

+ 174 58 

TEBD34 907499 907556 58 905481 905599 119 
 

- 177 59 

TEBD35 934282 934339 58 936388 936521 134 
 

+ 192 64 

TEBD36 959598 959655 58 962670 962794 125 
 

+ 183 61 

TEBD37 970410 970461 52 972717 972835 119 
 

+ 171 57 

TEBD38 1214608 1214665 58 1215889 1216001 113 
 

+ 171 57 

TEBD39 1258970 1259027 58 1260980 1261092 113 
 

+ 171 57 

TEBD40 1331387 1331444 58 1332294 1332400 107 
 

+ 165 55 

TEBD41 1367330 1367387 58 1368707 1368825 119 
 

+ 177 59 

TEBD42 1375130 1375187 58 1377119 1377231 113 
 

+ 171 57 

TEBD43 1400133 1400190 58 1398866 1398981 116 
 

- 174 58 

TEBD44 1431072 1431129 58 1433245 1433360 116 
 

+ 174 58 

TEBD45 1454306 1454363 58 1455488 1455600 113 
 

+ 171 57 

TEBD46 1501688 1501745 58 1502795 1502916 122 
 

+ 180 60 

TEBD47 1545655 1545712 58 1544494 1544612 119 
 

- 177 59 

TEBD48 1612986 1613043 58 1614236 1614351 116 
 

+ 174 58 

TEBD49 1650260 1650317 58 1651594 1651712 119 
 

+ 177 59 

TEBD50 1672202 1672259 58 1673505 1673623 119 
 

+ 177 59 

TEBD51 1697966 1698023 58 1699237 1699355 119 
 

+ 177 59 

 
Positions coordinates of exons.  Last codon of CTSB is a marker for the start of the beta-defensin cluster.  Orientation of the gene and length of 

exons and full length of coding sequence. 
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A2.8 Thamnophis elegans Beta-defensin physical properties 

GENE pI Net Charge Mr GENE pI Net Charge Mr 

TEBD1 8.98 4 4791 TEBD26 5.92 0 4028 

TEBD2 9.08 5 5868 TEBD27 4.78 -1 4744 

TEBD3 5.83 -2 5326 TEBD28 10.72 10 4640 

TEBD4 8.32 2 5689 TEBD29 7.76 1 4569 

TEBD5 8.32 2 5614 TEBD30 8.96 4 4607 

TEBD6 8.32 2 5687 TEBD31 8.32 2 3917 

TEBD7 8.89 5 5539 TEBD32 3.61 -5 4406 

TEBD8 8.89 4 5542 TEBD33 4.03 -4 4338 

TEBD9 9.86 8 4135 TEBD34 8.34 2 4064 

TEBD10 9.18 5 3847 TEBD35 8.68 2 4761 

TEBD11 6.71 0 4454 TEBD36 4.21 -1 4087 

TEBD12 3.9 -4 4584 TEBD37 7.76 1 4195 

TEBD13 9.42 7 4373 TEBD38 5.38 -1 3590 

TEBD14 9.42 7 4373 TEBD39 7.78 1 3663 

TEBD15 8.33 2 3908 TEBD40 8.65 3 3542 

TEBD16 8.65 3 4970 TEBD41 8.98 4 4132 

TEBD17 5.92 0 4028 TEBD42 9.26 5 3951 

TEBD18 4.78 -1 4744 TEBD43 9.25 5 4412 

TEBD19 6.12 0 4526 TEBD44 11.71 13 4658 

TEBD20 9.42 7 4241 TEBD45 9.25 5 4066 

TEBD21 8.91 5 7954 TEBD46 9.13 5 4244 

TEBD22 8.65 3 3945 TEBD47 9.86 8 4162 

TEBD23 3.61 -5 4372 TEBD48 9.21 5 4322 

TEBD24 9.25 5 4460 TEBD49 9.68 6 4262 

TEBD25 8.65 3 4970 TEBD50 10.62 9 4274     
TEBD51 10.59 10 4546 

 
Physical properties of the T. elegans mature peptide beta-defensins. All properties were achieved by using the protparam program on the ExPASy 

Server (Gasteiger, E. et al. 2005). 
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A2.9 T. elegans signal peptide prediction 
  

SIGNAL PEPTIDE MATURE PEPTIDE Probability 

TEBD1 MRIIFILWAFFLFLCQSIPA REELHDTLTCRNNHGRCRRICFHHEHVIGTCTNGRQRCCK 0.4521 

TEBD2 MRMICIFFASVILSFLASSGKG DFVTLGCLFRGGTCETNTCKENEVQIGNCTKIQKICCKKPKPALHKTEIRRN 0.4384 

TEBD3 MKICHLSIALFFAMLLVSSGNG ERMVRFVSHCLRRGGICRYDDCSEGEEQIGTCYHHTMICCRDEVM 0.8466 

TEBD4 MCSCKLLVVALFAVFLISLGSS LNLSARVCWQKGGRCHRAGQCYDNEIEIGTCYHLRMKCCRDKSQEETPT 0.4649 

TEBD5 MRFLLLTFALLLLFYVASG QLFECMKDGGFCQTGLFKECEYGSLPYNCGINAICCKRGPVRSISFLVMR 0.8693 

TEBD6 MSSCKLLVVALFAVFLISLGSS LNLSARVCWQKGGRCHRAGQCYDNEVEIGMCYHLRLKCCRDKSQEETPT 0.4446 

TEBD7 MRFFLLTFALLLLFYVASG KIMNCKSDGGFCQTGLFKECEYGSLPYNCGINAICCKRGPVRSISFLVMR 0.8546 

TEBD8 MRFLFITFALLLLFYVSSG QPEACKENGGFCQIGLQKECVYGSLPYNCGINAKCCKRSWVRSISFLVGR 0.5772 

TEBD9 MKICYLLLGIALLAYLPLPGATQG SNACRIKRGYCYFLSCPKGTRQIGRCTNRHPCCRW 0.606 

TEBD10 MKICYFLLGIALPAYLPLPGAMQ GIQQCLKKGGFCRVSACPGGTIQIGHCEPVRLCCKR 0.254 

TEBD11 MNILYCFTAVIFLFFHAAQEDQFIEA ILLTCASVGGFCILQPNETCPSGVLLDVPCHFGRRCCSKTDV 0.2194 

TEBD12 MKLYHLFFLTLFVKTVVG PDIAYDCLTDFDGFCYPPDLPCPGCFIPYGNCEFKLQCCAK 0.3797 

TEBD13 MKPWFVLLFFTFLFLSDLGEA DMIKESRSCIKAKGTCRKGSCKSSEKKIGLCHVNQPCCKS 0.9932 

TEBD14 MKPWFVLLFFTFLFLSDLGEA DMIKESRSCIKAKGTCRKGSCKSSEKKIGLCHVNQPCCKS 0.9932 

TEBD15 MKLWCVLLFLTFAILSDLGEA ENGKECIAKNGFCHAQCPSNYKKIGNCKSDVACCLM 0.9673 

TEBD16 MKTLFLLFAALLFFSQIIPG SFQPAPDTLQCRRSHHGFCKAYYCPPHTIPTGGSCQWGSLICCKS 0.2872 

TEBD17 MKAFLLLVAIFMLSYQAVTVTG QRDPANIACFQSGGTCRASCPFPSVQSGDCAGGFVCCTW 0.7616 

TEBD18 MKALLLLVAIFLFSHQAAS DPNDPRDIACRRIGGYCVWEYCPYTTFYNGPCSDCKACCTW 0.8499 

TEBD19 MKALLLLVAIFLFSHQAAS DPNDPLDIACRKIGGSCEWRKCPPTIFYNGPCSGGMACCYW 0.8576 

TEBD20 MKILYLLFAFLFLVFLSEPGNA QSKCRRERGICYYGRCVGSTSDIGRQDCGPRSRCCQR 0.9459 

TEBD21 MKALLLLVAIFMFSHQAAS DPNDPRDIACKKMRGSCEWRRCPPTTVTRGACSGRMACCSWQVNILYLTLLFCSKQMQQCFFIYTIFY 0.8255 

TEBD22 MKILYLLFAFLFLAFLSEPGNA QSKCYHKGGGCAYGHCPDSTLDIGRQDCGPRSKCCRG 0.9394 

TEBD23 MKALLLLVAIFMFSHQAAT VDFNFAETDCPIDVGFCLDSCDYLGTPYRCPYGGICCLW 0.665 

TEBD24 MMTLYLLFAFLFLAFLSESGNA QRWCHRQGGRCFSHRCLQNFENLGKIDCRQSHVCCRP 0.926 

TEBD25 MKTLFLLFAALLFFSQIIPG SFQPAPDTLQCRRSHHGFCKAYYCPPHTIPTGGSCQWGSLICCKS 0.2872 

TEBD26 MKAFLLLVAIFMLSYQAVTVTG QRDPANIACFQSGGTCRASCPFPSVQSGDCAGGFVCCTW 0.7616 

TEBD27 MKALLLLVAIFLFSHQAAS DPNDPRDIACRRIGGYCVWEYCPYTTFYNGPCSDCKACCTW 0.8499 
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TEBD28 MKILYLLFAFLFLAFLSEPGNA QRKCRRERGRCYYGRCVGFTLDIGRQDCRWRARCCRR 0.9807 

TEBD29 MKALLLLVAIFLFSHQAAS DPNDPRDIACRKIGGSCEWRKCPPTIFYNGPCSGGMACCYW 0.8525 

TEBD30 MKALLLLVAIFLFSHQAAS DPNDPRDIACKKMRGSCEWRRCPTTTVTRGACSGRMACCSW 0.859 

TEBD31 MKILYLLFAFLFLAFLSEPGNA QSKCYHKGGGCAYGHCPDSTLDIGRQDCGPRSKCCQG 0.9398 

TEBD32 MKALLLLVAIFMFSHQAAT VDFNFAETDCPIDVGFCFDSCDYLGTPYRCPYGGICCLW 0.6638 

TEBD33 MKALLLLVAIFMFSHQAAA IDDNGIIDCPINVGACLVDCEYHLLSPYRCPPGQICCQW 0.9534 

TEBD34 MKIFYLVLAFLFFAVLPESGYA LYLCYSRGGHCVPANSCTPERDLGTWGCNTGLTCCRR 0.9289 

TEBD35 MKTLFLLFAALLFFSQIISG SSQTAPDTLECRRSHHGFCKSRCPPHTIPTGGSCQWGSLICCKS 0.4202 

TEBD36 MKALLLLVAIFMFSNQAVTA TGQSDPANIACFQSGGTCRASCPFPGVQSGDCAGGFVCCTW 0.588 

TEBD37 MKALLLLVAIFIFSHQAAT DDPLEVACTNKGGSCWSKCPYPSVNAGRCRYPQVCCTW 0.7122 

TEBD38 MKIFYLLFAFLFLAFLPEPGNA GSECRSHGGVCDSNCGSGYYPIGKYDCGTGWCCAP 0.9469 

TEBD39 MKIFYLLFAFLFLAFLPEPGNA GSQCRSHGGVCDSQCGRGYYSIGKYDCGTGWCCAP 0.9602 

TEBD40 MKIFYLLFAFLFLAFLLEPGNA DRLCFNAGGKCFPQCPDGYTSIGNCNKGICCKK 0.9927 

TEBD41 MKIFYLVLAFLFLAILPEPGNA NYVCRRRSGDCVPSNSCPPERNLGTWGCNTGLTCCRR 0.9809 

TEBD42 MKIFYLVLAFLFLAILPEPGYA HYVCFRQGGVCVHSCPPGRNLGTWGCNNRLTCCRR 0.9881 

TEBD43 MMTLYLLFAFLFLAFLSESGNA QRWCHRRGRCFSHHCLQNFENLGKIDCRQSHVCCRP 0.9236 

TEBD44 MKILYLMFAFLFLAFLSEPGNA QRRCHRQGRSCFRRCPRRYKNLGRWNCRRRFTCCQL 0.9768 

TEBD45 MKIFYLLFAFLFLAFLSEPGNA QCRSRGGLCYRRHCPINTVSFGRLDCPWILRCCVP 0.9287 

TEBD46 MKIFYLLFAFFFIAFLSEPGYA QRKCHHKNGVCVNPPCHKSAPINIGKEDCKDRATCCRP 0.9868 

TEBD47 MKIFYLLFAFLFLVFLSETGNA QRQCHRAKGSCFPRPCPRKSNNLGKVDCSGRMICCKP 0.9519 

TEBD48 MKILYLLFAVLILAFLSQPGNA QDRCHSIRGRCYPNRCPGGLDHGQVDCRYRWRCCVR 0.9857 

TEBD49 MKILYLLFAVLFLAFLSQPGNA HHLCARRGGICRRRCRRGNEQSHGQVDCQLGLQCCVR 0.9849 

TEBD50 MKIIYLLFAVLFLAFLSQPGNA QPRCRGLGGICRPGRCRPGQHCFGQIDCRRGWKCCRR 0.9797 

TEBD51 MKIIYLLFAVLFLAFLSQPGNA QRRCRNRGGYCCRTRCPRPHHCFGRMDCPPRHNCCRR 0.9822 

 
 
Signal peptide cleavage sites on the Beta-defensin showing signal sequence and mature peptide sequence.  The probability shows the likelihood 

that the cleavage site is in that position.   
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A3.1 Chelonia mydas exon positions 
GENE Exon 1 Length Exon 2 Length Orientation Total Length No of AA 

 FROM END (bp) FROM  END (bp)  (bp)  
CMBD1 59156 59213 58 56361 56482 122 - 180 60 

CMBD2 70952 71009 58 69075 69202 128 - 186 62 

CMBD3 86628 86685 58 85687 85820 134 - 192 64 

CMBD4 96547 96607 61 98541 98683 143 + 204 68 

CMBD5 115369 115426 58 116254 116387 134 + 192 64 

CMBD6 130514 130571 58 131383 131534 152 + 210 70 

CMBD7 143871 143928 58 141967 142100 134 - 192 64 

CMBD8 152849 152906 58 152034 152167 134 - 192 64 

CMBD9 167474 167531 58 165775 165899 125 - 183 61 

CMBD10 188114 188171 58 184575 184708 134 - 192 64 

CMBD11 197873 197930 58 193284 193417 134 - 192 64 

CMBD12 199695 199752 58 199192 199322 131 - 189 63 

CMBD13 208908 208965 58 207984 208111 128 - 186 62 

CMBD14 249114 249261 148 248284 248417 134 - 282 94 

CMBD15 267912 268065 154 269867 269994 128 + 282 94 

CMBD16 279643 279697 55 281599 281726 128 + 183 61 

CMBD17 288312 288366 55 290045 290172 128 + 183 61 

CMBD18 297856 298009 154 299813 299940 128 + 282 94 

CMBD19 312292 312451 160 309801 309928 128 - 288 96 

CMBD20 323408 323555 148 322169 322299 131 - 279 93 

CMBD21 339780 339927 148 338544 338671 128 - 276 92 

CMBD22 376121 376178 58 374511 374650 140 - 198 66 

CMBD23 384201 384258 58 386108 386247 140 + 198 66 

CMBD24 428205 428262 58 431875 432041 167 + 225 75 

CMBD25 448240 448294 55 446645 446769 125 - 180 60 

CMBD26 461627 461684 58 459075 459238 164 - 222 74 

CMBD27 521992 522049 58 516623 516789 167 - 225 75 

CMBD28 564502 564559 58 562761 562912 152 - 210 70 

CMBD29 650500 650557 58 652228 652352 125 + 183 61 

CMBD30 803581 803638 58 805865 805992 128 + 186 62 

CMBD31 839154 839211 58 837649 837776 128 - 186 62 

CMBD32 856588 856645 58 854315 854442 128 - 186 62 

CMBD33 865051 865108 58 867262 867392 131 + 189 63 

CMBD34 910920 910977 58 909544 909668 125 - 183 61 

CMBD35 928840 928897 58 927350 927474 125 - 183 61 

CMBD36 972334 972391 58 973725 973849 125 + 183 61 

CMBD37 984577 984634 58 986026 986153 128 + 186 62 

CMBD38 1001087 1001144 58 1003213 1003340 128 + 186 62 

CMBD39 1027124 1027178 55 1030804 1030940 137 + 192 64 

Positions coordinates of exons.  Last codon of CTSB is a marker for the start of the beta-defensin cluster.  Orientation of the gene and length of exons and full length of coding 

sequence.  
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A3.2 Chelonia mydas physical properties of second exon mature peptide 
 

 pI Net Charge Mr  pI Net Charge Mr 

CMBD1 8.69 3 4549 CMBD21 3.93 -7 7587 

CMBD2 8.34 4 4687 CMBD22 7.79 1 4903 

CMBD3 6.27 -1 5093 CMBD23 7.83 1 4703 

CMBD4 9.69 8 5777 CMBD24 9.73 9 5990 

CMBD5 4.63 -4 5065 CMBD25 8.29 2 4494 

CMBD6 4.63 -6 5755 CMBD26 9.49 7 6075 

CMBD7 8.98 4 4904 CMBD27 9.18 6 6117 

CMBD8 6.24 0 4929 CMBD28 8.53 3 5472 

CMBD9 5.92 0 4336 CMBD29 7.8 1 4531 

CMBD10 8.33 2 5028 CMBD30 9.69 6 4811 

CMBD11 8.98 4 4577 CMBD31 8.31 2 4931 

CMBD12 9.48 6 4879 CMBD32 9.8 7 4968 

CMBD13 9.7 8 4843 CMBD33 10.63 8 4932 

CMBD14 6.12 -1 8444 CMBD34 9.61 7 4883 

CMBD15 7.75 1 7941 CMBD35 9.38 6 4736 

CMBD16 10.6 8 4963 CMBD36 9.7 8 4610 

CMBD17 10.2 8 4866 CMBD37 8.7 5 4533 

CMBD18 5.73 -1 8004 CMBD38 9.7 8 4806 

CMBD19 4.54 -5 8424 CMBD39 8.66 3 5179 

CMBD20 4.02 -7 7604     

 
 
Physical properties of the Chelonia mydas mature peptide beta-defensins. All properties were achieved by using the protparam program on the 
ExPASy Server (Gasteiger, E. et al. 2005) 
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A 3.3 Chelonia mydas signal peptide prediction 
 Signal Peptide Pro-peptide/Mature Peptide Probability 

CMBD1 MRILYLFFAVVIFFLQAAPTRG SAYDTLQCLSNHGHCRPLCFHMERQVGTCTNGHQRCCK 0.5315 

CMBD2 MKIFYLLFAGLFLVSLPNPGNG QFVILGCLTRGGSCRTDNCYLDEMEIGSCLRSNRLCCKRT 0.9264 

CMBD3 MRILCLLLVVLSGISLATSANG QRVTRYLNHCLQRGGTCRYDDCDDGEVQIGTCYHHTMVCCRD 0.4984 

CMBD4 MSILNVLFPVFLLMLLVEAPG DWKIIPLFDSLTCLGKHYRCRKTFCYLNERKLGMCILRSRFCCRRMT 0.4133 

CMBD5 MRILYFLLVVLSGISLATSANG QRMTRDLSYCLERGGTCQYNDCSDGEVEIGTCYHHTMLCCWD 0.5237 

CMBD6 MRILYLLLIVLSGISLATSANG QRMTRDLSHCLQRGGTCRYNDCDDGEVEIGTCYHHTMLCCQDEEEMLS 0.2129 

CMBD7 MKILCLIFAVLLFLLQATPGLS PPSDTLRCISNNGLCHRTLCPRPLFAFGICSHGRETCCKGRW 0.2216 

CMBD8 MRSLYLLFAVGVLLFQPAPGYG QMREIAACVSVDGYCVEAFKMCPSGEYLLGICPDFIMRCCKK 0.7805 

CMBD9 MRSLYLLFVVALLLFHAAPGDG MPFNTCQSRRGFCLAALQICPSGIFLDLLCIGGGLCCQI 0.7413 

CMBD10 MRSLYLLIAVVPLLFQPAPGYG QRMQIPPCVSRGGYCVEAFEICPSHEYLRGACPNFIMRCCKN 0.8952 

CMBD11 MRGLYLLFAVVLFLFHAAPGSG LRLPFVPCLLKGGLCLPRLGLCSPGIQLLRGVCPAPLICCQT 0.6916 

CMBD12 MKILYLLFAVVLLLFQAAPGSG EEARIPSCRFMGGYCIRRGQHCPSGRFLNGPCGFRERCCKR 0.8036 

CMBD13 MRILYLLLLVLFLGLQTA QDTRKCKSNWYHMGGRCRLWGCKFGEKRTGTCLAGLMTCCHPKH 0.4001 

CMBD14 MKILYLLFAVVFLVLHVQG QHQQEPQDDPQAWNEAPDDAEEEAEAEVAPGPDKQQSHILCSFRGGVCRSKRCSKSQERKIGNCAYRKACCVKRN 0.9677 

CMBD15 MKILFLLFAVVFLVFQTQSEA VALTKNEAEAQAPDAVEAEAQDAAAEISSPDLMPQKAPIFCAMILGVCRIRCSLRERTIGWCSRGVSCCRKRF 0.6825 

CMBD16 MKILFLLFAVVFLVFQTQN LMPQEAPIHCARQLGVCRIRCSQRERRIGWCSRGMACCRKRF 0.4012 

CMBD17 MKILFLLFAVVFLVFQTQN LMPQEAPIFCAMKLGVCRIRCSRRERTIGSCFRGVSCCRKRF 0.4055 

CMBD18 MKILFLLFAVVFLVFQTQSEA VAVIKNEAKAQAPDAVEAEAQDDAAEISSPDLMPQEAPIHCARQLGVCQTKCSWRERTIGWCSRGVACCKKWF 0.7393 

CMBD19 MKTLYLLFAVACLVFHVQA SPKPLPEDVPQDESENLDAAEDDGIGMEDGDIAKADPDVQVSPFQCLRARGVCRPLRCNKNEGTIGRCFYRVPCCSK 0.9265 

CMBD20 MKTLYLLFAVFCLVSHVQA NPMPVPEDVPQGEPQNLDDGIGVEDVDVVEAPGGQSNPMVCSFSGGTCKGSCDSGKEVTSGMCYPGVMCCIRKP 0.9738 

CMBD21 MKTLYLLFAVFCLVFHVQA NPMPVPEDVPQGEPQNLDDGIGVEDVDVVEAPGGQSNPMVCSFSGGTCRNYGCVGREVTSGMCYPGVVCCIRP 0.9391 

CMBD22 MRILYLLFAVLFFLFQGAPGNA DFLDNINCRSNFGFCHAGDCPISTTLVGTCINGKINCCKRPTAP 0.9162 

CMBD23 MKILYLLFAVLVFLFQATPGAA DMGPPPADTLACRAQGGFCHLINCPPVFSISGTCHGGQLKCCTR 0.804 

CMBD24 MKIVYLLFAVFFLVLQSTPGFT QFINSPALCKRARGSCRRICYGKYRLIGSCGSGQNCCKMRAVSSGCHKGDITV 0.8121 

CMBD25 MKILYLLFAVLLVLQVAPGLA QNIWTPSQCGCFGGDCHVPCPHGTRHFGRCVTQGFCCLR 0.9142 

CMBD26 MKILYLLSVVLFFVLQIIPGFTYS LGATMRCLQNGGRCYPWQCPANTYNIGRCCSWRLCCRRVSSGLHRGNGTV 0.3885 

CMBD27 MKIVYLLFAVFFLVLQSTPGFT KFISNPFACVRAGGFCTYTCYTKYGWFGTCGSGQTCCRRRWVSSGCHKGDITV 0.7184 

CMBD28 MKILYLLFALLFLVLQSSPGFT DPRQCLGRGEFCRTRCCSPSIQIGVCAIGIPCCKDRVSSQCHKADIIV 0.6704 

CMBD29 MKILYVLFAVFFLVLQSSPGFT QRPPSDPESCRRAGGVCHFICSPFFTPFGTCGFVESCCR 0.8185 

CMBD30 MKILYLLFAVFFLVAQS TEVSNRGIIGTSICLSRRGACFLFHCPLNTVRIGRCGLFWHCCRW 0.6007 

CMBD31 MKILYLLFAVFLLVLQGAPEFSQA ESPYLQCRLHGGDCYLKRCHFNFEAIGICDKYQVCCKR 0.7429 

CMBD32 MKILYLLFAVFFLVLQDAPEFSEA QDPFILCRSRRGFCSYKRCPFNSTLISRCSGRFLCCRR 0.9034 

CMBD33 MKILYLLFAVFFLVHQGATEFSQA QNFNRRCILRGGTCFYLRCPPFLRTRIGRCFSGGVCCAR 0.4041 

CMBD34 MKFLYLLSAIVFLVLMDAPGFS HGLLTHHACRNRGGHCHFWKCPYHTRYLGKCVFGHCCRR 0.4962 

CMBD35 MKFLYLLSAIVFLMLIDAPGFSHA LLTHKACRRRAGDCHFWKCPTNALYLGKCVFGHCCQR 0.5052 

CMBD36 MKILYLLSAAVFLVLLTAPGFSQA KISPNKCKRRGGSCYFRGCPFSSVYLGKCWIGSCCQR 0.6937 

CMBD37 MKILYLLFTVVFLVLQGVSVFS QAERSSLACGELGGACFPLRCPSNSVHVRSCYPQGVCCRR 0.442 

CMBD38 MKILYLLFALVFLVLQGAPEFSQA WRSRKRCGRVAGICFTGPCPYNYILIGICSRKYSCCKL 0.5333 

CMBD39 MKVLYLLFLVLYFFQGTSG TGRCRRLNGVCRHTLCHHVETYVGRCHHGMGNCCLNDDDDRKLKV 0.7337 

Signal peptide cleavage sites on the Beta-defensin showing signal sequence and mature peptide sequence.  The probability shows the likelihood that the cleavage site is in that position. 
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A3.4 Gopherus evgoodei exon positions 
 

GENE Exon 1 Length Exon 2 Length Orientation Total Length No of AA 

 FROM END (bp) FROM  END (bp)  (bp)            
GEBD1 69307 69364 58 61924 62045 122 - 180 60 

GEBD2 80172 80229 58 77979 78112 134 - 192 64 

GEBD3 90732 90789 58 89847 89983 137 - 195 65 

GEBD4 97766 97823 58 103371 103513 143 + 201 67 

GEBD5 111242 111299 58 114074 114207 134 + 192 64 

GEBD6 134301 134358 58 135174 135307 134 + 192 64 

GEBD7 146152 146209 58 141871 142004 134 - 192 64 

GEBD8 151365 151422 58 150551 150684 134 - 192 64 

GEBD9 161548 161605 58 159912 160036 125 - 183 61 

GEBD10 194757 194814 58 190269 190402 134 - 192 64 

GEBD11 204799 204856 58 200227 200351 125 - 183 61 

GEBD12 207824 207881 58 206095 206225 131 - 189 63 

GEBD13 245275 245329 55 246207 246334 128 + 183 61 

GEBD14 271335 271389 55 273902 274026 125 + 180 60 

GEBD15 287500 287629 130 289001 289116 116 + 246 82 

GEBD16 305434 305491 58 303830 303969 140 - 198 66 

GEBD17 310269 310326 58 313075 313214 140 + 198 66 

GEBD18 343397 343451 55 341335 341459 125 - 180 60 

GEBD19 358136 358193 58 355619 355782 164 - 222 74 

GEBD20 393134 393191 58 391889 392031 143 - 201 67 

GEBD21 415976 416033 58 413543 413685 143 - 201 67 

GEBD22 434359 434416 58 432709 432875 167 - 225 75 

GEBD23 463296 463353 58 460879 461072 194 - 252 84 

GEBD24 533075 533132 58 529947 530128 182 - 240 80 

GEBD25 550091 550148 58 547977 548143 167 - 225 75 

GEBD26 561586 561643 58 559824 559954 131 - 189 63 

GEBD27 621332 621389 58 619259 619389 131 - 189 63 

GEBD28 702925 702982 58 700354 700520 167 - 225 75 

GEBD29 773141 773198 58 774488 774618 131 + 189 63 

GEBD30 838829 838889 61 847500 847633 134 + 195 65 

GEBD31 911268 911325 58 913526 913689 164 + 222 74 

GEBD32 937415 937472 58 939798 939925 128 + 186 62 

GEBD33 1008420 1008459 40 999640 999767 128 - 168 56 

GEBD34 1023593 1023650 58 1022117 1022241 125 - 183 61 

GEBD35 1057120 1057177 58 1054788 1054915 128 - 186 62 

GEBD36 1084550 1084607 58 1086283 1086410 128 + 186 62 

GEBD37 1099989 1100046 58 1102310 1102440 131 + 189 63 
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GEBD38 1125792 1125849 58 1127251 1127408 158 + 216 72 

GEBD39 1158282 1158339 58 1155657 1155781 125 - 183 61 

GEBD40 1172438 1172495 58 1170961 1171085 125 - 183 61 

GEBD41 1183174 1183231 58 1181696 1181823 128 - 186 62 

GEBD42 1202506 1202563 58 1201028 1201155 128 - 186 62 

GEBD43 1232328 1232385 58 1237167 1237294 128 + 186 62 

GEBD44 1262804 1262861 58 1264151 1264275 125 + 183 61 

GEBD45 1273453 1273510 58 1275241 1275356 116 + 174 58 

GEBD46 1290798 1290855 58 1295901 1296028 128 + 186 62 

GEBD47 1319964 1320018 55 1325822 1325958 137 + 192 64 

 
 
Positions coordinates of exons.  Last codon of CTSB is a marker for the start of the beta-defensin cluster.  Orientation of the gene and length of 
exons and full length of coding sequence 
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A3.5 Gopherus evgoodei Physical properties of mature peptide 
 

 pI Net Charge Mr  pI Net Charge Mr 

GEBD1 9.18 5 4625 GEBD24 6.87 0 6634 

GEBD2 8.35 2 4565 GEBD25 8.75 4 5934 

GEBD3 6.42 -1 5099 GEBD26 5.44 -1 4614 

GEBD4 9.18 5 5514 GEBD27 8.53 3 4661 

GEBD5 6.88 0 5153 GEBD28 9.08 5 6179 

GEBD6 4.97 -4 5037 GEBD29 5.27 -2 4629 

GEBD7 9.22 5 4841 GEBD30 10.79 10 5028 

GEBD8 4.94 -1 4874 GEBD31 11.1 9 6108 

GEBD9 8.69 3 4392 GEBD32 9.22 5 4871 

GEBD10 7.79 1 4846 GEBD33 9.38 6 4986 

GEBD11 9.56 6 4343 GEBD34 9.12 5 4761 

GEBD12 9.99 9 4889 GEBD35 9.5 7 4772 

GEBD13 9.99 8 4724 GEBD36 9.69 7 4642 

GEBD14 9.55 7 4833 GEBD37 9.69 7 4928 

GEBD15 9.38 6 4121 GEBD38 10.63 8 6123 

GEBD16 6.7 0 4978 GEBD39 9.55 7 4908 

GEBD17 6.68 0 4775 GEBD40 9.38 6 4908 

GEBD18 8.87 4 4549 GEBD41 8.9 4 4648 

GEBD19 9.04 6 5856 GEBD42 8.87 4 4912 

GEBD20 9.77 9 5519 GEBD43 8.66 3 4900 

GEBD21 10.34 9 5413 GEBD44 9.7 8 4705 

GEBD22 9.84 8 6326 GEBD45 7.68 1 4572 

GEBD23 10.36 11 7399 GEBD46 10 9 4661 

    GEBD47 8.3 2 5241 

Physical properties of the Gopherus evgoodei mature peptide beta-defensins. All properties were achieved by using the protparam program on 
the ExPASy Server (Gasteiger, E. et al. 2005) 
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A3.6 Gopherus evgoodei Signal peptide prediction 

 Signal Peptide Mature Peptide Probability 

GEBD1 MRILYLFFAFVIFFLQAAP ARGSAYDTLQCLSKHGHCRRLCFHMERQVGTCTNGHMRCCK 0.6375 

GEBD2 MKIFYLLFACLFLVSLPSPGNG QFAILGCLIRGGSCRTDNCSLDEMEIGSCLRSNRICCKRA 0.8482 

GEBD3 MRILCLLLVVLLGISLFTSANG QRMTRHLNHCLQRGGTCRYDDCDDGEVQIGTCYHHTMVCCR 0.8733 

GEBD4 MSILHVLFPVFLLLLLAGPGDG NLLHLIDSLACKGKHGRCREAFCFLNERQIGMCTFHTRFCCRRQK 0.965 

GEBD5 MRFFYCLFAVLLWIALA APGKGVNHGAVSCRNRDAVCQFDSCYYNEIEIATCYHYTMKCCRERD 0.4346 

GEBD6 MRILYLLLVVLLGISLFTSANG QRMTRDLSHCLERGGTCRYNDCDDGEVEIGTCYHHTMLCCQD 0.8712 

GEBD7 MKIFYLIFAVLLFHLQAAPGLS LSADTLRCISNNGLCHQTLCPRTPFKFGTCSHGRATCCKGRW 0.287 

GEBD8 MRSLYLLFAVGVLLFQLAPGYG QMTEIPACVSVDGYCVEAFKMCPSGEYLLGICADFIMRCCKK 0.9206 

GEBD9 MRGLYLLCVVALLLFNAGPGDG IPIYSCQSSRRGFCLLDFRLCPSGIALALACSPGRCCKI 0.9231 

GEBD10 MRSLYLLIAVVLLLFQPAPGNG QRIQMPPCASIGGYCMEALEICPSHEYLRGVCAHFLMGCCKK 0.9471 

GEBD11 MRGLYLLFAVLLLLLHA APESGLRLPFAPCLVKGGLCRPRFLCSAGIQLLRGVCPAPLRCC 0.2659 

GEBD12 MRGLYLLFAVLLLLLHAAPGSA YKARIPSCRSLRGYCIRRGQSCHSGQYLNGACPPRERCCKR 0.847 

GEBD13 MKILLLLFAVVFLVFQTQS LRGRGGVVACQNRRGICRGFCWLNEYASGRCFTGKLCCNRKN 0.6897 

GEBD14 MKILLLLFAVVFLVFQTQNRG RFLRPTMCQLGGGVCRGRCFSYEYPSAWCFTNMYCCKRK 0.6036 

GEBD15 MQALYLLFALLFLVFQEQAQS KEQDEPQEPALLDQIEGARIVREISSSCLARGGQCRLGFCPWKETKITSCGFGRPCCKKVI 0.9398 

GEBD16 MRILYLLFAVLFFLFQGAPGNA DFLDNLNCRNNFGFCHSGDCPPSTTLIGTCINGKINCCKWTTAP 0.9188 

GEBD17 MRILYLLFAVLVFLFQGTPGVA DLGPPLADTMACRDQGGFCQLMSCPQVFSVSGTCHGGLLKCCTR 0.8251 

GEBD18 MKILYLLFTVLLVLQIAPDLA KTIWTPSQCEHFGGVCSAPCPRCTRQFGRCVTQGFCCLR 0.4794 

GEBD19 MKILYLLFAVLFLVLQSIPG FTCCPGATIRCLQNGGRCYPGQCPPNTYIIGHCCPWRLCCRRVSSGLHKGNGTV 0.4759 

GEBD20 MKILYLLFAVLFLVLQSTPGLT QSPTCFMRCIRRGGLCYRRCPPGTYYLGRCCRQFFCCRRVSAGFQ 0.8416 

GEBD21 MKILYLLFAVFFLVLQSSSGLA QYINSDAVCSRLGGRCFPICYSPWIKIGNCRFRRSCCRRRRVSSG 0.7358 

GEBD22 MKILYLLFALFFLVLQSSPGFT QFINNPFACRRARGICRRSCYPNLRPIGRCGFAQSCCRRSWVSSGCHKEDITV 0.7901 

GEBD23 MKILYLLFALFFLVLQSSPGFT QFINNSFACRRARGSCRRFCIGRYRLIGTCGQGQNCCRRRVSSGCHKRVITVQTEYLCLSFL 0.7647 

GEBD24 MKILYLLFAVFCLMLQSTTG ITDPRQCIGHGEFCSIRCHPPSRQIGICAIGIPCCKRQVSSGFNEADVTVYTEYLCLSFL 0.7296 

GEBD25 MKILYLLFAVFLLVLQSSPGFT RYPACEVRKCIQNGGLCFGTCPAPFRETGSCGCGVSCCQWRVSSGFHKANVTL 0.6721 

GEBD26 MKILYLLFAVFFLVLQSSPGFT QCPADNVHECIQNGGLCFSTCPAPFRETGSCGCGVSCCQWR 0.7287 

GEBD27 MKILYLLFAVFLLVLQSSPGFT RYPACEVRKCIQNGGLCFGTCPPPFIQSGSCGCGVSCCQWR 0.6644 

GEBD28 MKILFLLFALFFLMLQSSPGFT HFINDPEACRRAGGFCLRRCAPYFTPIGSCGIVQSCCRRRWVSSGCHKTDVIV 0.7275 

GEBD29 MKIFYVLFAVFFLVLQSSPGFA QDFPSYPEACIHAGGFCHFSCPLLSTPIGSCGFVESCCRWG 0.9656 

GEBD30 MKIFYLLFALFFLVAQSGA QESDRNIGAIIPVAVCIARKGKCYFRRCPPRRTRIGRCAVFFPCCR 0.8952 

GEBD31 MKILYLLFAVFFLVAQS TEVSNRGIIATARCLRRRGACFLFNCPIYTVRIGRCGVFWHCCRRVSPGLHTGDIAR 0.6025 
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Signal peptide cleavage sites on the Beta-defensin showing signal sequence and mature peptide sequence.  The probability shows the likelihood 
that the cleavage site is in that position. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GEBD32 MKILYLLFAVFFLVAQS TEVADRGIFGTAMCVSRKGACFLFHCPLYTMRIGRCGLFWHCCRW 0.5663 

GEBD33 MRFFGFLVLLLSSEFSQA KDPFLQCRLRGGNCYFKRCLFNSKILGICDRLHFCCQR 0.9861 

GEBD34 MKILFLLFAVVFLVLMDAPGFSQA KMSRRECEHRGGECYPMCPKFYKTIGNCVDGGRCCRR 0.4592 

GEBD35 MKILYLLFAVFFLVLQGMPEFSEA QDPFKLCKYRGGTCSYKRCSFNSKVVGICGGRFLCCRR 0.9017 

GEBD36 MKILYLLFAVFLLVLHCVPAFSQA YDLSRNCRLRGGTCYIGKCPRRAVRSGICSRGNVCCLT 0.5333 

GEBD37 MKILYLLFAVFLLVHQGATEFSQA QNLNRRCVLLGGTCFYRRCPPFIRTVLGRCYKGDVCCGR 0.4097 

GEBD38 MKILYLLFAVFFLVLQGTPAFS QAQNSSFLCRRLWGTCVLRRCPPNWRFIGRCSSTHVCCVRYVQLSTRQTL 0.5186 

GEBD39 MKILYLLFAVVFLVLMDAPGFS YALLTRRGCRRKGGECNFWRCPSNAIYLDKCYFGHCCRR 0.5148 

GEBD40 MKILYLLFAVVFLVLMDAPGFS YALLTQRGCRRRGGECNFWRCPSNAIYLDKCYFGHCCRR 0.5139 

GEBD41 MKIFYLLFAVVFLVLIDAPGFSQA LVTPGGCKRYGGSCFFWRCPTPSTYFDKCIPVGHCCVK 0.4732 

GEBD42 MKILYLLFAVAFLVLMDAPGFS QAWVNSRNCKYRGGSCYFWQCPTTSTYIDKCIPFGYCCVK 0.5302 

GEBD43 MKNLYQIFAVVFLVLMDVPAFSQA QLTRWQCRWHGGDCYNPVCPYISKLIGRCIPFGYCCQT 0.4838 

GEBD44 MKILYLLSAVVFLVLLTAPGFSQA RISPKECKRRGGSCYFRGCPSNSIYLKKCWIGSCCQR 0.6655 

GEBD45 MKILYLLFAVVFLVLQGVPG SEDQLGVYMAWRCLLAFEMSGQSMYIRRFYPQGFCCQR 0.6095 

GEBD46 MKILFLLHAVLFLVLQLASEFSQA WRSSKRCRRAGGFCFSGPCPSNAKLIGICSRKYSCCKL 0.7524 

GEBD47 MKVLYLLFLVFYFFQGTSG TGRCRRLNGVCRHTLCHHIETYVGRCHHGMGNCCLNDDDDRKEKM 0.7286 
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A4.1 Alligator mississippiensis exon positions 
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Exon 1 Length Exon 2 Length Orientation Total Length No of AA 

GENE FROM END (bp) FROM  END (bp) 
 

(bp) 
 

          

AMBD1 51633 51693 61 49208 49329 122 - 183 61 

AMBD2 62922 62964 43 61912 62078 167 - 210 70 

AMBD3 66092 66152 61 65079 65218 140 - 201 67 

AMBD4 102333 102390 58 108229 108350 122 + 180 60 

AMBD5 129140 129197 58 130946 131070 125 + 183 61 

AMBD6 152828 152888 61 156333 156469 137 + 198 66 

AMBD7 180419 180476 58 178930 179051 122 - 180 60 

AMBD8 195370 195526 157 193802 193971 170 - 327 109 

AMBD9 206355 206520 166 204668 204798 131 - 297 99 

AMBD10 228087 228258 172 226940 227058 119 - 291 97 

AMBD11 240552 240723 172 243006 243133 128 + 300 100 

AMBD12 252138 252306 169 253666 253793 128 + 297 99 

AMBD13 265719 265848 130 267784 267917 134 + 264 88 
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AMBD14 14960 15119 160 14447 14571 125 - 285 95 

AMBD15 59012 59069 58 60730 60857 128 + 186 62 

AMBD16 70239 70296 58 69314 69495 182 - 240 80 

AMBD17 89590 89647 58 87981 88096 116 - 174 58 

AMBD18 98923 98980 58 101911 102044 134 + 192 64 

 
 
Positions coordinates of exons.  Last codon of CTSB is a marker for the start of the beta-defensin cluster.  Orientation of the gene and length of 

exons and full length of coding sequence.  
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A4.2 Alligator mississippiensis physical properties of mature peptide 
 
 

GENE pI Net 
Charge 

Mr 

AMBD1 9.18 5 4576 

AMBD2 8.9 4 5336 

AMBD3 5.13 -2 5106 

AMBD4 8.38 2 4195 

AMBD5 7.78 1 4064 

AMBD6 7.79 1 4716 

AMBD7 9.98 7 4291 

AMBD8 5.61 -3 10292 

AMBD9 4.97 -4 8957 

AMBD10 4.38 -8 9025 

AMBD11 4.38 -8 9025 

AMBD12 9.58 8 9399 

AMBD13 5.74 -1 7367 

AMBD14 5.17 -3 8105 

AMBD15 8.84 4 4920 

AMBD16 8.72 3 7055 

AMBD17 8.58 3 4241 

AMBD18 9.1 5 5155 

 
Physical properties of the Alligator mississippiensis mature peptide beta-defensins. All properties were achieved by using the protparam program 
on the ExPASy Server (Gasteiger, E. et al. 2005) 
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A4.3 Alligator mississippiensis signal peptide prediction 

  
SIGNAL PEPTIDE Pro-domain/MATURE PEPTIDE Probability 

AMBD1 MRILYLLFAAVMILFLQAVPAKG SYYSTLQCRNNHGHCRRLCFHRERWIGNCNGGHQHCCK 
 

AMBD2 MLWFVAILILLAVPGNAQG SKNVCRSAGGQCQMGTCLSGEVRIGDCFTPVILCCKKYLARKTPGELQGGA 0.5155 

AMBD3 MMKFFYLLLVVLFGIFLATTANG QRASRYVNHCLQKGGTCRYDDCEAGEEQIGTCYRQTMVCCRDEE 0.9039 

AMBD4 MKNLYLILALALFFSQVAPGGA APSPHEICRRHGGTCVISISFCTHLIVEVLGCICCRQR 0.6614 

AMBD5 MKSLYVILAVALFFSQVVPGNG LPILSLIQCLNLGGICLISVSLCDGVTIRLLGCNCCSSR 0.6013 

AMBD6 MRVLCLLLVIVTLLLFQAAPGYS QRTISPLCDSVGGYCVNPFEVCLSGREIVGSCPHLLMRCCKMI 0.8231 

AMBD7 MRILYLLFAVFLFLLQVAPGQS YRECRNRGGECRPHGSCHPGSVIPVRCPHRTVCCRRR 0.7088 

AMBD8 MKLLFLLLGVTTLVFQAQA QDVVVAQDEAEPQDLGEMEEEAETEVMEAEDATGPKLGESPAHCRWKRGVCRRTHCKRNDRNCRHTPCKPAERIIGWCLSTYVCCRKAYL 0.9548 

AMBD9p MKLLYLFLSVAFLVFQAQA QDEVTAQDEAKAQDELKPKAEDAVMDAENAADNQSPALKPQGSPTDCHRQLGVCRSFLCFFFETTIGSCNRHQVCCRRWI 0.9355 

AMBD10 MKLLYLLVGVAFLVFQTQA QDGAVAQDEAEAQDLDEMEEEAEDEFVEAEDAAGMGSP ELARKDRPRCRKGLFCRPKCGQKEHVIGTCPKGLICCRIL 0.9352 

AMBD11 MKIIYLLLGVAFLVSQAQA QDVVVAQDEAEAQDLDDIDEEAQDNAMEAEYAATMGSPDVKPQEYPVVCRVLLGVCRPFRCLRNERTIGSCSSNHACCKRY 0.9979 

AMBD12 MKFLYLLFGVAFLVLQTQA QDIQAQDKAEIQELNQLEAKVKLVVMETEHAADMKYLDPAQPRRRKFCSRQGVCKPRCSGNENSSRRCRNHQRCCVKRRQ 0.961 

AMBD13 MRVLLLLFALLFLVFQVQA QHKAQEEAQDPALQDEAEAVMAAPENTPISRSNCKRSGATCRVGFCFGGEIKLGSCAFLRPCCKELPGL 0.9608 

AMBD14 MKTPCLLFALVLLVLHVQA MPNPVGEKQPHKEADTWDGVEDDASKAKGNVEAEGAGGENNPMVCSYSGGSCRQRCIGHEVMVGKCYGTFICCVHM 0.8999 

AMBD15 MRTLYLLFAVSLFMVQIAPG FFQIYWNTKLCKLNGGSCFLRSCPRQFVSFGTCTQECMCCIR 0.405 

AMBD16 MRVLYLLFAVSILMSQLAAG FPQIGYFHCQQNKGQCFQHICPPNTKYIGSCKQLGNCCQRYVQESMGMCCRARRDWFSEV 0.8553 

AMBD17 MRILYLLLALLFLLCQALA DTLTCTKNNGTCSFMLCPIFMKAIGSCYDGAAKCCRRCI 0.8308 

AMBD18 MKILYLLVLGLFLFLQAASG LGRCNLLNGVCRHTLCHSLEKYIGRCHRGLRNCCVDDYVLKYKM 0.6229 

 
Signal peptide cleavage sites on the Beta-defensin showing signal sequence and mature peptide sequence.  The probability shows the likelihood 
that the cleavage site is in that position. 
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A4.4 Crocodylus porosus exons positions 
  

Exon 1 Length Exon 2 Length Exon 3 Length Orientation Total Length No of AA 

GENE FROM END (bp) FROM  END (bp) FROM END (bp) 
 

(bp) 
 

             

CPBD1 46711 46771 61 44024 44145 122 
   

- 183 61 

CPBD2 57138 57180 43 56114 56280 167 
   

- 210 70 

CPBD3 60316 60373 58 59301 59440 140 
   

- 198 66 

CPBD4 89848 89905 58 92446 92564 119 
   

+ 177 59 

CPBD5 108801 108858 58 110660 110781 122 
   

+ 180 60 

CPBD6 132653 132710 58 131110 131234 125 
   

- 183 61 

CPBD7 144540 144711 172 142603 142772 170 
   

- 342 114 

CPBD8 155384 155555 172 153799 153929 131 
   

- 303 101 

CPBD9 166677 166806 130 168541 168674 134 
   

+ 264 88 

CPBD10 190853 190910 58 192815 192948 134 
   

+ 192 64 

CPBD11 217252 217309 58 218834 218961 128 
   

+ 186 62 

CPBD12 227551 227608 58 226673 226793 121 225527 225542 16 - 195 65 

CPBD13 247061 247118 58 245499 245614 116 
   

- 174 58 

CPBD14 254999 255056 58 258285 258418 134 
   

+ 192 64 

 
Positions coordinates of exons.  Last codon of CTSB is a marker for the start of the beta-defensin cluster.  Orientation of the gene and length of 

exons and full length of coding sequence.  
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A4.5 Crocodylus porosus physical properties of mature peptide 
 
 

GENE pI Net 
Charge 

Mr 

CPBD1 8.94 4 4790 

CPBD2 8.9 4 5469 

CPBD3 5.13 -2 5120 

CPBD4 7.85 1 3987 

CPBD5 5.8 0 4057 

CPBD6 9.98 7 4555 

CPBD7 5.11 -5 10792 

CPBD8 5.64 -4 9318 

CPBD9 5.74 -1 7396 

CPBD10 6.08 0 4553 

CPBD11 9.24 6 4819 

CPBD12 9.27 5 5074 

CPBD13 8.58 3 4239 

CPBD14 9.1 5 5141 

 
 
 
Physical properties of the Crocodylus porosus mature peptide beta-defensins. All properties were achieved by using the protparam program on 
the ExPASy Server (Gasteiger, E. et al. 2005) 
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A 4.6 Crocodylus porosus signal peptide prediction 
 
  

SIGNAL PEPTIDE MATURE PEPTIDE Probability 

CPBD1 MRLLYLLFAAVMLLFLQAVP ANGSYYSTLQCRNNHGHCRRLCFHGEQWIGNCNGRHQHCCK 0.8533 

CPBD2 MLWFAAFLILLAVPGNAQG SKHVCRTAGGQCRMGICLSGEVRIGDCFIPVILCCKKYPVRKETGELQGGA 0.5604 

CPBD3 MKFFHLLLALLFGIFLATTANG QRATRYVNHCLQKGGTCRYDDCEAGEEQIGTCYRQTMVCCRDEE 0.9204 

CPBD4 MKSLYLILALALFFSQVAPGGA APLPHEICRSHGGICVANLSLCPHLILQVFGCICCRI 0.7301 

CPBD5 MKSLYLILALALFFSQVVPGNG LPILSFLQCLNLQGTCLLTVGFCNGITIRLLGCDCCTP 0.6078 

CPBD6 MRILYLLFAVLLFVLQAAPGHG QPSRSCLDRGGRCIRYNTCHPNLIINARCPHQTVCCRRR 0.8563 

CPBD7 MKLLFLLLGVTTLVFQAQA QDVVVAQDKAEPQDLDEMEEEAETEVMEAQDAAGMDFPGLNLGESPAHCRWRRGICRPTHCKKNDPNCRYNPCRFQERIVGWCLSSHVCCVKAKL 0.9546 

CPBD8 MKLLYLLLSVAFLVFQTQA QDEVLTQDEAKAQDLDELKPKAEDAVMEAVNAADSQSPDLKPHGSPTDCHRKLGICRHVFCNLFEITIGYCNRHHVCCRRWI 0.9601 

CPBD9 MRILLLLSALLFLVLQVQA QHKAQEEAQDPALQDEAEAVMAAPENTPISRSSCRRSGATCRVGFCFGGELRLGSCAFLRPCCKELPGL 0.9609 

CPBD10 MRFLYLLLAVLFFLFQVSSG FVDVAPADTVACRNQGNFCRLGTCPPTFEGTGTCNNGALLCCSK 0.4961 

CPBD11 MRTLYLLFAVSLFMVQIAPG FFQIYGNTKLCKLNGGSCFLRSCPRKFVSFGTCTRECMCCIR 0.3998 

CPBD12 MRVLYLLFTVSILMLQLAAG FPKIGYFHCRSQNGNCYQYACPPNTKYIGSCNKLGNCCQRILGGR 0.8976 

CPBD13 MRILYFLLALLFLLCQALA DTLTCTKNNGTCAFMLCPIFMKAIGTCYDGAAKCCRRCI 0.8353 

CPBD14 MKILYLLVLGLFLFLQAASG LGRCNLLNGVCRHTLCHSLEKYVGRCHRGLRNCCVDDYVLKYKM 0.6228 

 
Signal peptide cleavage sites on the Beta-defensin showing signal sequence and mature peptide sequence.  The probability shows the likelihood 
that the cleavage site is in that position. 
 
 


